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Administrative Report.

The results of the work of the Geological Survey for tile year 1896
are presented in this annual report_ and in the administrative part the

more general statement of the progress made and of the more impor-
tant data collected is given, preceding the special reports of the several
divisions of the Survey as now organized.

The survey of the surface formations is in charge of Professor R. D.

Salisbury ; that of the Red Sandstone or Newark formation is being
carried forward by Dr. H. ]3. Kiimmel ; the study of the crystalline
rocks of the Highlands is being continoed conjointly by the United
States Geological Survey and the State Survey; tile supphmental
studies of stream-flow and tile general topographio surveying are
directed by O. C. Vermeule, topographer of tile Survey ; tile forest-
survey observations in the southern part of the State are in charge of
Gifford Pinchot; tile subject of water-supply from artesian wells
is reported by Lewis Woolman ; the sale o£ tile topographical maps
and the financial aocounts are attended to by Irving S. Upson.

SURFACE OEOLOOY.

Tile survey of tile surface formations has for its leading objects
the determination of the areas occupied by them, or their mapping in
detail, so that a complete geological mall of the State may be made;
tbe study of the nature of the deposits forming tile surface and of their
structural relations to one another ; and tile careful description of tile
location and extent of materials of economic importance to be given
in a full report illustrate(! by the geological map. This work on the
surface geology was begun in 1891. It has been directed by Pro.
lessor Salisbury, assisted by geological workers trained by him ill the
field, and tile results have been of a character evidencing the advan.

(_i)
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tagcs of the uniformity in the direction of tile work throughout its
whtde course and over nearly the whole surfaca of tile State. Tile

iml,}rlance of a detailed map and the adva.tages of such a survey

Imve been referred to in tile administrative reports daring its pro-
greys. Tile work in 1896 has been in tile eastern part of Monmouth

county, and in tile southwestern part of tile State, in Camden,

Gloucester aml Cumberland counties. Tile geological mapping in the
latter distriet has covered tile Camden and Woodstnwn sheets of tile

new atlas scheme, and also tile sheet lying west of Bridgeton, and in
general may be said to have covered the belt of rich land along the
Delaware and as far eastward as the more sandy and wooded distriete

nf tile southern interior. In Monmouth county the study of the
underlying and ohter beds of Cretaceous age in order to ttle identifiea-

tinn of tbe newer surface formations has taken a great deal of time,
and tbe p_ogress in a real mappi.g has been slow. The survey oI the
surface has thrown some light on tile structure, relations and subdivi-

sions of the older formations. The larger part of tile more fertile

portion of Monmouth county, south to a latitude of 40 ° 30' has been

mapped. The more complex part of the work on the surface geology
is done, and that involving tile necessity of greatm' detail, and there-

f{}re more time in doing it, and tile progress in the remainlag portion
of the southeastern part of the State can be more rapid.

The results of the work on tile Surface Geology have been given in
part in the several annual reports for the years 1891-1895, but with-

out maps, exeeptlng for illustration of sp_ial features, as tile terminal
m,_raine, extra morainic drift, lake Passaic, ice-marks on the Palisades

m.untain, and other local phenomena, and one atlas shect--:hro. 6--

which was published in the annual report for 1894. The last named

mail _ht,ws the scope of the survey of the surface formations and the

extent of detail given by the geological map which is proposed for

the State. The new atlas-sheet has twice as many sheets as tile topo-
graphic atlas, and the aIraagemcnt is such that, by groups of four and
six sheets, the characteristic and related districts of the State can be

sbown on larger maps. The publication of the geological maps of tile

new atlas has not been begun. Tile work has been deferred until tile

report could be prepared whieb they are to accompany and illustrate.
In the meantime, Professor Salisbury is preparing a volume on the

Physical Ge.graphy of the State, which is introductory to the final

report on the Surface Geology. This publication is already, in part,
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printed, and a map of the State, on a scale of three miles to an inch,

showing the relief of the surface, to accompany the work, has been

printed. The preparation of the full report on the Surface Geology
i_ to be begun next year, and some of the maps are to be gotten ready

for engraving early in 1897. Tile lmblieation of this work is neces-

sarily expensive, on account of the number of maps and the detail
required to show the intricate nature of the surface formatlons_

ahhough tile base is already done in the original topographic atlas-
sheets. The making-up new transfer-sheets is comparatively simple

and inexpensive, but the representation of so many formations
involves the necessity of p'reparing many new simms and as many

impressions on the base. lnasmuch as tile preparation of the report_

consisting of two octavo volumes, with the text illustrated with many

letter-press figures and inset-plates, will require a long time, tile large
cost inwdved in the preparation and publication of the maps may be

distributed through two or three years at least, and the completion of

the geological map ba delayed that length of time.
During tile year Professor Salisbury was ill tile field from the first

of April to tile end of June. His assistaot, G. N. Kaapp, was en-

gt_ged in tracing the formations and studying their relations with the

older beds_ from about the first of April to the latter part of
_ovember.

Professor Salisbury gives in 'hls report further information on the
distribution, constitution, structure and origin of the Pensauken

formation in the northeastern part of Middlesex emmty and particu-

larly in the vicinity of Metuchen, in the northeastere part of Mon-
mouth county, and in the Mount Pleasant range of hills from the

l'qavesink Highlands to Freeimld. Some general statements on the
correlation and on the formation, as it occurs in Philadelphia and

vicinity, also are given in this report. The more mixed nature of the

material, and tile presence of red shale and sam]stone, and some gran-

itic pebbles, as also tile arkose sand, distieguish this formation from

the more qnartz,*se gravels of the :Beacon Hill formation. The

greater development of the latter in the Mount Pleasant range of
hills also is notable, particularly in the gravel-caps of this range of

hills. The gravel-capped hills of South Amboy, Sayreville and

Ernston, in Middlesex county, belong to the Peasauken. The exist-
ence of remnants of the Beaeou ]::Jill formation in the eastern part of

Moomouth county, on isolated hills, shows how large a part of this

B GEO
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once more or less continuous deposit has been removed_whereas to the
south, in the southeastern part of tile county, it is still an almost con-

tinuous formati¢m. The presence of a fine, fluffy sand and a clay,
under the gravel and gravelly-sand, heretofore recognized as distinct-
ively Beacon Hill, is stated in this report, and is indicative of a wide
range of conditions in the original deposition, from a quiet stage at its
beginning to a coarse gravel at tile close. The Hominy Hills district
appears to show the local development of tile fine sands and the clay.

Tlle report has an interesting section on the terraces or terrace-like
flats along the Raritan river and southeast in the vicinity of Matawaa
and Keyp_)rt,anti also Red Bank, and along the Navesink and Swim-
ming rivers, aml refers them to a submergence of the land after the
Pensauken time. These flats are st an average height of 40 feet above
tide level. Some higher terraces in the Mount Pleasant bills and in the

southwestern part of the State are apparently of the same age, as are
also the Philadelphia brlck-elays, which lie on the Pcnsauken forma-
tion and on the gneiss in that city and in the valley of the Delaware
from 30 to 150 feet above tide.level.

The survey nf the surface formations has discovered evidences oF
great changes of level, and submergences of large areas in tile southera
part of the State, alternating with uplifts when the land stood as high
or higher than it does now above the sea. Thesubmergences were
marked by the deposition of materials, as nlays, sands, gravels, and cob-
ble-stones and bowhlers ; the uplifts by the wearingdown of the land
by stream action. Tile history of these changes is an interesting
chapter in the geology of the State, as now nearly all worked out by
the study of these later formations.

The distribution of gravels available for road material is an important
part of the economic results of tile survey, and the notes on the oc-
entente of gravels in the northern part of Monmouth county, and also
in the southwestern part of the State, make one section of Professor
Salisbury's report. They are supplementary to the section on road
material in the annual report for 1894. The maps show the distribu-
tion of these road materials. Since the amendment to the State road

law, whereby State aid is given for gravel roads, tbe importance of a
knowledge of the gravel localities is noteworthy, although their large
use must remain for the many public and private roads where State

help cannot be had. The excellence of the common roads in many
places in the southern part of the State is owing to a liberal use of
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gravels. If some binding-material, as iron oxide with llme, could be

had cheaply, so as to make, as it.were, an artificial stone or cemented
sand-reek, like that of some of the stone in the gravel-capped hills_

the use of these gravels might be increased almost indefinitely.

RED SA NDSTO_E--TRIASSIO.

The surveyoftheRed SandstoneorNewark formation,and known

generallyastheTriassic,which was begun lastyear,has beencarried

forwardsteadilyduringthefield-seasonof 1896.

Dr. H. B. Kfimmel hasbeenoccupiedalmostexclusivelywithfield-

work. He hasnothad any assistants.He began work on the7th of

April,and was engageduntilSeptember10th. He studiedin detail

thatpartof theformationlyingsouthwestof a linefrom Metuchen

throagh Plainfieldto Peapack. Itwas found uecessarytomake ob-

servationson all the outcropsand plotthe dipsand strikeof the

rockson large-scalemaps inordertodiscoverthenatureof therocks

and theirrelativeposition,thethicknessof thesubdivlsionsand the

faultstraversingthe formation. .Allthe roadswere traveled,and

sectionlinesalongnearlyallthestreamswereexamined. Itwas slow

work,bat the resultshavejustifiedthe method. The subdivision

ofthe:Newarkformatiouintothreewell-markedgroupsofrocks,and

thedeterminationof the limitsof thesegroups,isan importantad-

vance and a contributionto geologicscience.It helpsto explain

many featuresof the surfacerecognized,but up to thistimenot un-

derstood,and the occurrenceof valuablebuildingstoneamong other

factsofeconomicvalueismade clearby therecognitionof thisthree-

folddivision.Severalwell-markedlinesof faultinghave alsobeel_

discoveredand have beenlocatedon the map. The successfulwork
inthesouthwesternhalfof the beltleadsto the naturalconclusion

thata llkecarefulstudyof the northeasternpartwillyieldequally

importantresults_and iu a new geologicalmap the divisionswillbe

shown extendingacrossthe State,and theirrelationstothe economin

resourcesof the whole beltbe explained.The importanceof the

work,initspresentstageofprogress,intheinterestingcontributionto

geologyisenhancedby thefactthatnearlyone-halfofthepopulation
of theStateisresidentialon the red sandstonebelt. Another field-

seasonwillsumcn to completethesurvey. Some of the resultsare

giveninthereportby :Dr.Kiimmel,buta largepartisreservedfora_

fullreportattheend ofthenextyear.
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REPORT ON ARCH_EAN GEOLOGY.

Dr. J.E. Wolff,of Harvard University,in his reportgivessome

interesting and suggestive notes on the eruptive rocks of Sussex

cmmty, and in particular the syenitie rocks of :Beemersville. The

occurrence of these strange-looking, crystalline rocks, and the altered
slates in contact with them, has attracted the attention of students of

geology and practical men, but no suggestion as to their value or
economic uses has heretofore been made in reports on them. Dr.

Wolff' refers to the ffssh-looking nature of the mineral composition
when studied in thin slices under the microscope, the beauty of the

massive rock, and its adaptation to use as a constructive material. Its

apparent durability and toughness and its hardness are valuable

features. The situation is favorable to quarrying work. The locality
is not near railroad, being five miles west of Deckertown, and about

the same distanee from Papakating, on the New York, Susquehanna

& Western Railroad, but the transportation by teams over a good

road with easy grades need not be a serious obstacle to the develop.
ment of a quarry of high class stone. These eruptive rocks are all

well adapted to road-building, and in the absence of other good stone
t'or Telford or stone roads they have importance as sources of road
mater_al.

The several ]o.'alities are shown by a map which accompanies the
report.

REPORT ON THE TRAP-ROCKS.

An engagement was made with Professor Joseph P. Iddings, of the

University of Chicago, early in the season, to examine the trap-rocks-

of the State and make a report on them. Professor Iddings visited
the quarries and principal exposures of these rocks in the Watebung

mountain range from Oakland, north of Pmnpton, as far south as
Plainfield, and west to BeruardsviIle and Livingston. The re]atlons

between the trap and the underlying sandstone, and the evidences of

the exlrusive character of the trap, were iovestigated, and specimens
of the rocks for microscopical study were collected, but the informa-

tion thus gathered is not yet ready for making up in a report. It is

hoped that after anc)ther season the results of the survey may be pre-

sented in the annual report.
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ARTESIAN WELLS.

Mr. Lewis Woolman has continued to collect all available facts

about artesian and deep-bored wells, and has given them in his report
for tile year. Tile large number of wells shows the increasing use of
tbis system of water.supply end the successful results of tile borings
for water, particularly in the snutbern [)art of tile State. As has been
said iu these annual reports, the system is capable of great extension,
and is limited by tbe number of localities only. The multiplication
of wells in close proximity to one another in some places is suggestive
of ultimate failures when tile drain from the water-bearing beds shall

have reached tile point of partial exbaustiou of the available supply,
but tbere are not as yet any examples of serious interference in the
wells, nor any entire failures or casesof exhaustion. From the thick-
hess of some of the deeper beds which are now fllruishing large
volumes of water, and from the more or less porous eonditiou of all of
the beds of the later formations of tile southern part of tile State

and the easy passage of water downwards from the surface, there is
little possibility of sucb exbaustion, or at least not uutil tile wells
have a much greater capacity than they now have. It is possible to

estimate tile supply within a given bed or beds of sand, alnl to ascer-
tain tile limit for the wells which may draw therefrom. Tile data for

tile solution of problems of this kind are at band, and they indicate
that there is little danger at present of any failures on accouut of (be
exhaustion of the supply. The shallow wells which draw from com-

paratively thin beds and near the surface are exposed to tile danger of
pollution from tile surface-waters, and do not have so large reservoirs
or sources of supply'. Tile history of these wells in New Jersey is,
however, not suggestive of alarm from tbis cause, but of caution and
regard to tile surface in thickly.populated districts, or within city
limits, that there be no possible coetaminatiou by means of polluted
surface-waters reaching the well-supplies. Tile deep-bored well is so
well suited to many localities for local water-supply tbaL tile attention
of parties seeking new sources is asked to tile report of Mr. "_Voet-
man as evidence of what may be had. Tile report inoludes a great
deal of information given by firms engaged in boring wells, aml the

Survey is greatly obliged to these firms who have thus contributed
valuable records for this publication.

A part of Mr. Woolman's report is giveu to geological notes on the
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clays, sands and gravels which are exposed in the clay workings at
Fish House, and to records in detail of borings made there and at

Delair, nnr_heast of Camden and nearly opposite Phl]adelphia. Full
reference to geological notices of the fossils which |lave been found at

Fish House are included to his report, and they show how mud, has

been published on these clays and their fossil contents and their age.
The importance of' the determination of the age of the Fish House
clays and of their relaticm to the other formations in the Delaware

River vaIley is appreciated by all students of geology. The older

white and red plastic clays of Cretaceous age are well exposed at the
clay banks on Pcnsanken creek, within a mile northeast of Delair

and also the Pensmlken filrmatlon, so that there is a great deal of
geological interest in this little district between the above-named creek

and Fish IIouse, am] it is so readily accessible from Camden, Tren-
ton and }qfiladelphla that it is worthy of particular notice. The bor-

ings show extensive beds of valuable clays, which are already dug
largely, and the map which accompanies Mr. Woolman's report pre-

sents graphicalIy the extent of these beds, their position and their
nearness to transportation lines and to market. The details of the

borings are a valuable record for future working, and to all students

of geology who may wish to explore more in detail and study the re-
lations of the several beth_ of this unique geological district.

In addition t_ tile Fi._h House clays Mr. Woolman describes a re-

markably large S_urlan barn., found near Merehantville, and the silici-
fled trunk of a giant ct,nifer uncovered in a sand.bed near Linden-

wold, in ('amdeu c_mnty. These recent interesting discoveries iu our
old settled and apparently well explored districts of the State are

stimulating to por..evering and carefifl searches and suggestive of val-

uable result_ to all who arc faithful and diligent in pursuing their
explorations.

DRAINAGE,

The GeologicaI Survey is authorized by law to make surveys and

plans for the dralosge of tracts "subject to overflow from freshets, or

which are in a low, marshy, boggy or wet condition," whenever
application is received from at least five owners of separate lots of

land in any tract which it is proposed to have drained. Under the

general drainage laws, as amended by supplementary acts, these pro-

visions of the law are applicable to tide-marshes also.
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The Great Meadows, in the Pequest valley, have been improved
_n accordance with the provisions of the drainage laws, and the prac-

ticability of the legislation demonstrated. The maintenance of the

improvement by clearing tile channel of the Pequeat river and tile
extension of a system of lateral ditches, was referred in the last

annual report.*

The Passaic drainage work was also referred to in tile same report.

The general depression of business and the unsettled financial cendi-

tiou of the country made the sale of bonds impossible, and tile work
was suspended on account of a lack of means for carrying it forward

to early completion. Tile suspension of the work of drainage bears

heavily upon the holders of the bonds, and tends to discourage the

farmers in the valley who have been looking to the drainage as a
relief from tile losses caused by the floods. It is also discouraging to

_imilar enterprises elsewhere.

It is not necessary to re-state tile argument for the reclamation of
these wet lauds in tile upper :Passaic valley. The importance of the

work is enlarged wltb tile growth of tile towns on the borders of this

valley and the consequent greater necessity for the removal of these
ma}arial influences, and with tile enhanced value of the lands imme-

diately affected by the projected improvements. The effect of the

drainage upon the quality of the waterwhlch is now used by the city
vf Paterson is another important argument for the early completion

.of the work. It is hoped that the commissioners may bs enabled, by

the sale of an additional volume of bonds, to get the necessary means
¢o secure tile result.

TOPOGRAPHIC WORK.

The report of Mr. 12. 12.Vermeule, 12onsuhing Engineer, is given

in two parts, one on the Hackensack and Newark tlde-marsbes, the

other on floods in northern New Jersey and stream-flows. The high

floods in the northern part of the State, in February, afforded excel-

lent opportunities for studying the rate and volume of discharges of

' these streams under remarkable conditions. These studies are supple-
mentary to the Report on Water-Supply, published as Volume II[ of

the ":Final Report" series. This flood of February 6th was extra-

ordinary, on account of tile frozen ground, the accumulated snow, the

*An. R©p.State Geologist for 1895, page xx.
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heavy rain and sudden melting, and the conseqoent rapid discharge of
the waters, swelling the streams to a height in some cases sur-
passing any ever before recorded, and causing a large Joss of prop-
erty and serious inconvenience to travel. Advantage was taken
of these conditions aml occurrences to collect all available facts

as to height of water, length of tile flood anti results of flooding, and
to the study of their relations to the topographic features t_ftile several
water-sheds, and in particular, the influence of forested conditions
upon floods of this kind. Tile observations and investigations of Mr.
"Vermeule show that " filrests do not diminish to an important extent
the height of extreme high floods, but do materially dimiuish the num-
ber of floods." The forests tend to equalize the flow of tile streams.
They also prevent roiline.t_ of the water. Tile comparative studies of
the more woundedPassaic water-shed, and tile largely deforested val-
ley of tile Raritan, show that the forests in this flood exercised very
little influence in retarding tile sudden rush of water due to tile melt-
ing of comparatively deep suow by a heavy, warm rain, on frozen
ground. Tile whole northern part of tile State was covered, as it
were, by a sheet of water which could not be absorbed to any all-
preeiable extent either by the frozen ground of the fields or the scarcely
less receptive humus earth and litter of tile forests.

These studies demonstrate the great influence of topographic eou-
dltlous, as _br example that of tile Passaic fiats and the Great
Meadows of the Pequest, aq compared with the rapid discharge of
fitted-waters fr_m the upper part of South Branch, the Musconet-
cong river, anti the tributaries of the Passsaic. Tile comparison of.
the Pequannock amt the Musconetcong with the South Branch seems
to sbow that topographic conditions are paramount to the influence
of fi_rests.

Tile study of tbis fl_,od is instructive in its suggestions on tim
necessity of ample waterways for the discharge of the extraordinary
volume of water, and tile prevention of losses arising from bridges
amt embankments wtdeh hinder the free flow of streams.

Tile other important part of the work of tile engineer has been tile
cxaminaticm of the Hackcnsaek tidal marshes with a view of reaching
some practlcal snggestion_ for their reclamation. This subject has been
referred to in the reports for 1869, and repeatedly since that time.* In

_An Rep. 1859, I:P. [_" |0 : An. Rcp. D,7O, pp. 18, 19 and 48-52; 1892, pp. 34_53; and 1895, pp_

xxvi- x_...,_l.
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the last report the importance of the reclamation of these meadows was
stated in some generalizations as to their value for agricultural uses

and the hmidenta[ gain to the country from the msthetle point of view.

In the report given this year the subject is discussed with the help of a
map of the territory, and with data on the navigable waterways, their

depth of water and their value as channels of communication, on the

various drainage streams, tile nature of the surface and the depth of
the mud, on tile extent and size of embankments necessary to the pro-

tection against overflow, and on the plant reqnislte for the pumping of
the water from the low levels and its discharge into the tldal water-

ways. The statistics show that reclamation by banking and by pump-

ing out the water is a practicable scheme, and that the cost of tile

undertaking and of maintenance is not prohibitory.
Tile reclamation of this broad belt of tide-marsh between tbe

Palisades mountain range on the east and the red sandstone ridge on

the west, and intersected by the deep waterway of the IIackensack

river, is snggested by these dominating topographic features. The

courses of the streams and the bordering ridges indicate the natural
plan for the drainage of the waters from the low-lying plain or

marsh levels. These drainage channels are also, for a large part of

their course, navigable; and therefore, their improvement would be a
help to commercial lines and means of access. The permanent

improvement of these lands would be the removal of what is now a

source of malaria and mosquitoes, and therefure of vital importance

to the densely populated uplands on each side of them. The

msthetie gain need not be cm,sldered, although of valne in tile con-
sideration of the residential property in the market, which is more

or less aflhcted by nearness to these wet meadows. Perhaps the most

effective argument for the reclamation is that thereby these lauds

cannot be tile last refuge of nuisanecs and the general damping-
ground of whatever the upland territory may not tolerate. The real

value of the tidal-meadows improved and in market-gardens alone

would be more than enough to pay for the cost of reclamation, but

the addition of so much tillable land is of less importance than their

value for building-sites and the extent of navigable waterways made
accessible to these sites.

The report of Mr. Vermeule shows that tile reelamatiml is practica-
ble. It discusses the methods which are snited to tile conditions and

the importance of a comprehensive scheme or plan of drainage and
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improvement, under a commission charged with tile work and with

the mainteuaocc uf the whole improvement. The existing drainage

laws are referred to a_ adequate, with perhaps a slight amendment rela-

tive to the as_essmenL_ of a part of the costs on the property of the

towns and adjacent uplands which are to be benefited indirectly by
tile removal (_f the nuisance of mosquitoes, the dangers of malarial

disorders arising from these lands in their present condition, and by

the general enhancement of values on account of the contiguity of

improved land_ It is not an extravagant assertion to make that the
rec]amathm uf these 27,000 acres of tide marsh would be the best

investment which could be made by the cities of :Newark, Jersey City

and ElJzabetih and the adjacent municipalities.

_ATURA_ PARK5 AED FOREST RESERVATIONS.

The importance and value of reservations of tracts, marked by
their natural features and situation, for purposes of public health and

recreation, are appreciated more highly as the population of the cities
and the suburban dlstrict_ of the State increases, and the tastes and

the necessities of crowded eondition._ call for more room and oppor-

tunities for the enj,_yment of the beauties of natural scenery and for
the study of natural conditions as yet uncontaminated or despoiled by
the more utilitari_.n f_rt,e_ of civilization. The State is fortunate in

the possession of many Iarge tracts and districts near the cities, which

are hardly affected by these agencies and which are well adapted to
the purpose of parks and reservations for public use. These may be

classified as parks for city use, as reservations whence public water-

supplies are obtained, and iorest or tlmber-land reservations. Of the
first-mentioned class, which relate more particularly to the larger

municipalities, there i_ litt]e to be said in addition to what has been

stated in preccdlng rt, ports, and the topographical maps have shown
the location and approximate areas of wooded districts and possible

park sites. The recent _urw.ys for the forestry work of the Geological

Survey have made it possible to show on maps of ]arger scale and in

greater detail the wooded districts and tracts in the northeastern part
of the State. The Pa]isede_ mountain and the Watchung mountains

are the more prominent of these available sites for large parks, and

comparatively near New Y_rk and the cities ia the Haokensack and
Lower Passaic valleys. As is well known, parks enhance the value
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of the real estate of a city, but the acquisition of large areas of land

adapted to such use is a subject of wise administration and com-

prehensive study of conditions, as well as financial conslderation_
in advance of the movement of population and the destruction

of many elements of natural beauty. For further infi_rmation,

reference may be had to these forest surveys, tile results of which are

to be published in a special report to the Legislature. Reservations
for the conservation of public water.supply sources are of importance
to tile cities in their collective capacity rather than to tile individual

citizen. The Highlands, as a source of nearly all of the water
which is used in the cities of the northeastern part of the State,

should be protected against complete deforestation, and also from the

clearing of the woodland, which is on the steeper mountain-sides
and hills. Wlfile it may not be possible, or even desirable, for the

State to own any of these areas whence the cities obtain their water-

supply, there may be occasion for some restrietive legislation to

protect them and kee l) them in their present wooded condition. To
this extent large parts of the Highlands ma_' be, as it were, publio

reservations, and readily accessible to the inhabitants of the cities,
and conducive both in the wholesome water-supply and in the facilities

for coulaet with beautiful natural scenery to the valuable uses of

health and pure recreation. In this administrative report it is impos-
sible to make other than these general statements about the High-

lands, aud to refer to the relmrt on water-supply,* to the topographiu

mapsi and to the forest maps of the Higldands which are to be pub-

lished at an early date.
The reservation of lands for forest protection and timber culture

has also beco referred to in the ammal reports for the years 1894 and
1895. The divisions of the State where such reservations may be

made are tbree: (1) The southeastern or coastal-plain belt, or what

may be called the pines belt; (2) the Highlands; (3) Kittatinny
mountain. Inasmuch as the Highlands is regarded as important as a

source of water-supply rather than as a forest belt, and as it is already

fairly well protected against the ravages of forest fires, it is not prop-

erly of importance in this class of public reservations. The Kittatinny
mountain belt is comparatively narrow, consisting of the summit and

northwestern slope of the same. Although swept by frequent disastrous

fires and so exposed to losses of this nature that some protective mcas-

* Report on Watt.r-supply, Vol. II[. Fin. Rep. State G_ologilt.
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ures are much needed, it will necessarily remain in fbrsst because of its

rocky surface and thin and poor soil, which is not adapted to tillage
or even economic pasturage. The timber on it is in many parts

almost inaccessible, and is not large nor of valuable kinds for market,.
hence its importance is hardly great enough to demand the interven-
tion of the State and the creation of a reservation. On account of its

local imp,,rtance as the tramplng-ground for summer tourists from tile

Delaware Water Gap, High Point, and other place% its protection

would appear to be entirely within tim sphere of those who are thus
interested anti the landowners.

The d_vlsi*m of the State which may be justly considered as a forest

or timber land reservation is that of tile coastal-plain belt and south-

east nf the greensand marl. In this part of the State there are nearly

1,000,000 acres of wo,*dland and brushland. Mr. Gifford, in his

notes on European fi*restry methods, has referred to the necessity of
public ctmtrol amt State management of the forests for this part of the
State. The protection against forest fires has been advocated in these

reports,'; and the urgent neecssity on account of tile great losses avery
year, and the threatened destractlon of the whoh as a timber-produc-

ing district, is almost imperative in the demand for some kind of con-

trol which shall protect it and reduce the loss¢q by fires. The Geo-

logical Survey is not yet prepared to recommend any specific plan or
legislation of any kimt until its surveys and studies which are now in

progre.-s shall have beet* completed. It is expected that they may be

ready at tile end of the next field season, and that the report of the

eon.,ultlng botanist, Mr. Piuchot, may afford the data adequate to a
thorough c_,mpreht_nslon nf the needs of this great forest division, and

to its protecthm and development aml the interests of the whole State.

FORESTRY SURVEYS.

The work in fi_re,Ury ha'_ been suspended during tile year for want
of funds, excepting some local surveys in the valley of tile Raritan,

made by Mr. Slants, umler tile direction of Mr. Vermeule. A few
days were spent in the autumn in an examination of the forest condi-

tions, and particularly of the extent to which tile forest has been

removed, and the size and nature of the standing timber left in tile
few tracts remaining in the Raritan valley. The resuha of the survey

_An. Rcp. l_J4, FP- _28_ ; An. Rcp. 18_5, p. 97 ct aeq.
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are to be used in making up the report on the forests of the State.

Mr. John C. Giffurd, who had been employed in the southern part of

the State in the forest survey, banded in hls report in the early part
of the year. That report awaits the further study of forestry condi-
tions and needs, and oontalas much valuable material for the full

report on the subject. Subsequently, Mr. Gifford went to Europe

and traveled in liolland, Germany and France, collecting data on
forest problems, and making a general study of the subject in its
bearings upon conditions in New Jersey. He returned home in

:November, and the record of his observatlous in Europe make a part
of this annual report of the Survey.

The special investigations which the Survey is making are to be

resumed at oac% as the appropriation for the work is now available,

and Mr. Gifford Pinchot of New York has been appointed consulting
botanist to the Survey in carrying out the provisions of the law direct-

ing this forestry-work, lie is about going into the field, and is pre-
paring to study carefully the conditions in the southern part of the
State and the needs for forest protection. So much has been said in
these reports about tbe destructiveneSS of forest-fires and their dis-

oouraglug influence against all schemes of reforestation, and their

demoralizing tendencies even against mere landownership in tho

wooded districts of that part of the State, that it is not necessary to
report these statements. :Reference to preceding repor{s is sufficient.

It is proposed to carry forward, next year, surveys of the forests,

amt to present the results and studies in a special report to be made to
the Legislature when the work shall have been done. The interest-

ieg and suggestive operations on what wds seen in Europe by Mr.
Gifford are helpful in calling fresh attention to the importance of

saving what we have left, and stopping this great, unnecessary, and
almost wilful waste of onr natural resonrces.

THE IR0_-MINI_G INDUSTRY.

Mr. George E. Jenkins, of Dover, was engaged in the autumn to

visit the iron mines and the zinc mines iu the State, and to make a

report on the general couditiou of the iron-mlnlng industry, and ou

the active mines in detail as to their extent of working, nature and

occurrence of the ores, structural relations of tbe ore-bodies, plant and
output for the current year. The prospective revival of busiaess_ and
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the inquiry after ores, appeared to indicate the time as opportune for a
report giving facts which would answer inquiries and call attention to
the mines and localities of ore-deposits of the State. The last notice
of the iron mines was in the report for 1891. Mr. Jenkins has noted
tile mines which have been at work since the last report, and at times

during this five-year period. The fact that New Jersey has main-
tained i_er relative position as an iron-ore-producing State, in com-
parison with the States of the Atlantic coast and middle and central
west, is worthy of note, and is suggestive of the advantages of loca-
tion, economy of working, and excellence of ores, which characterize
the iron mines. In view of a possible demand for ores for foreign

shipment as well as fi_r home markets, the mines of the State are
advantageously situated on lines of easy and cheap transportation,
and with reliable and skilled labor at hand. The report of Mr. Jen-
kins gives much information on important points of inquiry, and is
commended to the attention of capitalists and all interested in the
industry.

The statistics of individual mines, and the aggregate production of
the State, are given at tile end of this annual report.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY.

The chemical work of the Survey has been done at New Bruns-
wick, in the laboratory of Rutgers College. Prof. William S. Myers
reports the following list of specimens examined during the year :

One granitic rock tested.
One sample pyrites, Green's lake, Warren county, assayed.
One earth analyzed.
Oae pyrites specimen, Stockholm, assayed.
One _reensand marl, from Holmde], analyzed.
Clay from Woodstown analyzed.
Iron orp, Stockholm, analyzed.
One limestone, Colombia, analyzed.
Ten shales from Red Sandstone belt, "1

Three sandstones from Red Sandi_tone belt, 1 Analyzed.One calcareous sandstone from Red Sandstone belt,

The shales and sandstones of tile Red Sandstone or Newark Forma-

tion were analyzed for the report by Dr. Kiimmel, and were for com-
parative study by means of microscopic sectionsof the same speeimeus.
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GEOLOGICALROOMS,

The collections of the Survey, which ere on exhibition in the room

of the rear extension bui[dlng of the State House, remain as at date of

last repor L excepting the addition of the minerals which were at the

Co]umblan :Exposition in Chicago. This collection has been unpacked

and put ill the table-rases. A few specimens of rock collected
during the year also have been put on exhibition.

The room is open daily and an attendant is in charge. The number

of visitors is comparatively small, being limited to the ordinary

"State House" sight-seeing company.
Tile consolidation of the collections of the State in a general State

museum would probably attract more attention and do good.

PUBLICATIONS,

The publications of the year were the annual report for 1895, and

Volume III of tile Final Report of the State Geologist, being a

report on water-supply. These reports have been distributed widely.
The demand for the publications is increasing trom year to year,

ant1 the supply in (he case of some of the older reports is nearing
exhaustion.

The sales of the topograpbic maps for the year amounted to

$450. New editions of Atlas Sheets, Nos. 7 and 11, being the
Jersey City and tile Camden sbcets respectively, have been published

since the last annual report was issued. The topographic maps are

sold at twenty-five cents a sbcet.

STAFF OF THE SURVEY.

PROFESSOR ROLLII_ D. SALISBURY IS lU charge of the survey of

of the Surface Formations. He has been assisted by G. N. ]_NAPP.

HENRY BARN^RD KUMMEL, Ph.D., Ires charge of the surveys of
the Red Sandstone or rocks of tLe Newark System.

CLARKSON C. _rER-_IEULE, consulting engineer end topographer to
the Survey, has directed tile topographic work on Stream Flows.
PBTEB D. STAATS is assistant.
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In co-operation with the United States Geological Survey, Dr. J. E,

WOLFF tla_ made surveys in the Arch_eau rocks of the Highlands,

He has been assisied by A. H. BROOKS.

IRVINO STRONO UPSO_, at _ew Brunswick_ has charge of the

sales of maps. tie is also the disbursing officer of the Survey.

]::[ATFLELD SMITIt is general assistant in the office at Trenton.
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REPORT OF PROGRESS.

BY ROLLIN D. SALISBURY 9 GEORGE N. KNAPP.

During tile Summer of 1896, the senior author of this Report spent

about six weeks in the field, and the junior author, about eight

months. During this time, detailed work has been in progress in the

western portions of Gloucester, Salem and Cumberland counties, and
in the northern portion of Monmouth county. With the close of this

season, the work in connection with the surface formation, of the State
has been essentially completed in all the considerable areas where it

seems likely to be profitable to prosecute it in great detail. In the
first three counties named, the survey has progressed from the west

toward the east, and has been carried to the limit of the generally cul-

tivated area. In northern Monmouth county, the work has progressed

from north to south, and has reached the southern limit (Int. 40 ° 13 I)
of tile area which is under general cultivation. The western portion

of Camden, and the northern and western portions of Burlington
counties were treated in a similar way previous to the present season,
so that from the north and west, work has been pushed south and

east, until the area which now remains unstudied, corresponds, in a

general way, with the great forest area of the southeastern part of the

State. Within this general area, there are some relatively small tracts
where the land is under cultivation, and where the state of culture is

such that detailed study may be profitable. The most considerable

tracts within tile region not yet mapped, which are likely to yield re-

sults of sufficient value to warrant detailed study, are those about

Farmlngdale, in Monmouth county; Toms River, in Ocean county;

Vineland, in Cumberland county; Hammonton, in Atlantic county;

Winslow, in Camden county, and a narrow belt along the coast from
Toms River to Cape May, lylag in Ocean, Burlington, Atlantic

and Cape May counties. The aggroga._e area which seems likely to
demand detailed study is not great. It is anticipated that the progress

of the work in the future will be much more rapid than in the past.

Indeed, in a very large proportion of the area yet to be studied, little
(3)
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can be done because of the lack of exposures of all sorts. Further-

more, this area has been reconnoitered, so that its general character is
already known, and it seems probable that over much of it the sur-
face geology is simple.

A Iarge body of material concerning the geology of the southern

portion of the State has been collected during the season, and a large

portion of that which has been collected in the past two seasons has

been put in shape for future use. This large body of fact is more
appropriate for a final report than for an annual, and will be reserved
.for such publication.

The accompanying map shows the portion of the State in which the

work on tile surface formations has been essentially completed.

THE PENSAUKEN FORMATION.

In the annual report for 1895 tile general distribution and relations
of the Pcnsauken fi_rmation for a considerable section of tile State

were described, and represented on a small map (Plate I). During the

past summer the formation has been filrther studied in Camden,
Gloucester, Salem, Cumberland, Middlesex and Monmouth counties,

and its distribution, so far as now known, is shown on tile accom-

panying map (Plate II). The area to the southeast of that on which
the formation appears remains unstudied, so far as details are con-

cerned, but enough of the region has been seen to indicate that the
same formation whleh occurs about Glassboro and Bridgeton is wide-

spread in this area.

IN NORTHEASTERN _IIDDLESEX COUNTY.

Norg_ of Ois Raritan--J)istribtetlon.--North of the Raritan river

the Pensauken formation occurs in several localities which now appear

somewhat isolated. The largest area which it covers is south and

southwest of 3[etuchco, where it has an extent of three or four square

miles. Besides this, it is probably continued to some extent beneath
he drift to the northeast. By comparlug the map accompanying this

the topographic map of the State, it will be seen that the

rmation occupies an area somewhat above its surroundings. It is
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indeed the dlvhle between the Mill creek, on tile one }land, and Am-

brose's brook on the other. The next most extensive area lies just east

of Mill creek, and is really separated from tile first only by tile valley

which this creek has developed since tile deposition of the Pensauken
formation.

Further west, in Somerset county, there are several small patches of

the Penasuken which have been referred to in earlier reports. In all

cases they cap elevations which are now more or less isolated. Occa-

sional pebbles, which appear to have been derived from the same for-
matiou, are scattered widely beyond the limits here indicated, and

show that the formation originally extended far to the northwest. The
base of tlm formation about Metnchen has an elevation of a little

more than 100 feet on the northwest side of tile area where it occurs,

but deellues to the southeast, to 70 feet or less. The isolated

remnants northwest of the Penusylvanla railroad between New Bruns-

wick and Metuchen are somewhat higher than the foregoing.

Uonslltution.--While in a genera| way the cousthution of the Pen-

saukeo of this region is harmonious with its constitutiou elsewhere,

it yet differs in certain notabte and yet very significant partleulars.
To the north it contains much red shale (Triassic) and sandstone.

Locally as much as seventy-five per cent. of the stony part of tile

material is of this sort. It also contains, as does the Pensaukea gen-

erally along its northern portions, a considerable constitueut of granite,

or granite-like material, which is uniformly very thoroughly deeom-
"posed. Cobbles six inches in diameter are often soft to their centers.

To tile south, both the shale and the grauite material, but especially

the former, becomes less abundant. As the shale decreases, sand,

sandstone and quartz pebbles_ usually very well rounded, appear in

greater abundance. The sand is sometimes arkoee, but the arkose
character is here less notable than south of the Rarltan.

Structure and Origin._The body of the Peosauken was deposited
in sea water during submergence of the area where it occurs. The

Pensauken of this locality differs ill structure from that in many

places, in that it is sometimes notably till-like; that is, it is unstrati-

fied, and contains a good deal of stony material of large size, and this

stony material, in place.,;, bears glacial strlm. Tile till-like structure
and the striated stony material are especially eharacteristie of the

northern portion of the area here considered. This is the only place

in which striated material has been found in the Pensauken formation,

and the associatiou with till-like strncture seems especially significaot,
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and seems to point to ice as one of the agencies concerned in the

origin of the formation, at this locality. This seems the most definite

clue which has yet been found pointing to the commotion of the Pen"
sauken wltb an early formation of glacial drift. It has been pointed

out in earlier reports that the constitution of the formation, which

sometimes contains large boulders, would best be explained, if floating

ice couhl be invoke(I, but up to this tiara more definite evidence of

couuectlon with an ice epoch had not been found.

If the Peasauken be tile time equivalent of an early sheet of glacial
drift, it constitutes, in its present condition, the strongest possible

argument for the great lapse of time between this drift and that which
is limited by the Belvldere-Perth Amboy moraine. Tile amount of

erosion which it has suffered, as shown by its present distribution

(Plate _I[) is very many times greater than that to which the last glacial

drift hay been subject, though the situation of the latter favors erosion

a_ against the former.
South of ths R,arltar_--Distributlou.--In that part of Middlesex

county which lies south of the Raritan_ the Peasauken occurs in fine

development in the vlcioity of South Ambey_ Erosion and Sayre-

rills, in addition to areas heretofore referred to in earlier reparts.

South aud east of these localities it occurs in isolated areas only. A

glance at the accompanying map, and a comparison with the topo-
graphic map of the reglon_ show that the relation between the distri-

butiou of tile Pensauken and the topography of the reglou is iutimate.
It caps the isolated hills which rise above a certain level (80 to 100

feetj, and it covers the ridges and the limited uplands at the same

level. In short, it occupies the isolated crests, the divides, and the

hli4h level flats which have act yet been brought low, by stream
erosion.

The level of its base in this region is often slightly, and locally

nntabIy, irregular. The normal level of its base may be said to be
from 80 to 100 feet ; but in the vicinity of Morgan station it declines

to a level as low us 30 feet. In some other places, also, especially a
mile aml a half southwest of Eroston, the level of its base has much

range, varying from an elevation of 35 feet to 100 feet or more within
a short distance. Toward the Raritan river, too, its base occasionally

runs down to 55 feet. The only otber occurrences of I)ensaukeu in

the eastern part of Middlesex, not heretofore described, are small

patches capping isolated hills, as near Morrlstown (west of Matawan)
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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znd at a few points southeast of Browntown. It is wanting in the

broad low tract about Keyport, and in the basin of South river, east

of Old Bridge, and generally in the Mount Pleasant hills.
Thicknsss.--The Pensauken south of the Raritan, in the eastern

part of Middlesex county, has a greater thickness than in most of the

areas yet studied. The aotnal thickness is not usually sbown by
section, but where the formation occurs in a limited area only, the

level of its base on either side of the prominence which it caps may

be determined. Premising that its base is regular, and that the

elevation above its base is composed wholly of this formation, its
thickness can be calculated. On this basis, the formation is believed

to be something llke 70 feet thlek in the vicinity of Sayrevillc, and

,50 to 60 feet thick at some points in the village of South Amboy.

From these figures its thickness ranges down nearly to zero.

Constitution.--In the vicinity of South kmboy and Ernston, the
Penaauken is composed largely of coarse sand, made up of grains {r to

of an inch in diameter. These are chiefly of quartz, and often

well rounded. The grains of sand arc very commonly coated

with a llght-colored substance, wMch somewhat resembles kaolin.
This material, mixed with the sand, gives it something of compact-

ness, so that it frequently stands with a more or less vertical face,

and its exposed surface is likely to harden to some slight extent. The
sand contains many tiny bits of distinctly recognizable granite, but

they are uniformly so soft that they crumble on tile slightest

provocation.
With tile coarse sand there is more or less gravel. This occurs in

pockets, or veins, or layers. There is often a bed of gravel a few
inches to a few feet in thickness at the base of the formation, and

this gravel stratum often contains bowlders. These are occasionally
as much as two or three feet in diameter. Among these stony masses
there are often slabs of Triassic sandstone and shale, and occasional

bowlders of crystalline rock of the gneissio or granitic type. Aside

from these materials, the coarse constituents are quartz, quartzite and
sandstone. The sandstone is sometimes, but not always, compact, and

light colored. The quartzite is usually in the form of pebbles or

cobbles, and appears to have come from various ecurecs. Some of it
is such as might have come from the Green Fond Mountain forma-

tion. Quartz is, on tile whole, the most important of the several

constituents of the gravel, and the pebbles are usually well rounded,

• resembling the gravel of the Beacon Hill formation.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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In the vicinity of South Amboy the uppermost member of the

formation appears likewise to have been gravel. This is shown by
the fact that gravel remnants cap the finer material at a number of

points in the vicinity. Thus in the 147 foot hill at South Amboy,
where the material is well exposed, there is a gravel and bowlder
horizon at the base, beneath a very considerable thickness of coarse
arkose sand, and this latter is capped again by a thin stratum of gravel.
The same thing is shown at some points about Ernston and Sayre-.
villa. In the upper gravel, the Triassic shale and sandstone, and the
granite are wanting. It is uncertain whether this is because these
materials were never there, or because they have weathered to such an
extent as to lose their identity.

IN NORTHEASTERN MONMOUTH COUNTY.

In the belt of highland, running from tile Navesink highlands on_
the northeast to Freehold on the southwest, there is little of the Pen-
sauken formation remaining in its original position, for while it
occurs at numerous places, its aggregate area is small. The situations
in which it occurs fall into two groups. These are 1° isolated hill
tops (not the highest), and 2° the slopes of high elevations which
reached above the waters which deposited it. On the isolated hills,
its height ranges from 60 feet or so, to 140 feet, or in some places
even higher. In general it is to be noted that the remnants occur at

higher and higher elevations with increasing distance from the sea-
shore, or from main drainage lines. Thus, at Morristown (Middlesex
county), the Pensauken occurs at an elevation of 120 to 130 feet,
while near Browntown, three miles further southwest, the remnants

oeeur at an elevation of 150 feet. In the vicinity of Englishtown,
nearer a main drainage line, its elevation is again lower, ranging down
to 110 feet. ,North of the railway, between Middletown and Hazlet,
the base of the formation has an elevation ranging from 50 to 100
feet, and farther north and northeast, in the direction of New Mon-
mouth, it sinks as low as 40 feet.

In the second class of situations, in which the formation occurs, it
forms benches on the slopes of tile Cretaceous hills, or constitutes
patches without marked topographic expression, on the slopes of the
higher elevations. This may be seen about some of the Mount Fleas-
ant hills, where the elevation is diagrammatically expressed by tho
foIIowlng figure (Fig. 1).
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S N
Fig, 1. Diagram Showing u Common ltelation of the Pensauken to the

Cretaceous in the Mount Pleasant Hills.

These patches occur especially on the north slopes of tile hills, be-
tween tiazlet and Middletown. Along the upper courses of Willow

brook and Crawford's brook, on the south side of the Mount Pleasant

range, there are gravels ranging up to elevations of more than '200
feet. At first thought these gravels seem capable of reference to the
Pensauken. But on the whole they seem to find their best interpre-

tation as river gravels, accumulated perhaps through a long interval

of time, tile later portion of which was very recent. The constitution
and the relation of these gravels, as well as their position, favor this

interpretation. This interpretation, however, does not seem to apply

to the gravels regarded as Pcnseuken on the north side of the Mount
Pleasant Hills. Here, too, the constitution of the gravel negatives

this conclusion, for at some points they contain material which does

not appear to be of local origin. These patches on the gentler slopes

along tim northern side of the higher elevations between l:[azlet and
Middletown may perhaps represent the upper limit of the Penseuken
waters.

South of the Mount Pleasant range there are remnants of gravel

on various divides and isolated crests, which are probably to be cor-

related with the Pensauken. Thus along the crests south of Poricy

brook there are remnants of gravel at elevations varying from 95 to

120 feet. The isolated patches are serially arravged and rise to the

northwest. Again, on the crest between :Nut Swamp brook and

Swimming river, there are similar gravel remnants, ranging in eleva-
tion from 70 feet on the southeast to 100"feet on the northwest.
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These remnants also are arranged more or less serlally and.rlse up

stream. There is a third row of gravel patches on the summits east

of Hop brook, running from a poinf two miles west of Leedsville to

the latitude of 3Iorrisville. Similar remnants of gravel in similar
topographlo situations occur on the northwest side of the brook north

of ttolmdel. These remnants occur at elevations ranging from 90
feet on tile southeast to 178 on the northwest. As iu the other cases

tile existing gravel patches are serially arranged and cap the crests of

the dlvide._. In all cases the material seems .to be of local origin.
The granite, shales, etc., which characterize the Pensauken further

north do not appear. The gravels here are chiefly of quartz and bits
of water.worn ironstone, derived from tile Cretaeoas or the Miocene.

¢r .... ,_of,ods _--_1

_'1_. _. Dl_granl Showing it Comluon PoNltnln of Remnlttt_m of the

Pertslxttkell ForNtlon, IIILII6 lrreguhLr.

Some of these patches of gravel have irregular bases (Fig. 2.), show-
log that the surface an which they were deposited was not even.

The hl.gher of the_e patches of gravel may be river gravel, the exact

age of which is difficult of determination. But they appear to be con-

nected it] _r]gin with the lower patches wifieh represent the submarine

portion nf the Pensauken. The higher patches may have been de-

posited aIong valleys which were in existence at the time of the sub-

mergence which gave rise to the Peneaukeo formation elsewhere. In
this event they would be Pensauken in age, but accumulated on the

land, while the Pensaukeu in general was a_umulatiog in the sea.

No Pensauken remains in it_ original position on Rumson Neck,

and it is wanting throughout the basin of the Swimming river, except-
leg in three small patches near Branehburg and Deal. Its base here

is fi*rty to fifty-flve feet above the sea. If it ooea existed in this

region as a continuous sheet, as nn doubt it did, it has been carried

away by erosion.

Cons_i{_tlion.--About South Amboy, Ernston and Old Bridge, the

l_ensaukrn fnrmation contains much granite, shal% and arkeae sand_
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but south of Cheesequake creek and Tenneat's brook there is neither

granite nor sbale, and only occasionally is the sand arkose. In gen-
eral, tile coarser part of tbe formation is here made up of gravel

which is of local origin, and which appears to have come from tile
destruction of the Beacon Hill add Cretaceous beds.

In places between Eaglishtown and Wickatuok, near the divide
betwcen Willow Brook and _Iilford Brook, and near tbe bead-waters

of the latter stream, there is a superficial formation over tbe Cre-

taceous, which is probably to be correlated with the Pensaukeo. It
difiCersfrom tbe normal phase of this formation, in that it is more or

less marly.

IN THE SOUTHWESTERN PART OF THE STATE.

The Pensaukea formation in tbls part of the State was described

in the last Annual Report. The work of the past season has been east
of the area which had been studied heretofore, but the character of

the formation, in the area newly surveyed, does not differ from that

in the area which bad been previously studied, and will not be

described in tbis place.

CORRELATION.

In the Annual Report for 1895,* the question was raised as to

whether tbe Pensauken, as there defined, did not really consist of two

distinct formations. To this question the work of the present season
seems to point to an aflfirmetlve answer, and to connect the chief (and

topographically higher) division with the Beacon Hill formation. The

sections lmblished in the Annual Report for 1895 illustrate tbe

topographic relations of the two divisions of tbe Pensauken, as tbey

were then called, in the soutbwestern part of the State. The relations

are more fully illustrated by the sections (Plate III) accompanying

this report, and the topographic discrepancy between tbe two divisions
is more marked in the central part of the State than to the southwest.

The interpretation wMch now seems most likely to prove true is

shown on tbe accompanying map (Plate II).

The sections (Plate ]:II) show that the base of the Beacon Hill

formation declines notably to the southeast in the direction of dip, and
some of the sections show that its base is notably uneven along tbe line of

* Ann. Rep. p. 12.
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strlke, belng highest in the Beacon Hill region, and lower both to the
northeast and to the southwest.

It now appears that the base of the Beacon Hill formation as earlier

defined, with its notable dip to the south, corresponds with the base

of' the higher division of the formation previously called Pensauken.

This correspondence is the principal reason for believing that they are

one, though they are also similar in constitution. So strong is this

eimilarity that when the upper division was regarded as Pensauken,
it was believed that it must have come principally from the :Beacon
Hill fi)rmation.

It appears that the Peasauken proper, llke all other formations of

South Jersey, declines to the southward, and that_ in the extreme

southern portion of the State, it will be found to be confined to very
low levels; but its relation to the older division of the :Peasauken

(the probable Beacon Hill) in southeastern New Jersey, is yet to b_
determined.

THE PENSAUKEN FOR_IATION IN THE VICINITY OF PHILADELPHIA. $

A few words are here added concerning the Peusauken formation

on the west side of the Delaware in the vicinity of Philadelphia.
The formation here is somewhat sharply limited above, at an elevation
of 120 to 130 feet. l't extends from the Delaware river back to this

elevation, but fails to rise above it. This limit is fmmd west of Ger-

mantown Junction, in the western part of Philadelphia. Along the
western edge of the region where it occurs, the base of the Pensaeken
has an elevation of 100 to 120 feet. Eastward from its western

limit, the base of the formation declines until it reaches a level which

is quite down to tide level, and sometimes below it, in the immediate

vicinity of tile Delaware. In the immediate vicinity of the Schuyl-
kiII its base i-_often 30 or 40 feet above tide.

The upper surface of the Peasauken does not decline to the east-

ward in anything like the same ratio that its base does. It follows

that where it has not been notably eroded, the formation is much
thicker toward the Delaware than near its western limit. In the

western part of its area it reaches thicknesses of ten, and occasionally

of twenty nr thirty feet. Toward the Delaware, its thickness often

* T!!_ ¢ Ut._t¢.T.cnt ar_ based on work done for the U. S. Ueotoglcal SurYey, and are published with the
coc vnt of t_¢ D:ra_t_r.
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exceeds these figures. Thicknesses of thirty or forty feet are not

unusual, and even these thicknesses do not reach or even approximate

the original thickness of the formation.
The elevation of the base of tile formation at Haddonfield, N. J., is

from 100 to 120 feet, approximately the same as the level of the base of

the formation i, the vicinity of Haddingto_. It is probable that the
area between these two localities was origloal]y filled up with the Pen-

eauken material so that its surface was approximately level. If this

be trne, fully sixty feet of the Pensauken formation must have been

removed by erosion, in the vicinity of the City :Hall in Philadelphia.
In this vicinity the formation has now a thickness of something llke

40 feet, so that its original tbickness, calculated as above, must have
been as nmch as 100 feet.

There is abundant evidence that the Pensauken was deposited on

an uneven surface, some parts of which were below the present sea

level, and some of which were considerably above it.
Constilution.--The Pensauken material in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia is, in a general way, like that on the New Jersey side of the
river, but differs from it in that its coarse material is more angular,

less well assorted, contains a larger proportion of local gneiesic material,

and in general a ]arger proportion of material such as might have

come down the Schuylkill drainage line; while that on the New Jer-

sey side of the river above Philadelphia seems to be made up of
materials wbich, to a greater extent, may be supposed to have come
down the Delaware.

THE BEACON HILL FORMATION AND THE MIOCENE.

Tile relation of the Beacon Hill formation to the Miocene is diffi-

cult of definition, and seems likely to remain debatable. ]?rom the

top of the Beacon Hill formation down to the Cretaceous tile gen-

eralized section is as follows, commencing with the top :

1--Gravel, principally of quartz and chert.

2--Coarse sand, with occasional small pebbles.

3--Very fine, fluff)" sand.
4--Clay.
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The thlrd and fimrth members of the foregoing series have con-

stantly been regarded as Miocene, and no adequate ground for sepa-

rating these two members from the two above has been found. It is

because no adequate ground of separation has been found_ and because

the two lower members have been thought to be Miocene, that the
whole of tile Beac_m lIill formation has been tentatively referred
heretofore to that fnrmatlon.

The beds which have heretofore been regarded as distinctively
embraced under the name Beacon Hill have been the first and

second nf those mentioned above. The question has frequently been

in mind whether the gravel of the BeacOn Hill formation (No. 1,

above) and the coarse sand which lies just beneath it (No. 2, above)

are really one or whether they represent two distinct formations.
The former of these alternatives has been steadily regarded as the

more probable. There are not wanting phenomena_ however, which

suggest that the division between the Beacon Eill and the Miocene,
if such a division has to be made at all, is to be placed above the
coarse sand rather than below it. :Dr. Clark's work on the Miocene

will doubtless help to settle this question.

The general facts concerning the distribution of the Beacon Hill
formation have already been published. Aside from capping Beacon

hill, Telegraph hill and one or two other hills in the same range, it is
found in the ._N"aveslnkhighlands, at several points in the vicinity of

Chapel hill, at two paints just east of Red Bank, on three of the most

conspicuous elevations between Yellow brook and Hop brook a few
miles southeast of Red Bank, on stone of the elevations two or three

miles northeast of Freehold, and on the high hill near Oakland Mills.

Aside from these small, isolated areas, it forms a nearly continuous

stratum to the southward, commencing with the line of highlands be-

tween Asbury Park trod Colt's .N'eok. It also covers most of the area

south of the Mana_quan river.
Of the several beds enumerated above, the gravel has a variable

thlckne-_, and what nuw exlsts is probably no more than a remnant of

the original bed. Since it lles at the top it has suffered much erosion

and now rarely reaches a thickness of tea feet. The coarse sand
often varles from I0 to 80 _'eet in thickness, and locally', especially in

the Hominy hill_, is much thicker. The fine sand which lies next
beneath the coarse is often something like 30 feet in thlaknees, and for

the clay below it and intowhieh it grades by interlamiuatloa, 10 feet
is a common thickness.
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Tile elay does not apt)ear in Beacon Hill nor in theother hillsof the

Mount Pleasant range, though the fine sand does.* In tile _avesink

highlands there is some clay interlaminated with fine sand, though it

is not known that any considerable bed of it exists.

The day bed does not appear to extend so far to the northwest as
the other membere of the series. Indeed, it is not traced as a distinct

bed north or northwest of the Hominy hills. It is well exposed at

Ludlow's pits just west of Asbury Park. The same stratum is seen

again in the railway cut one and a half miles north of Shark River

station, and at several points about the northern base of the Hominy
hills.

POST*PENSAUKEN SUBMERGENCE.

About the Head of Rarltan Bay and in Northern Monmouth
C_gunly.--Evldence of any considerable submergenve in the last glacial

or post-glacial time or, indeed, in post-Pensauken time, is not abundant

in the vicinity of Raritan river and bay. At various points there

seems to be decisive evidence of submergence up to a level of 40 feet

or so, within recent (last glacial or later) time. This is shown both

along the Raritan river and further south and east in the vioinity of
Morgan Station, Matawan, Keyport and the _avesink highlands.

Abont South Amboy, there are phenomena up to heights of 130 feet,
which seem best explained on the basis of late (post-Pensauken} sub-

mergenee, but the evidence is not abundant.

In the vicinity of Red Bank there is abundant evidence that the

land has recently been about 40 feet lower than now. This is shown

by the terrace-llke fiats at this elevation along the coast and up the

streams. For some distance up the larger streams, such as Swimming
river, there are terraces corresponding in elevation with the terraces

along the coast. Still further up the streams, however, there ace

terraces which, while not corresponding in elevation with those of the

coast, rise gradually from them to the heads of the streams. Their

relations are such as to indlotate that they are to be correlated in time
*The e_Lqtence of the Ifi_e _and ken wns _ot known w_cn lhe .name of this k]]l was 8tycn to the

formation.
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with the 40 foot terraces around the coast. These terraces rise to a

maximum of more than 200 feet near tile head waters of the drainage

lines which work buck into the Mount Pleasant hills. They have

their highest elevation along a branch of Hop brook, near Crawford's

Corner. These terraces are believed to have been developed by nor-

mal stream action, tile process, perhaps, coming down to the time of
tile lower terraces along the coast, and in the lower courses of the
rivers.

In the southwestern port of the ,._tat¢.--Along the lower course of

the Delaware likewise, the evidence of post-Pensaukeo submergence
is meagre, or fails altogether, at high altitudes. In the vicinity of

Wenonah such evidence is found up to levels of 70 feet; h_ the

vicinity of Swedeeboro, up to 50 feet; and in the vicinity of Salem_

nut above 25 or 40 feet. It is possible that greater submergences may

have occurred without leaving indubitable records. This is mmle the

more probable by the fast that the Philadelpifia brick clays, running

up to levels of 150 or 160 fcet_ are to be correlated with the ]oams
and clays at lower levels on tbe opposite side of tile Delaware.

The Ph;lad, lpl_ia J_l'ick Clays.--ThePhiladelphia brick clay mantles

most of the Penmuken formation of the vicinity, aml rises on the

crystalline schists 30 to 40 feet higher. In some places on the west
side of the Schuylkill this clay or loam is traceablej in continuous

development, from levels of 60 feet to levels of 140 or 150 feet. Of

the continuity of the mantle there seems to be no doubt, and this con-

tinuity is the best evidence of its contemporaneity throughout. East
of the Schnylkill, and between that stream and the Delaware, the

same continuity of development is seen wherever exposures, can be

found. Here it commonly overlies the Pensauken formation, but

it sometimes rests on the gneiss, where the Pensauken has been
removed from it. The same loam is found overlying the Trenton

sands and gravels in the lowlands next to the Delaware. This was

seen at Frnnt and Balubridge strcets_ Philadelphia_ as well as at
several other points in the northern part of the city.

This brick-clay or surface loam varies in thickness from one to

twelve feet. Its greatest known thickness is found just east of the

Schuylkill valley below Gray's Ferry. It is here dug as brick-clay,

and has a depth of 12 feet_ 40 feet above tide. It here ocenm in the

great valley which the Schuylkill had excavated out of the Peneau-

ken in post-Pensaaken time. The loam or clay attains nearly as
great thickness in the vicinity of ]H:addington, at 59th street and
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tIaverford avenue, at an elevation of 100 feet. It here overlies the

Pensauken, where the latter had suffered little erosion before the depo-
sition of the former. Thicknesses of as much as ten or twelve feet

are the exception rather than the rule.

The loam seems to be distinctly unconformable on the Pensauken.

This is shown at many points, and especially by the fact that it lles
on gneiss or schist surfaces from which the Pensauken had been

removed. It is further emphasized by the fact that it mantles

deposits of gravel of last glacial age made in the bottom of the

Delaware valley after the latter had been excavated to a depth of
needy 100 feet in the Pensauken formation.

The deposit varies from a sandy loam to a heavy clay.loam.
There is no very evident relationship between its character or its

thickness, and its topographic position.

ROAD MATERIAL.

NORTHERN MONMOUTH COUNTY,

The northern part of Monmouth county, including the townships
of Matawan, Raritaa, Holmdel, Middletown, Shrewsbury, Eaton-

town, Atlantic. Marlboro, and parts of I_,fanalapan, Freehold and

Howell, has been studied in such detail that it is possible to make

some general suggestions concerning the available supply of road
material. Throughout this region, the available road material is not;

abundant, but gravel in small quantities is somewhat widely distrib-

uted. The areas where it occurs are shown on the accompanying
map (Plate V), where the areas are somewhat exaggerated in size.

.In many of these places pits have already been opened and the

materal utilized. It is safe to say that pits have been opened ia

most of the areas where the road material is of high grade, but in
some of these situations the supply is large enough to furnish the

necessary material for many roads which have not yet been improved.
In many places the available road material consists of rmunants

of the Pensauken formation* which caps some of the isolated hills

*It will be rememSered that reference was made in the aunual R_port for 189t to the fact that the Pen-

_aukcn formation, as a whole, is capable of contributing much to the availahIe road material of the State
2 GEO
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and ridges of the region. In other places, as along the range of hills

extending from Chapel lfill to Wiekatunk, there is more or less semi-

indurated marl at the surface, which, as a rule, not only constitutes

a good road-bed where it occurs, but has become a local source of

supply of material for roads less fortunately situated.
No estimate has been made of the total ammmt of the road material

of northern Monmouth county, but the total supply is not great,

probably not great enough for the needs of the region. There is

enough, however, to allow of great improvement in the roads as a

whole, fi)r while there are already many good roads in this part of the

county, it is still true that there are many others in urgent need @f

improvement.

It is unfortunately true that the gravel is not all of the best grade r

though much of it is good, and some of it, like that near Shark river_
is of a very superior quality. By proper management, much of the

material which at first sight seems ill.adapted to road purposes may be

used to good advantage. This is especially true of the gravels which
are too lose (too little matrix) for the best results. An admixture of
fine material of such a nature as to cause them to pack, is sometimes

practicable.
It should be stated that various parts of the region covered by the

map vary greatly in their needs. In some districts the soil is sandy,
and the road.beds remain poor, except where they have been carefully
attended to. This is true of the belt embracing the following tracts :

The northern and western portions of Manalapan township, the

northern portion of Freehold, the western half of Marlboro, the ex-
treme northern portion of I:Iolmdel, Raritan, and the northern portion

Middletown. The matter of roads in this region is especially im-

portant, sincc much of the land, though sandy, is well adapted to truck
farming. Much of it is now used for this purpose, but some of it
would have its value enhanced if the roads were so improved that the

products could be more easily marketed. Throughout this belt there
is more or less road material, but it is not equal to the needs of the

region, nor is its quality so good as could be desired, but there is much
material in this belt which has not been utilized, which would, at least,

greatly improve the roads.
In other districts, good road-beds are secured by simply grading

the natural surface without the addition of any foreign material what-
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soever. This is true of much of the region along the range of hills

running from Chapel hill to Wickatunk. The good road-beds

throughout much of this region are due to the hldurated marly sand
which forms the crest of many of the ridges on which the roads run.

This material not only forms a good road-bed where it occurs, but isj
to some slight extent, available for use elsewhere.

In the gravel the largest constituent is quartz pebbles. Much of
it, however, contains bits of ironstone, whioh crush under the wheels,

and furnish a binding material for the pebbles. [u other cases there

is some sob chert which serves the same purpose as the iron. A
little clay or loam is sometimes present, which likewise helps to biud the

gravel into a solid mass in the road.bed, in some places there is iron-

stone conglomerate in such quantities as to make the gravel difficult

to work, but even this couglomerate, when not so hard but that it may
be broken up, furuisbes au excellent material for the road-bed.

WESTERN CAMDEN, GLOUCESTER, SALEM AND CUMBERLAND

COUNTIF_

Iu the Annual Report for 1894 * reference was made to the road

material of the southwesteru part of the State, so far as it had then

been studied. What was tlrsn said had reference especially to southern
Mercer, northwestern Burlingtou and the western part of Monmouth

counties. Mention was also made of certain other localities in regions

which had been recmmoltered, where gravel well adapted to road pur-
poses occurs. The area of detailed study has now been extended, and

the maps (Plates VI, VII,) show in a general way tile distribution
of tile road materials in the area wbloh has been studied siuce the

anmml report for 1894 was issued. The gravel is already utilized
to a large extent, a fact to which the many good roads of tile region
bear significant testimony.

It is not to be understood that the whole of all the areas repre-
sented on the mall is covered with good road material, but that within

these areas good road material is likely to be found at almost any

point, and that it has actually been found and developed at many"
points. The thickness of the gravel is sueh---oiteu five to ten feet--

that in view of the great area which it covers, the amount is entirely
adeqnate to the needs of the region, although it is not so well dis-

*Pp. 133to 142.
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tribute_l as t'_uld have been desired. A somewhat extensive belt next

the I)eIaware is essentlally without road gravel.

The variations in the quality of the gravel aredue to (1) the varia-

ble amount uf h_am_ clay, etc., which serves as a matrix; and (2) the
variable amlmnt i*f soft material, such as soft cherts, bits of iron-

stone, etc., which crush under the wheels and so help the gravel to

pack in the road-bed. Where both these elements which help the

gravel to puck fail, and the matrix of the gravel is sand only, it is too

loose for good results_ unless mixed with materials which supply the

deficiency. Within the area shown on the map, however_ there is

much gravel ready for the road-bed as it is taken from the pit.

This has been most developed in the vicluity of the more prosperous

cities and villages.
The suggestion made in an earlier report is here repeated, that

much gravel which taken alone is not of the first quality, furnishes a

good road-bed when properly mixed with otlmr materials which sup-
ply its deficiencies. When sach materials occur near each other, as is

often the case, they may freqaently be combined advantageously

without great cost or inconvenience.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

.Plate 1.

Map showing progress of detailed work on the surface formatimls
of the State.

Plate H.

Map showlng the distribution of the Pensauken formation, so far

as now known, and tile gravel (upper member) of the Beacon Hill

forfnation, so far as it has yet been studied. (See page 11.)

Plats III.

A series of sections drawn from northwest to southeast, essentially

at right angles to the strike of the beds. They are designed to
show especially tile stratigraphic and topographic relations of tile
Pensauken and Beacon Hill formations.

Section 1 extends from Bordentown to Taylor's Mount (,lear New
Egypt) and beyond. The topographic discrepancy between tile Pen-
sauken and Beacon Hill formations is here less distinct than in tile

other sections. It will be seen that near Bordentowo and Chesterfield

the base of the Pensaukeu has an elevation of less than 100 feet.

Southeast of Chesterfield it has an elevation of about 120 feet. Its

base lherefore rises slightly to the southeast. At Jaeobstown_ the base

of the Beacon Hill has all elevation of about 150 feet, and at Taylor's
Mount an elevation of about 120 feet. Thus the Beacon Hill for-

mation is seen to decline to the southeast. Carried to the northwest,
the base of the Beacon Hill, near Chesterfield, if it were continued

with the same dip, should lie at an elevation of 200 feet, whereas tile

base of tile Pensauken is very much lower, i

Section 2 represents a section from a point northwest of Clarks-

ville through Newtown, Allentown to Prospertown and beyond. Near
Clarksville the base of the Pensauken has an elevation of about 90
feet. Between Clarksville and Newtown the elevation of the base is

slightly less. At Newtown its base reaches a maximum elevation of
about 120 feet. Near Davis Station its elevation is about the same.

Two miles southeast of Davis StLtion the Beacon Hill formation

appears, and its base has an altitude of 195 feet. Southeast from this
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point its base declines, and four miles to the southeast is at an altitude

of about 160 feet. If the angle of slope here indicated be car-

ried to the northwest, the base of the Beacon Hill at Newtown, if it

existed there, should be 275 to 300 feet above sea level, whereas the
Pensauken is only 120 feet.

Sectiou 3 is a section essentially parallel to the preceding, extend-

ing from Sand Hills near Bonhamtown through Beacon hill, Sugar
Loaf (or Polhemus) hill to the Hominy hills. At the north end
of this section, it will be seen that the base of the Pensauken has

an elevation of about 100 feet, at South Amboy 90 to 100 feet, and at
Morrlstown about 120 feet. The Beacon Hill formation is first shown

in this section at Beacon hill, where its base has an elevation of about

360 feet. It appears again on Sugar Loaf hill, where its base has

an elevation of about 160 feet, while in the Hominy hills its base

has declined to a little over 90 feet. With the slope indicated by the
elevation of the base at these three localities, the Beacon Hill forma-

tion, if extended to the northwestward, should have, in tile vicinity of

South Amboy, an elevation of between 500 and 600 feet.

Plate IV.

This plate represents sections essentially parallel to the strike, and

therefore nearly at right angles to the preceding sections, extending
from Salem on the southwest to Pine hill, near Perrineville and Clarks-

burg, on the northeast. The three sections presented are continuous,
and follow each other from southwest to northeast. Alvng this

line of strike it will be seen that the Beacon Hill gravels are first

seen in unmistakable development near Harrlsonvil]e where its base
has an elevation of about 120 feet. At Jefferson the base of the

formation is 130 feet. At Barnsborough it is slightly lower. At Marl-
ton hill about 150 feet. In section IV'c. of this plate, the Miocene

formation and the Beacon Hill gravel are not separated from each

other. The base of the 5[iocene in Arncy's mount has an elevation

of about 100 feet; at Sykesville its elevation is about 150 feet; at
Ellledale about 210 feet ; at Imlaystown about tile same, and east of

point its base is somewhat higher, ranging between 240 and 270 feet.
It will be seen, therefore, that the base of the Beacon Hill and the

Miocene decline notably, and together, to the southwest along the llne
of strike.
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If these sections be compared with those published in the Annual

Report for 1895, further light will be thrown on the relations. It is

explained, however, in the body ot this report (p. 11), that some of the
material classed as Pensauken in the sections published in 1895, is

now regarded as belonging to the Beacon Hill formation.

Plate V.

Map showing the distribution of road material in northern Mon-
mouth county.

Plate V£

Map showing distribution of road gravels in western Burlington,
Camden and Gloucester emmties.

Plate VII.

Area showing distribution of road gravels in western Salem and
Cumberland counties.
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THE NEWARK SYSTEM.
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BY
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THE NEWARK SYSTEM,

REPORT OF PROGRESS.

BY HENRY B. KUMMEL, PH.D.
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Hunterdon plateau.
Gravel Hill and the Barrens.

Sourland plateau.
Rocky Hill.
Cnshetunk and Round Mountain.
Watchung Mountains.

Hydrography.
The Delaware and its tributaries.
The Raritan and its tributaries.

Geology.
Stockton series.

Constitution and lithologieal character.
Distribution.

Trenton-Wilburtha area.
Hopewell area.
Stockton ares.

North of Flemington.
Lockatong series.

Constitution and lithological character.
Distribution.

Ewingville-Princeton area.
Sourland plateau area.
Hunterdon plateau area.

Modification of Lockatong beds.
Brunswick series.

Lithological character.
Distribution.
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Quartzite conglomerates.
Localities.
Rate of disintegration.

Calcareous conglomerates.
Localities.

Relation of the conglomerates to the shales.
Soil.
Thlckne_ of the subdivisions.

Trap rocks.
Origin.

Criteria of extnmive and intrusive sheet_.
Previous views.

Rocky H_,ll.
The Palisades.
Sourlaud Mountain,
Point Pleasant.

Bald Pate and Panuington Mountain.
Cushetunk Mountain,
Round Mountain.
Sand Brook sheet.

Metamorphosed shales.
Characteristics.
Localities.

Unclassified beds.
Structure.

General discueslon of the d:p.
Summary.
Faults.

General considerations.
Of the Newark formation.

The Hopewell fault.
Evidence.
Amount.
Polsible northern extension.

The Fiemlngten fault.
Location.
Evidence.
Amount.
Extent north of Flemington.

The Dltts' Comer fault.
Small faults.

INTRODUCTION.

During the past season I was in the field from the seventh of April
until the tenth of September. With the exception of the latter half
of the month of June, when I was engaged on the United States
Geological Survey, my time was spent in detailed work upon the
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Newark system, in the western part of the State. The [,vestlgation,
of which tile following is a report of progress, was commenced in the

latter part of 1895, and several weeks were spent" in the field, chiefly
in reconnaissance work. Although this preliminary work was, to a

great extent, barren of decisive conclusions, it was of value ill sug-
gesting lines along which the solution of mooted questions was to be

sought. It was soon recognized that the only hope of making out the

structure of the beds, their subdivisions and thickness, and of locating

faults, lay in detailed examination and plotting of all the outcrops.
In carrying out this plan, practically all the roads have been traversed,

the sections along nearly all streams examined, and the dip of the beds
carefully observed and plotted on large scale maps. At the same time

notes were made of the color and lithologica[ character of the beds.

This method of work, of necessity, has been slow, but the results ob-

tained have justified the expenditure of time. In preparing this re-

port 1 have endeavored to avoid technical terms, or, where used, to

explain them. To make the report of interest to people without
special training in geology, it has been necessary to write more in de-

tail than would be the ease were it prepared for geologists only. l:n

this connection I desire to express my thanks to Dr. C. M. harison,

of Ringoes, to whom I am indebted for aid ill locating several small
trap dikes in that vicinity.

IYomendature.--Following the ueage established by tile United

States Geological Survey, tile term "Newark System" Ires been

adopted in this report. The racks which are included under this

term have been called by various names. Russell* gives a list of
over twenty different names applied to these and similar rocks in
other States.

In the reports of the State Geologist of New Jersey, the term
Triassic or Red Sandstone has been most commonly used. The term

•Newark was proposed by W. C. RedfieldJ" in 185{3. It is the oldest

specific title which makes no implication as to the geologic age. It
has been impossible to determine satisfactorily the precise position of

these rooks in tile geological column based upon the European systems.

It is, theretbre, better to use a name which does not imply a correla-
tion in time, which may or may not he correct.

* 1. C. Russell, aull©ti_ of the U. S. G. S., No. 85, pp. 16-]8.

_'Am. jour. Sci., 2d Seri©s, VoL XXII, 1856, p. ,_57; also in Am. A=so¢. Adv. Sci.. Pro¢., Vol. X,
Albany meeting, 1856, p. 18L
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GEOGRAPHY:

General Area.--The Newark System extends across the northern

part of the State, forming a belt which is about thlrty-two miles wide
ahmg the Delaware river, extending from Trenton to within two miles
of Riegelsville, while its width at tile New York State liue is about

fifteen miles. The southeastern boundary extends from Trenton to

near the mouth of Lawrence brook, below New Brnnswiek, thenee to

the Arthur Kill, three miles northeast of Woodbridge. From this
point the b_,undary in general follows the waters of the Kill yon

Kull, New York bay and Hudson river. For the greater part of the
distance from Woodbridge to Trenton, the Cretaceous adjoins the
Newark rocks and partially conceals the lower beds. The northwest°

ern boundary begins at the Delaware at Holland, below Riegelsville,

and passes near Pattenbarg, Jutland, Clinton, Allerville, Lebanon,
Apgar's Corner, Pottersville, Peapack and Bedmlnster. From Bed-

minster it extends in a nearly straight line to Suffero, N. Y., passing
near Bernardsville, Morristown, Boonton and Pompton. The rocks
along this border are all much older than the Newark saadstones.

The formation extends northeastward into New York, and southwest-
ward into Pennsylvania.

That part of it lying southwest of a line drawn from Metuchen

through Plainfield to Peapaek has been studied in detail, and it is

with this part principally that this report has to do. Parts of Mercer,
Somerset, Middlesex, Hunteedon and Morris counties are included in
this region.

T/_e Topography.--In its general features the topography is simple.
It couslsts of a gently rolling plain, having an average elevation of
between 100 and 250 feet, A.T. Consldcred as a whole, it is lowest

along the southeastern margin, and rises to the north and northwest,

the most marked exception being found in tile region between l_'ew
Brunswick, Bound Brook and Somerville. Here the descent is to the

northwest, from an average elevation of about 130 feet, A. T., around
New Brunswick to about 70 or 80 feet abont Bound Brook. The

plain is well developed north and west of _ew Brunswick, although
somewhat dlesected by narrow gullies near the Baritau river• It is

also well shown along the llne of tile Philadelphia and Reading rail-

road between Bound Brook and Skillman. Between Peunington and
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Lawrenceville, south and east of :Flemington, and south of White

:House it is well developed.

This plain is more or less interrupted and its continuity destroyed

by valleys, which have been sunk below the general level, and by
hills, ridges and plateaus of harder rock which rise above it. The

latter are more important as topographic features than the former and
will be mentioned first.

IIunl_'don Plateau.--Commeneing at Raven Rock on tile Delaware

river, a prominent escarpment extends northcastwardj past Sand

Brook and _'lemington, where it bends to the north and then to the
northwest, finally terminating near Lansdowne, about eighteen miles
from the Delaware river. North and west of this line is a broad

plateaus in places extremely fiat aml poorly drained, having an aver-

age elevation of about 600 feet. North of Cherryville it rises to a

maximum height of 706 feet. It extends westward into Pennsyl-
vania, and is dissected to a depth of from 400 to 500 feet by the Dela-

ware river. Locally, this plateau is known as " the Swamp," frmn the
fact that before it was cleared and drained much of it was wet land.

Its streams, obstructed on the level surface by vegetation, lacked the

fall necessary to drain it properly. Even to this day much of the

soil is heavy and enid.

The highest part ot the plateau is along the south and east, about a
mile back from the top of the escarpment. Thence it declines in

elevation very gently northward and westward. Along its margin
and near the Delaware river the plateau is cut by deep, narrow gorges,

whose bottoms ascend rapidly, and rarely extend back into the plateau

more than three or four miles. The upper courses of the streams lie

in broad, shallow valleys, but slightly depressed below the general

level of the plateau. The escarpment on the south and east is most
sharply marked in the vicinity of Flemington, where the general ele-

vation of the country at its foot is 200 feet or less, and at its top
about 550 feet. To the southwest, in the vicinity of Sergeautsville
and thence to the Delaware river, the contrast is not so marked, owing

to the greater elevation (340-450) of the country at the foot' of the

escarpment. As will be shown later, this fact finds a ready explana-

tion in the geological structure.
(Iravd Hill and the Barrens.--At intervals along the north-

western boundary there occur thick beds of heavy conglomerate,

forming hills which rise 300 to 400 feet above their surroundings.
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The me)st collsplcuous of these are Gravel hi]], northwest of Milford_

elevation 865 A. T., and the line of hil]s south of Pattenburg, known
as "t he Barrens," 800 to 900 feet A.T. From the crests of these hills

the surface descends rapidly to an elevation of about 450 feet, the

height c*f the northern and lower margin of the Hunterdm| plateau_
which adj_)_ns the conglomerate Ifills on the south.

8onrtand Mountaia.--Thls platean--for it is more a plateau than a

mountain--rlses from the Rarltaa valley near Neshanio, attaiuing its
maximum elevation of 563 feet two and a ball miles south of that

village, and extem]s southwest to near Lambertvl]le'on the Delawar%
scventt.en miles distant. Here it has an elevation of 457 feet. The

backbone of the plateau is trap-rock, which forms a belt about a mile

in width, but the hard sandstones, shales and argillltes on either side

rise nearly to the same elevation as the trap, and form a plateau ]laving
an average width of about four and a half miles. For six miles from

the Delaware along the southeast border_ Belle mountain, 303 feet;

Bald Pate nmnnta_n_ 482 feet ; Mount Canoe, 480 feet, and Penning-
tnn monntsin, 460 feet, irregular shaped masses of trap-rock_ increase

the width of high ground to nearly six miles. The). are separated

from the Sourland plateau and from each other by narrow

valleys. Northeast from these hills the escarpment of the plateau
rises somewhat steeply above the red shale plain to the east and south-

east, having a height of over 200 feet near Hopewel] 9 and over 400

feet further north. To travelers on the PMlade]phia and Reading
railroad between Itopewell and Bound Brook this steep slope is the
most conspicuous feature of the landscape. The descent from the

plateau on the northwest to the low plain about Flemington is too
gradual to be called an escarpment.

Rocl:y tIYl.--This trap ridge commences near Hopewell and

extends es.stward for fifteen miles or more before it finally dis°
appear-. Near its western end its width is hardly more than

a quarter of n mile_ with a maximum elevation near Mount Rose

village of 415 feet--about 200 teet above the sandstone plain on

either shle. Eastward its width increases to over a mile at Rocky
Ilil[ village, where it is cut through by tile Millstone river in a narrow

gorge. Its he_ght_ however, is declining, and near Monmouth Jnnotion

it merges into the general level of the plain. A spnr_ which pro-

jects northward frnm the main ridge just east of Rocky Hill village,
extends to (]-riggstown and thence to Ten.Mile Run, where it also

merges iuIo the plain.
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Gushetunk Mountain a_d .Round Mountai_.--The former is a

,curved ridge of hard trap-rock, south of Lebanon, having a maximum

height of 839 feet. Its crest and inner slope has the exact shape of a

horse-shoe, the toe pointing to the southeast. The distance across,

between the heels, is about one and a half miles and the length is two

and a half miles. The ridge is situated near the northwest boundary
and the heels of the horse-shoe almost touch the crystalline hills, so

that Round Valley, within the hares-shoe, is rightly named.

Round mountain, as its name indicates, is a dome-shaped hill which

rises nearly 400 feet above the general plain. It is situated just south
of Stanton, not far from the southern limb of Cashetunk mountain.

The Watchung Mountains.--The southern ends of the crescent-

shaped Watchung ridges lie in the region which was studied in detail.

These concentric parallel ridges are alike in both having steep, short
southerly faces, gentle, long northern slopes, and remarkably even

crest lines, which are occasionally broken by deep, narrow gorges.
The southern or outer ridge has an average elevation of about 500

feet, whereas the inner ridge is in general from 50 to 125 feet higher.

The .Hydrography.--The drainage of this region is through the

Delaware and Raritan rivers and their tributaries, the drainage area
of the latter being between four and five times as large as that of the
former.

The Delawareand Tr/bu_ar/es.--TheDelawareriverin itscourse

of thirty-eightmilesacrosstheTriassicareaflowsina narrowtrench,

the depthof whichvariesconsiderably.Above Milford,bluffsriseon

bothsidesof therivertoa heightof over300 feet,thebottomofthe

trenchbeing lessthan half a mile wide. Between Milfordand

Frenchtown_the bluffsare lower and not so steep,but fornine

miles below the latterplace,crossingthe Hunterdon plateau,the

riverruns througha narrow gorge,which increasesindepth from
200 feetat Frenchtown to 470 feetat Tumble. Below Raven

Rock, where the plateau escarpmentreaches the river,the

sides of the trench are lower and leessteep,but they rise

again and regaintheirsteepnessat the narrow gorge which the

riverhas cut thraugh the Sourlandplateau,below Lambertville.

From Titusvilloto Trenton the trenchis shallow,and itssides,
althoughsteep,areneververtical,as isthe casewhere thebluffsare

higher. At Trentontheriverisattlde,whereastheaveragelevelof
the countrya milebackfrom the riverisabout120 feetA.T. In

3 eEo
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general the tributaries of the Delaware are short, swift streams it_

ravines or gorge% narrow and steep near their mouths and rising
rapidly to the general level of the country. The larger ones have

developed narrow flood-plains along their lower courses, in many

cases, noticeably in those which drain the Hunterdon plateau, the

upper part of tile stream occupies a broad, shallow depression scarcely
sunk beneath the surfaca of the plateau. From these upper reaches

the streams descend by steep slopes, often tumbling over ledges i_

picturesque rapids and cascades to the quieter stretches near their
mouths. Tlle Lockatong and the Wickccheoke are the best examples

of this phase of stream development.
The R*trltun.--The two branches of the Raritau river, with its

principal tributaries, the Millstone and the Neshauie, drain tile greater

part of the area under discussion. These streams, in general, lie
acro--s tlle low, rolling plain whose average elevation is, normally,

between 100 and 200 feet A. T., and they, therefore, have had no

opportunity to cut deep valleys. Near New Brunswick the Raritan

valley is a narrow, steep-sided trench, about eighty feet deep. In the
vicinity of Bound Brook and Somerville tile general elevation is lees
and the trench is wider anti shallower. The trench of the Millstone

averages about seventy feet in depth, but at Rocky Hill, where it

crosses the trap ridge, it is over two hundred feet deep. Loc_lly_

along Stony Br,ok aml the Neshanic, there are bluffs eighty to one
hundred t_'et high, but, iu general, heights above the streams are less

than this. 'File small side-trlbutarles, particularly those of the Raritan
below Bound Brook, often enter the parent stream through narrow,

steep-sided ravims, in many cases not more than a mile or two in

length.

OLOLOGY.

It has been found possible to divide the sedimentary rocks of the

_Newark System into three subdivisimls. These divisions are not

based upon fossil evidence, but upon lithological differences, which

imply diver.,e conditions of sedimentation, and which permit the es-
tabIishment of rec,_gnizabln horizons. Although the beds of each

series en itntsss are quite unlike those of either of the others, there are

in each some layers which resemble more or less clpsely beds in one or
the other series. Tile three series are not separated from each other

by sharply-marked division planes, but, on the contrary, grade into
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each other vertloal[y through transition zones which are several bun-
dred feet in thickness, so that it is nut always easy to delimit them
exactly ia tile field. 5Ioreover, it was fmmd that all three members
lost, to some extent, tlteir distinctive characteristics when traced along
the strike toward the northwest border, and zhat little reason could
be found for there dividing the formatiml. But with these qualifica-
tions, it is true that the three divisions are distinct from each other.

- The accompanying map, plate VIII, shows the position of these sub-
divisim_s, aml the main faults by whieb they are repeated.

Stocklou &ries.--The basal beds of the system are found at Tren-
ton, where they rest npou the older crystalline rocks--the Philadel-
pbia-Trentmt gneiss belt. They consist of (a) coarse, more or less
disintegrated arkose conglomerates; (b) yellow micaceous, feldspathio
sandstone; (c) brown-red sandstones or freestones, and (d) sob red
argillaceous sbales. These are interbedded and many times repeated,
a fact wbieh indicates rapidly-eha.gieg and recurrent conditions (Jr
sedimentation. Although there are many layers of red shale in this
divisio% the characteristic beds are the arkose conglmnerates and
sandstoees_ the latter of which afford valuable building stones.

The conglomerates anti yellow sandstones prevail near the bottmn,
and the brown.red sandstones near the top, but the lower beds are

not all conglomerates, as is shown by the fact tbat the lowest beds
exposed, very near tile baae of tile series, are red shales, interbedded
with conglomerates. Layers of soft, argillaceous, red shale are also
found separating the br.wastooe beds near Ilte top (,f the series.
Occasionally, also, there are tlliu layers of greelb purple aml black
shalej but tbey are inconspicuous.

The eo.glomerate beds are made up chiefly of quartz pebbles, often
tbree or four inches in diameter, and fragments of feldspar crystals,
occasionally measuringan inch or moreaeross. As seen with the naked
eye, the cleavage faces of these are generally but little affected by
weathering. Stone mica is present and a few pebbles of sandstone
anti slate occur• The yellow stamlstones are cmnposed of essentially
tim same materials as the conglomerate but finer.

In addition to the qual':Z aud feldspar, wlfieh are the chie_'constit-
uents of the brown and grey freestones, there is some mica. .Minute
rust colored specks in the sandstone are probably due to some disin-
tegrated ferro-magnesian nfioerals. It is not uncommon to find
pebbles of various kinds sparsely scattered through the sandstones.
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These are mostly quarlz, but there are fragments of red shale, often

somewhat irregular in shape, wbich seem more like masses of clay
deposited with the sand and afterward hardened than water-worn

pebllles of shale. Cross-bedding in tile sandstone is quite common.
The shale is composed of fine red mini, containiog more or less

minute flakes of mYa. In some cases it occurs ill thick beds, which,

when seen in a freshly-exposed wall ill tile quarry, appear firm and

massive, floweret, it splits readily on expcsure to the weather."
Rarely, a thin bed of green or black shale occurs with the red.

Thi_ _erie._ of beds is best shown in tlle quarries near Wilbortha,

five miles above Trenton, and also in the qosrries near Stockton.

Because of the title exposures nest the latter place this division has

been called tile " Stockton series." In all these quarries the rapid

alternation of beds from shales to freeslones and to arkose conglom-

erates is shown. Not infrequently a well-marked bed was seen to
thlu out rapidly within tile limits of a quarry, or even disappear

ectlrely, its place being taken by a layer of a differeot texture. In
other cases the same bed, although retaining its identity as a distinct

layer, yet changed so in texture or color along its plane that it would

not be recognized as the same bed were it not visible through all this

distance. Tile individual beds have tile shape of thin lenses, which

overlap at their edges where they thin out.
In adrtition to tile cross-bedded struclure which often prevails in

the sandstones, ripple-marks, mud-cracks and impressions of rain-

drops have been ob._erved on the shale layers. Tile conditions under

which these btds were deposited will be discussed in a final report,
but it may be sa_d in passing that there is every indication that they

were framed in the shallow water, in close proximity to the shore,

after the manner of the seashore deposits of the present day. The
bulk of"tbe material cf wMch they are composed was derived from the

crystalline rocks cn the scuth and southesst.
2)_tribut_on--Trenton. Wi!burtha Area.--As shown upon the map

accompanying this report, there are four areas occupied by tbe Stock-
ton series. This is due to the faulting and folding which the whole

formation has experienced. These areas are as follows:
The first belt begins in the western part of Trenton and extends

along the Delaware to a point about three-foordls of a mile above

Wilburtha station. At Trenton the formation rests upon very much

older crystalline rocks, whicb have contributed largely to the arkose
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beds. Bat it is only for a short distance that the basal beds are

exposed, because a few miles northeast of Trenton, the Cretaceous
clays overlap and conceal the lower part of the Stockton series. The

upper limit of this division extends from the Delaware river above
Wilburtha, through Ewingville, Lawrence and Princeton. At the

latter place it crosses tile college campus, and excavations made ior
the foundations of the new college library revealed tile upper beds of

this series. Along the Millstone river the line of separation between
the Stockton series and the overlying beds can be quite accurately

located in the lille of quarries along the canal, the southern quarries

being in the Stockton series. East of the Millstone river tile boundary
line cannot be determined, owing to thick deposits of,_the Pensauken

which mantle'the surface of this region. Northwest of Trenton this
belt has a width of about three miles, but to the northeastward, owing

to the overlapping of the Cretaceous and later formations, its width is
much lees.

There are but few good exposures apart from those in tile quarries

along the Delaware and the Millstone rivers. Over the greater part
of this area the character of the soil is determined by tile coating

of Pensauken and Jamesburg formations, ratber than by the rock
beneath.

In the ravine at the western edge of Cadwalader park, Trenton,

there are heavy beds of arkese conglomerate, with pebbles of quartz
several inches in diameter and good-sized feldspar crystals. The
rock lmre is firm and might be used for rough masonry.

Tear the canal bridge, a quarter of a mile southeast of the Asylum

station, tile rock is so completely decomposed that it is spaded out aad
used for road material and sand. [n addition to the constituents

derived from tile underlylcg gneissin rocks, there arc pebbles of

quartzite and sandstone, probably derived from the sonthwest, where
in Pennsylvania these rocks rest upon the Cambrian saudstoues.

HopeweR Area.--The second area iu which tile Stockton series

occurs is near Hopewell. Here they form a narrow belt thrse-fourths
of a mile in width, ca the southeastern face of tile Sanrlaud plateau,

extending from Harbaurton to near Skillman, a distance of

nearly ten miles. They form that part of tbe escarpment of the

plateau which one sees from tbe ralh'oad near ]]:ol,ewcll ,aud north-
east. The upper limit lies a little west of the crest. TSese beds are

the upper port of tile Stockton series_ here brought to the surface by
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c great fault, lt_e:ded almlg tim fo')t of the escarpment. Tl_e evidence

in _,upp,_rt ¢_f thi_ e_nelusion will be eonsklered later.
Thest. roek._ are, on the whole, somewhat harder than tile beds near

Tr¢_nmn and Wilburdla. They are mainly vari-celored sandstones,
re_l Iir,}wu, _rey and steel-blue predmnhmtiug, although tile weathered

frazm_q_t,, are mt,_tly yelh_wish. The sandstones are qnarlzose and

fehl_i,alhlc , an.l, in g_.neral, not so free-splltting as those in tim Wil-

burtha ,l_arrit._. Smm beds of heavy arkose conglomerate occur, the
m,,_' m:Lrked I._':llity being balf a mile west of Marshall's Corner. A

drilled well 10tl feet deep, ou the Edgerly place, Hopewell, passed

tbr,mffh allertlafing beds of red shale, hard, grey, quartzitie sandstone,
brnwn,m_ne awl arko_e sandstone. Considering tile rapid changes

wlth.t.A in hnllvlduaI beds in the Wilburtha and Stockton quarries, it
is not a matter of surpri,_e that the beds here are somewhat different

from tlm:-.ein t_ther l.ealltles. There can, however, be no reasonable

doubt hut that the._e sand,_tones belong to the Stockton series. There

are no qnarrie-_ al,mg this belt, and but few large exposures. The

charac'_r of the rack must be judged largely by the weathered frag-
ment_ f.und on the surface. There are a few exposures along most

of the small stream._, which have incised the/'ace of tile escarpment.

The surface is somewhat sandy, and generally strewn with angular

weathered slabs of the harder layers. Tile name Peach Rklge, which

in year._ past was applied to this belt, is iu,tlcative of the agricultural
u,_e to _hleh the s¢fil wa._ put. Now, however, the term is not. par-

ticularly appr.priale, since peach orcbards are as numerous on adja-

cent art.a*, aml in all tile regiou they are less abundant than they
were .VI";IF_ _gII.

"17_,.<t_ekh,n At, 7.--A second great fault brings these beds to the
surfaf'_, _galn seven miles to the northwest. This third belt extends

along the Dela_are fr_m Brookville (a mile below Stockton), to a lit-
tle I,ey,md Raven R,*ek, having a maximum width of about three

mil_s. Its upper limit extends along *lie crest of the escarp-

ment _,t the IIunterdon plateau, the steep slope being formed by

the upwr beds o'_ tile Stockton series, which are here predominantly
red shalts, with an occasional sandy layer. The lower limit of the

beds in this ar_.a is formed by the fault, which crosses the strike

obl;qut ly, so that the beh becomes narrow, er to the northeast m_d finally

pinches out midway between Flemington and Sand Brook. The
topography of this area is characteristic. It consists of three broad,
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low ridges, trendiag northeast and southwest, parallel to the strike of

the beds and formed by the harder and coarser conglomerate mem-
bers of tile series. These are separated from each other by wide, shal-

low valleys, opened on the softer sandstones and shales. The ridges
]lave au elevation of from 320 to 420 feet, averaging from 100 to 150

feet Dower than tile neighboring part of tbe Huuterdon plateau, and

rising about 150 to '200 feet above the red shale region across the fault
llae. Each ridge falls away as tile fault lille is approached, each

higher one in the series overlapping to the northeast the one next
lower.

Tile quarries near Stockton afford unexcelled opportunity for study-
ing the composition, texture and sue,cession of the beds. Tile rocks

here are chiefly free-splitting sandstones of various tints of grey, yen
low and red-brow% very similar to these at Wilborth_. Beds of red

shale and also conglomerate alternate with tile sandstones: In the

bluff between Stockton and Brookville, thick beds of very coarse con-
glomerate occur, the lower beds in this locality being much more
eoI_solidated than those near Trenton.

Apart from the exposures in the quarries and a few unimpt_rtant
outcrops a]ong" tile streams, the rook is rarely seen. Tbe s,-,il, ho_-

ever, is clearly indicative of the rock heneath, being rather Ions%

sandy, and often pebbly. Slabs of sandstone and conglomerate strew

the snrface in great abundance. In color--mostly a grey--and texture

tile soil is in marked contrast with that of the adjoining regions, which
is a red or yellow clay.

North of 1fleming'ca.--The fourth area in which tile Stockton beds

occur lies north of Flemington. The fault which brougbt tile beds
in the third area to the surface along the Delaware above and below

Stockton, by its oblique course terminated them on the northeast, uear

Sand Brook. A mile and a quarter north of Ftemingtou, however,

they re-appear at the surface, owing to a gradual change of strike from

N. 65 E. to N. and N. 20 W. From this point they extend north-

ward to the limits of the formation near Clinton in a gradually widen-
ing area, which attains a maximum breadth of three miles in the
latitude of Lansdowne.

Tile b(ds change in texture and composition within this area as they
approach the northwestern boundary. Where they first occur, near

]_lemingtoe, they consist of coarse arkose sandstones, often much dis-
integrated and icterbedded with soft red shales. The transition to the
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overlying series is through several hundred feet of fine-grained, red,.

sandy shales, agreeing very closely in texture and composition witb

the uppermost layers above Stockton on the Delaware. Nearer the-

boundary of the formation the layers of typical arkose conglomerate
and sandstones diminish in number and thickness. Their place is

taken by beds of red shale, and sandstone and conglomerate of a dif-

ferent type. For four miles southeast of Clinton the basal beds of-

the formation are found resting unconformably upon red, yellow and

dark grey Hudson river slates, Trenton (?) limestone, Oambrlan (?)

quartzitss and gneiss. Material from these formations has entered
largely into the composition of the overlying beds, and determined

their character. In place of the free-splittlng brown and grey sand-

stones, there occur coarser beds, made up largely of the thin bits of

Hudson river shale and sm_.ll quartzite pebbles. With increasing

coarseness of material, we find conglomerates cf white, grey and red-

dish quartzites. Although the Stockton beds rest in part upon the
limestone and gneiss, these two rocks occur but rarely in this part of
the newer formation. In a final report_ the source and origin of this

conglomerate will be considered.

.Loekatong Serieo.--Above the Stockton beds there is a series of bard,

dark.colored shales and flagstones, which I have called the Lockatong

beds. They are, as a whole, much harder and darker than the adjoin-
ing beds. They cooslst (a) of carbonaceous shales, which split readily

along the bedding planes into thin lamlnm, but which have no true-

slaty cleavage* ; [b) hard, massive, black and blulsh-purple argillites,
wifich break sharply in any direction with n marked eonohoidal frac-

ture, but never split into thin layers along the bedding planes; (0)

dark grey amt green flsgston+s, some layers of which afford slabs nine
or ten feet in diameter and three or four inches thick; (d) dark, red

shales, approaching a flagstone, (e) and occasional thin layers of very

impure black and drab limeston% or rather highly calcareous shales.

There are all gradations between these somewhat distinet types, so
that the varieties of individual beds are almost countless.

Some lays.re are s. carbonaceoos in appearance as to lead the un-
skilled to look for coal in the formation. Other layers, particularly

some of the argillltes_ are specked with minute crystals of calcite, and

faces of j.lnt planes and cavities are very frequently covered with

• In thl_ connect.,n it may b_ stat,'d that cteavag.e agro_s the lmdding planes does not oGct_, so far as E.

ha'*+©_-erv_'d, i_ t:_y • f the .New:Lrk "_.©d .
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deposits of the same mineral. Minute crystals of iron pyrites occur

quite frequently in some layers, but apart from them and the calcitep
secondary minerals were not found microscopically in these beds. The

red shales are much harder and slightly darker in color than the red
shales of the other series. They split into slabs more or less after the

manner of flagstones, but do not crumble to minute bits, as does the
softer red shale. Their weathered surface moreover is a brighter red

than that within, in which respect they are different from the bulk of

the red shales, which become slightly darker on exposure to the

weather. The limestone beds are very thin and have been uotioed

only in a few cases.
.Not a few writers have called these beds " baked" shales, and have

ascribed their hardness and dark color to metamorphism induced by

the trap-sheets which occur in the Newark formation. One or two

geologists have mistaken some of the exceedingly bard, dense argilllte
for fine grained trap. The "baked.slate" hypothesis has received

apparent support from tile fact that one belt of these argillites occurs

near the trap of Sour]and mountain. There is no doubt but that, in

many cases, the trap has produced profound cbauges both in the color,

hardness and mineralogical constitution of tile adjoining beds, but
the altered beds arc not to be confounded with the Lockatong selles,

and can generally be differentiated from them by careful fieldwork.
That tile latter are not " baked" shales is shown by the facts (a) that

they often occur several miles from any known trap-sheet, and that
they are just as hard and black at this distance as where near the

trap ; (b) that comparatively soft, thin layers of highly oarbonaesoas
shales occur between beds of the hardest argillite; if the beds of

argilllte were the result of local metamorphism, it is difficult to under-
stand why the interbedded carbonaceous shales were not also altered ;

(c) the texture and stratification of the Lockatoog series is such that

they could not have been formed from the red shales by any proceSS

of metamorphism. The supposition made by some that nmtamorphlsm
was produced by great masses of trap which nowhere reach the sur-

face, has absolutely no fimndatioo of fact upon which to rest, and
needs no refutation. If any one fact can be accepted as demonstrated

by this work, it is that the shales, argillitce and flagstones of the
Loekatong series are not due to local ruemmorphism by the trail.

Both ripple-marks and mud-cracks occur at all horizons in the

:Lockatoug beds, showing that shallow water eondititms prevailed_
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althnugh tile materi:ds deposited were exceedingly fine. The mud-
crack mark_ng_ are the more common, ]_nstances were n,)led where

cracks in green cr black mad had been filled by red mud, anti vies
"CtF,_'tl.

I);._',ib_t;on--I'.'tci'_'iqe-Prlneeton Arca.--0wing to fanltlng, the
.I,[*ckat_,ng beds (a'cor in several areas, as do the Stockton series
Ah)ng the Delaware the width of the first belt is abnut one and three-

fonrth mi]_,,-:,i._mlmeH(.hlg three-fourths of a mile above Wilburtha.

The h,w_.r bed_ are exposed at Savage's quarry along the canal, and
upper laver_ :ire shewn ar Ayres' quarry, Somerset, and near tbe

mmllh i_f.]'aenbs' crc_k. Small exposures occur along the canal ben
twt*en Ihese pnlnls. Tile lower limit of these beds is coincident witll the

upper limit nf tile St_ckton series anti extends northeastwatvl through
Birml.gham, Ewingville, Lawrenceville and ]?rinceton. The upper
limit is approximately parallel to the lower, the average width of the
belt us far a._ Rn-;edale being about two miles.

•N',_rth of Prim.etou, the beds which can be referred with*ut any

d(_ubt t[) this series £,_rma belt less than a mile in width. Here tile dip

of the beds is not_ un the average, any greater than where the belt is

wider. ()n the co)rotary, it is slightly less, so that with the same

thi_.kn_.ss _f beds its width ought to be slightly greater. Between
the upper limit of the beds, concerning which dlere is no doubt, anti

the trap _,f the Rt_eky ttill ridge--three-fonrths of a mile distance--

there :tre some green and black shales, which might well be put in

the Ln(.kat_ng series, but the bulk of the intervening beds are soft,

eruml,ly r,d shale_. These seem rather to belong with the subdivision
rb_ve abe L,_ckat,mg beds. .N'o such thickness of soft red shales has

been f_und in the Lock_tong beds, where the section was most com-

plete. N,*xt tu the trap there are pale blue-grey and purplish-red

shales, c(mtahdng amygdules of secondary minerals_ the result of mela-

nwrphism by the trap. Unfortunately, expasures are wanting at

many critical points, s_) that it has been found impossible to account

satisthetnriiy tbr the phenomena. (a) Whether the Loekatoog beds
raphlly diminish in thi,'kness east of Rosedale and north of Prince-

ton owing to nnkno_',n eanditi,ms of deposition, (b) whether the beds
ebange litholnglealIy ahmg the strike, so that the red shales between

Princet_m amt the trap ridge are the same horiz,m as the upper beds
of this subdlv_sicm timber west, or (e) whether the upper part of the

L,,ckatong series has been cut out by faulting, it was not possible to
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determine. A few cases of crushed and eontnried beds and slicken-

sides lend a little ldausilfility to the last supposition.

There are good exposures of the heavy-bedded, black and dark

green argillites at several points along Stony brook below Rosedale,
and the qnarries of J. K. Brown and Stephen A. Margerum, Prince-

ton, aitbrd good Ol)portunities of studying tile various layers Quarries

along tbe Millstone above (south of) Kin_ton also show different
horizons. East of the Millstone the limits of this subdivision can not

be determined with accuracy, owing to the more recent deposits, which
conceal all outcrops save along a few streams. Hard, black shale,

interbedded with red flags, is fi_uod in a small quarry along the rail-
road a mile and a half due east of Kingston. Ahmg. ].,awrenee
brnok below Davidson's mills two miles east of Deans, there ar e

also a number of exl)osures of the (lense black argillite. An outerop

of argillite on the Brunswick turnpike southeast of Franklin Park,

is probably near the upper limits of the belt, in this vicinity, as the

region to tile north is underlain by soft red shale. Tile upper Ibnit
probably extends from this point eastward to Lawrenee brook, near
the mouth of Beaver Dam brook, and thence northeast along Law-

rence broak, crossing the Raritaa river below their junction. The

h)west beds exposed along the Rarilan river, however, behmg to (be

_eries next above tile L(_ekatong beds.
S._urland Mountain Area --The L'_ekalong series occurs again ahmg

the southeastern side of the S mrland plateau, resting upon tile narrow

strip of Stockton sandstones, which filrms the escarpment of this up-
land. They fi_rm a belt, which has here a width of ab",ut one and

three-fourths miles, the dip being from 15 to 20 degrees to the north-
west. As was said above, tile backbone of this ul)land is formed by

the outcropping edge of a trap-sheet, a mile in width. From the

Delaware river to the village of New Market_ tile upper limit of tile

L,)ekatong beds lies very near the southeastern margin of the trap,
the interval being occupied by softer red shales of tile third series,
which are somewhat metamorphosed near the igneous rock. Near

New Market, however, the trap makes a horse-shoe curve, crossing

lbe shales nearly at right angles. As a result of this sharp curve
and (,f a course elsewhere slightly oblique to the beds, tile trail along

a see(ion between Hnpewcll and Van Liew's Corners is about 1,760

feet below the upper Ibnit of the Lockatong series. The significance
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of this in its bearing upon the conditions of origin of the trap will be
discu_ed below.

Northeast, therefore, from New Market the upper limit of the

Lockatong beds is found ou the northwestern side of the trap-sheet
and about three-fourths of a mile from it. This belt ends about a

mile south of Flagtown village, where it is cut off by a great fault.
With it terminates the Sourland plateau, whose elevation is due to

the hardness and durability of the argillite flagstones and trap.

Numerous exposures of the varioas beds of this series occur along
all of the brooks which flow off the upland to the southeast. Con-

tinuous sections are not found, but the outcrops are so numerous that

an accurate view of the succession of the beds can be obtained by
combining tile observations on several streams. It has been found, as

in the case of the Stockton series, that the individual beds change some-
what along tile strike, both in color and texture, but to a much less

extent than do the sandstones. A section across these beds through
Woodsville, or southwe._t, allows a considerable thickness of hard red

shales approaching flagstones, interbedded with layers of black and

green shale. These grade into black and green shales and argillites
to the northeast along the strike, so that, on a section near Amwell,

the beds are almost entirely of the latter class and red shale or flag-
stone layers are very few. Still further northeast hard red-brown
shales appear agah b but not to their former extent.

A small area of L_,ckutong beds lies between tile Delaware river

and Dil!s Ct_rner. It is bounded by two faults, which have brought •
these rocks to tile surface. Since there are several trap masses within

this area, tbere was at first some question whether these rocks belonged

to tile Lockatnng series or were metamorphosed re_l shales. Careful

examination shows that they are unlike the altered beds near tile trap

in other Ioealltleq, and tlwlr extent is to a measure independent of the

trap. They were therefiue placed with the Lockatung beds. This
conclusion, b:L-ed on litlmlogiea] likeness, is stret)gtheaed by tile fact
that they pass downward into the arkosc sandstones of the Stockton
series.

ttunt(',don Pl, l.!_'uu Attn.--The beds of the Lockatong series have

their most extended outcrop on the Hunter(ion plateau_ in tile regina
known as " the Swami)." The conditions which gave rise to this

name are due in part to the comparative impenetrability of tile rock

and the heavy clay soiI, which is formed by its decomposition. On
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the Delaware the belt begins near the headiof Bull's Island above

Raven Rock, and extends to a point half a mile north of Tumble, its

width being a trifle over three miles. Tile lower limit is coincident
with tile upper limit of tile Stockton beds until the latter arc cut off

by a fault northeast of Sand Brook. Thence to Flemington it is
limited by the fault by which the hard beds have been brought into
contact with soft red shales. North of Flemington they adjoin the

Stockton beds, resting conformably upon them. Half a mile east of

Sand Brook village an interesting complication in tile faulting has

brought a narrow strip of the Lockatong beds east of and apparently
under the Stockton series.

The upper ]imlt of this belt passes north of :Kingwood village,

along Mud run in a northeasterly direction i thence, curving gradually
to the northward, it passes half a mile east of Oak Grove, and con-

tinues in a north by west direction towards Littletoo. In this vicinity

its location is largely an arbitrary matter, since, as will be shown

below, there is here practically no difference between these beds and

those higher in the formation.
The width of the belt increases gradually from about three miles

along the Delaware to nearly four and a quarter west of Flemington,

beyond which it slowly diminishes. The dip of tile rocks averages

only ten to thirteen degrees in this area as against fifteen to twenty

degrees in the Sourland plateau area, so that with the same thickness

of rocks_ the outcrop would be much wider.
This belt forms a regular curve, parallel to the strike of the beds,

which changes from N. 65 E. along the Delaware to N. 10 E. mid-

way between Croton and Flemlngton, to N. 45 W. near Klinesvl]le,
and N. 30 W. near 1)ittstown. The height of the Hunterdon plateau

is due to tile wide outcrop, curving strike and hardness of these

rocks, and the upper layers of the' Stockton series, which have

retarded greatly the forces of denudation, so that whereas the adjoin- .

ing softer rocks have been reduced to an average elevation of under
200 feet, this belt has an elevation of from 500 to 700 feet.

Along the Lockatong and Wickecheoke creeks, which have decp]y

incised the margin of the plateau, there are fine sections of the beds.

Massive black argillite beds and very fine-grained green-black sand-

stone prevail. The courses of both creeks are marked by rapids and
falls, where the water dashes over these harder layers. Hard dark

•ed slates or flags are common near the middle of the belt, and are
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well shown on the surface near Locktowu. It was found possible to

trace some of the more pronounced beds of red flagstone for several

miles along their curving strike. This was ,tone in so many eases, at
different horiz_ms, as to render it almost certain that this belt is not

traversed by fault_, and that its width of outcrop is due solely to the
great thickness of the beds and the gentle dip.

Modification of the Zoekator*g Beds.--Midway between Croton an(!
Q,uakt.rtown these beds begin to lose their typical character. The
change is mainly one of texture, but as a result of their ioereased

coarseness, there is also a change in the color, the manner of weather-

ing and the soil formed by their decomposition. The lmrd black,

dark green and (lark red shales and argillites grade into drab, red-
brown, green and yellow sLaly sandstones.

The prevailing nolor of the weathered fragments is a light yellow
or yelh_wish brown. It is certain, however, that in many ea,:es_

although perhaps not in all, these rocks when fresh were drab, steel-
blue, grey, butt" or even black, and often somewhat calcareous.

Some beds become slightly arkose, resembling closely some mem-

bers of the Stnckt_m series. This change occurs along the strike and
increases in amount as the northwestern boundary of the formation is

approached. The change is first noted in the upper beds of the series,

and gradually extends to the lower beds as one at?proaches the border.
That is to say, the eonditlons which favored the delmsition of the

black shales and argillites extended in the earlier part of the period

nearer to the present boumlary of the formation than they did during
the latter part. Along a section between Cherryville and Quaker.
town, ¢_ccaslonal beds ofargillite in the lower half of the series were

observed, although most of the beds were yellow er green shaly sand-
stnncs. But along a section frmn Sidney to Littleton, three miles

nearer the boumlary, almost no traces of tile black shales and argillite

occur, tile i_earest approach to them beitlg a very bard, fine-gralned
black or purple samlstone. Here the beds are chitfly sandstones,

larg_.iy lhItlspatltlo in the lower part, but less so higher in the series.
Along Uakepl_ulln creek there are good exposures of thick red and

grey sandstones with occasional pebbly bearing layers, which resemble

strnngly the Stockton series, but are often somewhat harder. F,_r
two miles southc:_.,_tof' Sidney the separation of the beds into the two

division_, Lockatong and Stockton, is ahnost entirely arbitral T. Yet

the sandstones exposed on the (dakepoulio between Sidney and Little-
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ton, when traced southward along their strike, are found to grade

into the flags, argillites aml carbonaceous black shales which underlie

" the Swamp."

Pebble-bearing layers, which were first noted along the section
between Littlcton and Sidney, increase raphlly iu thlckuess aml

number to the northwest, and within a mile or a mile and a half the

series is composed chiefly of massive beds of heavy quartzite conglom-
erates, which continue to the gneissic rocks. There are so many

questions to be discussed respecting the conglomerates along the
boundary of the formation that they will be considered more in detail
below. [t is sufficient to say here that those lying north and north-

west of Pittstowu are contemporaneous with the fine-grained, dense

shales and argillite, and can be traced into them foot by foot through
all the intermediate stages. No doubt is held as to the correctness of
this correlation.

8oil.--The Lockatong beds give rise to a rather heavy clay soil.

The surface is quite thickly strewn with slabs of the argillite and

flagstone and on the slopes outcrops are gemrally abundant. Except

in places favorable to the accumulation of the soil from higher slopes,

its depth is generally less than five or six feet. On the Hunterdon

plateau it is more than usually wet and heavy. This is due in great

part to the poor drainage of the reglou and the comparative impene-
trability of the underlying rock. By tiling, the quality of the suil

bus been greatly improved. Abundant supplies of surface-water can

generally be obtained from wells ten to fifteen feet deep, but it is not
of the best quality.

Brunswick Shules--.Lithologieal Characler.--Overlying the Loeka-

tong beds comes a great thickness of soft shales, with a few sandstone
layers. They are prcdominautly red in color, although n few purple,

green, yellow and black layers occur. These are most common in tbe
lower thousand feet of the series, but they also occur at higher hori-
zons. The lower red-shale beds of this series resemble somewhat

closely the red shaly flagstones fimnd in the Lockatong series, being
somewhat harder than the typical crumbly red shale. In general, this

series consists of a monotonous succession of very soft argillaceous

red shales, which crumble readily to minute fragments, or split, up

into thin flakes. Many of the beds are micaccous, and in these layers

there is a stronger tendency to split regularly along the bedding planca
than in the crumbly layers. More often, the rock will not split
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evenly, but rather break up into small, more or less rectangular frog-
meats. Much of it is porous, containing minute irregular-shaped
cavities, sometimes empty, often partially filled with a calcareous pow-
der. Calcite veins and crystals are common in some layers.

A few small rhombohedral cavities were seen, such as might be
caused by tension in the layers, due possibly to shrinkage subsequent
to solidification. Locally lentieular masses of green shale occur in
the red. In size they range up to a foot ortwo in diameter, and vary
in shape from nearly spherical to lentieular masses, narrowing down to
thin sheets along cracks. They are undoubtedly due to chemical
changes by which the red coloriug matter of the shale has been
leached out.

Although the majority of this series are soft red shales, there are
some hard black layers, chiefly near the base_and occasional beds of
fine-grained sandstone and flagstones, some of which afford valuable
building material. Massive conglomerate beds occur along the
northwest border of the formation, a part of which are correlatives
of the Brunswick shales.

_. Evidence that these beds were deposited in shallow water is
abundant. Ripple-marks, mud-cracks and rain-drop impressions
occur at many horizons. In some quarries impressions of leaves, and
stems of trees, or the stems themselves, are frequently found.
Their presencein shallow-water formations is to be expected. ]3cautiful
examples of reptile tracks have been found on some layers of these
beds, although not in the course of this survey.

.D_'r/b,.41on.--The Brunswiek shales occupy all the region under
discussion, except that occupied by the belts of the other two series
and the trap-rocks. They underlie considerably more than two-thirds
of the whole area, partly because they are much thicker than the
other subdivisions and partly because they form broad, gentle folds.

They are first met with on the Delaware, a short distance above the
mouth of gacobs' creek, whence there is an almost ecutinuous expos-
ure along the canal to Washington's Creasing, a mile and a quarter
above. Beds to the thiekneas of 1,700 feet are shown in this section,
including the harder red shales and black layers just above the Locka-
tong series. They extend along the river to near Moore's, where they
are interrupted by the trap of Bald Pate mountain. Their north-
western limit is along the fault-line, which brings up, first,the Looka-
tong and then the Stcokton beds, which form the southeastern half of
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_ourland plateau. These rocks extend northeast, with a width of

•outcrop near the Delaware of four miles, and underlie the rolling
,country from Hopewell to New Brunswick and beyond.

A second belt beghls on the Delaware, just below Lsmbertville,
"where the shales next the trap have been much altered and iudurated.

Its upper limit is at tile southern end of the small trap hill, Mount

_ilbna, a mile above Lambertvi[le, and extends north by east past

Flemiugtoo, following the fault-line, which has brought up the Stock-
ton and Loekatong beds of the Hunterdon plateau. The lower or

-southern limit of this belt follows the SmrIand plateau, the lower

beds forming the northwestward slope of that highland. At its north-

eastern end, the two belts of red shale on either side of the plateau

unite to form one broad, gently-rolling lowland, the valley of the

l_.aritsn river. Standing on the northern end of Sourland plateau--
here known as Neshanic mountain--one has a magnificent view of

the low plain formed by the Brunswick shales 7 of the trap-rldges
which interrupt its continuity, and of the enclosing highlands. TO
¢he west is the Hneterdon escarpment, forming the westward limit of

the Brunswick shales and marking the line of a great fault, by which
the rocks of the plateau have been uplifted several thousand feet.

Tldrteen to sixteen miles to the north, across the low red shale plain,
are the gneiss highlands, and eight miles northeastward are the eurv-

ing level crests of the Watehung trap-ridgesj which are interbedded in
the Brunswick shales, and beyond which the shale lowland extends.

No high ground meets the eye to the east toward New Brunswick

_hirteea miles away, but to the southeast rises the Rocky Hill trap-
ridge, at one point deeply cut through by the Millstone and there
marking the approximate limit of" the Brunswick shales.

Owing to the curving f:ault-lines and the gentle folds of the stratej
only the Brunswick shales are found along a section from New Bruns-

wick to Pottersville, twenty-five milesj across the whole Newark

"formation as here exposed. The basal beds are here covered by
Cretaceous and later formations J* The beds are probably nowhere
better exposed in all this area than along the Raritau above and

below New Brunswick, where they are easily accessible. Good expos-
ures are found locally along the Millstone, the South Branch and the

Neshanle rivers_ and also along many of the smaller brooks which

drain this region, particularly the short and steep tributaries of the

• A f©w couglomcr_te beds near Po_tcrlv[Ue, which are the shore eqxd'ralcnL_of the red sh_J¢, are
4L_ccptlons to this a_tcmcnt.

4 GEO
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Delaware. The beds are extremely monotonous and one good sec-
tion can serve as a type of them all.

The Brunswick shales are found also above the Lockatong series i_

the northern and lower part of tile [-Iuaterdon plateau. TImy are-

exposed in high bluffs along the Delaware from near Tumble station

to tbe crystalline rocks near Holland station, and along the numerous
creeks emptying into the Delaware between tbese points. Black and

greeo shale layers occur somewhat frequently ia the lower beds, and,

are rare, though not entirely absent, in the upper layers.

It was found that the shales of this area when traced along their

strike towards the margin of the formation became rapidly coarser,

passing, along some horizons, into massive conglomerates. It will be
remembered that similar changes were found to take place in tile

Loekatong beds so that within two or three miles of the margin the
distinctions between the three subdivisions are largely obliterated.

(2uarCzite Cbnglomerales.--At a number of points along the north-
westeru boumlary of the Newark formation between tim Delaware

river and Peapack, there are thick accumulations of massive eo.a-

glomerates. The pebbles and cobbles are chiefly quartzite anti hard

sandstone of various colors, usually white, grey or pinkish within,
although reddish oa the surface. These are imbedded iu a red mud

cement, which, where the conglomerate is beavlest, is just sufficient to
coat the pebbles and fill in the interstices between them. Elsewhere

the pebbles arc seattered more or less thickly in the red mud mat,ix.

Ahhough the quartzite pebbles are by far the most abundant they
are nut the only kiud. Many layers contain llmestones, goeieses and

shales or slates. The limestone pebbles not infrequently have been

dissolved out (_f the matrix, leaving it more or less honeycombed.
This is frequently the case where the matrix is sandy and there are

but few other pebbles. Tbe gaeisses are generally much weathered
and partly decomposed. All the pebbles are worn and the hard

quartzltes must have undergone much transportation to have been s_.

corn pletely rounded. The quartzite pebbles in the ledges are traversed

by many mluutejolnt planes, the result of dynamic action since they

were imbedded. As they weather oat, they commonly break without

difficulty along these joints, so that the surface is strewn witb fragments
bounded by one, two or tbree even-fracture faces and a rounded worn
face.

I, cealities.--The quartzite conglomerates, interbedded with sand-

stones and shales) are best exposed in the "pebble bluffs '* along the
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Delaware, a mile and a half above Milford. Of beds here exposedto
a thickness of 1,300 feet, 450 feet are Conglomerates, 440 feet sand-

stones, 170 feet shales, and 800 feet hidden by talus. Tile conglom-
erate beds are more or less lens shaped, and frequently thin out, to be

replaced by beds of different texture. The alternation of tbe beds
betokens shore conditions, aml the arrangement of the layers is

paralleled by the arrangement of the sand and gravel beds in the

shore deposits of tile present day. Back from tile river these eonglom-
elates form "Gravel hill, ' so called because tile surface is strewn with

great numbers of pebbles and cobbles from the disintegrated conglom-
erate. A mile and a quarter southwest there is another hill of

similar conglomerate, smaller and lower than "Gravel hill" and

separated frmn it by red sbale.

The lleavlest accumulations of the qoarlzite conglomerate are found

underlying the higb region stretching nor01west from Pittsiown and

lying south of Patteuburg. This region is known as "the barrens,"
since the soil is au exceedingly stony clay and the surface is strewn

with countless quartzite cobbIes_ most of which are broken. The

rock has disintegrated to considerable depths* over all this region, so

tbat there are no exposures of the conglomerate. There can be no
doobt, however, but that it is the same as that exposed in the "pebble
bluffs" near Milford.

Quartzite conglomerates interbsdded with shales also occur south of
Clinton for two or three miles, but they are less massive than those

of "the barrens." Hills of the same cm|glomerate occur along the
borders of the formation between a point two miles southwest of

Puttersville and Peapaek. Four miles north o,_ Peapack there is ah

outlier ot the same rock_ formit_g the hill known as "Mount Paul."

Here tbe conglomerate is surrmmded by shales, which have heretofore
beeu considered a part of the Newark system. These beds, however,

belong to another period. They are much compressed and folded, and
cleave readily along planes transverse to the lines'of bedding. They

have evidently undergone greater dynamic changes titan the Newark

shales. Examined more elosely they arc found to be of somewhat

different texture and to present a greater variety of color than the
_lewark beds. In texture, color attd structure they resemble very

elosely the shales between Pattenburg and Jutland, so well exposed in

the cuts of the Lehigh "Valley railroad, in which Nason fount[

graptolites. The shales, therefore, near the conglomerates of Mount

* Wells 60 feet deep in the _tcny clay were reported, but these figurel_could not be verified.
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Paul, which on the geological map of the State are included in tile

Newark, are in reality Silurian, probably Hndson river.

Rate of Dh,_nbg_'otlon.--The areas of the quartzite conglomerate

uniformly attain greater elevation than the adjoining shale areas.

Thls is not altogether because the conglomerates are nmre resistant

than tile shale_,. Imleed, the depth of soil and subsoil is much greater
on the conglomerate than on tile shale, sad outcrops of rock are t)rae.-

tic,al]y want]n_ :ave in the bluffs along tile Delaware. Tile explana-

tion of Ihe greater thickness of d_sintegrated material on the conglom-
erate, nnd al,o of thefzreater height of these areas, is as follows :

A_ the shale dlsletegrates the particles are so fine that they can be

readily washed d_*wn even the gentle slopes, whioll prevail in the

shaie areas. Therefore the soil is removed almost as soon as formed_

and thc r,ck i,, continually exposed to the attacks of the weather. On

the contrary, the dislntegratiou of the conglomerate gives rise to an

sxc.t_edlngly stony clay, containing cobbles eight to twelve inches in
diameter. The finest material--the sandy and clayey matrlx--was at

first readily washed away down the steep slopes, leaving behind
the quartzite p*:,bb]e_and cobbles, which now filrm a protective cover-

ing and prevent further denudation. The disintegration of the con-

glomerato goes on beneath this covering more slowly as the residuary

layer bee,*rues thicker, and at the same time transportation has been

hindered and practleaIIy checked by the accumulations of the larger
fragments on the surface. Since these contain little or no soluble

materlal._, and can be reduced in size only as they are broken by
changes in temperature, tile denudation of these areas has heen very
slow. They form hiIl_ rising several hnndred feet above tile red
shale areas.

The Calcareous Co_glomerales.--In addition to the quartzite con-
glomerates, there are others along tile northwest boundary composed

almost entirely of limestone fragments. A few fragments of sandstone
and gneis_ oceur with the /ironstone, but they ordinarily form less

than one-half of one per cent. of the 'whole. The limestone pebbles

are of various colors, usually shades of blue and grey_ sometimes

reddisl b and set in a red mud matrix, so that the rock has a variegated

appearance. Where the conglomerate is best developed, the pebbles

are set clo_ together, the interstloes between the larger being filled
with smaller fragments of the same material. In other layers the red

mud matrix is more in evidence, and towards the margin of the con-

glomerate the rock becomes rather a shale in which are scattered lime-
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stone pebbles. The cobbles are on the average slx or eight inches in
diameter, and ill a few localities bowlders three feet in diameter

have been seen. The larger fragments are generally worn and

rounded, whereas the majority of tile smaller are sharp-cornered or at

most subaegular. This difference was noted at several points and
appears to characterize the conglomerate as a whole. Compared with

the pebbles iu the quartzlte conglomerate, the limestones are poorly

rounded, a fact of some significance in connection with the origin aud

source of the materials, sluce with equal transportation, the limestmaes,

being softer, would have been most rounded. In many phmes this
conglomerate is so pure a limestone that it is quarried and burnt for
time for local use.

L_.calities.--A small area is found ou both sides of the Delaware

river, at Monroe, Pa., and Holland Church, N.J. Here it rests

against the Palmozoic limestone from which it was probably derived.

Another small area occurs near Amsterdam, a mile northeast of tile

above, from which it is separated by a high hill of quartzite conglom-

erate. Tile structure is so obscure here that it is impossible to deter-

mine, positively, whether these are at the same or different horizons.
The weight of evidence favors the latter view. A third narrow belt

extends along the border of the formation from near Si)riag Mills to

Little York, two and a half miles. :For a part of this distance, tile

Palaeozoic limestone is kuowu to occur between the guilt,s aud the

calcareous conglomerate, and probably supplied the materials of tile
latter.

In all three of these areas the conglomerate is interbeddsd with red

shale and sandstone_ and contaius some gneiss fragments_ although not

so many as would be expected from the preseut proximity of the
gneiss.

The largest area of this conglomerate is found along the border of
the formation, commencing a mile north of Lebanon and extending to
within a mile and a half of Pottersville, a distance of six miles. Its

average width is about three.fourths of a mile. It is withiu this area

that the conglomerate is best developed ; the fragments arc larger and

there is a less percentage of non-calcareous matter. It is here, there-

fore, that most of tbe quarrying has been done.
Although in this arcathe limestone fragments are the most numer-

ous and the largest, no limestone is known to exist in the immediate
vicinity, from which the material could have been derived. No lime-

stone was found here between tile guelss and tile conglomerate, aud
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for much of the distance it is certain that none exists. The nearest

outcrops are at Pottersville, but here the conglomerate, which ad-

joins the limestone, is composed almost entirely of quartzite.

A wooded hill, a mile nortbeast of Pottersville, is composed of

llmestoue conglomerate in which there are some quartzite and gneiss
pebbles. The Palae)zolo limestone was frond in an excavation along

the brook between the conglomerate and the gneiss, but all traces of it

are concealed on the surface by tile wash from the gneiss.

Rdatlon of the ConglomerateS to the Shales.--When traced along
the strike the shales and argillites are found to pass into coarser beds,

which at s._me horizons become conglomerates near the borders of the

furmatltm. That this is tile case has been proved beyond the shadow

of a doubt by detailed observations. Time and again thin pebbly
layers were seen to appear in the shales, and to increase in thickness

and numbers until they became massive conglomerates. This is true

both of the quartzite and calcareous conglomerates.

Since this is the case, it is evident that these conglomerates do not
occur at or near the same horizon, but range through tile whole
formation. The congh)merates in tile bluffs on tbe Delaware above

Milford and of Gravel hill belong witb the Bruuswick shales. 8% also,

do a part of those of " the barrens," southwest of Pattenburg. The
beds of that part of " the barrens" north and northwest of Pittstown

pass into the Lockatong beds, and are, therefore, older than the con-

glomerates nearer the Delaware. Tile pebbly beds sonth of Clinton
belong in the Stockton series. Both tile calcareons conglomerates

northeast of Lebanon and the quartzite near Pottersville and Pcapaek

behmg with the Brunswick beds. The discussion of the conditions of
formation of these beds and of the source of the materials is reserved

[br the final report, when the entire field shall have been snrveyed.
,Soil of the Brunswick Shales.--The soil of the red shale areas,

except where there is a mantle of later deposits--cbiefly along the
southeastern part of tire beltiis often not mare than two or three feet

in depth. The sbale disintegrates easily into a red clay containing

minute bits of the rock and but few large fragments. Occasionally a

harder layer yields a few weathered slabs. Where the rock is more

of a sandstone tbe soll approaches a sandy loam, although in the

majority of the areas where it is of this nature there has been an ad-
mixture of fi*reign material

In spite of the rapid disintegration of t!le shale and the gentle

elopes, the soil is thin, except in a few localities. This is due to the
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fact that the residuary product is so fine that it is readily washed away,
.cvcn on the gentle slopes. Since transportation has so nearly kept

pane with disintegration tile rock has not been protected by a thick

.coating of residuary material as is tile case in the quartzite conglom-

erate regions. Denudation bus, therefore, been rapid. Owing to the
thinness of tile soil, which is often hardly more than broken rock, it is

.readily exhausted. Is dry seasons crops are apt to suffer.
Thickness of the N_wark Sys_em.--The thickness of a series of regu-

larly inclined beds can be determined by a simple calculation based

.on the width of tbe surface outcrop and the angle of dip or departure

from the horizontal position. When the angle of dip varies from point

to point, the calculation is more difficult, but may be sufficiently

accurate provided observations nf tile dip have been numerous. The
_omputatiun becomes more difficult cud the results less reliable when

the width of the oat-crop has been increased or diminished by fanlt!ng.
if the faults can be located and the amount of dislocation accurately

.computed, due allowance can be made for them. But when for any
rcsson this cannot be dram, estimates ot thickness obtained in this

.manner ere only albproxlmate and must be subject to large correction.
This is tile esse with these beds.

As has been already indicated briefly, the Newark system in New

Jersey is traversed by several very large faults. In addition to these a

number of smaller dlsloeetions have been observed in quarries, railroad

•cuts, stream bluffs and other exposures. Most of these cm]d not be

traced beyond the point of exposure. In making the estimates of

thicknees about to be given, due regard was had for all the known
faults_ but it is not impossible that there are some which were not

-detected. It is hardly probable that any fault of considerable magni-

tude escaped observation, bat a sufficient number of small faults may

be as effective in changing the width of outcrop as a single large one.

With these qualifications in mind, estimates of the thickness of the

_tockton series in various parts of the field may be given.
Between Trenton and Wilburtha tile thickness is estimated to be

:2,300 feet. On this section the nuderlylng crystalline rooks are ex-

posed, and so the base of tbe formation is known, but there is some
.indication that a few of tile upper beds have been cut out by a fault.

This, however, is hardly more than conjectural. No estimates can be

made in the area near Hopewell, since only the upper part of the
-series, 650 feet or so, is there exposed. At Brookville, below Stock-

4ou, tile base of the formation is sgain found, and the thickness here
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seems to be 4,700 feet. Tile area is about the same width a_

that ul_ve Trenton, but the dips arc much steeper. In the area north
of Flemlngtnn tha angle of dip is very large. If there are no un-
discovered faulls within this area, the thickness is not far from 6,700
feet. Owing/e the changing character of the beds along this section
azd diffi_.ulth.sc*fstructure, to be referred to later, not much reliance
is t_ he pla_'ed upon this estimate.

Of the Loel,wlong Beds.--The best opportunity for estimating the
th[cknes_ ,d" the Loekatong beds is on the Ituuterdon plateau. [[ere
bot[L upper and lower limits can be carefully located. The dip is
more lhan usually uniform, and outcrops are suificieutly numerous to
prev,.nt any gr_._ error in the caleulatiou. More than this, the curved
course nf the belt, and its uniform width, precludes the idea that it is
traver._edby faults, which follow the strike and repeat the beds.

Along a sectlon a mile east of Kingwood village, the thickness is
estimated to be 8,540 tent. Another section, me, sured near Croton,
gave it a thickness of about 3,45fi feet, and a third section, near
Quakertown, showed a thickness of 3,500 feet. The di_reuce
between these results is not more than is to he expected from th_
manner of computing the thickness (averaging all the dips along th_
line of the section, and multiplying the width of the outcrop by the
sine of the angle). The fact that three independent measurements,
made at intervals several miles apart, on a series of strata so curved

as these, agree so closely, is strong presumption that these figures
arc not far from the true thickness of the beds.

It is a more difficult matter to determine the thickness in the Sour-

land plateau belt. For a part of the distance the beds are bounded
by a fault, and the lowest layers of the series are not shown. Then,
also, the trap-sheet has been intruded into these beds for a part of its
extent, and for the remainder it lies between layers of red simle, just.
above the upper limit of the Loekatong beds. Owing to the exten-
sive alteration that in places has affected the beds adjoining the trap,
it is by no means easy to determine exactly the upper limit of these
beds. Along a section northeast of Harbourton, the thickness, exclu-
sive of the trap, is estimated at about 3,600 feet ; near Woodsvil/e the
thickness was apparently about 3,650 feet. These calculations were
made where the entire thickness lies below the trap. Along a sec-

tion between Hopewell and Van Liew'a Corner, the Leekatong beds
beneath the trap measure 1,900 feet in thickness, and those above it,
about 1,760 feet--total, 3,660 feet. According to those estimates, the
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average thickness of these beds in the Sourland plateau belt is some-
thing more than one hundred feet greater than in tile Hunterdon
plateau area. This difference, however, is not greater than would
naturally be expected from the difficulty of determining exactly the
upper and lower horizons.

Estimates of the thickness of the Lockatong beds in the Ewingville-
Princeton belt are as follows: oil the Delaware, 1,685 feet; near

Ewing, 1,700 feet ; near tLawrenceville, 2,500 feet ; near Princeton,
1,750 feet, and along tile Millstone, 1,800 feet. With the exception
of the third (near Lawrenceville) these figares accord fairly well,
although they indicate a thickness only one-half that of the other two
belts. It is possible that the apparent thickness near Lawreeceville is
due to a fault which repeats smue of the beds, although no positive
evidence of this was discovered in tile field. If these figures, 1,700--
1,800 feet, represent the entire thickness of the Lockatong beds in this
vicinity, an explanation is needed of the lesser thickness of this belt as
compared with tile same be(Is in theSnurland and Hunter(Ion plateaus.
Two answers may be given, neither of which is fully satisfactory:
First, the be(Is of the Ewingville-Prioceton belt are nearer the shore
of the estuary in which these deposits were made than those of tile
other belts. Stratified deposits have the form of an unsymmetrical
lens, thinning out rapidly towards the shore and mere gradually
seaward. It is to be expected, therefore, that tile beds of this belt
would be somewhat thinner than those of the others. It may be

questioned, however, whether in tile case of such fine deposits the differ-
enee would be so great as that apparently indicated by these figures.

Second. Tile subdivisions of the Newark series are tmrely litho-
logical. It is conceivable, although perhaps not very probable, that
the conditions/:avoring the deposition of the Loakatong be(Is(mnstly
black, calcareous or carbonaceous shales and ergillites) ended sooner
along tile Ewieg Princeton belt titan they did in the other areas. On
this hypothesis tile overlying red-shale beds, for a thickness of about
1,800 feet, woahl be the correlatives in time of the upper half of the
Loekatong beds in the other areas, and the upper limit of these beds,
as fixed by me, would not everywhere be at tile same horizml. Ac-
cording to this bypothesis, sedimentation weal on at about the same
rate in all the three areas, but the character of synchronous deposits
was not always tile same. That this last was the case along the north-
western boundary of the formation has already been indicated. As
between these two hypotheses the former is the more probable, reeeiv-
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ing some support from the fact that tile Stockton beds, below the

Ewlng-Prlnceton belt, are also much thinner than those beJow the

Loekatong beds in tile Hunterdon plateau.
Of the Brunswick 8erlrs.--It is even more difficult to obtain accu-

rate estimates of the thickness of the Brunswick beds than of the other

subdivisions. This is due (a) to the monotonous character of the beds,

whieh renders it almost impossible to detect the presence or absence

of faults, (b) to the folds in the beds and (c) to tlle fact that the

entire thickness is not present in this part of the State.

West of Ringoes tile shales form a syncllne, whose axis plunges
northwest. Estimates made here show that between 7,000 and 8,000

feet of shales are involved in this folding. Between the mouth of

Lawrence brook, east of New B._unswlck, and the base of the first

trap ridge back of Bound Brook the beds are 10,000 feet thick, if

there are no fauhs in the intervening region. In the bluffs along the
]Larltan river below 1XTewBrunswick three fault breccias were found,

but it was imp.esible to determine the amount of dislocation beyond

the fact that it was not sufficient to expose the Lockatong beds, which
are here at least 1,000 feet below the surface. From tile amuunt of

disturbance which is known to accompany great faults in other parts

of this formati(m, the presumption is that these faults are only.small

ones. Nothing else was foum{ which in any way lends color to tile

hypothesis of faults within this area. It would seem as if a deduction
of 1,000 feet from the estimated thickness of this section was amply

sufficient f.r any p.sslhle repetitinn of tile beds by undiscovered small
faults. Nine thousand feet, however, does not represent the whole
thickness of the Brunswick shales, since neither their base nor their

top is included in this section. They certainly extend for 2,000 or
3,000 feet above the base of tile First mountain. In the light of the

present facts, an estimated thickoess of 12,000 feet for the Brunswick
shales does not appear excessive, although in view of tile uncertainties

connected with the structure, too much emphasis must not be placed

upon it. All that can be claimed tbr this estimate, as well as for all

others given in this paper, is that they are made after a careful and
detailed examination of the whole area, and rest upon a much larger

basis of facts than any previous estimates.

irotal Thiekness.--Combining tile figures given above with those of
the other subdivisions, some idea may be had of the probable thick-

nes_ of the sediments of the Newark system in Western New Jersey:
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Stockton........................................................... 4,700 feet.
Lockatong.......................................................... 3,600 feet.
Brunswick ....................................................... 12,000 feet.

20,300 feet.

These figures are so great that one naturally hesitates to accept
them, but tile facts so far as known do not permit any other interpre-

tation. I began my work feeling confident that the thickness of the
beds was much less than this, and that they were many times repeated

by faults. But at present the weight of the evidence strongly favors
tile view here stated. Many of the faults found cross the beds at such

angles as not to repeat the strata. Furthermore it was possible to
check results in a number of instances. The fact that the three esti-

mates of tire thickness of the Lockatong beds in the Hanterdon

plateau, where the strata curve so markedly, agree closely one with
another, and also with tire various estimates of the same beds on Sour-

land plateau, make it improbable that the great thickness there is due
to faults. So, too, the thickness of a part of tire Brunswick shales

involved in a aynelinal fold can be quite accurately determined, and

the possibility of faulting ellminaled. Finding such great thicknessin

these beds, which are only a part nf the whole and where the absence

of fanlts is quite certahdy shown, I am the more ready to accept the

figures given above. They are, however, not final, but are subject to

revision in the light of further work.

Trap-l_oeks.--]n addition to the sedimentary rocks already described,
the Newark formation includes igneous rocks, all of which are included

under the term trap. The most important of these ]rave been described

in tbe previous publications of the survey,* and their location shown

upon the Geological Map of the State. A few small dikes, heretoibre
unmentioned, were found during the past season, some of which are of
considerable scientific interest. These will be described more at length
below.

Origin of the Trap.Sheets --The trap is igneous in origin. :It is rock

which ascended ill a molten condition to its present position, relative

to the surrounding rocks, and there solidified. Tire Newark trap-

sheets may be either intrusive or extrusive in origin. They may have
been forced into their present position in the shales and sandstones,

while the latter were deeply buried beneatb overlying beds, which have

since been removed by denundation (intrusive). Ill this case the molten

*GeologyoiNewJersey,l$68. AnnualRepor_for1879,1881,1883,1884,1886,1888.
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lava d_d not reach the surface. On the other hand, the trap may

have broken through tile sedimentary rocks, spread nut over the sur-
face, and then been buried beneath fresh accumulations of sand and mud.

In the first ca_c the intrusion occurred after the period of deposition

of the inclo_iug shales. In the second, the lava must have been

extruded while deposition was going on. Extrusive sheets, therefore,

are .Idcr Ihan tile beds above them and younger tban tbose beneath

them ; whereas an intrusive sheet is necessarily younger titan the layers
surrumnling it.

Crih_[a of l,d,'_!_ire and .Extrusive Origin.--Prof. Davis* has given

in much tit, tall the criteria by which these two classes of lava-sbects

may he discriminated. The following summary may be made of his
d_scu_-i_m :

fi_tru_ive sheet_.--

(a) An intrusive sl|eet may break across the beds.

(b) Its upper and lower portions arc nearly identical, and ogshoots

may traverse the superincumbent strata.

(c) The texture of the mass is in general dense throughout and
coarsely crystalline in the middle, but more glassy toward the con-
tacts.

(d) A cellular or amygdaloidal structure is rarely developed, aud

when occurring seems to be eonfined to the upper portion of the sheet
and to be due to replacement.

(e) Enclosed fragments of the country rock may be found near ti_e

upper as well as the lower part of the sheet.

(f) The uverlyiog as well as the underlying beds may be fractured,
anti friction breccias may be formed.

(q) The beds both above and below ,nay be altered by heat, the

change being generally in color, hardness and production of new min-
erals.

On tile other hand, the characteristics of' extrusive beds are as fol-
lows :

(.) Ao extrusive sheet must be conformable to the surface on
which it lies.

(b) The upper and lower surfaces are strongly unlike.

(e) The upper surface may slmw a ropy flow.structure and may
etmsist of a mass of clinkers.

cW. M. Davis: nuIlctin ol the Museum of Comparative Zoology, lSS_, pp. 100-I03.
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(d) Vesicular texture is very common, especially near the upper

surfhce, sometimes within Ibe mass or, more rarely, at the lower sur-
face.

(e) A composite strueinre, as of two flows, is not uncommon.

(f) Vesicles are often drawn out in a common direction and spike
amygdales are frequent.

(g) The overlying beds show no signs of alteration by beat.

(h) The overlylug sediments are arranged conformably with tile

upper surface of the sheet, so that open vesicles and spaces between

tbe clinkers may be more or less filled with tile sediments.

(i) A trap conglomeraie may occur just above the trap-sheet.
(j) Extrusive sheets may be associated wltb ash-beds, volcanic

bombs, etc.

Tile effects of beat and mechanical disturbance in tbe underlying
beds are features common to both kinds of sheets, and tile absentee of

induration and apparent complete couformability witb adjacent beds

caunot be taken as proving extrusion, although they point to that
conchlsion.

.Previous Viewa.--Tbe earlier workers of the survey were of the

opinion that the trap sheets were all intrusive, Professor Cook holding
quite strongly to tl_e view that "the red sandstones were at t,heip

present inclination before the eruptions which forced the Iral)-rocks

up between the strata of the sandstones."*
:Professor 1)arise has shown that both intrusive and extrusive shcets

occur in :New Jersey. Fimt and Second Mountains are overflows, and

lhe :Palisades, Sourland Mountain and some other masses are intrusive

sheets or dikes. Later, N. H. 1)artoul: examined in considerable

delail the traps of ]N'ew Jersey. and agreed with Davis in calling some

extrusive and others intrusive. The Palisades, Rocky Hill, Sour]and

Mounlain and the other trap masses in tile western part of the Slate
are classed as intrusive. First and Second Mountains, Long Hill,

New Vernon trap-sheets, Riker Hill, Hook Mountain and the New

Garmantowo crescent are considered extrusive in origin. Barton's

htudies did not include the small crescentic ridge of trap southeast of

_and ]_rook village, not far from _lemington, which is undoubtedly
a sinai] extrusive:sheet. Other geologists also have added to our

informallon of the trap-rocks.

* Annual Rel_t of the State Geolohat of New Jersey, 1886,page 725.
$ Davis _ BuS_tla_f the Mt_t_um',ofComparatlv¢ Zoology, 1889,l_p. II69-27g.

Dartoa : Bullcan:of the U. S. G. a., No. 67.
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With the work of Davis and Darton tile question of the intrusive

or extrusive origin of the New Jersey trap-rocks seemed settled. B.

S. Lyman,* however, has recently asserted that in Bucks and Mont-

gomery counties, Penn., " there would seem to be no good reason
whatever for considering the conformable trapsheets anything but

overflows, and any other supposition would now seem very strained."
Three of the sheets thus classed as overflows are extensions of sheets iu

New Jersey, which have always been regarded by all observers as in-
trusive. Mr. Lyman holds, furthermore, that the Palisades have been

regarded by Davis and others as intrusive " for reasons apparently not

completely e_Jgent." He cites no facts, however, to support his views

beyond the general parallelism of the trap-rldges aml the enclosing
shales.

It is not my purpose here to repeat tile evidence given by previous

observers on this subject. Some new evidence, hnwever_ was found which

bears upon this question aud settles it conclusively for several of tile
ridges. In every ease it confirms the conclusions of Davis and Darton

on the question of the origin of the trap.

Reeky Hdl Trap._This trap-sheet has been proved not to be con-
formahls with tile shales, but to cross the strike at various angles.

Where it terminates at the fault-line near Flopewell. it is 6,C00 to

7,000 feet above the base of the Brunswick shales, although the exact
distance is dit_eult to determine, owing to several sharp folds in the

shule_ we..*tof Glen Moore aod near the end of the trap. The sheet,

or dike, cuts directly across these folds. North of Princeton the trap

for two or three miles is nearly conformable to the shales, but where it

is last _ecn east of Dean's station on the Pennsylvania Railroad it has

reached o horizon in the Lockatong argillites about 1,500 feet below
the Brunswick shales. If, as has been suggested by B.ussell, Davis

and other_, the Rocky ttill sheet is a continuation of tile Pallsado

trap, there is a still further descent across tile sedimentary beds in the

buried portlm b since the Palisade trap is enclosed between beds of

arkose sandstone and conglomerate, the Stockton seeies. In view of
this uueonlbrmity, of which there cannot be the slightest doubt, it is

impo_sible to regard Rocky Hill as extrusive in origin.
The Pallsadts.--Rsconoaisanec work only has been done along the

Palisade ridge, but enough has been seen to convince me that it is
intrusive. In addition to the numerous instances of basal nucou-

formhy cited by previous observers, the importance of which Mr.

SLy[nan: pemanylv.mlaStateGeol. Sur_ey. FinalReport, Vol. llt, parttt, p. 2,621
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Lyman could hardly have appreciated, the upper surface of the trap
was found to cut across the sandstones. At the westeru entrance of

the N. Y. S. & W. railroad tunnel, between Grauton and Falrview,
tile upper contact, of the trap aml sandstone dips westward 18°,
whereas the dip of the overlying and indurated sandstones is only 9°.
Tile contact is clearly exposed in tile side of the tunnel, and there is

no possibility of any error in the observation. About ninety feet of
iuterbedded shale and sandstone are exposed just above the trap, tile
topmost beds, to all appearanees, being as thoroughly altered by
baking as those next to the trap. Tile nature of this contact cannot

be mistaken ; the unconformity is uot such as could have oncurred by
any possibilities of deposition on an uneven surface; the trap cuts
across the layers of sandstone. Tile upper su:'f_aceof the trap is not
at all scoriaceous nor vesicular; nor are tbcrc the slightest traces of

trap particles in the overb'ing sedimentary rooks. The Palisade trap
is an intrusive sheet, beyond all doubt. To assert otherwise merely
because, in a general way, it follows the tread of the shales, is to
ignore evidence of the most conclusive sort.

,.%urland Motmlain.--This trap-sheet is a coutiuuatiou of 8olebury
mmmtain of Pennsylvania. In New Jersey it is not conformable to

tlm shales. Less than a mile southwest of Rocktowu the upper contact_
line makes a right augled turn to tile northwest for three-fourths of a
mile, and then by another sharp turn, resumes its uorthsast-southwest

direction for a mile and three-qnarters. Here it turns abruptly again
to the soutt_east for one anti a quarter miles, where it again turns to a
northeast course, slightly oblique to the shales. The under contact

line makes similar bends. By its first tnrn to the northwest tile trap
asosnds about 1,000 feet geologically, almost directly across tile edges
of the shales. By its later tnrn to the southeast, it descends to a hori-
zon about 800 feet lower than its original one. Iu addition to these

abrupt changes of horizon, which are clearly seen on the accompanying
map, it crosses the beds obliquely in other parts of its course. It is
estimated that along a section between Hopewell and Van Liew's Cor-
ners it is 1,800 or 1,900 feet lower geologically than near Lambertville.

Southwest of the " horse-shoe" curve, near Roektown, it is above the
base of the Brunswick beds; two or three miles norttieast of the

curve it is 1,760 fect below the top of tile Lockatong series.
But not only is this trap proved to be intrusive by its structural

relations. Three trap dikes were found to start from the upper surface
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of the sheet, and were traced through the overlying sbales for several
miles.

The first starts a mile and a half from the Delaware river, ascends

about 250 feet and then extends parallel to the main sheet. It esn

be traced by a line of low outcrops and weathered fragments. For

much ,,f the distance its width is not over twenty feet, but it is greater

m.ar t}_ejunctlon with the main mass to the southwest. Severalshale

m,tcr,q_ were fouod between it and the main mass. It unites agaio
wit}, th,, mai,, sheet at the " horse-shoe" curve, over three miles from

tln'_/artlng point.

Tile second off, hoot starts at the bend of the trap southwest of

Rocktown and can be traced continuously to Mount Airy, two miles

distant, where it is clearly seen crossing the road just south of that

village. Where it crosses the creek half a mile east of Mount Airy_ it

is hardly more than eighteen feet in width and apparently verLical_

altlmogh the contact with the shale is not shown. The adjoining
shale beds are very hard,ashy-gray or pale-green in color, and some

layers are marked by eegregatloos of epidote. Other beds are thickly

spe,'ked with crystals of iron pyrites.
Nearer the main sheet the dike increases in width, and from the

amonnt and distribution of the debris, its width is probably fifty to

sixty feet. For much of the distance its course is marked by a line
of trees or bushes and uncultivated ground.

The third and longest dike starts from the main sheet, three-fourths

of a mile northeast of Rocktown, and can be traced continuously to a

point nearly a mile north of Copper Hill, a distance in a straight line
of five miles. The slightly sinuous course of the dike increases its

length about halfa mile. .N"orth of Copper Hill station it is inter-

rupted and o_et a quarter of a mile to the west, probably by a fault.
Thence it continues, more or le_ interruptedly, to Flemington, two

miles distance. Prospect Hill, just west of that place, is a small trap

mass, which may have underground connection with this dike, although
it does not show on the surface. The copper deposits found years ago

near Flemington and Copper Hill occurred in the shales along this

dike, and the explorations then made indicate that the dike, even
where interrupted on the surface, is sometimes continuous below.

Its width varies eonsiderably, but for the greater part of the dis-

tance it is probably between 50 and 90 feet. A quarter of a mile east

of the Flemingtou cemetery, a trap dike, probably the northern con-
tinuation of this one, is exposed along the road. Hero its width is
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from 15 to 18 feet; it dills very steeply to tile east, is in fact almost

vertical, and the inclosing shales, which are altered to a purplish and

yellowish color for a distance of two to four feet from the contact, dip
30 degrees to the west.

The dike can be readily traced by a slight rise of ground, the line

of disintegrated material, occasional large bowlders, and a line of trees
which have been suffered to grow where the bowlders are the thickest.

_ear tile village of Union it widens suddenly, and from this gang-
lion another narrow dike extends a short distance towards Union.

Tile continuity of this dike, between Copper Hill and Sourland
mountain, crossing, as it does, the beds at an angle of 45 ° to the

strike, is proof that this part of the red shale area is not traversed by
faults formed later than the intrnsion of the trap and parallel to tile

strike, or at a low angle with it. The thickness of the shales thus
crossed is between 6,000 and 7,000 feet. This does not exclude tile

possibility of faults formed before tile intrusion of the trap. Since_
however, there is some reason for believing that the trap was intruded

before the beds were elevated above the sea-level and tilted, the proba-

bility that these beds are not faulted at all is quite strong.
The occurrence of these three dikes, in the shales above the trap

and their connection with the upper surface of tile Sourland mountain

sheet, is conclusive proof, apart from tile considerations urged by
other authors, that the latter is intrusive.

-Poing _Pleaaant.--About 500 feet south of Byram station, on the

Delaware opposite Point Pleasant, tile contact of the trap with the

argillite and black shale has recently been exposed. The contact of

tile trap with the shale dips 40 ° S., whereas the shales dip 12 °
northward. :Near the trap the shales are somewhat crushed_ sheared

and slightly reversed in dip, but they are absolutely and oompletely
unconformable, and there can be no doubt but that this unconformity

has been caused by the irregular intrusion of the trap. Between this

exposure and the depot there is a ravine ill which tile argillite beds
- are exposed. Opposite the depot and near the top of the bluff a

second trap ledge is found, which is also exposed at Berger's quarry,

along the road leading east from tile depot up the hill. At first sight

it appears as if there were two trap sheets here, but this is probably
not the case. The argillite iu tile ravine between these exposures is

beneath the sheet and is exposed only where the stream has cut through
the trap. Ascending the ravine to the level of the quarry, there is

5 ego
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strong presumption that the trap crosses the stream, although it was
not actually seen in place owing to the numerous large bowlders.

There is no indication that the argillite extends up the ravine more

than a few rods. This trap, therefore, is proved to be intrnslve in

origin, although it is the continuation of the Penasylvanla sheet called

by Mr. Lyman an overflow.
Bald Pale Mountain and Pennington Motmlain.--These two trap

masses lie between the Delaware river and the end of Rocky HiLl,

near Itopewell. No conclusive evidence was found here, but they are
believed to be intrusive for the following reasons: (u) Their irregular

shape does not favor the supposition that they are confbrmable to the
shales. (b) Although in places the shales appear conformable, yet

many other outcrops were found where the strike of the shales was

clearly unconformable to the trap. Unfortunately the outcrops were
not sn near the trap as to settle this point conclusively. (e) The shales

near the trap are altere_l in color, texture, and in the development of

secondary minerals. Similar shales occur near those sheets which have

been proved to be intrusive. (d) The neighboring shales are in some
cases contorted and crushed as would naturally be the case where they

had been crowded aside by the intrusion of the molten rock. (e) The

texture of the trap is coarse, resembling that of the intrusive sheets,
and never scoriaceous or amygdaloidal, as is often the ease with extru-

sive sheets. In view of these considerations I entertain no doubl; as

to the intrusive origin of these traps.
Belle mountain, between Bald Pate and Soarland mountain, and

Mt. Gilboa, north of Lambertville, are in all probability intrusive,
for reasons similar to those urged above. Several trap dikes were

found in the vleinity of Giiboa, althougll in no case was it possible to
make out their dlreet conneetlon with it.

C't_hetunk Mounlain.--Tbe crescent or horseshoe form of this

mountaln, between whose carving flanks lies the picturesque Round

valleyj is certainly striking. The facts indicate quite clearly that this

trap mass is intrusive in origin, and that tbe earring outline is not

due, primarily, at least, to an anticlinal or synelinal fold in the shales,
but to the curving fracture through which the trap has come. The

outline of the trap, as given on all maps heretofore published, has
been incorrect. Instead of the broad area of trap on the southwest

limb of the crescent, a belt of hard, black and purplish shale from

half to three-quarters of a mile in width extends north from Stantoa
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to Prescott brook. To the west of this shale tberc is a strip of trap a

quarter of a mile wide and a mile and a half long, separated by it
from the main mass of the trap.

I am at present by no means certain whether this hard, black shale
is soft, red shale metamorphosed by its proximity to the two trail

masses, as may well be the case, or whether it is a part of the Locks.

tong series brought into this position by some complication of the

structure. The latter is obscure in this vicinity and outcrops are too
few anti far between to permit any positive assertions on this point.

Tbe former view, ou tile whole, seems more probable from the char-
acter of the rock itself.

No doubt, however, is held as to tile intrusive origin of the trap-

sheets. (a) The trap masses, when examined both in detail and in

their general relationships, are found to be unconformable to tile

shales. (b) Apart from the doubtful shales just mentioned, there are
others, which have been unmistakably altered in color, hardness and in

the preduction of new minerals. The extant to which the alteration

has taken place is roughly proportional to the width of the trait.

(a) The trap, so far as seen, is always coarse, even very near the
contacts. Nowhere was scoriaceous or vesicular rock found. The

evidence strongly favors tile supposition that it coaled slowly at con-

siderable depths, and never reached the surface. A_smaI[ dike was
found near the end of the southern arm of the curve t but its connec-
tion with the main mass could not be established.

The rook of Round mountain, just south of Oushetunk, is similar

to that of the former, and the surrounding sbales_ so far as they could

be seen, were somewhat altered. The intrusive origin of this sheet is

probable, but not conclusively demonstrable.

Sand Brook Trap.--Half a mile southeast of Slud Brook village
there is a low, rounded hill of trap, which heretofore has not been re-

corded on any published maps. It is about a quarter of a mile ia

dlameter_ and the rock is of medium texture. As there are no ex-

posures of the shale near by, its relations to the surrounding beds are
not known. There is no EadEeatiou that they have been at all altered

by it.
This hill lies midway between the two hills of a " horseshoe" trap

ridge, tile toe of which lies a mile to the southeast. This curving

ridge is the outcropping edge of a eynolinal shcet, the axle of the fold
dipping northwest toward the isolated trap hill. This fold affects the
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shales for a distance of over two miles to tile southeast and northeast.

The trap and the shales are undoubtedly strictly conformable. This

favors, ahhough it does not prove, the extrusive origin of this sheet.
However, positive proof is not wanting.

The upper surface of this sheet is everywhere extremely vesicular,

and only the lower portion is dense and fine-gralned. At two places

the overlying shale was found less than three feet and one toot, re-

spectlvely, above the trap. Here there was absolutely no indication
of icduratlon, change of color, or development of new minerals in

the shale owing to its proximity to tile trap. One of these localities
was along the road whlcb crosses the end of the southern heel ; the

other near the road crossing tile northern heel at Daulel B. Ege's. At

both places the red shale has filled the cavities of the vesicular trap,

and at the latter place the shale seems to be underlain by a thin layer
of finely-commlnuted trap and red mud. Microscopic examinations
confirm the conclusions reached in the field.

Tile under shale, so far as it has been seen in the neighborhood of

the trap--which is not often--has not been affected by the trap in
any way. The trap itself, where it is not vesicular and scoriaceous, is

dark-colored, dense and fine grained, in textnre quite unlike the trap
of the intrusive sheets. For all these reasons, I have no hesitation in
saying that this trap-sheet is an overflow.

Although this trap lles not far from the hard, black shales exposed
near Sand Brook, their induration cannot be ascribed to it, because
between them is a great fault of several thousand feet. The soft shales

surrouodlog the trap are far removed etratlgraphically from the black
shales.

Fnrther details concerning the trap.reek of the Newark system
will be reserved for the final report.

METAMORPHOSED SHALES.

Characlerist:cs.--_.umerous allusions have already been made to
metamorphosed or "baked" shales, wblch occur near the intrusive

trap sheets. I shall not do more at this time than to indicate, in a
general way, the macroscopic changes whlch have taken place in these

beds, and name afew localities where good examples may be found.

The most marked changes caused by the trap are (a) a greater or
less induration of the shales, (b) change in color,--the red shales in

general becoming purple and then a blue-black or green near tile trap,
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and (c) the development of secondary minerals,--very commonly epi-
dote and tourmaline. Where the change has not produccd definite

crystal forms or nodules, an incipient segregation has often occurred,

giving the rock a more or Jess mottled aspect, and on weathered sur-
faces a warty appearance. This latter characteristic, however, is not

limited to. the metamorphosed beds, since it has been noted in some

layers of tile Loekatong beds far removed from any known trap
m_eea.

Of these three changes common in the "baked shales," tile third is

believed to be tile most significant. Mere imluration or change of

color do not necessarily signify "baking," but when all three occur

together, and only in beds in close proximity to certain trap sheets, the
most reasonable conclusion is that the ehanges are duo to tile igneous
rock.

Many of the baked shales, on weathering, become pale blue or

ashy grey in color, a tinge never, so far as observed, taken by other

layers.
Localities.--These altered shales are well sho_vn i_n tile bluffs at

Lambertville, north of tile trap of Sourlaml mountain. Their appear-

aneo was so minutely aml accurately described, many years ago, by

I-Ieory D. Rogers,* then State Geologist, that it is well to repeat it
here : "In the quarry northeast of Lambertville [now in tile village],

we discover the commencement of the change. There the red sand-

stone, varying but little from its ordinary color, and being only rather

more compact, contains a muhitude of large, spheroidal nodules of

pure green epido_e, many of which are at least an inch in diameter.
They seem not to be distributed promiscnously through the roek, but

to be arranged somewhat in layers, parallel to the planes of the strata,

though they are often several inches asunder. Two or three hundred feet

nearer to the trap we find the rock darker and harder and the number

of nodules greatly augmented, though they are generally of much

smaller size. Tile common color of tile rock is here a very dull,

purplish blne, and that nf the nodule a dull black or deep blue.

They are of all sizes, from minute specks to the dimensions of a large
hazel nut, and possess every shade of distinctness contrasted with the

material enclosing them. They seem to consist of some imperfectly

formed mineral, apparently tourmaline, in a semi crystalline state.

These spherical nodules, or specks, are oftentimes surrounded by a

" * Rogers : Geology of Ihe State of New Jersey' ; a Final Report--pp. 153-4.
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crust or coating ()f another mlneml, usually nearly white; and I have
remarked that the more obviously formed this crust appears, the more
crystalline or fully developed is the interior kernel, which, at this
spot, seemq to approximate in its features to black sohorl or tourma-
line. A few hundred feet nearer to the trap, or almost at its base_
tile rock presents a still different aspect, belug of a dark grey hue
and somewhat cuarse-grained. It seems to [lave been a standstone_
containing little or no clay, as it has nothlug at all of the baked,
jaspery texture of that previously described, which has plainly been
either a shale or a very argillaceous sandstone. This gray rock is
specked with innumerable smaq crystals, of very regularly-tbrmed
tom'malines, some of which are more than half an inch in diameter."

At Rocky Hill village there are fine exposures of the baked shales
which overlie the trap-sheet. They are best seen along the canal,
north from the t_II-house. Just east of the depot tile fine-grained,
dense, upper surface of the trap is exposed, dipping 18° northward,
conformably to the shale and sandstone in this vicinity. Grey, sandy
shale is fimnd about a foot above tile trap It was originally a flue-
grained samlstcne, and has not been so much altered as the overlyicg
argillaceous shale_. The next exposures are some distance above the
trap, some layers being drab or greet) in eolor_ not very hard, with
numermls small black nodules--perhaps tourmaline. Beds still fur"
ther frnrn the trap are all extremely hard, black argilllte, characterized
by m_re or less distinct nodules of an oily-appearing green mineral,
which in idaces is so abundant as to form thin sheets, the rock appear-
ing to be made up of black aml green lamin._o. Still higher ill the
series occur green, shaly sandstones and black, blue, blue grey and dark
red shales, some very hard, others containing black nodules of radiate
structure, anti still others green nodules of epidote.

On tile suppositinu that here the trap.sheet agrees in dip with tile
overlying shale_, the latter have been greatly changed through a
thickness of 600 feet above the trap, anti traces of alteration are
found tbr over 200 feet more. Fine opportuuity for stodying the

weathered appearance of the "baked" shales is given along the'road
from Rucl_y Hill to ttopewell. Traced westward the thickness of
altered shaIe above the trap decreases in about the same rate as the
thickness of the trap dimiuishes. North of (Jedar Grove the highly
altered beds are about 400 feet thick, and the change in color can be
detected for about 200 feet further. South of Hopewell their thickness
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is probably not more than 200 feet at most; the shales, beneath the
trap, have also been altered in much the same way, but the altered
beds are not so well exposed and apparently are not so thick.

From the exposures near Rocky Hill the following conclusions
can be drawn : (a) The hardness of the altered beds does not depend
upon the proximity of the trap alone. Original texture and composi-
tion are important factors. The sandy layers are not so much
indurated as the finer shales. (b) The colnr of thebeds and the presence
and character of the secondary minerals depend largely upon the original
texture and composition of the shales. (c) There is a gradual transi-
tion from the unaltered to the altered shales, and changes in color are
the first indications of the alteration. The oecurrence of the secondary
minerals, however, is better proof that the beds have been locally
metamorphosed.

It was found that where the Sourland mountain trap had penetrated
the black shales and argillites of the Loekatong series the maeroseoplcal

changes were very slight. Crystals of tourmaline and nodules of
epidote do not occur, although they are common in tile altered Bruns-
wick shales near Lambertville.

Altered shales occur at various points near Cushetunk and Round
mountains, but the few exposures are mostly small and there is no good
opportunity for noting progressive changes in the shales.

Tile "baked" shales, which have been reported to occur on the
Delaware near Point Pleasant, at various places on the Hunterdon
plateau, and along Lawrence brook, are simply the hard_ black shales
or argillites belonging to the Lookatong series. " Baked" shales
surely exist near some of the trap-shects, but all hard, blaek shales of
the formation are not " baked," as was formerly supposed.

Unclassified Beds.--'ft has not been possible to classify definitely
the beds of tile triangular area between Mount Airy, Lambertville
and Atexsoeken creek. Their structure is complex, dips vary greatly
in direction and amount, and in many cases the rocks are greatly
crushed and distorted. Two small masses of trap occur within the
area, and may have some connection with the main trap of Sourland

mountain. Some of the beds are quite certainly metamorphosed red
shales, while others resemble more closely the Lockatong series.
According to the general arrangement of the beds, we should expect
here the normal Brunswick shales, such as occur north of Mount
Airy. There has certainly been some faulting within this area, and
some folding, bat the exact structure could not be determined.
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STRUCTURE.

The general structure of the Newark formation, in the area under

diseussion_ is that of a faulted monoellne. That is_ the beds dil_
regularly in one direction, N. 30 ° W., at an angle of about 12 or 1.5
degrees, and are traversed by fractures, called faults, which have

brought to the surface beds from great depth, causing the same bed to

appear several times.

When the structure is examined iu more detail it is seen to depart
in places from the simple monocllne. The beds form several broad

and gentle folds, anticlines where the fold is upward, synclines where
the fold is downwards. There are in addition a few small and more

sharply marked folds, principally near the intrusive trap-sheets and

the greater fault lines.

I shall indicate briefly the more important details, as to the

strike and dip of the beds, and then take up the question of the faults.
Along the Delaware, between Trenton and Titusville, the shales and

sandstones have an average dip of 12 ° and strike lq. 55 ° to 85 ° E.

Near Bald Pate mountain, the trap sheet north of Titusville, the dip

increases to 20 °. East from the river, towards Pennlngton and

Lawrenceville, the dip averages 15 ° or 16 °, varying from 10° to 22 °,
the general trend of the beds being N. 55 ° E., with large local varia-

tions. South of Rosedale the dip is as high as 40 °, and thence east-
ward to the Millstone river the beds trend lq'. 80 ° to 90° E., and the

dip averages about 20 °.

Along Stony brook, above and below the Lawreneeville pike, and

along this road, rapid changes, both of dip and strike, were found

within narrow limits, but in the absence of numerous good exposures,

it was not possible to interpret the strneture. Strike, N. 30 ° W., dip

10 ° S. W.; N. 30° E., dip 50 ° N. W.; N. 70 ° E, dip 25 ° S.;
]q. 33 ° W, dip 13° S. W., are a few of the observations made.

North of Baht Pate mountain the dip of the shales is varied both in

amount and dltection. In some eases the trend or strike is paralle_

to the nutline of the trap-rock, and then near by it is at right-angles

to it. Here the beds dip towards the trap, there away from them.
In the brook just west of the southern end of Pennington mountaitr

the shales are seen at intervals for half a mile, dipping southward at

an angle of about 20 °. The dip then changes to the northward,

with an average amount of 10% At one point along the stream th_
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metamorphosed and crushed shales near the trap form a small and in-
distinct anticline. Traces of copper were noted, and at some time in
tlm past an over-sanguine prospector opened here a short adit in tile
bank.

Between Pennington and Glen Moore the outcropping edges of the
shales make a sharp "S" curve. A mile nortb of Peealngton tile
strike is E.-W., dip 16° N. ; half a mile south of Marshall's Corner,
N. 40° W., dip 37° S. W. ; just north of Marshall's Corner, N. 25°
E., dip 30° W., and at Glen Moore, N. 65° W., changing gradually
to N. 35° W., dip 30° lq. E. Northeast of Glen Moore the strike

gradually shifts again to N. 35 ° E., with dip 12° N. W.
A mile aud a half southeast of Glen Moore there is another small

fold in the shales, forming a shallow synellne, whose axis is inclined
northward. The trap of Rocky Hill, a mile to the northward, cuts

squarely across the strike of the beds in this fold.
With the exception of the much-disturbed layers in the triangular

area between Lambertville, Mount Airy and Alexsocken creek, the
beds of the Sourland plateau are very regular in their trend and
dip. The strike is almost uniformly N. 550-65 ° E., and"the dip aver-
ages 17° in tim case of the shales beneath the trap near the north-
eastern end of the mountain, 19°-20 ° for those above the trap in the
same locality and 17° for both overlying and underlying shales along a
section southeast from Mount Airy. In general, the dip of the shales
just above the trap is a little greater than of those more remote. Tile
dip of the beds of the Hunterdon plateau is quite constant in amount,
averaging 11° in the southern and eastern parts and decreasing to 5°
at points within a radius of three miles of Frenehtown. The beds are
so inclined that their outcropping edges describe a great curve, parallel
on the south and east to the escarpment of tile plateau. Along Loeka-
tong creek, south of Milltown, the strike averages N. 650-70 ° E.;
between Flemington and Croton it ranges normally from N. 10°-30 °
E. ; near Klinesville it is N. 45° W., with dip to the S.W., and from
Cherryville to Quakertown and Pittstown about 1_. 200-30 ° W. At
Frenchtown the beds trend a little west of north, but northward from

this place they bend more to the east, so that at Mount Pleasant the
strike is about N. 450-50 ° E., and at Milford it is N. 75° E. North
of Milford, between Spring Mills and the vicinity of Little _2ork, the
trend of the shales is approximately parallel to the border of the
formation, the beds dipping towards the crystallines at angles varying
from 25° to 35° .
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Between Pattenburg and Lansdowne the trend of the pebbly shales
and sandstones is generally a little west of north, a continuation of tl{e

trend prevailing from Cherryville to PiRstown, and the dip is west-

ward. This position of the beds is more or leas oblique to the neigh-
boring border of the formation.

South and southeast of Clinton the treud of the shales is closely
parallel to the boundary line, and they dip steeply away from it. :Near

AHervl]le the strike is N. 35 ° W., dip 400-50 ° W. This region is
marked by exceptionally steep (lips, locally as much as 85°. In the

vicinity of the Rnoml mountain trap there are local disturbances of the
beds, possibly f'aused by the intrusion of this mass.

Between New Brunswick and Bound Brook the position of the
shales is very uniform, the strike being generally N. 65o-70 ° E. and

the dip averaging 10r. Similar dips prevail west of ]_ew Brunswick

as far as Millstone. Between the Millstone river and the Sourland plat.
can escarpment, south of Harlingen as far as Rocky Hill, the strike

of the shales is usually N. 80 ° E., with dips 18 ° to 20 ° N., but swing.
ing a little more to the north near the river opposite Griggstown
(strike N. 60°'+ E.).

.4. mile west uf Harlingen the beds trend nearly east and west, so

that if continued in this direction they would abut against the black

urgilliles ,*f the escarpment. North of ]:[arlingen, at Belie Mead

amt beyond, they have swung around to the north so that they dip
west 15 aml trend N. 5 c E. Along the line of the Philadelphia and

Reading railroad between Belle Mead and Weeton and to the east,

the shales are about parallel to the llne of the railroad (N. 45 ° E.),

with northwesterly ,lips of 5° to 10% At Weston there appear to
be local fidds, but these eonld not be determined. West of the line

of railruad the treml is more northerly (N. 10 ° E.) and the dips
gentle (5- t. 8--).

Just west nf the station at F|agtown_ on the Lehigh Vnlley rail-
road, very sleep (60_-70 °) easterly dips prevail, strike N. 15° W., but

they diminish rapidly eastward to 12 °, and near Royceficld the west-

ward dips above mentioned are found. The easterly dips prevail
towards S,uth Branch, so that a broad, shallow synclins exists be-

tween Flagtown and South Branch on the west and Royeefield and
PlainviHe on the east.

South of Somerville, between Royeefield and Weston, the structure

is obscure. Much of the region is covered with glacial sand and
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gravel, and outcrops are few and discordant in dip. The shales prob-
ably form low folds, with dips generally less than five degrees.

North of Somerville, however, the structure is more apparent. Tile

sbales, with local exceptions, trend conformably to the Watehung

mountain trap-sheet (strike N. 30 ° W., dip 10 ° N.E.). Along a line
between Lamiagton and North Branch, the beds are, on the whole,

nearly horizontal, no two successive outcrops indicating the same dip.

East of this line, towards Pluckamin, the beds in general dip east-

erly towards the Watchung trap-sheets and underlie them. Locally,

there are low arches or rolls in this monocline, which give rise to a

few discordant observations. A number of such changes can be ob-

served along the road between Lamington and Greater Cross Roads,
and just east of the latter place there can be seen a distortion of tile

beds caused by faulting, tile fault being visible ill the roadside.
Between Pluckamin and Bedmiaster the shales trend a little east of

north (N. 10°-15 ° E), and dip to the east. Northeast of the latter

place they swing more to the east (_. 35 ° E.), still parallel to the re-
curving trap-ridge. The shales, therefore, which outcrop along Mine
brook, northeast of Bedmlaster, are at the same horizon as those in

Washington valley, between :First and Secoml Watehlmg mountain_
back of Plainfield and Bound Brook. The ¢nrvlng outcrop of the

trap-sheets_ as noted by Cook, Darton and others, is due to a great

syuelina] fold, ill which tile shales, as well as the trap, have partici-
pated.

Northwest of Bedminster the trend is, at first_ N. 80 ° W., swinging

around gradually to N. 35 ° W._ with dips of 30"-35 ° to the south-
west.

West of Lamington and Vliettown the shales appear to form a
shallow syucline, whose axis inclines westward, and which includes

the crescent.shaped trap-ridge near New Germantown. Near the

village the beds dip west; on the north they dip southwest, and to
the south and southwest they dip northwest and north.

Within Round valley, between the arms of Cushetunk monntain,

tile strike is mostly N. 700-85 ° E., with dip 25 ° to 30 ° N.W. Towards

White House and as far as North Branch, the trend is about

N. 750-80 ° W., with northerly dips. Over tile rolling red-shale plain,

south and southeast of White House, as far as Three Bridges and Cen-

terville, the shales dip in all direetions, at small angles. They are

practically horizgntul, with gentle undulations, which give rise to
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diverse dips, within narrow limits. Owing to the unifbrmity in

texture of the beds, it was rarely possible to trace out these gentle
folds.

S,,utheast of a llne from Centerville to Three Bridges, and thence

to Flemington, the shales form a regular, northwesterly dipping
menocline, the strike being N. 550-60 ° E.

Summary.--The monoeliual structure prevails, but not uniformly,

although there are no close folds, as in some regions. Tile beds

of the Stockton and Lockatong series are most constant in dip and

strike, the monoelinal structure being most marked within these belts,

although in Hunterdoa plateau the Lcekatong beds describe a regu-
lar curve of over 90 °. Shallow folds, some covering an area of many

square miles, prevail in the Brunswick shales. These folds, combined

with a fi_rtuoate arrangement of faults, as will be shown below, have

greatly increased the area of outcrop of the soft shale, and so permitted

the formation of the broad, rolling lowland, so characteristic of the
greater part of the Newark system.

FAL'LTS.

General Con._ideratiens.--Faulting is said to have occurred

when motion has taken place on the two sides of a fracture in sueh

wise that the layers on opposite sides do not exactly correspond. The

amount of displacement may be only a fraction of an inch or it may

be many thousand feet. Tim fault plane or plane of fracture may be
vertleal or inclined at an angle. Its departure from the vertical is

termed the bride. Those beds which have been depressed, relatively to

the layers ua the other side of the fracture, are said to be down.thrown;

the t*tbers, up-thrust or up-thrown.

When a fauIt plane is exposed in a rock bluffer similar section the
fact .f faulting is cesiIy seen, and the lack of continuity on the two

sides of the fracture is conclusive proof of such movement. If the

displacement be comparatively rapid, and, geologically speaking, re-
cent, the lhult line on the surface would be marked by a cliff formed

by the up-thrown beds. But when tim fault plane is not exposed,
and the surface on the two sides of the fault llne has practically the

same elevation, as is the case when denudation has destroyed the fault.

elliS, _f it ever existed, faulting is harder to detect. Under favorable

conditions, however, it can be demonstrated as conclusively as if the
actual dislocation could be seen.
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Very commonly the rock surface along the fault plane is scratched
or "slickensided" as a result of the motion. In other cases the rocks

near the plane are crushed, and the fracture is filled with thsse broken

fragments, tormlng a "faul_ brecela." The beds of the down-thrown

• side may be tilted close to the fracture so as to dip away from tile
fault plane, whereas those on the opposite side may be tilted in the

opposite direction. Tile presence of a fault may therefore be indicated

by sliekensided surfaces, by a crushed and brecciated zone or by
abnormal dills. If all three lines of evidence concur, the case is much

stronger than for any one separately. .All three_ however, may not
be conclusive in the absence of other evidence.

Necessarily, the beds on the surface immediately adjacent to the

fault line arc not exactly the same. If the dislocation has been great
compared to the thickness of any of tile faulted beds, tile rocks on

opposite sides of the fault may be very different ia color, texture,

composition, structure and age. The position of a fault line may often
be determined with the aid of these facts.

When tile fault has affected beds which are inclined, important re-

suits often follow. Suppose the fault plane to be parallel, or nearly
so, to the strike of the beds. If the up-throw is on the side towards
which the beds dip, beds which outcrop on the other side of the fault

line are brought to the surface again and repeated. The more com-

plex the series of beds which is repeated in the same order, the stronger

tile evidence in favor of a fault. The number of beds repeated depends

upon the amount of the fault, the thickness of the beds and tile angle
of dip.

On tile contrary, if the downthrow is on the aide towards which

the beds dip, some are carried below the surface aud do not outcrop

at all. Some members of a series might in this way be entirely con-
cealed. Tim fault might be exceedingly difficult to detect ill this

cas% unless the complete series is elsewhere shown.

If the fault llne is parallel to the strike of the beds, the latter will

continue indefinitely on either side of the fault. But where it is

oblique to the strike, each layer must terminate where it is intersected

by the fault. In the case of hard layers forming ridges, it would be

found under these circumstances that the ridges would end quite
abruptly when the invisible fault line was reached. Topography
may, therefore, give a clue to faulting. These are some of tile facts

upon which the geologist has to depend in trying to locate fault lines
in tile field.
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The Faults of the Newark Syslem.--The Newark system in other

States, particularly Connecticut, is known to be intersected by

many faults. In New Jersey the earlier workers postulated faults
parallel to tile strike, in order to avoid the enormous thickness of the
beds which must otherwise result from the monoclinal structure. As

was shown above, the mouoclinal structure is not so continuous as

was at first supposed, and part of the width of outcrop is due to

gentle folds or horizontal beds. It was not, however, entirely errone-

ous t,) assume that faults existed, as they have been discovered by

later workers_ although by no means in so great numbers as was at
first supposed.

()wing to the monotonous character of most of the Newark beds, it

is no easy matter to detect faults, particularly those whose throw

(amouut of dislocation) is less than the thickness of one of tile sub-
divls]oos made.

Two faults of the first magnitude have been discovered and traced

for mauy miles, the evldenee for them being very strong.

TnZ HOPL'W_LFA_T.

.Locoi%_.--Thisfault,heretoforeunrecognized,extends in a

sinuouscoursefrom nearMoore'sstation,ou the Delaware r_ver,

pastIIarbourtown,Hopewell,and thence,in a northerlyd[rention,

along the footof the Sourland mountalu escarpment,passinga

short tlistsnce west of Flagtown station, on tile Lehigh Valley
railroad. Its exact location near the Delaware is not certain, but it

is probably somewhere between Moore's station and tile small trap

mass half a mile north. It passes close to the end of the spur of trap

a mile and a half' west of ]_arbourtown, and thence, nearly due east,
to Pencington mountain, passing just south of Harbourtown. It

separates the trap of Pennington mountain from the arkose sandstone

on the northwest, which has been brought to theaurfaee by it. North-

west of Marshall's Corner it lies at the foot of the escarpment, which

it follows northeastward, beyond I-Iopewell, nearly to Flagtown.
North of Flagtown its course could not be determined.

.Evidence of Faulting.--It has already been shown that the Stockton,

Lockatong and Brunswick beds occur in the same order on each side of '

the fault line, all dipping in general northwestward. This repetition

of the beds is strong proof of the fault. The alternative hypothesis is
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that there are six members in the series, the second three closely

resembling the first three, and occurring in the same order. The

hypothesis is the more improbable owing to the great thickness of the
beds and tile close similarity between them. Furthermore, a second

fault repeats them again, so that if the fault hypothesis is rejected we

must grant nine members to the formation, arranged in three sets
exactly alike. The evidence in favor of faulting, however, does not

consist alone in the repetition of the beds.
Crushed and contorted shales, slickensided surfaces_ and overthrown

dills were found at many l)laees along the fault line. They arc shown

at several points along the stream a mile and a quarter west of Har-
bourtown, near the end of tile trap hill. Southwest of Hopewell the

Rocky Hill trap ridge terminates abruptly, its end being separated from

the steep slope of Peach ridge by a narrow depression, which marks
the fault line, and through which the Philadelphia and Reading rail-

road passes. The trap in tile quarries at the end of the ridge is trav-
ersed in many joints, in general parallel to the fault. At other
localities, further from the fault llne, tile rock is not so broken.

In the bed of the first brook east of Hopewell, about 400 yards north

of the railroad, a ledge of crushed aud slickeosided shale and sandstone

is exposed, which dips 15 ° southward. Twenty yards up stream the

Stockton beds in the up-thrown block show the normal northwesterly

dip, and down stream the Brunswick shales have a strike of N. 15 ° E.,

dip 20 ° west. Tile fault cannot be more than a few yards removed
from the crushed beds.

Similar phenomena occur in the bed of the next brook east, near
tile foot of the esearpment_ not far from the house of David Labaw.
Here the Stockton sandstone, in the uplifted block, has been dragged

down at the fault line so it dips 72 ° to the southward.

Again, along the first road south of Plaioville, leading onto the
Sourland mountain, the fault line can be accurately located. The soft

red Brunswick shales have been brought against the hard dark-green

Lockatong beds. The contrast in color of the surface of the neigh-

boring fields is striking. Near the fault both rocks have.been so
completely crushed and afterwards disintegrated that nearly all traces

of the bedding planes arc destroyed.

Outcrops in the bed of Roaring brook, southwest of Plainville, show
the same disturbance. East of the fault line the normal strike of tile

red shales in this region is N. 55° W.,dip 15° N. E., that of the Lock.
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atong beds west of the fault is N. 75 ° E., dip 15 ° N.W. Five-elghths

of a mile west of the Plainville--$killmau road the black shales dip

45 ° S. E., and are considerably crushed. For two huadr,M yards up
the bro_k, contorted beds, with sliokensided surfaces, parallel to the

great fault, occur. There is here every evidence that the beds have been
much disturbed, as might be tile case near a fault of great magnitude.

In tile cut west of Flagtown station on the Lehigh Valley railroad,

the shales dip east at angles varying from 22 ° at the station to 75 °
three or four hundred yards to the west. Two hundred yards west of

the first cut there is a second, in which tile beds dip north and north-

eastward at angles of 15 ° to 17 °. At least two faul_ occur in these

beds, one, perhaps b_th, being parallel to the great Hopswell fault.

The exceedingly steep eastveard dips in the first cut and the small

faults in the second favor the conclusion that the great fault lies

between them, particularly as this point is in line with it.

Still filrthcr evidence for the fault is found in the abrupt termina-
tion of the different layers where the fault crosses their strike, and the

consequent teeminatiml of a ridge formed by a hard bed. Just east

of Harbeurtown a ridge of hard sandstone begins iu the upthcewn
block and extends northeast_ the fault here trending more to the east

than the sandstone layers. Suuthwest of Hopewell the Rocky Hill

trap-sheet terminates sharply when it reaches this invisible line of
fracture. West of Skillman the fault, which here trends more nearly
north than the sandstone, cuts across it very obliquely and tile belt

},inches out. North of thls point the fault has brought the soft
Brunswick shales against the hard Lockatong argillites. The shales

have wasted away much more rapidly than the former, and as a

consequence the escarpment is here very steep.
zNorth from Skillmau the fault is oblique to the course of the argil-

liras anti the trap, which forms the main mass of Sourland plateau,

and, as a consequence, the highland comes to an abrupt termination
south of Flagtown. It was at first supposed that the trapsheet

would be found to be cut off in turn by the fault, but this does not

seem to be the case. It thins out, and fioally terminates shortly
before the fault is reached.

South of Plalnville, the red shale-beds trend at right angles to the
fault line, and about squarely against it. Owing, however, to their

uniform softness, they do not farm ridges, and the evidence from

topography is lacking here, but the diverse structure on either side of
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the fault is equally conclusive. When all these lines of evidence are

considered, it must be granted that the Sourland plateau is bounded

on the southeast and east by a fault of great amount, along which the
beds on the northern and western sides have been uplifted relatively to
those on the southeast.

The Amount of the .Fault._'rhe dislocation has been sufficient to

bring to the surface the upper part of the Stockton beds and place
them side by side with the middle layers of tbe Brunswick shales.

:Estimates in feet of the amount of the fault are accurate just so far

as the thickness of the beds involved is definitely known. I have
already pointed out tile possibility of error in these. Oa the basis of

tile figures already given, the amount of faulting is estimated to be

something over 10,000 feet.
Northern .Extension of the Hop_wdl Fault.--North of the end of

Sourland mountain, near F]agtown_ the fault has brought the upper
and lower portions of the Brmlswick shales against each other. Here

the hardness of the beds on the two sides of tile fault is the same_
and topographic evidence is wanting. Sos too, the structure on the

two sides is not sufficiently diverse to permit the fault to be located

definitely north of the steep dips in the cut west of Flagtown station.

Small faults were noted in a ledge near the head of the Raritan

Water Power Company's racsway_ just below the jnaction of the

_'Iorth Branch with the South Branch_ and in line with the great
fault of Flagmwn. But the uplift was on the eastern side rather than

the western, as should be the ease were they closely associated with

the Hopewell fault. Severn| small faults were noted in the shales fiorth
of Somerville 9 but in all cases the uplift was on the east.

There is some evidence that the Fii'st mountain, the outer trap-ridge,
is terminated by a fault near Pluckamin. Halt a mile south of the end

of the mountain the escarpment which, towards Somerville trends N.

33 ° W., changes quite sharply to N. 8 ° W., as if cut by an oblique

fault. The ridge at the same time rapidly declines in height, and

disappears near where tile supposed fault would intersect the upper

trap boundary. The deep gorge of the North Branch in tile crystal-
lines lies to tile north in line with the supposed fault.

As opposed to tills hypothesis it may be urged, (a) that the change
in the trend of the trap may be due to a change in the strike of the

shales. Observations near the trap, partially at least, confirm this ;

(b) that for two and a half miles from its end the trap has decreased
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in width of outcrop, and so in thickness, and its termination near

Pluckamln, ahhoagh somewhat abrupt, is normal ; (e) that no direct

evidence of faulting, such as crushed beds, sllckensided surfaces or

overthrown dlps_ were noted. Ca the contrary, just where they are
to be expected, the shales are conformable with the trap.

The weight of evidence, although not conclusive, is agah]st the

hypothesis that First mountain is cut off by a fault. All efforts to
locate the Hopewell fault in the red shale valley north of Flagtown
have been futile.

THE FLEMINGTON FAULT,

It has been recognized hy geologists* that a fault of great

magnitude cut the Newark formation below Stockton. In Penn-
sylvania it has brought to the surface the Paleozoio limestone

and quartzite on which the shales rest. Lyman has traced it for

thirty miles southwest and west of the Delaware, and published a

mapt (scale 2 mi. to 1 in.) showing its northeast extension into :New
Jersey. On this map the fault in places is located two miles from its

proper position. On a "conjectural map":_ of the Newark formation

of _ew Jersey, the error is still more glaring. Although this fault
has been recognized in New Jersey, its exact location and extent have
not heretofore been worked out.

.Loeatlon.--A few hundred yards south of Brookville on the Dela-

ware river the bluff is broken by a slight notch. A few yards above

this point there is a ledge of coarse arkose conglomerate. Fifty yards
below it, there is a small quarry showing crushed and crumpled black

shale, in which sliekensided surfaces are common. Tile rock has much

the appearance of a fault breccia. The notch, although probably
located on the line of a dislocation measuring several thousand feet, is

not so marked'as the erosion gullies near at hand. Prom this point
the fault extends in a northeasterly direction for about three miles,

whence it curves a little, so as to pass half a mile cast of Headquarters,
two-thirds of a mile southeast of Sand Brook, and a mile west of tile

center of Plemingtoa. For much of tlAis distance it extends along the
foot of the ttunterdon plateau escarpment.

• L_'.via. Darton, Naloa, Lyman and others,

_"B. a. Lymaa. proc. Am. Philos. Sot., Vol. XXXI, No, 142.
_PublishedinPenasylvanhStateGeologicalSnrv©y. SammaryFinal Report, VoL III, Pt. II, P]at_

tJ_*. Also in Pro¢. Am. PhSoa. ace., Vol. XXXIII, 189J-, page 194.
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Beyumt Flemington its course is more nearly north, and at the iu-
tersection of the Klinesville and Clinton roads it can be located within

a few feet by outcrops uf tile arkose sandstone on une side and the
overthrown Brnnswlek shales on tile other. Its course for a few

miles north of this point is somewhat indefinite, uwlng to tile similar-

ity of the adjoining beds. Before considering this doubtful part, let
us examine the evidence of faulting, where the line of dislocation has

been accurately determined.

Evidenc'_ of Faulllng.--Along the Delaware river tile Stockton,

Lockatung and Brunswick beds are repeated by tile fault in their reg-

ular order. There can be nu mistake as to the identity of correspond. |
lag members of tile series on the two sides of the fault. Not only do 1they agree closely lithologically, but the thickness uf the middle mem-

ber (tile only one completely,exposed) ia each block is nearly tile same.

Moreover. the occurrence of the Paleozoie foundation in Pennsylvania

in the midst uf tile Newark beds is a strong argument in favor uf this
hypothesis.

A second argument is found in the rock structure and the topography.
Where tile fault was first noted, near Bruokville, it is not strongly
marked topugraphically. About a mile to the northeast it follows

along a valley between trap and arkase sandstone, but the latter are

slightly higher beds than those which bordered it near the river. Tile "

trap is intrusive, and tile fact that it does not cross the fault line is
evidence that the dislocatiun occurred after the intrusion.

Nurtheast uf Stockton, Sand Ridge, a belt of hard sandstone and

conglomerate, extends to Headquarters. The course of tile fault is

oblique to the trend of this ridge, which ends abruptly when it reaches

the fraeture just south of Headquarters. A second luw ridge of harder
sandstone east of Sergeantsville likewise ends when it reaches the fault.

Still a third and higher sandstone ridge is terminated for the same
reasuu three-fourths of a mile east of Sand Brook.

At Bruokville the fault lies nearly three miles south of the escar W
ment of the Hunterdon platen% but a mile east of Sand Brook it

reaches tim foot of this slope, the entire thieknees of the Stockton series

having been cut out.

On tile southeastern side of the fault, also, there are some interest-

ing examples of truncated structures. The best example af this kind
is the syncline between Copper Hill and Headquarters, whose axis is

inclined northwestward. The trend of the fault is nearly transverse
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to tile arms nf Ihe syncllne and tile folded structure is very prettily

terminat(d by the fracture. The small extrusive trap-sheet near
Sand B__.,k _s included in this fold and the northern limb of the

curve se_.m_ tl_ be cut off by the fault.

Further proof is found in the local disturbances which occur along
tile t;ault lille. These consist of abnormal dips, slickensides, breeeias,

eW. Al]u.i_m has already been made to the crushed black shale be-

low Br_kville. Below the mill-pond at Sand Brook a ledge of red

shale clips _outhward 45°j whereas the dip of the shales above the mill-

pond is 12 _ to 15 c northwestward. The overthrown dip finds its ex-

planatlol_ hi the drag of the fault, which is believed to be a little to
the south, tIowever, there is a possibility that it lies just north of

Ibis Iedge_ in which case this dip might be due to the synclinal fold
mentltmed above.

A mil_ nf_rtheast of this locality, in the bed of a brook near Thos.

])alrymple'. b there is a ledge of crushed and bent black argillite,
traversed hy many j_int planes with sliekensided surfaces.. The rock

is _harply (.bled anti eerlainty is not far fi'om the fault. Another
instance .f slm_lar structure was Found a mile west of Flemingtonj in

the bank of Walnut brook, just West of Prospect bill. Here the red
shale beds are nearly vertical, but much contorted. Thin layers of

green shaI_, in the red empbaslze the amount of crushing. Three
hundred yards up the brook the Lockatong argillites are found, with

normal dip and strike. The fault probably lies near the red shale.
Nnrthea-t _f Sand brook it has brought the Lockatong argillites

agalest the. ,_.ftcr Brunswick shales. As a result the contrast in

tnpogra[.hy is more marked titan where the Stoektou sandstones abut

against the _.hales.
Si_ce the beds are repeated by' the fault, the up-throw has beeu on

the northwest or side towards which the beds dip.
Amomd.--The dislocation at the Delaware river has been sufficient

to bring h* tee surface the base of the Stockton beds. :East of Head-

quarter-_ aml Sergeautsvil:e lower members of the Stookton series abut
against beds _Jf the Brunswick serles_ apparently about 2,600 feet
above the ba_e.

An estimate of the amount of the throw iu feet is subject to the

same correction as in the case of the Hopewell fault. It is accurate

only so far as the thickness of the beds involved is correctly ascer-
tained. On the basis of thickness already'given_ the throw of the
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Flemington fault near Headquarters is about 10,000 feet. This esti-
mate is based on the assumption that tile fault plane is nearly at right

angles to the plane of the beds, and that tile direction of movement

was vertical along that plane.
Half a mile east of Sand Brook village a small fault splits off from

tile main fracture. Its course is sligbtly curved, and it is traceable

for nearly two miles. By it some of the Loekatong sbales of the

plateau have been down thrown so that they occur to tbe east of the
Stockton sandstones. Within tbe area of Loekatong beds inclosed

between the two faults, the structure is much confused. Near the

Flemiugton fault the dips are eastward, as if tile normal nortbwest-

ward dip were reversed by the fauh. At other points tile beds dip in

various directions, showing that the rocks are somewhat folded.
lls .Exlent North of .Fleminglon.--The fault can be accurately lo-

cated at tile intersection of the Klinesville aud Clinton roads, two

miles north of Flemington. Here fresh exposures (1896) gave the

following section.

At the corner a trap mass fifty feet in width was seeu. Tile rock

is traversed in every direction by fracture planes, and is much deeom-
posed, but its igneous origin is confirmed by microscopic examination.

The trap eaunot be traced any distance from this exposure, since tile

surface is everywhere covered with wash from tile higher slopes.

Adjoining it on tile west is white arkoss sandstone, wbieh is much

crushed for a distance of 100 feet The dip where first discernible is
southwestward, normal for tbis r6giou. A few yards east of the

trap, soft red sbales of tile Brunswick series are found dipping east-
ward, at all angle of 20°, tbe normal dip of the shales being about

20 ° west. Tbese beds, moreover, are considerably crushed. The
fault lies between the shale and arkose sandstoue, probably just

east of the trap, which may be an isolated block caught in the fault

or a dike intruded along the fracture. Its crushed condition favors
tbe former view.

North of this point, the course of the fault is somewhat uncertain.

On tile west side of the Round mountain trap mass, indurated masses
of arkose sandstone were found, which appear to belong to the Stock-

ton series. Tbis being the ease, tile fault line mu-'t be east of these

exposures. But tbe beds on tbe southeast and east of the trap are

unmistakably Bruaswiek sbales. These facts indicate tbat the trap-
mass is in line with tile fault. Since the arkose eamlst_ms ou the
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west shle t_f file trap is considerably indurated, and since tile trap
itself" _s n(,t faulted, I am led to the conclusion that faulting occurred

betbre the i.trusion of this trap, which ascended along the fault line.

Altlmu_h tl,t, ic.wts,as at present known, appear to favor this hypothe-
sis. _t i. l_n"fr.m being demons/rated.

A -trip .f Pub t,zole limestone projects southward into the Newark
fortnati.u uhmg t'rt'se_tt brook, about one and a half miles southeast
of Aliervill_,. The Newark beds on tile west of the limestone belt

dip away t.r_,m iI I,nd evidently rest upon it conformably to its surface.
The.v :ll-v the basal beds of the Newark formation. On tile east

side tl_e_hale_ sod fine-grained sandstones dip in various directions, in

general t.ward_ tile ohter rocks. The relationship is explicable on

the ,,,upp..,ititul that a fault I)orders the limestone on tile east, and that

the sha[v4 v_lst i_t.fhe limestone have been depressed relatively to those

m_ thc_we-t. This thult continued southward, passes along tile western

side .t. _ n:_rr[)w trap ridge, and is directly in line with tile FlomiRg-
ton _hult _trth¢,r _tmth. The down throw is, in both inslances_ on the
east.

The ;titll,, 5( (?ushetunk mountain trap-sheet termbmte against tile

erystalIi_-. The red shale between them belongs to the Brunswick
series. TIivy are exp,_sed a few feet from the crystalline rocks and

either tl_p :_*x_ardsthem or at right angles to the boundary Ibm. Thus

b*,ds tit' hi_Iwr h.r_z ms arc sneees_ively brought against the ohler

rock-. '['1_,' in.st ratimlal explanation of this arrangement is that

t_aultiag ha_ t_t,_nrred along this part of the boundary_ from a point
half a z,lii_ we_t tit' Lebanon southward to Prescott brook_ near tile
s.utln'rJl lrra t_f t'u-hetunk mountain. This fault, if it is extended

soutl*war,l :tl,lllg tile! western margin of the trap, will lie about a mile
east .t. llw t.auh ahmg the limestone mentioned above.

It N highly probable that both these faults are tile northward con-

tinuati.n _.t' the Flamiugton fracture, whieh may divide near Round

mtmntairl, that trap mass being located at the lmint of sel)aration.

Howew, r, thi_ is largely conjectural, although it has a strong appear-
ance .t. trttth anti ott_eraa reasonable explanation of tile structure, so
far as kcowu.

Tl_l-: DILTS _ CORNER FAUL'P.

A,,,ther fimlt was discovered about midway between Brookville
amt Lnmi:ertville. It is located a short distance south of 13arbour

& rrelal d's quarry, whereit has brought the trap against unaltered
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red shales. Thence it extends in a northeasterly direction, passing

halfa mile east of DiIte' Corner and uniting with the Flemington

fault three-fourths of a mile south of Headquarters. From a cursory
examination I am inclined to believe that this fault also unites with

tile Flemington fault in Pennsylvania, about a mile west of the
river. If this is the case, the block between these two faults has a

length of about four and a quarter miles and a maximum breadth of

nearly one and a quarter miles.
The rocks of this block are Loekatong shales and argillites, under-

lain north of Dills' Corner by Stockton sandstones. The general

dip is a little south of west, although near the faults there is much

diversity. By this fault the hard, black shales have been brought

against the softer red shales on the east. The line of demarkation is

a sharp one, and is marked by gentle depressions, discernible on the
contour maps.

Near the contact line the rocks are in many instances much crushed
and shattered. S]ickensided surfaces are common, and locally the reek

resembles a breccia. '_Pilestructure of the beds on opposite sides of' the
fault is not the same, and it is evident that the folds of the one
do not affect those of the other.

The fact that the occurrence of this isolated area of Stockton and

Loekatoog beds is most satisfactorily explained on this bypotbesis,

affords a strong presumption that the faulting has taken place.
The beds on the east and southeast side/lave been down-thrown rel-

atively to those ou the other side. The combined throw of this fault;

and of the Flemington fault at this point is about equal to that of the
latter further north.

Small Faults._Faults of a few feet throw have been noted in many
eases in quarries, railroad cuts and other exposures. In some cases

tile amount of dislocation cannot be determined, but there is rea-

son for believing that it is not great. 1_ do not believe that there
are other faults in the area examined whose throw is even one-

tenth that of tile two described. Faults along tile border of the

formatiou may be an exception to this statement. Tile euumeration

of these faults, together with many details of structure, is reserved for
a final report, when the entire formation within tile State shall have
been examined.

For a final report, also, is reserved the fifll discussion of the struct-

ure along the nortbwestern border, some facts of which have already
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been stated. There is strong evidence that parts of tile border are
determined by faults, and that i_ other parts the basal beds rest un-

conformably upon the Paleozoie sediments and crystallines.

The conditions under which these deposits were made, the subse-

quent uplift and faultlog, the time and manae;c of origin of the trap-

aheetsj and the geographical development of tile region, can best be
considered after the whole field has been studied. They are also

reserved fbr the final report. Although_ in the main, this investiga-

tion is purely scientific in its bearings, yet its economic phases have

not been neglected, and data of some value have been collected which

will be published later.
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REPORT ON ARCHEAN GEOLOGY.

BY J. E. WOLFF_ PROFESSOR OF PETROGRAPHY AND

MINERALOGY IN HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

The areal mapping of the Franklin sheet of tile Atlas of the
United States has been completed on the scale of a mile to the
inch, and the material is now in course ot preparation for pub-
lication as an atlas folio. Mr. A. H. Brooks, of the United States

Geological Survey, assisted in the work for about two months.
A total area of about 200 square miles was thus completed dur-
ing the season.

One of the results of immediate economic value is the descrip-
tion of the isolated areas ot trap-rocks which may be of value
for road purposes, and ot the large syenite area. The following
paper is, therefore, entitled :

THE ERUPTIVE ROCKS OF SUSSEX COUNTY 1 NEW JERSEY_WITH REF-

ERENCE TO TtIEIR ECONOMIC VALUE.

During the detailed mapping of the Franklin atlas sheet, which
includes a large part of Sussex county, the outcrops of eruptive
rocks were examined and located as marked on the accompany-
ing map. As many of these occurrences are in the region of
limestone and shale which lies between the the western side of

the crystalline rocks of the Archean highlands and the quartz-
ite of Kittatinny mountain, their possible value for local pur-
poses makes a brief description desirable.

The eruptive granite masses which form such a marked feature
of the white limestone area and of the crystalline areas lying

immediately east and west of it (Hamburg mountain, Pochuck
mountain, the Pimple hills, etc.), are not included here, but at-
tention is devoted to the less known areas of the Becmerville

(91)
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else)life-syenite and the associated dike rocks, oi which a large
number of occurrences have been noted. Brief descriptions of
many of the localities have been given in former reports of the
State Survey and in scientific journals, to which the reader is re-
ferred for details as to the mineral composition oi the rocks and
scientific aspects of the subject.*

El_ofi_e-Syen;t_-of Beemerville.--This lies a mile and a quarter
northwest of Bsemerville, forming a rldge jast under the crest of
Kittatinny mountain and on the east slope, facing Beemerville.
The mass of rc_k has burst through the slates which form the
east slope of the mountain at or near their junction with the
conglomerate which overlies them and iorms the crest of the

mountain. It can be called for practical purposes a hugo dike,
without very definite evidence as to whether its boundaries with

the enclosing rocks are vertical or inclined. The length of the
outcrop is not quite two miles and the width, taken horizontally,
nearly a quarter oi a mile. It rises quite abruptly from the flat
bench underlaid by slates which forms the elope of the mountain
east of it to a height of 250 feet. The rock is poorly exposed to
observation, being covered by soil and debris ; it varies both in
color and coarseness in the different outcrops, but the prevailing
tint is gray, either light, dark, or sometimes reddish.

There lJas been no attempt to quarry the rock, and it is difficult
to t,,rm an adequate idea of its value from the suriace. Judging
item the specimens attainable with the hammer it would term a
very handsome, massive building stone, oi a gray or dark.gray
color, wbi_'5 would dress well The rock is composed of ortho-
elase t6;dsi_ar, nepheline, pyroxene and some biotite as essentials,
and d_ffers from granite mainly by the absence of quartz and
presence _t eepheiine (elmalite). S._ndied iu thin slices in the
microscope the minerals are remarkably tresh, showing little
chan_e.

The only similar rock used extensively as a building stone is
that ut Arkansas, especially from Fonrcbc mountain, near Little
Rock. This ela')llte-syenite, which is gray or blue.gray, has been
extensively quarried both for building stone, paving blocks and
road material, and has been used in a number of buildings in

23. 1_'_2, p :l'_; ._% t-'*. p. lll; 15, 1_3, p. '298; 47, ]894, p. 339; Transactions N.Y. Academy
Sciences. I,'el. l I, l a_2, p. _,I
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Little Rock and other cities. Its durability, hardness and tough-

ness stand high in the scale. It is quite similar in appearance to
the light-gray rock oI Beemerville.

Owing to the absence of any deep openings in the rock, and
consequent inability to judge of other important qualities, such
as structure of. the rock, joints, ritt, etc., which are so important
in quarrying, we can only say that the rock promises well on the
surtaec. One of the best places ior development as at present
exposed is in the middle of the mass where the old road crosses
the mountain. There is a cliit here of the light-gray variety.

The situation of the mass Qf the rock for quarry operations is
excellent, since quarries opened at the cast foot oi the ridge will
have a natural face to work into, with good drainage, room for
the disposal of the waste rock, and a down-grade to the road.

The other eruptive rocks arc in the form of smaller dikes, some
of which represent probably the syenite oi the main mass, but in a
finer.grained form (eT_e:)lite-porphyry), while others are darker
colored--almost black--fine-grained, with plates of biotite
(mica) in varying amount as the most noticeable constituent.

They are in part the dike rock called, technically, " Camp-
tonite," but for practical purposes can be classed as trap-dikes,
as for the one purpose ior which they can be used, namely,
macadamized roads, they come near to the typical trap-rock oi
the Triassic area east of the Highlands. The second variety is
probably the more valuable, and especially those occurrences
containing the least mica, but all, including the porphyry, are
better ior road metal than any other stone found in the vicinity,
and in the tuture of the county should prove a valuable resource

for that purpose, owing to their toughness, compactness and
high specific gravity. While all the localities are marked on the
map, only the more important masses are hcru described. The
numbers correspond to those on the map. -,-

(1) This hill, which rises 200 feet above the road, has exposures
on the southeast side and summit of black trap, which is filled

with angular iragments oi slate, gneiss, limestone and other
rocks--the whole forming a very tough breccia or pudding stone.

The larger part oi the hill is composed of this rock, although
there some slate and other dike rocks intermingled. It is prob-

able, notwithstanding the foreign constituents, that the average
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would make a good road material. There is quite a large mass
here, as the hill would average 100 to 150 teet in height and is
at least 500 ieet in diameter and roughly oval.

(2) is a small hill of the same rock in the area of the syenite,
and (3} a larger hill near BeemerviUe, as well as (4), (5), (6), none
of which exp_)se such a large area as (1).

(7) is a large dike of ehe)lite-porphyry about two miles north-
west o_"Deukertown, iorming a high ridge ; the mass o{ rock is
about 150 teat wide, and exposed 400-500 feet.

(8) This dike, about 700 feet long, 120 feet wide, iea finer-
grained, darker porphyry, which would also probably b_ _xeellent
road material.

Of the other trap dikes,
{9) is 40 feet wide, 600 long ;
(10) 100 feet wide_ 1,_00 feet long;
(11) 15 feet wide, several hundred feet long ;
(I_) is the continuation of (9) and (10), and comprises three

parallel ridges running 800 feet ;
(13) is _0 feet wide, 1,200 long;
(14) 100 feet long, 20 wide, and
(15) 50 feet wide, 400 long.
Toe other occurrences are smaller, and do not need a special

desaription. The well-known dike, 20 teet wide, at the north end
of the ethan cut of the Buckwheat mine at :Franklin, (16), and
the 12-foot dike in the Rudeville limestone quarries, (17), should
be added.
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I.

Report on Artesian Wells in 5outhern
New Jersey.

il.

Report on Artesian Wells in Northern
New Jersey.

111.

Stratigraphy of the Fish House Black Clay
and Associated (]ravels.

Fossil Horse, Unio, and Plants.

Records of Borings at Delair and Fish House.

Buried Tree Stumps at Delair,
in Post Fish House Beds.

Dinosaur and Associated Molluscan Fossils in blattewan Cre-

taceous Clay Marls at Merchantville.

Silicified Tree at Lindenwold.

Fossil Molluscs in Beacon Hill Sands near Millville.

By LEWIS WOOLMAN.
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Artesian and Other Bored Wells, and Also Dug
Wells, in Southern New Jersey.

OUTLINE.

Introduction.
Six Principal Water Horizons.

Sen. la.--Woll Records in the Southern Part of the Orntaoeous
Belt.

At Pevonin, P. R. R. Shops.
At North of Delair, Camden Water-Supply.
At Cramer Hill Ferry, CAmden Water-Sopply.
At Camden, Front and Elm streets.
At Camden, Kaighn'c avenue and Seventh street.
At Camden, near Haddon avenue R. R. station.
At Camden, American Nickel Works.
At Camden, Cooper street wharf.
At Camden, Trolley Power-House, Coopcr's creak, near Market street.
At Camden, east of City Hall.
At Camden, United States Chemical Works.
At Camden, County Prison.
At Philadelphia (Pa.), Washington avenue and Seventeenth street.
At Philadelphia (Pa.), Catherine and Eighth streets.
At Philadelphia (Pa.), Moore Street wharf and Delaware river.
At Philadelphia (Pa.), Point Breeze Gas Works, Schuylkill'river.
At Phliadelphla (Pa.), Point BreezeOi| Refinery.
At Philadelphia (Pa.), U. S. Navy Yard, League Island.
At Hog Island (Delaware county, Pa).
At Jordantown, Merohantville Water-Stlpply.
Near Merchantville, Eagle's well.
Near Colestown.

At Fellowship, near MooreStown.
At Mount Ephraim.
At Washington Park.
At Wocdbury, Tollgate south of.

7 GEe (97)
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At Thorofars, Four wells.
At Paulsboro, Two wells.
At Billingsport.
At Clarksboro (test-borlng only).
At _Iicklcten.

At Swcdesbero (unfinished and abandoned well).
Near HarrisonvilIe.
Near Auburn,
At Pitman Grove.
At Barnsboro. Three wells.
At GIassboro and Clayton.
At _Iantua.
At ._Iagnolla.
At Laurel Springs. Two wcl]so
At L_ndenwold. Two wells.
Near Clementon.

At Cropwcll.
At ]_flddlctown (Del.)
At I_,'ewCastle (Del.), two wells.
At Hares Corners (Del.)
•_.t Reedy Island (Del.)
At Farnhurst (Del.)
At Locust Grove (school-house).
At _Iilford.
At Beddtown.

At Bordcntown, test-boring.
At White Horse, three test-borings

See. lb.--Well Records in the Northern Part of the Oretaueoue Belt.

At North West Asbury Park.
At HoImdel.
At Lakeweod. Two horizons.
At Belmar. Three horizons.

At Ray Head and north of (two wells).
At XIantoloking. Three horizons.
At Toms River.

At Barnegat Park.
At Barren Island, Long Island, N.Y. Two wells.

Sec. _.--_'ell Records _n the Miocene Belt.

At Belmar.

At _antoloking.
At Harvey Cedars.
At Atlantic City, The Dennis.
At Atlantic City, The St. Charier.
At Atlantic City, The Rudolf.
At Atlantic City, The Haddon.
At Atlantic City, The Garden He
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At Ocean City.
At Clayton (Del.)
At Sea Isle City.
At Milford (DeLl

Seo. 3.--Well Records in Recent Strata.

At Sandy Hook.

INTRODUCTION.

The certainty of obtaining water by means of deep.bored wells

in southern New Jersey is now so thoroughly established that

each year more and more such wells are being put down. Here-
tofore these we.lls have been mostly adjacent either to the Dela-
ware river or to the Atlantic coast, but latterly a number of bored

wells have been sunk in the interior_ where water horizons can

just as certainly be reached. In iact, the first deep-bored well in
southern 17ew Jersey was located at Winslow_ in the heart of the
central belt.

We present detailed records of borings that have come to our
notice this year. As in former reports they are classified into
those that draw from Cretaceous beds and those that draw from

Miocene beds. The Cretaceous underlies the Miocen% the Eocene_

however, intervening ; but as we know of no water-bearing strata
in this State within the Eocene, there arc no wells to classify

under it. Passing from the Delaware river to the ocean, the Cre-

taceous, Eocene and Miocene pass one beneath the other succes-

sively in the order named, all dipping to the southeast. Conse-

quently borings entering Miocene strata after finding water
horizons within the same can be continued so as to find other

and lower horizons within the underlying Cretaceous; con-

versely_ however_ wells entering immediately near the surface
into Cretaceous beds cannot draw from the Miocene but only

from Cretaceous water horizons.

On account of these relations of underground structure the

wells in the Cretaceous are mostly west of a line drawn northeast

and southwest through Winslow, while those in the Miocene are
are east of same line.
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SIX PRINCIPAL WATER HORIZONS.

In previous annual reports the number of water horizons
underneath Southern New Jersey, including both principal and
minor horlzJns, has been defined with some particularity. As it
will probably be clearer to the general reader and more useful,
we now enumerate only the principal or heavier ones. They are
as follows, commencing at the base along the Delaware river and
passing eastward so as to reach suecesBively higher and higher
horizons :

Xo. 1, First Horlzon--A group. This may be defined as a
group of t_:o or three hnrizo,ns in heavy gravel and cobble strata
near the base oI the plastic clays, which clays are variously
colored white, yellow and red, or they are mottled in all these
colors. The color of the water-yielding gravels may be defined
as a yellowish white in contrast with those on the next higher
horizon which are ot a bluish white.

No. 9, Second Horiz_.--At the top of the plastic clays and base
oi the clay marls. The water-bearing gravels are often very
coarse. Their color is a bluish white in contrast with those of

ttle first group.

No. 3, Third Horlzon.--At the top of the clay marls and base of
the true greensand marl series, which consist ot the upper,
middle and lower marl-beds. We designate this the Marlton.
_Icdford 14orizoi_.It is within the "laminated sands" of Professor

G. H. C_ok. The water-yielding strata are also bluish white in
color.

When boring wells to this horizon its approach is often indi-
cated by the occurrence, first, of the bryozoa in the limesand
and llme-rock alternations over the Middle Marl, and next by
the shell bed in the l_[iddle Marl, of which the two character-
istic associated fossils arc a t.erebratula, and an ancient oyster,

called a gryphea. Aiter these, sometimes quite closely after them,
and at other times some fitty test below, there is usually found a

hard crust, containing certain straight cigar-shaped fossils, called
bdemnites, and which do not occur in any higher stratigraphical

position.
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No. 4, Fourth Horiz_n.--This horizon may be regarded as one
not yet thoroughly defined. The only well_ so far known tha
can draw from it are one each at Winslow and Berkeley, and onet
to the 950-foot horizon at Atlantic City. The last well is the same

that, through misinformation, was erroneously stated in the
report for 1889 to have a depth of 1,100 feet. We designate
this the 950-foot Atlanlic C_y horizon. This horizon is probably
at the base of the Miocene and top of the Eocene beds.

No. 5, _l_'fthHorizon.--&bout 150 feet higher than the preccd-
"ng one, and about 125 ieet below the base of the great 300 to
400-foot diatom bed. This we designate as the 800.foot Atlantic
City horizon.

-No. 6, S"_th Horizon.--About 100 feet higher than thefifth, and
ittle below the base of the great diatom bed. This we designate
as the 700.foot Atlantic City horizon.

The finding of diatomaceous clays in-the boring oi any well is
positive evidence that sooner or later, as the drilling proceeds, one
or both of the two horizons last named will be iound. Unfortu-

nately, diatoms cau only be seen with a microscope, aud they are
thcrelorc not so convenient an indication of their underlying
water horizons as the readily visible shells and bdemnites before
noted are oi their underlying Marlton-Medford horizon.

Minor korizons yielding much less water than those above
listed occur above the sixth or 700-foot Atlantic City horizon,

four of which, in Miocene strata, were noted in the annual report
for 1894, page 155. Other minor horizons occur between some
of the principal horizons now defined, but particularity as to all
these minor horizons is omitted for reasons given above.

The three lowest of the leading or greater horizons now
enumerated, Nos. 1, 2 and 3, belong to the Cretaceous ; the two

highest, _Tos. 5 and 6, belong to the Miocene. Perhaps bTo.4
should also be included in the Miocene list. *

• Simultaneously with the reading of the proof of this paper the writer received Bulletln NO. 138, U*
fi Geological Survey--Artcslan W¢lll in the Atlantic Coastal Plain Region, by N. H. Darton. This
author defines twelve water-beariag hoHzoas beneath New Jersey, Our first and second horizons he
ola_sifi_ as two eachj whfle abov_ our sixth horizon he ¢nuraerate_t from our 189| report four of the minor
horizons we now but briefly note above. Those desiring a !_rge amount of water will generally pass
the_ in boring and core tintte to Ihe larger yielding horizon entirely below the great diatom bed, viz., the
fifth and sixth above enumerated.
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We now present the records of the wells in Southern New Jer-
sey in order, under the following heads :

Sec. la.--_Ve_Is in the southern part of the Cretaceous belt.

Sec. lb.qWens in the northern part of the Cretaceous belt.
Sec. 2.--Wells in the _Iiocene belt.
Sec. 3.--Wells in recent strata.

Sec. la.--Wells in the Southern Part of the Cretaceous Belt.

BORED WELL ,iT PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD CAR SHOPS AT PAVONIA_
NEAR 0AMDEN.

Elevation, 30 feet ; depth, 152 feet ; diameter, 6 inches to the depth of 55
feet, 2 inches below that depth.

In the Annual Rep3rt for 1892, page 808, there is a notice of

four borings at the Pennsylvania Railroad car shops at Pavouia,

with depth of 192, 82, 67 and 60 feet. The last one, known as

Well No. 4, has been deepened recently by Mr. W. H. Knowhs,

who furnishes us the following record, accompanied by an excel-

lent series of specimens. The former boring had, however, filled

up some five feet, so that the present record commences at that

depth, viz., 55 feet :

S cc_men Thickness of Total Depth from
_Pu_mber. Kind of blaterial. Stratum. Surface.

Surface to 55 feet. See report 1892,
p. 308. ......................................................... 55 feet

1 White sand ..................................... 13 feet 68 "

2 White sandy clay ............................. 5 73 "
3 Fine white sand .............................. 2 75 "
4 White clay ..................................... 3 " 78
5 White sand ..................................... 1 79 "
O Yellowsand....................................2 81

7 White sandy clay ............................ 6 " 87 "
8 White sand ................................... 6 inches

9 White sandy clay ............................ 5 feet 92 "
I0 White fine sand .............................. 1½ " 933 "
11 White clay ...................................... 6 inches 94 "
12 White fine sand ................................ 3 feet 97 "
13 Yellow clay ..................................... 2 99 "
14 Red clay ......................................... 6 105
15 Yellow clay ..................................... 4 109 "
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16 White sandy slay ............................. 8 117 feet
17 Very fins hard-pasked white sand,

almost as hard as sandstone ........ 5 " 122 "

18 White sandy c_ay............................. 7 " 129 "
19 Fine white sand ................................ 18 147 "

20 Gravel, with coarse sand ................... 5 152 "

(IAMDEN ARTESIAN WATER-SUPPLY--FOUR WELLS NORTH OF DELAIR,
THREE WELLS AT CRAMER HILL _ERRY.

Sevenexperimentalwellshavebeenput down forthe purpose
offurnishingthecityofCamden witha supplyfrom the water
horizons that are interbedded near the base of the plastic clay
series of the Cretaceous, which horizons are now furnishing a sat-
istactory quality of water to the city of Gloucester. Four of these
wells are on the meadows adjacent to the Delaware river, north
of Dclair, and three directly on the river's edge, a short distance
north of Cramer Hill Ferry.

Six of these wells were put down by Kiener & Bennett by the
hydraulic process, and one, the central well at Oramer Hill, by
George H. Oreutt, who used the drill and eaud pump, an excel-
lent method for the obtaining of specimens of the strata unmixed
and in their original condition.

Both contractors have courteously furnished samples of the
borings and information ae to the details of thQ different wells
from which we are able to present the following facts.

WELLS NORTH OF DELAIR.

Three water horizons as follows :

No. 1, depth 43 foot to 61 feet.
No. 2, depth 85 feet to 100 feet.
No. 3, depth 110 feet to 150 feet.

The wells north of Delair are arranged lengthwise of a tract of
about 200 acres of laud west of the railroad, a line joining them
being approximately parallel both to the railroad and to the
river. They demonstrate that a large amount of wafer at three
different horizons underlies the tract. The water from each

horizonrisesabouttotidelevelor nearlytothesurface.
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These horizons consist of heavy gravel and cobble stone strata

and coarse sands, and are respectively at the depths of 43 to 61

test, 85 to 1OO feet and 110 to 150 iest.

Delair Well No. 1 was bored to the depth ofll8 feet.
Dvlair Well _a. 2 was bared ta the depth af 188 feet, being in gneiss rock

beIaw 188 feat.
Delair Well No. 3 was bored to the depth of 101 feet.
DeIalr Well No. 4 was bared 162 feet, ta the top of the gneiss rock.

As would be expected, there is a close similarity in the strata

penetrated by the different wells. We therefore insert the details

of the record of but one of these wells, viz., Well No. 4.

WELL NO. 4, NORTH OF DELAIR_ CAMDEN WATER SUPPLY.

EIevatian. about hi,h-tide la'_al ; diameter, 6 laahasl depth, 152 feat.

This well is located near the month of the Pensauken and near

Morris Station.

Water horlzon .......................................................................43 ta 81 feet;
,, ,, ...................................................................... 85 " 100 "
,_ ** ....................................................................... 120 " 150 "

Water rises about to tide-level.

7 feet yellow sa_d ...................................................... 7 feet.
8 " gravel and cobbles ............................................. 7 to 15 "
I_." _h_tec_ay........................................................15 " 26 "
12 " eoarsewhltesand...............................................26 " 38 "

29 " sand and gravel,/,lenly of u,ater............................ 38 " 67 "
9 " white and red clay ............................................ 67" 76 " o

24 " sand a_d _at, r ................................................... 76 " 1_0 " __©
16 " v_-hite clay ........................................ :................ I00 " 116 " ]

!

21 " Rravel and cobbles, water .................................. 116 ", 137 ", I
2 " white c!ay ......................................................... 137 139 /

" yelIowsand ................................................... 139 " 150 '_11

12 " yellawmicaeeaasdeposit ................................... 150 " 162 " J
Hard rock.
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WELL NO. 1, AT CRAMER HILL FERRY.

Elevation, 3 feet below high water ; depth to rock, 116 feet ; water horizon, 62
feet to 107 feet.

This well is a short distance north of Cramer Hill ferry, the
location being upon a meadow reclaimed from the overflowing
tide by a dike built along the river front. The surface is about
three feet below mean high tide. The following record, accom-
panied by a full series of specimens of the borings, wa_ kindly
furnished by the contractors, Kisner & Bennett.

26 feet marsh mud, contains fresh water and marine diatoms, surface to 26 feet.
Lower, 6 feet, more solid than that above.

10 " coarse gray sand ..................................................... 26 feet to 36 "
8 " yellow sand, a little finer. ........................................ 36 44 "
6 " yellowsand, coarser. .............................................. 44 52 "

12 " coarse yellow sand ................................................... 52 64 "
8 " yellow sand ........................................................... 64 72 "
9 " very coarse gravel and cobbles ................................ 72 81 "
1 foot white clay .............................................................. 81 82 "

7 feet very coarse gravel ................................................. ., 82 89 "
1 foot white clay .............................................................. 89 90 "

_7feetesndandgravel ...................................................... 90 " ]07 "
1 foot bright red clay ........................................................ 107 " 108 "
2 feet coarse gravel ......................................................... 108 " 110 "
4 " black clay ............................................................... 110 " 114 "
1 foot sand and mica ......................................................... 114 " 115 "

1 " soft micaceous gneiss .............................................. 115 " 116 "

At the dep_b of 62 feet and below, water rose to the surhee,
and at high tide overflowed, while at low tide it did not do so.
The tidal rise and fall of the water in the well was estimated at
about two feet.

WELL NO. 2, AT CRAMEK HILL I_ERRY.

:Elevation, 4 feet 6 inches above mean low-water in the Delaware river
diameter, 6 inches; Depth, 115 feet (to rock).

This is the well previously noted as having been bored by
Geo. H. Orcutt. It is located on the bank of the river about
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150 feet east ot Well _o. 1. The record as furnished by Win.
H. Boardman is as follows :

Marsh m_d .......................................................... 3 feet.
Maddysand ........................................................ 3 feet _ 6 feet.
Sand and gravel ................................................... 4 " _ I0 "
White sandy clay .................................................. 1 " _ 11 "
YelIow clayandsand ........................................... 3 " _ 14 "
Coarse white sand ................................................ 1 " _ 15
Clay and gravel ..................................................... 1 " _ 16
Light colored, coarse yellow saud .......................... 12 " _ 28
White sandy clay .................................................. 1 " _ 29

Very fine white sand ............................................. 3 _ 32
Light yellow sand, a little coarser .......................... 4 " _ 36
L_ght yellows and, still coarser. ............................. 6 " _ 42
Very fine yellow send, with small stones ............... 3 " _ 45
Gravel ................................................................. 2 " _ 47 _"
Stiff white clay with thin yellow strsak_ ................ 2 " --_ 49
White clay .......................................................... 7 " ---- 56
Very coarse gravel and stones ............................... 24 " _ 80 "
Clean, coarse white sand ....................................... I " _ 81 "
Coarse, white sand and stones ................................ 29 " --= 110 "
Black Clay ........................................................... 3 " _ 115 "

Rock at 115 feet.

WELL N0. _ AT CRAMER HILL FERRY.

Elevation, 5 feet 4 inches above mean low water ; diameter, 6 inches ; depth,
126 feet to rock.

This well was bored by Eisner & Bennett. It passed through
practically the same succession of material that was penetrated
by the two wells whose records precede this.

TEST BORING, CAMDF_"_ N. J., NEAR FRONT AND ELM STREETS.

Elevation, 10 feet ; diameter, ; depth, 115 feet 2 inches. To disintegrated
rock at 95 feet.

William It. Kuowles, of Camden, kindly iurnishes the ionow-
ing report of a test boring made in that city, near Front and Elm
streets. We insert his record verbatim, except that we omit
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inches when there are less than six, when more we count them as
one foot :

S clmen Thickness o! Total Depth from
_u_ber" Kind of Mate_al. Stratum, Surface.

1 Top soil ......................... 7 feet. 7 feet.
2 Gravel ........................... 11 18
8 Sandy clay .................... 5 23
4 Sand.............................. 7 30
5 Blue clay........................ 14 44

f Water in this 70
6 Gravel........................... 20 64 l gallons a minute.
7 Dark clay....................... 4 68
8 Gravel........................... 6 74
9 Fine white sand ............. 4 " 78

fWater in this 50
10 Gravel........................... 7 " 85 _.gallons a minute.
11 Coarsesand.................... 4 " 89

Water quaotity
12 Gravel .......................... 4 " 93 "tsage as No. 10.
13 Yellow clay ................... 2 " 95
14 Sof_mica rock................ 20 " 115

Hard bed-rockat 115feet.

TWO BORED WELLS AT SEVENTH AND KAIGHN'S AVENUE, CAMDEN.

Water horizon at 53 to 63 feet, not satisfactory.
Water horizon at 90 to 101 feet, satisfactory.

The Farr & Bailey Manufacturing Company write as follows
respecting two wells at their oil-cloth factory at the above lo-

cality :

"We have two wells, 3-inch bore, situated about twenty-five

feet apart, one of which is 90 feet 7 inches in depth, and the other

101 feet 5 inches. When these wcllswere first bored, we stopped
at b3 and 63 ieet, repcctivcly, but the water was unfit for use in

the boilers, so we had them bored to the depths above men-
tioned.

" The water is perfectly clear_ and, while we have never meas-

ured the quantity which the wells will deliver, we find that our

duplex Worthington pump is fully supplied, even when pumping
constantly. The size of the pump is 7½x 5 x 6.
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"We kept no record of the strata passed through. The gravel
from which we are now getting the water is composed mostly of
white stones about the size of a pea."

Both the water horizons noted are undoubtedly in the gravels
iuterbedded within the plastic clays.

TEST BORINQS IN CAMDEN, NEAR HADDON AVENUE 8TATION.

Elevation, 20 feet ; diameter, 2 inches; depths, 75, 92 and 105 feet.
Water horizons at 75 and 92 feet.

)'our test borings were made in 1895 by P. H. & J. Conlin,
preparatory to the erection of an armory near Haddon avenue
station, Camden. Sets of specimens from three of the wells
were courteously furnished by the contractor. The borings were
made to varying depths, viz.: to 75, 92 and ]05 feet, the sur-
face being near]y level and the el_vatlon about 20 feet. Water
was first met with at the depth of 20 feet, and again at 75 to 92
feet--the latter horizon is ia the bluish gray sands that underlie
the clay marl series and overlie the plastic clays. The water
from this horizon rose to within ]5 feet of the surface.

From an examination of the specimens the following record
has been made:

10 fee_ coarse sand aml gravel ...................................................... 10 feet.
30 " whitish or gray sand ............................................... 10 to 40 "

30 " blaekmud(claymarl) ............................................. 40" 70 "__., .
20 " Bluish gray sand ..................................................... 70 " 90 _ o
15 " YeIleu sand 90 " 1 "

ARTESIAN WELL IN CAI[DEN_ N. J.,AT THE AMERICAN NICKEL
WORKS.

(I':!evation, 5 feet ; diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 105 feet).

I(isncr & Bennett, early the present year, drilled a well on
Cooper's creek, at the foot of Tenth street, Camden, for the
American Nickel Works. The depth reached was 105 feet, water

being found in coarse gravel near the base of the plastic clays,
the stratification being mud, the same as that of the wells reported
page 108, near tiaddon avenue station. The water rises about
to tide level.
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BORED WELL IN CAMDEN, ON DBLAWARE RIVER, FOOT OF COOPER
STREET.

Bored to the depth of 95 feet to rock; finished at the depth of 59 to 62 feet.

George J. Kennedy reports having sunk a well to the depth of
95 feet for the Ammonia Works on the Delaware river, at the

foot of Cooper street, Camden. The top of the micaeeous bed-
rock of the Azoic belt of southeastern Pennsylvania was struck

at the depth of 86 feet. The record is as follows :

River mud (a few feet of made ground on top) .................................... 43 feet.
Blue clay ........................................................................... 43 feet to 59 "
Gravel, various-aized pebbles, size of peas, filbert_ and cherry

stones; water-bearing ............................................ 59 " 62 "
Clay and sand ................................................................... 62 " 70 "
Dark, cream-colored clay ..................................................... 70 " 86 "
Soft, micaceous rock ........................................................... 8{} " 95 "

This well was finally finished at the depth of 59 to 62 feet, so
as to draw a supply from the coarse gravel between those depths.

BORED WELL IN CAMDEN, AT THE POWER-HOUSE OF THE CAMDEN
RAILWAY COMPANY.

Elevation, 5 feet; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 147 feet.

To Gee. H. Orcutt, contractor, we are indebted for the iollow-

ing record of a well at the power-house of the Camden Railway

Company, on Cooper's creek, near Market street cossing:

Black mud .............................................................................. 10 feet.
Sand and loam ........................................................ 17 feet _ 27 "
Sand like Jersey sand ............................................... 47 " = 74 4, 1
White sand ............................................................ 2I = 95 " [
White clay ............................................................. 1 = 96 "

I

Red clay ................................................................. 12 =108 " I _o
White clayey sand .................................................. g _ 110 " _

Mixture of red sand and clay ................................... 18 = 128 " I
Sand ..................................................................... 12 = 140 "
White clay ............................................................. 3 -= 148 "
Sand and gravel ...................................................... 4 = 147 " J
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EORED WELL IN CA_IDEN_ ON LOT EAST OF CITY HALL,

Elevation, 20 feet ; diameter, 4½ inches; depth, 72 feet.

To George H. Orcutt, coutractor, we are also indebted for the

following record of a well put down by him on the lot east of
the City Hal1, also for the Camden Railway Company:

Clay ................................................................................... 12 feet.
Sand ..................................................................... 14 feet -- 26 feet.
Dark mud .............................................................. 9 feet ----35 feet.

Sand ..................................................................... 10 feet ----45 feet. ]
Sand and |earn mixed ............................................. 9 feet _ 54 feet. ! o
Green sand (?) ....................................................... 9 feet =- 63 feet. _-

Sand .....................................................................4 feet _ 67 feet. i _
Gravel ................................................................... 5 feet ----72 feet" J _'

BORED WELLS_ CAMDEN, N. J., AT THE UNITED STATES CHEMICAL
WORKS.

fe f Well No. 1, depth 134 feet. Water horizon 125 to 134 feet
Elevation 5 et _ WeI_ No. 2, depth 47 feet. Water horizon 44 to 47 feet.

Through the kindness of George H. Orcutt, contractor, we
have been furnished with the following record of a well (No. 1)
put down by him at the above named chemical works.

Ashes and made-ground ........................................................... 15 feet
Dark send ............................................................. 3 feet _ 18j '°
Dark brown clay ..................................................... 2 " _ 20 "
Dark brown sand with streak of clay ......................... 26 " _ 46 '* 1
Gravel .................................................................. 3 " _ 49 "

Red clay ............................................................... 53 " _ 102 " _.

Yellow sand, with _treaks of white and red clay ........ 10 " _ 112_" i_'1_'_

Whitish sand ......................................................... 13 " _ 125 "
White sand and gravel ............................................ 7 " _ 132 "
White sand with not so much gravel ....................... 2 " ---- 1341."

The well is supplied from the sands and gravels at 125 to 134
feet. They are near the base ot the plastic clay division of the
Cretaceous of this State.
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Another well (1_o. 2) was put down at the same place to a
depth of only forty-seven feet, drawing a small supply from the
three ieet of gravel at that depth.

BORED WELL IN CAMDEN_ AT THE COUNTY PRISON.

Elevation, 20 feet ; diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 157 feet.
Water horizon depth, 130 feet to 138 feet.

Gee. H. Orcutt, contractor, kindly iurnishes the record below
of a well put down by him in the basement of the county prison,
at the corner of Sixth and Federal streets, Camden :

Sand, gravel and loam ......................................................... to 24 feet.
Black mud ............................................................ 24 feet to 42 "
Chooolatoclay ...................................................... 42 " 66 "
Yenowish sand ...................................................... 66 " 88 " |

Gravel, with irony water. IDark clay ............................................................. 88 " 106 "Gravel, with irony water ......................................... 106 113 "
Alternations clay and sand ..................................... 113 130 " [
Heavy gravel, with good water ............................... 130 138 "
Soft micaceous rock ............................................... 138 157 "
Hard rock at ........................................................ 157 " J

This well was finished with ten ieetot four-inch strainer so as

to draw trom trom the heavy gravels next above the soft rock

at the depth oi 130 to 138 teet.

BORED WELL IN PHILADELPHIA_ PA., AT SEVENTEENTH AND

WASHINGTON AVENUE, IN BEDS BELONGING TO THE NEW

JERSEY SERIES.

Elevation, 25 feet ; depth, 67 feet ; water rises to within 25 feet of the surface.

This well was put down for the Consumers Ice Company.

RECORD.

Depth of cellar ........................................................................ 10 feet.
20 foot gravel, slightly yellowish ....................................... 10 to 30 "
25 " grave], bowlders, sandand mud .............................. 30 " 55 "

1" white plastie clay .................................................. 55"56 " }_i11 " grave], sand and bowlders, from which the water-
supply for this well is obtained ............................. 56 " 67 "
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The strata below the depth of fifty-five feet, if indeed not all

below thirty feet, belong to the basal plastic clays and gravels of
the :h'ew Jersey series.

BOI_ED WELL IN PHII.ADELPHIA_ PA._ AT EIGHTH AND CATHERINE.

Elevation, 25 feet ; depth, 92 feet.

The record of the welLat this locality was obtained from the
man engaged in putting down the well just report,d at Seven-
teenth and Washington avenue. It is as follows:

40 feet sand and gravel, surface to .................................................... 40 feet
20 *' black mu_]_described as river mud (?) ............................. 40 to 60 "
32 " gravel, light yellowish color .......................................... 60 to 92 "

Water-bearin 6 at 70 to 92 feet.

Certainly, all below the depth of at least 60 teet belongs to the
base ot the _NewJersey Cretaceous plastic clays and gravels.

P-ORED VJ,ELL IN PHILADELPHIA 1 AT MOORE STREET WHARF, ON
THE DELAWARE.

Diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 150 feet.

W. R. Kelly furnishes the record below of a three-inch well at
Moore ,treet wharf, on the Delaware river, put down tot the
Baugh t_hosphate Company :

6 feet filled-ln ear h ................................................................ 6 feet.
40 feet bIack river mud ........................................... 4 feet to 46 "
5 feet etilI, dark clay ............................................. 46 " 51 "
7 feet coarse gravel, pebbles large as walnuts ; water

irony ....................................................... 51 " 58 " d
50 feet stiff, red clay ............................................... 58 " 108 " =O
8 feet shil'tln 6 sand, with water .............................. 108 " 116 ,4 oo

19 feet sand and e ay ...................................... 116 " 135 "
7 feet yellow clay .................................................. 135 " 142 "
8 feet coarse gravel, size of peas and chestnuts ;

water ........................................................ 142 " 150 4,
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The water rises about to tide level. The strata below 51 feet,
and probably below 46 feet in depth, belong to the bass of the
:New Jersey Cretaceous.

BORING AT POINT BREEZE GAS WORKS_ PHILADELPHIA.

]Elevation, 25 feet; depth, 96 feet.

Some years since there was a boring made opposite the lower
end of the retort house, at the Point Breeze gas works, Philadel-
phia_ on the eastern side of the Schuylkill river, two and one.half
miles northwest of the well at the navy yard noticed on another
page. We have been informed that the following succession of
strata was passed through :

10 feet gravel .............................. :......................................... 10 feet.
40 " sand .............................................................. 10 feet to 50 "

16 " clay ............................................................... 50 66 " ) _

10 " white sand ..................................................... 66 " Y6 " _ 2o20 " gravel ............................................................ 76 96 " _ _

From the evidence presented by other well sections, some of
which are noted in this report, we should regard all the beds
below at least the depth of .50feet to be Cretaceous, and to rep-
resent the gravels and clays of the New Jersey plastic clay series.

_ORED WELL AT THE ATLANTIC REFINERY, POINT BREEZE_ PHIL-
ADELPHIA.

]Elevation, 10 feet; depth, 56 feet.

Through the courtesy of the president and secretary of the
Atlantic Refining Company, we have received a series of the bor-
ings, from which we make the following record :

(a) Yellowish, loamy clay .................................................................. 8 feet.
(b) Darker, sandy clay ....................................................... 8 feet to 10 feet.
(c) Heavy gravel, same color as b........................................ i0 " 18 "
(d) Heavy gravel, yellowish, as a........................................ 18 " 25 "
Dark clay ........................................................................... 25 " 33 "
Brownish clay .................................................................... 33 45 "
Brownish sand, with water ................................................. 45 " 56 "

8 GEO
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Microscopic examination of all the clays in the above well was
made, resulting in not finding either diatoms, sponge spicules or
other micro-organisms.

ARTESIAN BORI_G AT THE U. S. NAVY YARD, LEAGUE ISLAND,
PHILADELPHIA.

DeptI] to gneiss rock ........................................................................ 270 feet.
Depth in _nelss rock .................................... _................................... 180 "

Total depth ........................................................................... 450 "
Boring not yet completed.

A well has been bored at the United States Navy Yard at
Philadelphia. The location is upon League Island, at the junc-
tion of the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers. The work was done

by P. tL & J. Conlin, who carefully saved and presented a very
full series of the borings taken every few feet to the rock, which
was met with at the depth of 260 feet. The borings were taken
less frerlueutly afterward.

The section, as revealed by the borings, is as follows :
Marsh mud, alluvium .......................................................... to 19 feet.
Fine gravel .............................................................. 19 feet to 40 feet.
Heavy gravel as large as shellbarks ........................... 40 " 50 "
Coarse grovel .......................................................... 50 " 55 "
Coarse sand and gravel with some bluish white clay... 55 " 66 "
Sand and gravel ....................................................... 66 " 83 "
White clay, tough .................................................... 83 " 85 "
Red and motEed clay, tough ...................................... 85 " 110 "
White, coarse sandy clay .......................................... 110 " 140 "
_,Iedium sand, wh_tlsb ............................................... 140 " 148 "

Coarse heavy grave] ................................................. 148 " 155 "
._Iedium m_md,whitish ......................................... '.....155 " 162 "
White clay .............................................................. 162 " 178 " rO_"
Whi_{sh sand, medium flue ....................................... 178 " 195 "
Yellowish white sand, coarser .................................... 195 " 205 "
Very heavy gravel, cobble, &c.................................. 205 " 225 "
Coarse sand, gravel and some cobbles, bluish white......225 " 245 "
Very clayey sand, yellowish ...................................... 245 " 260 "
Dark gray mlsaceou_ rock, soft ................................. 260 " 290 "
Dark _ray misacecu_ rock, hard ................................. 290 " 450 "

The stratigraphical position and the lithological character of all
the hods below the depth of 50 feet to the top of the micaeeous
gneie_ at 260 feet, clearly shows that they belong to the plastic
clay_ and interbedded gravels that form the basal beds of the
Raritan division of the Cretaceous series in :New Jersey. To th_
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writer it seems probable that the heavy cobblestone gravels at
150 and 200 feet represent that division of the Cretaceous known
in Maryland and Virginia as the Potomac.

Water horizons were found in the Oretaceous gravels and sands

which are the equivalent of horizons used for water-supply in
southeastern Philadelphia, and near the Delaware river ia the
adjacent parts of New Jersey. These, however, were not utilized,
the desire being to develop a deep rock well.

It may be noticed that the depth to rock is 260 feet, and that,
about 3½ miles W.S.W., in the well reported below on Hog
Island, the depth thereto is but 206 feet.

This well is not yet completed, and the boring is still being
continued in the mieaeeous rock belt of Southeastern Pennsyl-
vania.

BORED WELL O_ HOG ISLAND_ DELAWARE RIVER.

Depth to gneiss ........................................................... 208 feet.

Depth in gneiss ........................................................... 248 "

Total depth ........................................................ 456 "

About the year 1885 a well was bored on the property of E.
N. Black, on Black's, or Hog Island, on the Pennsylvania side of
the Delaware river, below the mouth of the Schuylkill, and but
a short distance south ot Fort Mifflin. This island is now sep-
arated from the mainland by a narrow and shallow, unnavigable
channel, which during the Revolutionary War was large enough
to permit vessels to enter ; and, in fact, two British war vessels
did then enter and remain for a considerable time. Since then

the Delaware's main channel has deepened on the New Jersey
side, and the old back channel has largely filled up with al-
luvium.

Incidentally, in the course of a communication upon another
subject, by Aubrey it. Smith, before the Academy of Natural
Sciences, of Philadelphia, the record of tllis well was introduced.
We copy the same from the Academy's proceedings for 1886,
page 254, with the addition on the right of the present author's
interpretation oi its geology :
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Blue alluvium .................................... 45 feet = 45 fe,,et. } Recent.Sand .................................................. 1 " = 46

Blue alluvium .................................... 33 " = 79 " }Gravel ............................................... 6 " = 85 " Age?
White clay ......................................... 2 " _ 87 " /
Beach sand ........................................ 47 " _ 184 " |

Gravel .............................................. 10 " _ 144 " [ Cretaceous.
Clay ................................................... 3 " _ 147 " _-_ Plastic clay
Red gravel .......................................... 6 " _ 153 " ' series.
White gravel and sand ........................ 17 " _ 170 " I
Beach sand and gravel ........................ 38 " _ 208 " J
Decomposed gneiss (mica) .................. 20 " _ 228 "
Gneias rock ........................................ 228 " _456 "

The writer was present at the time the communicatio nwas

made, and calls to mind especially the fact that the gravels from

the lower part of the unconsolidated strata contained large peb-

bles, some of which were the size of hens' eggs and lai'ger. In

view of the fact now known, that such gravels occur iu well-

borings in Cretaceous beds along the river to the northward,

both in Philadelphia and in Camden and vicinity, we confidently

refer all below the depth of 87 feet to that age, and it may be

that a considerable portion between 46 and 87 feet should be

included. A well at the Philadelphia Navy-yard, on League

Island, near by, on the north, entered the Cretaceous clays at

about 50 feet. (See preceding record.)

Whether the sample of the borings under consideration are

still preserved i_ not known, but it would be desirable to verify
the character of the second, so-called "blue alluvium," of the

record. A stratum that could be so designated has not been

reported at the navy-yard. If a true alluvium, it would have an

interesting bearing upon the history of the river.

ARTFSIAH V:ELLS A_ JORDANTOWN, FOR THE MERCHANTVILLE
WATER COMPANY.

Elevation, I0 feet or less ; diameter, 6 inches; depth, 124 to to 141 feet.
Flow of each well, 100 gallons a minute.

S 58 to 78 feet not used.
Water horizons, _.120 to 140 feet utilized.
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In the early summer, four artesian wells were put down for
the Merehantville Water Company, at their pumping-station, on
the west side of the south branch of the Pensaukeu, and near
Jordanville.

These wells are situated on the meadows or level flood plain
of a small tributary of the South Branch, the surface being but
a few feet above tide-water. Kisner & Bennett, who sank the

wells, have kindly furnished records and data respecting them,
which we incorporate below. Specimens of the strata, also, were
furnished.

The wells are arranged on an S-shaped line, at intervals of 125
feet. Their depths are as follows: No. 1, 128 feet; No. 2, 129
feet; No. 3, 124 feet, and No. 4, 141 feet. The casing of each
well is six inches in diameter, and each is finished at the bottom
with a 4_-ineh double strainer, 20 feet long.

Each well overflows at the surface, at the rate of 100 gallons
per minute, and each was tested by pumping to the capacity of
the pump employed, 200 gallons per minute, without apparently
diminishing the supply.

Two water-bearing sands were found--the higher one is a
somewhat whitish sand, between the depths of 58 and 78 feet,
from which the water was somewhat irony, and for this reason
was cased off--the lower one was utilized and is in a yellowish sand
mixed with coarse pebbles the size of peas ; the top of this horizon
was met with at the depth of about 120 feet and was about 20
feet in thickness. Well _o. 4 reached the base of this sand,
where it was found to rest on white clay; neither of the other
wells penetrated to its base. The water is clear and palatable
and free from irony or other unpleasant taste. It is said an
analysis has been made, the result of which is highly satisfactory.
The water will rise about five feet above the surface when an

additional length of casing is added to the top. Inasmuch as the
water in the wells bored north of Delair for the supply of the city
of Camden rises only to about tide level, and as the water in the
wells now under consideration clearly rises to a greater height,
the writer deems it probable the horizon of the latter wells is
higher stratigraphieally than either of the three horizons noted
in this report respecting the former wells.
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Geologb_al Notez,

The banks of the Peusaukeu rise rather steeply from the loca-
tion of these wells to about forty feet above tide, aud thence rise
towards Merehantvine very gradually to about eighty feet. The
strata exhibited in the surface bed belong to the Pensauken
formation. Both the usual phases are exhibited, viz.: The
underlying fine sand and the overlying gravel. The clay marls,
seen at and above tide-level near Maple Shade and, also, at an
elevation of about four feet at Merchantville, is wanting in these
well-borings. This division of the Cretaceous was probably
eroded and carried away before the deposition of the Pensauken
over this location. Alter penetrating a few test of recent allu-
vium, constituting quite recent deposits, these wells are entirely
within the plastic clay series, & e., the Raritan division of the
Cretaceous.

BORED WELL -_EAR _ERCHANTVILLE _ ON THE I_ARM OF JAMES An

EAGLE.

Elevation, 50 feet ; depth, 150 feet. Water rises within 45 feet of the surface.

Some years since, Caleb Risley put down a well at the above
locality to the depth of 130 feet, of which he furnishes from
memory the following record :
5 feet surface soil ................................................................................ 5 feet

40 " mud and clay ......................................................... 5 feet to 45 "
13 " gravel .................................................................... 45 " 68 "
12 " clay ....................................................................... 68 " " 80 "
12 " sand ...................................................................... 80 " " 9"2 "

48 " alternations of sand and clay and irony crusts ........... 92 " " 130 "

The water from this well is quite irony, and comes item within
the clay marls which seldom furnish a good quality of water.
Had this well been made about 100 feet deeper it would probably
have reached a satisfactory supply from the sands recently opened
by the .'VIerchautville water-plant at Jordantown, or, if continued
still deeper, there would have beeu found the heavy gravel hori-
zms supplying wells witb. good water at Dslair, Stockton and
Gloucester. The sources of supply at Jordantowa, Delair, etc.,
are whhin the p]agtic clays which are free from the glauconitic
green sand.
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BORED WELL NEAR 00LESTOWN ON THE FARM OF JOHN F. STARR.

Depth, 251 feet.

Some years since a well was bored on the farm of John F. Start,
near Colestown, and about two and a half miles southwest of
Merehantville station.

From a series of samples preserved by J. F. Starr at his office
in the First National Bank of Camden, the subjoined record has
been prepared :

S mess.

Dep_l as marked.

At 8 feet, bro_vn clay .....................................
II 10 _l LI ................ *._ ......... *..H...

" 12 " black " ....................................
" 24 " ................................... Clay marls.

4]reensand marl specimen, depth not learned.
At 111 feet, reddish brown clay ........................
" 160 to 170 feet, whitish clay .........................
" 180 feet, drab-colored clay ............................ . Cretaceous plastic clays.
" 200 " fine red sand .................................. '

" 251 " red c|ay ........................................

BORED WELL AT FELLOW3HIP_ NEAR MOOEESTOWN°

Elevation, 50 _ee_ ; diameter, _ lashes ; depth, 375 fee_

A well was noted, in the annual report for 1889, as having
been put down on the farm of J. G. Williams, north of Fellow-
ship, to the depth of 260 feet. As there has recently been re-
ceived from Richard Houseman, who assisted in the boring, a
more complete record than was then published, and as the well
has lately been deepened by Gee. H. Orcutt, who put ia a
Btraiuer point to the depth of 275 feet and kindly furnished
additional information, we again report this well.

Stated more correctly than in the former reports, this well is
located about three.fourths of a mile north of Fellowship on the
road to Wilson's station, and nearly two miles south of Moores-
town station. The record which follows is a compilation of in-
formation received from J. G. Williams, R. Houseman and Gee.
H. Orcutt, and has been verified by a visit to the locality and an
inspection of some specimens of the borings that had been pre-
served.
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Surface sand, &c ............................ 19 fee_ _ 19 feet.
Black clay ................................. 55 " _ 74 "
Sand .......................................... 47 " _ 121 " I

Green marl ................................ 8 " _---129 " _ Clay marls. 1

Sandaudccarsawhltegmvel'with_l " _ 180 4, |
lignite .................................... j v. J

Whiteday-andgravelmixed....... 75 " _ 255 " _ Plesttcclays. J 8
Fine white sand, with water ........ 20 " _ 275 " J

The water horizon of this well is in the upper part of the plas-
tic clay series, and ia somewhat higher than the horizone fur-
nishing wells at ._Iaple Shade, Delair, Pavonia and Gloucester,
and probably also at dordantown.

BORED WELL T_'O MILES SOUTH OF MOUNT EPHRAIM.

Elevation, 60 feet ; depth, 134 feet; water rises within 44 feet of the sQrface.

Some years since, a welt wee put down for Joseph Haines, on

his farm, on the road from _Iount Ephraim to Chew's Landing,
nearly two miles from the former place. The elevation of the
ground is 60 feet. Joseph Haines informs us that after passing
through a few feet of surface gravel and about 12 feet of marl,
the boriog was continued in whitish sand, &e., to the depth of
134 feet, when water was found that rose 90 feet in the tubing.
At this depth, the well was completed, and the water has proved
satisfactory.

The horizon i_ the same as that supplying wells at Woodbury,
Mantua and Wenonah (Water Works).

BORED WELLB AT WASHINGTON PARK.

NO.1--Elevation, 25 feet ; depth, 82 feet. No. 2--Elevation, 25 feet ; depth,
92 feet. No. 3--Elevation, 25 feet; depth, 290 feet. Iqo. 3 unfinished.

Leach Brothers report that previously to this year there had
been bored at Washington Park, on the Delaware, between
Gloucester and Red Bauk, two wells to the depth, respectively, of
82 and 92 feet, both of which furnished water slightly irony, which
rises about to tide level. They further report that early this year
they prospected the well with the depth 92 feet to the depth of
290 feat. The record of strata furnished by the eontraetore is as
follows :
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Yellow sand .................................... Surface to 15 feet

Blue clay ......................................... 15 feet to 22 } 1Blue sand and gravel alternating ........ 22 " " 140 Clay marls. I
Clay mixed with heavy cobblestone,.. 140 .... 147 1 r

Red clay with brown glavel streaks... 147 .... 182 I _-[_
Sand rock ........................................ 198 .... 200 _- Plastic clays, j

Fine sand with considerable lignite... 200 " " 210 I JAlternation of sand and white and red

clay .......................................... 210 " " 290 " J
Hard crust a few inches thick, with fine gravel below.

The transition from the clay marl to the plastic clay series
probably occurs at the depth of about 140 iect. Wells :Nos. 1 and
2 are evidently furnished with water from sands within but near
the base of the clay marls. The excellent water horizons further
down within the plastic clays that arc now supplying water to
Gloucester, Stockton, Delair, Merchantvillc and Maple Shade
should be expected but a short distance below the depth so far
reached by the last boring.

BORED WELL ONE MILE SOUTH OF WOODBURY.

Elevation, 20 feet ; depth, 130 feet.

Caleb Rislcy &Son have bored a well at the toll-gate, one mile
south of Woodbury, on the turnpike leading trom that place to
Mantua. The depth reached was 130 teet, water being obtained
in a bluish-grey sand toward the base of the clay marls. The
boring was commenced iu the bottom of a dug well with a depth
of 27 feet. The black-clay marls were encountered at the depth
of 45 feet, and continued iaterstratified with sand seams to about
the depth of 117 feet.

Fossil shells, not, however, identifiable, being much broken by
the drill, were found at the depths of 45, 55 and 108 feet. The
water from this well does not become clear. It will probably be

deepened twenty to thirty feet, when the clear, clean, coarse,
bluish-white gravel found in the bottom of the well at Mantua
will most likely be met with. Both wells reach the top of the
group of water horizons at the base of the clay marls.
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BORED WELL AT THOBOFARE.

Elevation, 20 feet; diameter, 2_ inches ; depth, 35 feet.

Caleb R_sley & Son report a 2½-inch well bored by them at the
residence of Lewis A. Wilkins, Thorofare, as follows :

_urface soil ....................................................................................... 5 feet.
Whitish qulckssnd ............................................................. 5 feet to 13 feet.
Black clay ........................................................................ 13 " 30 "
White coarse gravel and water ............................................. 30 " 35 "

The water from the well is irony, but is used for the stock. It
comes from the sands within the clay marls. The location is
directly opposite, on the other side of the road, from the well

reported at DeHart's wheelwright shop (page 123).

BORED-WELL AT THOROFARE.

Elevation, 20 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 146 feet.

I. Haines & Bro., have also bored a well at the residence and
store of Lewis A. Wilkins and in close proximity to the well
already reported above. They have courteously furnished a full

series of the borings, from which we clearly make the following
record :

Soil ......................................................................................... 3 feet.
Black clay ............................................................ 3 feet to 20 "
Brownish sand ...................................................... 20 27 "
Yellowish eand, with water (water horizon of previ-

ouswell) ................................................... 27 " 37 "
(a) Gray sand, not so yellow .................................. 37 " 65 "

Whitish sand ......................................................... 65 " 75 "
(b) Gray sand, same color as a ................................ 75 9t " o@
Greenish-yellow sand .............. ............................... 94 95 "

Bluish-gray sand and gravel, with water .................. 95 " 100 "
Bluish-gray coarse sand and grovel, with large peb- [

bles ........................................................... 100 " 110 "

BlQish-gray coarse sand and gravel, with large peb-

blee ........................................................... ll0 120 "
Bluish-gray coarse sand and gravel, with large peb- 5

bles ........................................................... 120 132 "
Darker gray coarse sand and gravel, with abundance

of lignite ................................................... 132 140 "
Dark-gray coarse sand and gravel, with water ........... 140 146 "
Dark-gray sand, finer ; dark clay ............................. 146 " 152 "
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Lignite_ besides being so abunddnt at the depth of 135 to 140
feet as to almost constitute a lignite stratum, was also noticeably
present at the depths of 70 and 90 feet. This well, while pros-
pected to the depth of 152 feet, was fiuishcd at the depth of 146
feet.

The water horizon reached by this well is the equivalent of
that furnishing wells at Mieklcton, Auburn, Magnolia, Wenonah

(hotel) and Sewell. This horizon is in the bluish-gray gravels
and sands near the base of the clay marl series.

BORED WELL AT THOROFARE_ N. J.

Elevation, 20 feet; diameter, 2_ inches ; depth, 67 feet. Water rises within
18 feet of the surface.

Seth Roberts reports a well bored by him at DeHart's wheel-
wright shop, in Thorofare, to a depth of 67 feet of which he
furnishes the subioined record :

Commenced in the bottom of a dug well .................. 10 feet.
feet.

8 feet black clay ............................................ 10 to 18 feet _ Clay marl.
30 feet blue-white fine sand ........................... 18 to 48 fcotlJ Cretaceous.19 feet coarse sand and gravel ........................ 48 to 67

The water from this well is somewhat irony--it comes from
the sands within the clay marls.

BORED WELL ONE MILE WEST OF TttOROFARE.

Elevation, 15 feet ; depth1 60 feet.

Caleb Risley & Sou furnish the following record of a well
bored by them on the farm of William Mullin, on the road trom
Thorofare to Paulsboro, and about one mile southwest of the
first-named place.

18 feet yellow clay and sand, to................................... 18 feet.

80 " black clay .......................................... 18 feet to 48 " _ Clay marls.
12 " heavy gravel_ with water ..................... 48 " 60 " J Cretaceous.

The water comes from the sands and gravels at the base ot the
clay marls.
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BOBED WELL TWO ._ILES EAST-SOUTHEAST OF PAULSBOR0.

E_.evation, 50 feet ; diameter, 4 inches ; depth, 114 feet.

There is a bored well at the residence of Walter Mills, on the
road leading from Paulsboro to the Woodbury and Swedesboro
turnpike, and about two miles slightly east of southeast from the
first-named town. It has a depth of 114 feet, and is upon ground
having an elevation of about 50 feet. After passing through
some five feet of surface gravels and sands, about eighty feet of
the black clay marl was penetrated. Water, not irony, as in
some other bored wells in the neighborhood, was found in a
gravel deposit at the bottom. Most of the above information
was obtained from Caleb Risley & Son, who bored the well.

BORED WELLS IN PAULSBOR0.

Depths, S0 to 60 feet.

Seth Roberts states that he has bored a number of wells in

Paulsboro to depths varying from 30 to 60 feet. He says the
borings pass through variations in sands, and clays reddish, yel-
lowish and whitish in color. In one well one foot of red clay is
reported at the depth of 32 to 33 feet and two feet of white clay
at 45 to 47 feet. Lie observed "charcoal" in one well at 28 to

80 feet, and in another at 38 to 40 feet. The water horizon at
the bottom is a coarse gravel, which must be within the plastic
clays, as none of the black clay occurs here that has been found
in the borings at and near Thorofare and which belong to the
clay marls. The black clay is also absent at Billingsport.

BORED WELL AT BILLINOSPORT.

Diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 67 feet ; water rises to the surface.

Seth Roberts informs that he bored a three-inch well at a boat-

house on the Delaware river bank at Billingsport, south of the
mouth of Mantua creek, and furnishes the subjoined record :

Yellowsand, gravelend clayto......................................................... 12feet.
Alternationsof quicksandandwhite clay........................... 12feet to 50 "
Sandandgravel,with somepebbles largeas gooseeggs........ 50 " 55 "
Pure,firm,white potter'sclay............................................ 55 " 61 "
Whitequicksand,with water............................................. 61 " 63 "
Hardrock....................................................................... 63 " 67 "
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The water rises to the surface, but does not overflow ; it comes
from the water horizons within the plastic clays.

BORING AT CLARKSBORO.

Elevation, 70 feet ; depth, 90 feet.

A boring was prospected at a point about one-half mile south-
east of Clarksboro station to the depth oi 90 feet, where the black
clay characteristic oi the clay marls was met with and the work
discontinued. This notice is inserted because the occurrence of

the clay marl marks a definite geological horizon, and may become
usetul in the iuture in the construction of vertical sections oi the

region.

BORED WELL AT MICKLETON.

Elevation, 70 feet ; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 238 feet ; water rises within 61
feet of the surface.

Late in the year 1895, a well was put down at the residence oi
Jeremiah Haines, in Mickleton, on the railroad to Swedesboro
and Salem. The drilling was done by J. Haines & Bro., artesian
well contractors, of which firm Jeremiah Haines is a copartner.

From information verbally obtained, and from a set of the
borings item below the depth oi 100 feet, to the bottom, the iol-
lowing record has been compiled.

15 feet surface soil, &c....................................................................... 15 feet.
45 " marl ...................................................................... lg to 60 "
5 " black eand ............................................................. 60 65 "

Mud...................................................................... at 100 "
Gravel .................................................................. 150 "
Gravel .................................................................. 165 "
Dark-blue, fine clay, sticky, like putty ...................... 180 "
Gravel, with good watcr .......................................... 228 l'eet to 238 "

This water horizon is identical with that reached by wells at
or near Auburn, at the hotel at Wenonah and at Sewell. The
wells at the water-works at Wenonah and at George Horner's,
near Harrisonville, stop stratigraphically about 60 feet higher
and_probably draw irom the upper portion oi this horizon.
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UNFINISHED BORING AT SWEDESBORO.

Elevation, t_0feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 172 feet. Probable depth
to water horizons, 190 to 250 feet.

The record of an uncompleted boring at the residence of Win.
Longacre, in Swedesboro, is reported thus :

Surface soil &e ............................................................ 10 feet.
Black clay to .............................................................. 172 " =Clay marls.

From the inspection of a vertical section of this region, con-
structed item well data in hand, it seems probable that between
the depths o_ 190 and 250 feet from the surface the same group
of water horizons occur that supplies the wells at Mickleton,
Auburn, Wenonah, Sewell and George Homer's near Harrison-
rills.

BORED WELL ONE MILE NORTH OF HARRISOI_VILLE.

Elevation, 120 feet ; depth, 402 feet. Water rises within 114 feet of the surface.

Early in the year J. Haines & Bro., contractors, sunk a well
upon the farm of George Horner, nearly one mile north o{ the
mill at Harrisonville. They furnished a series of the borings and
imparted verbally some information from which the record below
is compiled :

Orange-yellow, loamy sand .................................................... 17 to 40 feet.
Interval, specimen wanting ................................................... 40 " 80 "
Light green marl .................................................................. 80 " 100 "
Green sand with fragments of shell; numerous foraminifera

and s_.a.urch_ spine_ ....................................................... 100 " ll0 "
Yellowish green marly ciay; fragments of shell and Belemnlte8

at about 125 feet ............................................................. ll0 " 165 "
Interval, specimen missing ................................................... 165 " 230 "
Clayey marl ......................................................................... 230 " 260 "
Clayey marl at .................................................................... 360 "
Stiff marly clay at ............................................................... 372 "
Gray sand, yielding water, at ................................................. 402 "

The water-supply of this well comes from the water-yielding
sand near the base oi the clay marls. It is probably equivalent to
that supplying the water company's well at Wenonah, and which
does not draw from as low a water horizon as that which supplies
the welI at the Wenonah ttotel. F.J. Anspach's well at 8swell
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found coarse, heavy gravels, water yielding, between the depth
of 342 and 420 feet. The bottom of this well [402 feet) is probably

stratigraphically equivalent to the depth of 842 feet at the top of

water-yielding horizon at Sewell.

This group of water horizons, which, as above stated, is inter-
bedded at Sewell between the depths oi 842 and 420 feet, has

been also tapped by wells at the following localities:
Elevation o!

Surface.

At Miekletov, with a depth of...................................... 238 feet _ 70 feet
At Auburn, with a depth of ......................................... 301 " _ 100 "
At Wenonah Water-Works, with a depth of ................ 196 " _ 10 "
At Wenonah Hotel, with a depth of............................. 341 " _ 70 "
At Woodstown. with a depth of. ................................ 339 " _ 17 "

Though this horizon was found at Woodstown at the depth of

889 feet it was not utilized, because a higher and equally satisfac-
tory water-yielding stratum exists there, to which a number of

wells were sunk. These were noted in the report for the year

1892, page 801.

BORED WELL NEAR AUBURN_ N. J.

Elevation, 100feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 296feet. Water rises to within
100 feet of the surface.

:Early in the summer J. Haines & Bro. finished a well on the

farm of Benjamin Chessman upon the road leading from Woods-
town to Auburn, about one mile southeast of the latter place.
This well is upon the 100-foot contour line on the northwest

slope of a 133.foot hill which rises quite abruptly above the llO-
foot level.

The contractors courteously furnished a full set of borings,
from a careful examination of which the following record has
been made :

2 feet. Surface soil........................ 2 feet.
4 " Clay and gravel.................. 2 feet to 6 "
8 " Orange.colored sand, called l/

moulding sand................. 6 " 14 " [ Beacon Hill.
1 " "Bullhead" bowlders,_ on I

/

green clay marl ............... 14 " 15 " J

*So much difficultywas experienced in getting the case throughthese bowlders which are of quart_
ire, that one pitwas dug down to them arid a small one removed, which was one foot indiameter, and
was closely packed between three larger ones, apparently several feet in length. The casing was theY,
sunk through theopening thus made.
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10 " Light-olive green sand marl.. 15 " 25 "
10 " Clay, gravel and greensand

mixed, dark olive-grsan
color .............................. 25 35 "

I0 " Lighter olive greensand, con.
slating of whitish quartz Lower marl ?
grain and glanconitic
grains mixed ................... 35 45 "

50 " Reddish-yellow quartsase
sand, with a few green-
sand grains ..................... 45 " 95 "

20 " S_ndy, marly clay, a few
grsansand grains. ............ 95 " 115 "

10 " Reddish-yellow sand, same
saabovo .......................... 115 " 125 "

20 " Olive-green clay and sand,
_hite and red stained o

quartz grains and some
glanconite grains .............. 125 145 "

10 " Gravelly conglomeritic mix-
ture of whitish quartz |
grains and dark-blue rain.
era1 grain_, consisting of Clay marls.
rip,unite; teeth and ver-
tebra of shark ................ 145 155 '"

25 White sand and running
black mud ....................... 155 180 "

87 " Dark clay marl, misaceous... 180 267 "
" Medium sand, very slightly

olive in color .................. 267 " 290 "
I0 " Coarser sand, bluish-white

in color, with water ......... 290 " 300 "
I " Red and white mottled clay,

colored water blood-red... 300 301 " Plastic clay.

BORED WELL AT PITMAN GROVE.

Elevation, 110 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 190 feet. Water rises within
18 feet of the surface. Also notes on more shallow wells within the grove.

In the eaEy summer J. Haines &Bro. bored a well within the
Methodist camp-meeting grounds at Pitman Grove, N. J., at a
point about one-third of a mile southwest of the railroad station
The well is upon nearly the lowest ground within the area, and at
the western edge oi the grove; the elevation, according to the
eurvey map, being 110 feet.
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From a series of specimens of borings, which were carefully

"eared and courteously furnished by the contractors, the record
here inserted has been made.

10 feet. Surface coil, &c., say ............................. 10 feet.
10 " Orange-colored sand ............ 10 feet to 20 "
10 " Orange-colored sandy clay... 20 " 30 " t30 " Orange-colored sand, some

clay ................................. 30 " 60 " BsaconHill.
10 " Orange-colored candy clay... 60 70 "
10 " Darkclay, nsarlyblack ........ 70 " 80 " JMiocene(?)
20 " Bryozsau limesand, Nodosa-

rla, Echlnua spines and
Bryozoa ........................... 80 " i00 "

10 " Greeusand marl, with Nodo.
aar/a (foraminifera) and
fragments of shell, prob-
ably Terebra_ula .............. I(D " 110 "

I0 " Greensand marl, less shell.., ll0 120 " Middle and
10 " Clayey greeusand ............... 120 " 130 " Lower Marl.
10 " Clayey sand ........................ 130 140 "

10 " Clayey marl, Bdernn/_e8 and
ponderous shells .............. 140 150 "

30 " Yellowish sand, with some
clay, Bdernnite_ and frag-
ment_ of mollusk, the let-
ternot identifiable ........... 150 180 "

10 " Medium-coarse, clear sand,
with water ...................... 180 190 "

The supply comes from the Marlton-Medford water horizon at
the base of the marl series.

SHALLOW BORED WBLLS AT PITMAN GROVE.

The p_eeeding record harmonizes with notes in the Annual

Report for 1891, page 220, respecting eight other wells within the

Grove, most of which are supplied from the Beacon Hill sands of

the above section and were, according to difference in elevation,

from 60 to 80 feet deep. One well, however, it is there stated,

was prospected to the depth of 130 ieet to conglomerate, marl

being found at the depth of 96 feet.

9 otto
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DUG WELLS AT PITMAN GROVE.

It may here be noted that there are a]so within _he (}rove two
dug wells, each with a depth of about 20 feet. These are con-

sidered as natural springs by those in charge. The drinking-
water for a number of restaurants under one management in
Philadelphia is daily furnished from one of these wells.

BORED WELLS AT BARNSBORO.

Elevation, 100 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depths, 110 and 170 feet.
Water rises within 54 fee_ of _he eurt'_e.

Early in the year J. Haines & Bro. bored two wells for Dilks
Brothers, about one-hail mile southwest of the five points formed
by the cross-roads in Barnsboro. These wells are on ground of
nearly the same level, and having an elevation of about 100 feet.
Both wells found water and were finished at a depth of 110 feet,
though one was prospected beyond to the depth of 170 feet.
From the deeper boring a complete series of specimens was
kindly furnished by the contractors. The section revealed by
these specimens is as follows :

Surface soil, say ................................................ 5 feet

t_Orangecol'dsand (no specimen)............5 to 15 " _Beacon4f
-met " " '_ ................................. 15 " 39 "

Hill.

5 " _ Dark clay' n° Rreensand nor °ther micr°" }Miocene.t organisms ......................................... 35 " 4{) "

20 " Lightgreenmarl................................... 40 " 60 " I_?

25 " _Rusty green marl,lower 10 feetwith
t coarserqnart_osesandgraiDs .............. 60 " 85 " war Marl.
At 60to65feetfragmentofasmalloyster,
notidentified.

70 " {}ray sand, wJlh a few clay seams ............ 85 " 155 " "_
_elemaiies at 95 feet and at 105 feet. I

Abundance of_ce_t_ratn0 feet. [ ClayMarls.
15 " Msddy_ sandy clay ............................... 155 " 170 " J

The gray sand above noted, from which both these wells draw
their supply, is the same sand that furnishes water to the wells at
Quinton and Woodstown, and.to most of the wells in the Marl-
ton and Med_ord region.
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It is a grayish sand at the base of the Lower Marl, and above
the clay marls, and is perhaps the equivalent of the laminated
sands or upper division of the clay marls, as defined by Prof. G.
H. Cook.

It is also identical with the Quinton and Woodstowu horizon.

BORED WELL NEAR BARNSBORO.

Elevatiov, 120 feet; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 140 feet.
Water rises within about 50 feet of the surface.

We have been furnished with the following record of a well
put down for John Shutes, near Barnsboro :
Whitish quicksand ...................................................................... to 55 feet.
Greensand marl ......................................................................... to 90 "

Chocolate marl .......................................................................... to 105 "

2 feet shell rock .......................................................................... to 107 "

10 feet dark sand ............................................................ 107 feet to 117 "

23 feet white gravel wlth water ........................................ 117 140 "

The water horizon is the same as that reached by the two wells
of the record immediately preceding this.

ARTESIAN WELL AT GLASSBOR0.

Note upon record in the Annual Report for 1893.

PROBABLE DEPTH AT OLASSROR0 AND CLAYTON TO THE WATER HORIZON

NEXT BELOW THE BEDS OF THE MARL SERIES.

In the Annual Report for 1893, pages 407 to 409, there is a
record of an unsuccessful boring put down at Glassboro to the

depth of 511 feet. Owing to the lack of specimens covering
much of the interval between the depths of 145 and 335 feet the
record and interpretation then made was acknowledged to he
somewhat impertect. With the preceding reliable records
obtained from J. Haines & Brother of wells at Pitman Grove and
Barnsboro, respectively, about two and a half and four and a half

miles to the northward, and with the knowledge now had of the
dip of the water horizon reached by these wells, it may be pretty
confidently predicted that the same excellent water horizon can
be obtained at Glassboro at the depth of 280 to 300 feet. A
study recently made by the writer of the fossils obtained from the
Glassboro borings harmonizes with the above conclusion. An
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estimate similarly based on the rate of dip would indicate the

depth at Clayton to the same water-yielding horizon at about 400
feet.

BORED WELL AT MANTUA.

Elevation, 10 feet ; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 195 feet.
Water rises within 10 feet of the surface.

A well has been bored for Job Scott, at Mantna, by Joseph

Hebgen, contractor, who has iornished the tollowieg account o{
strata :

Greenish sand and marl .............................................................. to 110 feet.
Black sand ..................................................................... n0 feet to 125 "
Greenish sand ............................................................... 125 " 180 "

White gravel with water ................................................. 180 195 "

We are informed that large molluscan shells (probably
.Exog.,/ra) are found near the surface at the locality of this well
and at about the same level or one very slightly higher.

The well is supplied from the same horizon as the wells at
Woodbury, Miekleton, Wenonah (Water Works Co.), and near
Harrisonville (George ttorner's).

BORED WELL AT MAGNOLIA.

Elevation, 94 feet ; depth, 330 feet.

In the Annual Report for 1894, page 197, there is a record of
a well put down at Magnolia to the depth oi 94 feet. During
the present year J. Haines & Bro. have drilled a well adjacent
thereto to a depth of 330 feet. The record below is compiled
from the record of 1894 and from specimens and memoranda
respecting the present well, kindly furnished by J. Haines &Bro. :

Soil and yellow clay and sand, surface to ....... _................................ 10 feet.
Yellowish grave_, greenish tinge ...................................... 10 feet to 20 "
Olive-green marl ............................................................. 20 " 23 "
Dark green marl ............................................................. 23 " 30 "
Greenish-gray sand ......................................................... 30 56 "

Hard [_tratum] like lime, with shells ; these shells had
ridges on them, the edges were ecalloped ..................... 56 59 "

*Thi. _tratuca[_ [fur-_W. 1_.KC]_'_r_cordof a well 91 feet deep, publishedin the Annual
Reportf,r I'_I,._ _ i in_<.rted[crw!l._t_vcrg¢o]o:;i¢.:_l_i_niflcance_heymayhave,
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Grcenleh-yellow sand ; bottom of dug well 70 feet in this... 59 feet to 74 feet.
* Gray sand and shells, cemented together with a substance

like lime ; the strata would change about a foot apart ..... 74 84 "
Very dark gray sand, with water ...................................... S4 " 91 "
Greenish-yellow sand ; bottom of former bored well at 91

feet in this ............................................................... 91 105 "
Marl .............................................................................. 105 " 205 "
Running sand, mixed with marl ....................................... 205 245 "
Marl_hard, sandy ........................................................... 245 " 322 "
Sand, with water ............................................................ 322 " 330 "

In all the sands described above as yellowish, greenish-yellow
or olive-greenj there was a greater or less mixture of true green-
sand or glaueonite grains.

BORED WELL AT LAUREL SPRINGS.

Elevatlon, 70 feet; diameter, 3 inches; depth, 45 feet. Water rlssa within 10
feet of the sarface. Supply from within the Bryozoan lime.sand.

_V. R. Kelly courteously saved and furnished a full series of
borings from a well pat down by him early in the summer at the
residence of Jacob Kraus, at Laurel Springs, N, J, This well is
upon or nearthe 70-foot contour line of the Survey's topographical
map, and is located immediately southwest of the railroad station.
The record compiled tram the specimaDs is as tallows :

Commenced in the bottom of the cellar at the depth of....3 feet -1
Orange-yellow gravel with some heavy pebbl_ ...... 3 to 9 " "_ Beacon Hill.
Orange-yellow gravel, finer ................................... 9 " 13 " J

Orange-yellow c]ayey sand or sandy clay ................ 13 " 17 " _ Probttbly
Dark clay, brown and yellowish, transitional ......... 17 " 20 " _ Miocene.Dark brown clay .................................................. 20 " 27 "
Olive colored, clayey greensand ............................. 27 " 32 "
Dark green clay ................................................... 32 " 35 "
Hard crust .......................................................... 35 " 36 " Cretaceous.
Bryo_n lime-sand with water that r/ses within i0

feet of tbe surface .......................................... 36 " 45 "

This well is supplied from the upper portion of the Bryozoan
lime-sand.

The Terebratula layer of the Middle Marl bed occurs farther
down, at the depth of about 73 test, as has been ascertained for
another well near by, and which we next record.

*ThisstratumisfromW R. Kelly'srecordof awell91feetdeep,publishedinthe AnnualReportlor
1894.
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B_RED WELL AT LAUREL SPRINGS HOTEL.

Elevation, 65 feet ; depth, 7_, feet.

Some years since a well was put down for the use of the Laurel

Springs Hotel. This well is upon lower ground than the one
just described, and has a depth of 73 feet. A record of this well
was not kept, but receutly there was obtained from the bottom
well-preserved Tcrebratula and Gruphea shells of the two species
characteristic wherever they occur iu this state of the Middle
Marl bed, being found next beueg.th the Bryozoau limcsand
layer. The well of the next preceding record, as there stated,
draws from the upper part of the Bryozoan limesand, while this
one probably obtains its supply from below the Middle Marl.

BORED WELL BETWEEI_ LINDENWOLD AND LAUREL SPRINGS.

Elevation, 80 feet ; depth, 75 feet.

This well was bored at the residence of E. Z. Collins by W. R.
Kelly, from whom we learn that the total depth reached was
75 feet, and that a supply of water was found at 67 to 75 feet in
a loose sand, interbedded iu the .Bryozoau llmesand, the top o_
which was met with at the depth of 57 feet. Specimens of the
]imesaud from the bottom, with its usual unmistakable minute
fossUs, were furnished. The usual surface gravels and sands of
the neighborhood occupied the first 20 feet. W.R. Kelly states
that the same succession of beds were passed through as are
recorded iu the well Rt L_.udeuwold, which is next reported.

BORED WELL AT LINDENWOLD.

Elevation, 100 feet ; diameter, 3 inches i depth, 82 feet ; _ater rises within 21

feet of the surface ; supply from within the Bryozoan limesand.

In the spring of the present yearj a well was bored at Linden-
wold, by W. R. Kelly, of that place. This locality is upon the
Camden and Atlantic railroad, about Gee mile southwest of
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Kirkwood. The well is near the 100-foot contour line, or near

the top of t'he 1044oct hill, near to and west of the station. The
record is here inserted :

The boring commenced in the bottom of a dug well, at s

depth of .................................................................. 21 feet. } Pens_uken.White sand and gravel ........................................ 21 to 23
Orange-yellow gravel and clayey sand ................... 23 " 43 " )

Fine, orange-yellow sand ..................................... 43 " 58 " _ Beacon Hlil.Yellow, sandy clay .............................................. 58 " gl "
¢ Probably

Dark brown sand ................................................ 61 " 66 " l. Miocene.
f Possibly

Marl, clay and sand, greonsand grains ................... 65 " 71 " l Eocene.
,, - f BryozoanDark-colored gravel ............................................. 71 78

limesand.
Gravel containing Br_ozoa, good supply of water...Tg " 82 " /Cretaceous.

This well is supplied from the porous, sandy layers of the
.Bryozoan limesand that overlies the Middle Marl.

BORED WELI_ ONE AND THREE--FIFTHS MILES EAST OF CLEMENTON

STATION.

No. 1.--Elevation_ 150 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 230 feat.
No. 2.--Elevation, 120 feet ; diameter, 3 inche_ ; depth, 20 feet.

Daring the summer W. R. Kelly, of :Lindenwold, bored a three-
inch well upon the premises of Mrs. Anna B. Clover, on the
western slope of the 184-foot hill to the eastward of Clementon.
The well is located upon the 150-foot contour line of the Sur-
vey's topographical map, and is along the road leading from
Clementon to Berlin. Measured by a direct line upon the map,
it is distant one and three-fifths miles westward from Clementon

station, upon the Reading Railroad Company's route to Atlantic
City.

A full and carefully-marked series of specimens of the borings
were furnished by W. R. Kelly. The boring was commenced in
the bottom of a dug well having a depth of 33 feet. The record
is as follows :
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To the bottom of dug well ............................... 33 feet.

Fine yellow sand ............................. 33 feet to 38 " ]
Fine yellow sandy clay ..................... 38 " 39 " I
Medium-coarse yellow sand, with I

I

some water ............................... 39 44 " ! Beacon Hill (?)Finer yellow sand, with some water.. 44 59 "
Fine clayey yellow sand .................. 59 " 69 " I
l_ine clayey yellow sand ................... 69 74 " [
Fine clayey yellow sand ................... 74 84 " j
Dark clayey sand ........................... 84 99 "

Dark clayey sand ........................... 99 " 105 " _ Miocene (_)
Dark-brown sandy clay .................... 105 " 125 " )

No re;ore-organisms in the last
three specimens.

Grocnsand marl .............................. 125 " 132 " f Upparlayerofthe
[ Upper Marl bed.

Ash-colored clay .............................. 132 162 " Middle or ash.col-
Ash.colored clay ............................. 162 " 189 " ored layer of the

Upper Marl bed.
Greensand marl .............................. 189 196 " Lower layer of the
Greensand marl .............................. 196 " 203 " Upper Marl bed.
Limsaand, greensand, Bryozoa .......... 203 208 "
Greersand and shell, Trrebralula and

- Middle Marl bed.Gryphea .................................... ')08 " 213 "
Greensand ...................................... 213 230 "

A hard crust or rock occurred at this depth, and the boring
was discontinued, and a more shallow well (_o. 2), with a depth
of only 20 feet, was put down near by on lower ground, the
elevation being 120 feet. A supply sufficient for needs was
found, though sufficient water did not appear in Well No. 1 at
the same love!.

Geologically this record is interesting, since it shows the con-
tinuation along the line of strike to the southwest of all three
divisions of the Upper 5Iarl bed that are met with in many well-
borings along the coast in Monmouth county, at Asbury Park and
southward. These three layers are an upper greenssnd, inter-
mediate, ash-colored clay or, as it is sometimes called, ash marl,
and a lower greensand. As in Monmouth county, so here the
middle ash-colored layer has a considerable thickness.

StratigraphicaIly all three divisions occur above the l_fiddle

Marl bed, whose upper member is a bryozoan limesand or lime-

rock, of which only a thin stratum is exhibited in this boring_
although at Quinton it is developed to a thickness of slightly
over 100 feet.
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BORED WELL AT CROPWELL.

Elevation, 100 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 137 feet.
Water rises within 30 feet of the surface.

W. C. Burr furnishes the following record of a well bored by
him on the property of F. G. Lippincott, on the 100-foot hill
south of Cropwell station :

Soil ................................................................................................... 5 feet.
Loam, sand, &c ............................................................... 35 feet to 40 "
Gray and black quicksand, changed to red at the bottom.... 35 " " 75 "
Black mud ...................................................................... 10 " " 85 "

Chocolate marl with some broken shell and pyrite crust at
127 feet ..................................................................... 49 " " 134 "

Coarse gray sand with water ............................................. 3 " " 137 "

The water rises within 30 feet of the surface.

BORED WELLS AT M[DDLETOWN, DEL.

Elevation, 40 (7) feet. Three wells, diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 88 foot.
Water rises to within 13 feet of the surface.

One well, diameter, 8 inches ; depth, 552 feet.
Water rises to within 34 feet of the surface.

Water horizon at 88 feet.
" " 475 to 495 feet.
" " " 517 to 534
" " " above 552

Four wells have been drilled at various times at Middletown,
Del., for the Light and Water Commission there. Three of them
have a depth of 88 feet, while the other was continued to the
depth of 552 feet. The situation of Middletown is such that the
deeper of these borings is particularly illustrative of lqew Jersey
geology near the head of Delaware Bay, where we are deficient
in well records. For this reason the details respecting these wells
are inserted.

From information received from J. W. Jells, secretary of the
Commission ; from Gee. J. Kennedy, who put down the deep well
to the depth of 479 feet, and from J. H. K. Shanahan, who after-
wards continued the same to the depth of 552 feet, and also bored
the three more shallow (88 feet) wells, and from knowledge gained
from an examination of specimens of the borings kindly furnished
by both contractors, the record below has been made.
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The more shallow wells, or those with the depth of only 88

test, probably draw from the same water-bearing sands that are

tapped in this State by wells at Qeinton and Woodstown, and in

the Merlton and Medford region, viz., the sands at the base of the

Lower MarI and above the clay marls.

Th_ deep we]! (552 feet) draws from water-bearing sands within

the plastic clays; the water-bearing beds utilized oecuring be-

tween the depth of 475 and 495 ieet, and between the depth of

517 and 534 feet. The well was prospected beyond the last-

named depth to another water-yielding sand, not, however, util-

ized, which was t0und below 538 ieet and above 552 feet. At

the latter depth hard rock was encountered. We have not been

able to learn whether or not this rock was the gneiss rock that

undoubtedly underlies the Atlantic Coastal plain in this region.

Very probably, however, it was an interbcdded sandstone crust

of the Cretaceous. Other water-yielding sandsthan those utilized
are noted in the record which follows :

27 feet. Surface sands and gravel ........................... 27 feet. Pleistocene.

45 " Iron-colored sands, with crusts... 27 feet to 72 " I
3 " Indurated greensand ................. 72 75 _MarlSeries
4 " Red and yellow sand ................. 75 79

Water-bea_ng sand at _ ............... 90
Greenish sand at. ...................... 110
_and and clay at ....................... 110 133

7 " _'ine white sandj with water ........ 133 " 140
2 '" Black and green sand .............. 140 142
4 " White and yel]ow sand ............. 142 146

24 " Clay ......................................... 146 170
34 " Alternations of sands, clays and _"Clay Marls.

20 " Clay, with three sand seams ...... 204 224 "
92 " Interval no record, except whit-

ish crust at 275 feet ................ 224 318 "

29 " Very hard white clay ................. 318 " 347 "
S " Clay, with abundance of lignlte... 362 " 365 "

10 " Cemented ahells at ....................... 390 " 400

Red clay at .............................. 425
Hard crust, three inches, at ....... 442

20 " White sand, wat_'r.bearing$ ........ 475 495
22 " White and red clay ................... 495 " 517 Plastic
17 " White vend, toatrr.bearing'_ ......... 517 " 534 Clays.
4 " White clay ................................ 534 " 538

14 " Sand, withwater ........................ 538 " 552
Rock (?) at 552 feet.

• Wate r hori_'ou ct thi _.!act V.'el]$. Water r_e$ within 13 feet of the sttrface.

_"Thi horizon wa_ not u_cd. Water tis_ therefrom to within 20 feet of the surface.

t Water hori2,_u of the dccp well. Wat_ rites within 34 feet of the surface. "
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From the foregoing and accompanying foot-notes it may be
noticed that the water from the lowest horizon does not rise to so

high a level as from the two upper horizons. Similar conditions
occur at Woodstofvn on the New Jersey side of the Delaware,
where water from the upper horizon rose nearly to the surface,
while from the depth of 339 feet it rose only to within 14
teet of the same level, and from the depth of 776 feet to within
only 18 feet thereof. These facts at Woodstown were recorded
in the report for 1892, page 302 and, also, on the vertical section
plate 9, page 202, of the annual report for 1894.

BORED WELL AT NEW CASTLE, DELAWARE.

As we go to press, W. R. Osborne informs us that he has a
well now in process of drilling at New Owtle, Delaware, for the
Wilmington and New Castle Electric railroad. He states that
the boring has reached a depth of 160 feet. Broken strata of
clays and fine sands have been passed through. Very muddy
water occurred at the depths of 85, 100 and 155 feet. The clays
were principally either very red or pink. A large amount of
charred wood was found on top of the sand :at 150 feet. No
good water as yet.

BORED WELL TWO MILES SOUTH OF NEW OASTLE_ DELAWARE.

Diameter, .2 inches ; depth, 111 feet.
The water rises within 14 feet of the surfece.

Early in the year a well was bored at Lupton's Brick
Works, near the river_about two miles below New Castle and
near the range lights of the United States Government at that
point. The following record has been courteously furnished by
W. R. Osborne, the contractor.

White, sandy clay......_ ..................... 12 feet --_ 50 "
Blue clay ......................................... 10 " 60 " Plastic Clays.
Blue, sandy clay ............................... 37 " _ 9? " I
8and, wlth_ater ............................... 14 " _ 111 " J

We are informed that the water rises within 14 feet of the

surface, and that it is good for domestic use and does not scale
in the boiler.
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BONED WELL NEAR HARR_S CORNER8.

Three miles west of New Castle, Del.

EIevation, 90 feet (?) ; diameter, 4 inches ; de,ptb, 228 feet.
The water rises within 100 feet of the surface.

$

This well was bored for W. C. Spuance, an attorney oi Wil-
mington, on his farm near Itare's Corners.

The following verbatim record respecting it has beeu kindly
iurnished by W. R. Osborne, who put it down. The well is upon
the ridge between the Delaware and the Christians rivers. The
location is said to be 90 ieet above tide. The water rises in the
well to within 100 feet of the suriaee.

RECORD.

Yellowish clay and sand .................... 25 feet _-; 25 feet
Blue clay .......................................... 25 " _-, 50 1
Red clay ......................................... 5 " = 55 iYellow sand .................................... 5 " = 60 I

Iron ore (?), very red water ............... l0 " = 70 [
Yellow sand and water .................... 10 " --" 80 [

B

White and blue clay .......................... 20 " = 100 ! _oRed slay, water at the base ............... 75 " = 175 Plastic Clays.
Blue clay ....................................... 25 " = 200 I
Bluish sand with wood, very black, I

resembling charcoal ................... 10 " = 210 '° I
Tais stratum is water bearh_g. t

i

Red and whiteclay ........................... 10 " -= 220 " i
Whitesand, wilh_cater .................... 8 " :=228 " J

All below the depth oi 50 teet in the above record certainly
belongs to the Plastic or Raritan clays oi New Jersey, and possibly
all below the depth o{ 25 feet.

,_ETESIAN WELL AT REEDY ISLAND.

Depth, 574 feet.
Prospected to the depth of 593 feet.

Overflows 20 gallons a minute.

An artesian well was bored late the present year at the
United States Quarantine Station, on Reedy Island, in the Dela-
ware river, opposite Port Penn, Delaware, and about seven miles
almost directly southwest of Salem, N. J., which place and the
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Quarantine station are nearly on the line of strike of the Cretaceous

-strata. The well has a depth of 574 feet and obtains a supply of
excellent water from a white sand entered at the depth of 570
feet. Through the courtesy and co-operation of Dr. A. H. Glen-
non,.surgeon at the station, and of J. H. K. Shanahan, the con-
tractor, a full series of borings has been received from below the
depth of 91 feet. After careful examination of "these, we make
the following record, in which there is also included some infor-
mation received both from the surgeon and the contractor.

Interval, no specimens, described as
river mud ................................... surface to 91 feet. Recent.

Cruet, a few inches.
Sand and coarse gravel mixed ......... 91 feet to 113 "
Sand and coarse gravel, with some

clay ............................................ 113 " 125 "
D,trk sand, some greensand grains... 125 170 "
Sand. gray in color .......................... 170 180 "
Whitish sand ................................. 180 200 " Laminated

Sands and
Sand, still whiter, some lignite .......... 200 207 " Clay Marls.
Hard clay ........... .......................... 207 211
Tough clay .................................... 211 221 "
Dark sandy clay, some shell ............ 221 275 "
Greenish clay, some greensand ......... 275 283 "
Sandy clay .................................... 283 304 "
Whitish clay .................................. 304 314 "
Red clay ........................................ 814 " 318 "

Reddish-brown clay ........................ 318 342 " Transition.(?)
Black micaccous clay ...................... 342 350 "
Red clay ........................................ 350 389 "
Crust, a few inches.
Fine sand, with some water ............. 389 400 "
Red clay ....................................... 400 " 4[7 "
Hard crust, a few inches.
Yellow clay ................................... 417 " 436 "
White, red and land-colored clays.... 43_ 470 "

Fine white sand ............................. 470 474 " Plastic Clays.
Clay, variegated colors .................... 474 " 498 "
Fine white sand, with waler ............. 498 505 "

natural overflow, {}gallons a
minute.

Red and yellow clays ..................... 505 " 570 "
White sand, medium coarse grains,

with water ................................... 570 574 "
natural overflow, 20 gallons a

minute.
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This well was prospected with the drill in the same sand last

noted to the depth of 593 feet, but was finished at the depth, as
above stated, of 574 feet.

A chemical analysis of the water has been made in the labor-

atory connected with the United States quarantine service, and
we are informed that the water is "good and potable and fit for
both domestic _ind steaming purposes."

BORED WELL AT FARNHUEST_ DELAWARE, FOUR MILES SOUTH OF
WILMINGTON.

Depth, 211 feet.

J'. H. K. Shanahan informs us that he has bored a well to the

depth of 211 feet at the almshouse at l_arnhurst, Delaware, four
miles south of Wilmington and two and one.fourth miles north

of New Castle. There were alternations of loam clay and gravel
to the depth of 47 feet, below which there were encountered
various beds of red and yellow clays.

DUG WELL AT LOCUST GROVE SCHOOL-HOUSE.

Elevation, 106 feet. Depth, 40 feet.

The public school-house at Locust Grove is about one-fifth of
a mile north of the railroad station, and is almost if not quite
exactly upon the point marked on the topographical map as the
highest in the immediate vicinity, having an elevation of 106 feet.
A well was dug here since last report to the depth of 40 feet,
reaching, immediately below the marls, the excellent water
horizon that furnishes the numerous bored wells a few miles to

the westward in the vicinity of Marlton and Medford, and which
were reported and illustrated by a vertical cross-section in the
annual report for 1894.

The record for this well is as follows :

Surface sand ................................................................................... 2 feet.
Reddish loamy clay ......................................................... 3 feet _ 5 "
Clay and sand .................................................................. 10 " _15 "
Greenish hard stiff gravel ................................................. 8 " _ 23 "
Alternation of layers of ironstone and sand, containing

exegyra, &c................................................................. 13 " _ 36 "
Water.bearing sand ........................................................... 4 " _40 "
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The above verifies the record published in the report for 1894
of a well one-fifth of a mile south ot the station, on the property
of Ellwood Evans, where also exogyra was found at the depth oi
30 feet, the elevation being 90 feet.

BORED WELL TWO MILES WEST OF MILFORD,

Elevation, 147 feet ; diameter, 5 inches ; depth, 137 feet.
Water rises within 55 feet of the surface.

W. C. Burr reports having, early in the year, bored a well on
the farm of S. C. Gardincr, on the road from Ashland to Marlton,

at a point about 2½ miles in a direct line southwest of the latter
and nearly midway between the two. He furnishes the following
record :

Commenced in bottom of a dug well, at the depth of ........................... 40 feet.

35 feet fine yellow quicksand .................................................. 40 to 75 "

6 " gravel and coarse sand mixed ....................................... 75 " 81 "

20 " green marl ................................................................. 81 " 101 "
30 " chocolate mar] ............................................................ 101 " 131 "

6 " sand,wlth_ater ......................................................... 131 " 137 "

The water horizon is the Marlton-Medford horizon, which
occurs next below the marl series. Another horizon exists about

200 feet lower, as is demonstrated by the record of a well across
the road at Mrs. John Wilkins', and which was noted in the

report for 1894, the depth being 316 feet and the elevation 130
feet.

BORED WELL NEAR BUDDTOWIq.

Elevation, 50 feet ; diameter, 3 inches ; depth, 143 feet.
Water rises within 7 feet of the surface.

Henry L Budd has had a well bored on his farm, near Budd-
town, and about two miles south of Birmingham. He has fur-
nished the following memoranda of the strata, and has also for-
warded specimens of the borings:
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7 feet loam and clay .......................................................................... 7 feet,
6:_ " marl, sticky ........................................................... 7 feet to 69 "
2 " hard iron-stone ...................................................... 69 71 "
1 foot marl ..................................................................... 71 " 72 "
1 " hard crust ............................................................. 72 73 "
2 feet marl ..................................................................... 73 75 "
1 foot hard crust .............................................................. 75 76 "
3 feet marl .................................................................... 76 79 "
1 foot hard crust ............................................................. 79 80 "
2 feet marl ..................................................................... 80 82 "
1 foot hard crust ............................................................. 82 83 "
2 feet marl ..................................................................... 83 85 "
1 foot hard ernst ............................................................. 85 86 "
3feetmarl .................................................................... 86 ." 89 "

10 " shell marl .............................................................. 89 " 99 "
6 " shell bed, Gryphea and Terebratula ........................... 99 105 "

10 " black sand and marl ............................................... 105 " 115 "
23 " g_reensandmar| ...................................................... 115 138 "
2 " cruet eentainedBdemnite_ ...................................... 138 140 "

Coarse white sand, with water ................................. 140 " 143 "

The water rises within seven feet of the surface.

The water-supply is from the Marlton-Medford horizon, as

is evidenced by the Bclemnites in the crust near the bottom.

BORED WELL NEAR YARDVILLE.

Elevation, 70 feet ; depth, 159 feat.

During the spring a well was bored on the Magnolia Stock

Farm, near _i'ardville, to the depth of 159 feet, finding a

supply of water near the top of the Plastic clays. The work

was done by Stotthofl Bros., who saved a series of specimens of

the borings, which was furnished the survey through Mr. C.
DeHart.

From an examination of the specimens, and from information
received, we make tile record which follows :

Bottom of dug well ................................... 20 feet.

15 feet. Blue marl .................................. 20 feet to 85 " "l
iI

7 " Shore sand ............................. 35 42 " BaeeoftheClay
18 " Chocolate marl, sand and _ravel... 42 60 " Marls.
10 " Fine black sand and ligm'te.......... 60 " 70 "
28 " Shore sand ............................... 70 98 "

Shore Band at ............................. 130 " _ Intermediate

Clay marl at ............................... 140 ,, J Sands.

16 " Fine ",vhite kaolin clay, somewhlte mica ............................ 143 159 . _ Plastic Clays.
Sand with wa_r.
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ARTESIAN TEST WELL AT BORDENTOWN.

Elevation, about 5 feet.

Diameter, six inches to first water horizon at 52 to 64 feet.

Diameter, four inches to second water horizon at 180 to 192 feet.
Boring prospected to 815 feet.
In rock, more or tess micaceous, below 221 feet.

Normal level of water in both horizons, 1 foot 10 inches below
the surface.

A test boring has been made to the depth of 315 feet, at Bor-
dentown, by the American Pipe Company. The work was done
under the personal supervision of John A. Durst, who care-
fully saved a full series of specimens of the borings_ which he
handed to the company together with a carefully prepared col-
umnar chart_ drawn to scale and constituting an accurate strata-

graphic record. J.W. Ledoux, civil engineer for the company,
courteously divided the specimens with the Survey and also per-
mitted us to copy the record and chart_ a reproduction of which
we introduce herein. For the geological notes upon the extreme
left the writer alone is responsible. We copy verbatim in both
the other columns, J. A. Dorst's record.

Two horizons_ with an abundance of water, were found within
the Raritan formation. The first occupies the interval between

the depths of 36 and 119 feet. A six-inch casing with a twelve-
foot strainer at the base was sunk into this to the depth of 64
feet from the surface. Tests were made by pumping, the yield
being from 75 to 100 gallous per minute. The second horizon
occurs at the depths of 163 to 195 feet. A four-inch casing, like-
wise with a twelve-foot strainer at the base, was sunk into this to
the depth of 192 feet. On pumping, a considerable supply of
water was found•

Between the two water horizons there occurs a bed, 44 feet in
thickness, of fine, tough, tenacious pottery or plastic clays, which
are successively red, yellow and blue in color and at times
variously mottled in all these shades.

TEST BORINGS AT WHITE HORSE.

Elevation, about 6 feet ; depth, 84j 107 and 110 feet.

The American Pipe Company have made three test borings near
White Horse, at two localities, two and one-half and three miles

10 GEe
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respectively, north of the well just reported at Bordentowu.

Through the courtesy of J. W. Ledoux, C. E., we have been
furnished with specimens of the strata and with a copy of a

record made by J. A. Durst, who personally supervised the drill-

ing. The strata of the three wells are, as should be expected,
much alike. For this reason we introduce the record of but one

boring. This boring was on the north bank of Crosswicks
creek and near the bridge on the Bordentown and Grosewicke

turnpike. The record kept by J. A. Durst and tabulated by J.
W. Ledoux, is as follows. We have introduced the word "lignite"
several times where an examination of the specimens showed
fossil wood to occur.

ThickD_s Total
of strata, depths.

Coarse sand and gravel ....................... 8 'feet = 8 feet. "

Bluish clay ....................................... 8 " _ 16
Bluish clay grading to white .............. 3 -_ 19
White, potters' clay ........................... 4 = 23
White and red clay [with lignite] ...... 8_, _-_ 31_

White clay ....................................... 1½ = 33
Darker bluish clay ............................. 3 _ 36 Plastic claysand
Blue clay, much rotten wood [lignite] 4½ _ 40_ Gravelst
Thin alternation of fine sand and blue

clay, each a few inches thick only, _ Rariten forma-
[some lignite] ................................ 27_ " _ 68 " tion.

Coarse sand and thin clay beds, sand
beds thickest ................................. 9 " _ 77 "

Coarse sand and fine gravel ................ 25 " _ 102 "

Water-bearing 77 to 84 feet.
Whitish clay ..................................... 5 " _107 "

The clays, between the depths of 19 and 40 feet certainly, and

possibly between the depths of 8 and 40 feet, are the equivalent
of the 44 feet of clays constituting at Bordentown the septum
between the two water horizons there. The water in the gravels

below 77 feet is the equivalent of the second or lower horizon at
Bordentown. This well is about two and two-fifths miles back

on the dip of the strata from the well at Bordontown.
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Sec. lb.--Wells in the Northern Part of the Cretaceous Belt.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT NORTHWEST ASBURY PARK.

NO. L--Elevation, 10 feet (?) ; diameter, 4½ inches; depth, 500 feat.
No. 2.-- 10 feat (?) ; " 6 " " 520 "
No. 3.-- 25feet (?) ; 6 " " 560 "

WellsBos. 1and2 overflowedat the surface40gallonsperminuteeach.
In WellNo.3 the waterrosenearlyto the surface.

Uriah White informs us that he has drilled three wells ior the

West Asbury Water Company. They are situated slightly more
than a mile from the Atlantic Ocean, at the head of one of the
arms of Deal Lake and on the south side thereof, near where

Asbury avenue crosses the same. The wells have respectively
the depths noted above. Nos. 1 and 2, being on 10w ground on
the margin of the lake and of the stream running into it, over-
flow, but in Well No. 3, which is on higher ground, the water
does not overflow but rises nearly to the surface. All three
wells draw from the same water stratum, which is the equiva-
lent of the horizon at Asbury Park, the top of which is reached
at the depth of 525 feet.

After some correspondence with Uriah White, we have esti-
mated the elevation of each well to be, approximately, as above.

BORED WELL NEAR HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY.

Elevation, 90 feet ; dlameter_ 4 inches ; depth, 575 feet.
Water rises within 20 feet of the surface.

A few years since a well was drilled at the Gideon and Daly
stock tarm, near Holmdel, of which Charles D. Pierce, of the
firm who did the work, writes as follows:

"The depth of this well wasabout 575 feet. The formation was
first sandy soil and then alternate strata of clay and quicksand
the entire depth. We passed through, I believe, what you would
call marl. A small quantity of water was found at different
points below 50 feet down to 540 ieet. The water above 540
feet was found to contain more or less quicksand and it was
found impossible to separate it from the water. From 540 to
575 _eet we found coarse sand and gravel. The well is what
you might call inexhaustible, as it could not be exhausted by any
pump that could be placed in a 4-inch well. After we reached
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a depth of 540 feet the water stood withiu 20 teet of the surface,
but never raised to the surface nor flowed."

On placing this well in its proper position upon a vertical cross-
section, now in preparation, of the northern portion ot southern
New Jersey, it seems most probable that the troublesome quick-
sands above noticed belong to the clay marls_ and that the water-
bearing gravels beneath, which were utilized for supply, belong
near the base oi the same, that is, near the base of the Matawan.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT LAKEWOOD_ 1_, J.

Elevation, 50 feet; depths, 475 feet and 612 feet.

In the annual reports for 1884 and 1885, there occur notices of
a well at the Laurel House, Lakewood, put down to the depth of
475 teet. About the year 1890, Uriah White bored another well
at Lakewood, to a lower water-horizon, the well reaching a depth
oI 612 feet.

We are enabled, from an examination of a series of specimens
from the first well, preserved at the Laurel House, and from
some further iu(ormation eonta'med iu a letter from Uriah Whit_

respecting the second well, to present a much more detailed
record of strata than has appeared in former reports. The record
is ae follows :

Depth of spe¢-
mcn_ in f_t

43 Yellowish sand ............................................ Beacon Hill. (?)
50 Brownish sandy clay ...................................

75 Brownish sandy clay .................................... Miocene.
112 Brownish sand, medium coarse .....................

135 Brownish, coarse, _audy clay .........................

I_8 Sand, considerable greeneand grains. Upper
layer, Upper marl ......................................

170 Light-colored clay .................. ]
200 Light-colored clay ..................

240 Ligb.'c-calored sandstone, some I Ash marl.
greensand, slightly calcaro- [ _Middle Eocene
ous .................................... _- layer, Up- and

245 Light.colored clay, with some [ per Marl Cretaceous.bed.I
/

270 Sandy clay, darker ................. |
280 Groensand ........................... J

Lower layer,
:150 Greenssnd ............................

UePdPe r Marl)
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Depth of speci-
mens in feet.

355 Clay, darker than at 170, &c ..........................
360 Greensand ...................................................

370 Greensand, with shell (Tere. _ Middle Marl
bratula, &c.) ....................... _ bed.

390 Greensand ..................................................

450 Yellowish-gray sand ....................................

460 Yellowish-gray sand .....................................

All the above specimens were from well
No. 1. The continuation of the record for Cretaceous.

well No. 2, as furnished by the contractor, is
as follows :

Specimens not
furnished.

, ,. / Lower Marl
460 to 468 Sand and sneJm .................... _ bed.

468 to 560 Dark clay or mar] .................. )

560 to 612 Light gray sand, with thin _ Clay marls.
layers of clay .....................

ARTESIAN WELLS AT BELMAR.

Three wells ................................. Depth, g0 to 85 feet. } Miocene.

Three wells ................................ Deptb, 480 and 495 feet. ]- _re'aceoua
Two wells ................................... Depth of each, about 660 feet. J v

Kisner & Bennett inform us that during the year they have

drilled three wells at Belmar to the depth of from 80 to 85 feet,

tor which they furnish the following record of strata.

The wells are supplied from sands at the base of the Miocene.
Total

Thickness. depthm.

SOl1, &C........................................................................... 9 feet _ 9 feet.

Tough blue clay ............................................................... 6 " =15 "
Coarse sand ................................................................... 20 " = 35 "

Greenish quicksand ........................................................ 5 " =40 "

Sand and gravel, with shell ............................................... 2 " = 42 "
Rotten stone (Miocene clay) ............................................. 36 " _ 78 "

Coarse blue sand and gravel, grains sharp and angular,

with water .................................................................. 4 " =82 "

Rotten stone(Miocene clay), prospected ............................. 9 " = 91 "

The same contractors also inform us that they have recently

drilled two deeper wells, one with a depth of 480 feet and the

other with a depth of 495 feet, both of which draw from the
sandB below the true marl series--this horizon being identical
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with that reached at Asbury Park at about the depth of 400 feet;
and the same as the Marlton-Medford horizon.

In the annual reports for 188i and 1885 there is noticed a well

at the residence of Eben C. Jaync with a depth of 480 feet.

Through the intervention and courtesy of C. Henry Kain, a

series of specimens of the borings that had been preserved has
been recently received. As this well was put down by the old

process, which furnishes the earth and clays in an unchanged
condition, and thus enables us to judge better as to the character

of the strata, we furnish below a description of each specimen :

Depthof_ cl-
m¢_J,.$, in _t.

200 Light colored clay .......................... ) "]

260 Light colored clay ......................... _ Ash marl I270 Light colored clay .......................... _- Upper Marl bed.
340 Greeusand marl, dark color ..............................

360-880 Greeneand marl, lighter, with shell fragments,
probably Terebratula ................................

400 Coarse sand, some greensand, fragments of shell,
415 Greeneand ......................................................

440 Greeusand ......................................................

450 Grusnsand ......................................................

460 Greensand ...................................................... Middle and Lower
Marl Beds.

465 Light colored marl, very calcareous with acid
treatment .................................................

470 Greensand ......................................................

475 Sand, white quartz and greensand grains mixed,
480 Greenssnd, with fragments of shell ..................
480 Gray sand and water. ......................................

With the above specimens was one package of shells marked

360 to 460 feet, among which we recognize Gryph_zostr_ vetoer

and Bdemnitd_ mucronat_, and a number of fragments of a

ponderous shell, probably G'ryphea vesicularls; also a peeten.

Kisner & Bennett further report that there are two other

wells at Belmar, which have each a depth of about 660 feet, that
draw from the laminated sand horizon which is met with at

Asbury Park at the depth of 525 feet. This horizon is in the

laminated sands at the top of the clay marls.

We therefore have demonstrated at Belmar the depth to cue

Miocene and to two Cretaceous horizons. The Miocene horizon,

while furnishing a considerable amount of water, does not furnish
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at this point near so largo and abundant supply as the two
Cretaceous horizons, and particularly the lower of the two.

We are not as yet able to correlate the Miocene horizon with
either of the horizons in beds of that age that furnish so many
wells south of Barnegat. For further information about these
Miocene wells_ see page 163, under the head of Wells in the
Miocene.

ARTESIAN WELL AT BAY HEAD.

Elevation, 10 feet ;depth: 885 feet.
First water horizon, 710 feet.
Second water horizon, 885 feet.

From an interview with Kisner & Bennett, we learn that a
wellhasbeenputdown by them atMantolokingtothedepthof
885 feet. This well draws item the laminated sands which are at

the top of the Clay marls proper and below the marl series. The
bottom of the Miocene clay, commonly called "rotten stone,"
was passed in this boring at the depth of 220 feet.

A well at this locality, noted in the report for 1887, found
water at the depth of 710 feet. It is, therefore, demonstrated
tber3 exist at this locality two water horizons, viz., at the depth
of about 710 and 885 feet, respectively. These two horizons are
evidently quite constant, since they have been found at Asbury
Park_ Ocean Grove, Belmar and Sea Girt, all of which are far-
ther back on the dip of the beds, and at Mantoloking, which is
farther out on the dip. The depths to those horizons at each of
the localities named is as follows :

UpPer Lower
horizon, horizon,

Asbury Park...........................................................400feet. 525feel
Ocean Grove ............................................................ 400 " 525
Belmer .................................................................... 500 "" 650 "
Sea Girt .................................................................. 600 735
Bay Head ................................................................ 710 " 885 "
Mantoloking ............................................................. 790 922 "

We are not aware that these horizons have been tapped along
the coast south of 1Viantoloking, the wells in that direction draw-
ing from horizons above them. Considering, however, the quan-
tity and quality of the water, especially from the lower of the
two, it may yet become desirable to sink wells to them, since, in all
probability, they continue many miles southward, and possibly
entirely underlie the rest of Southern New 5ersey.
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ARTESIAN WELL ONE MILE NORTH OF BAY nEAD.

Elevatlov, 10 feet ; deptb, 813 feet.

Kisner & Bennett inform us of a well not heretofore noted in

these reports, that was put down by them a few years since at
the Beacon-by-the-Sea, about one mile north of Bay Head.

This well was tubed with a 4_--ineh casing to the depth of 200
feet, or about to the bottom of the Miocene clsys, known to the
well-drillers a_ "rotteu stone," and to the top of the mar[ series.
Below this a 3-inch casing was continued to the depth of 813
feet, when a flow of water of excellent quality was obtained at
the surface, amounting to 85 gallons a minute. On a test being
made by adding casing to the top of the well, the water rose
therein to 86 feet above the surface.

This well obtains its supply from the laminated sands or upper
division of the Clay marls--the horizon being the same as that
supplying the well at Bay Head, at the depth of 885 feet, as per
the record immediately preceding, and which is the equivalent
of the 525-foot horizon at Asbury Park.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT ,MANTOLOKINg.

Re'_ision of Record from Annual Report for 1895.

WellI_o. 1; depth,132 feet. Water riBes_ Probably the 800.foot horizon
nearly to the surface .......................... J _ at Atlantic City, in the Miocer_.

We_ 1"Is.2; de'pth, 790 feet. Water rises/

33 feet above the surface. Flow at the[ _ 400.foot horizon at Asbury
surface, 25 gallons a minute ................ J Park, in the O'etaceous.

WellNo.3; deptb, 922feet. Water rises-!

42 feet above the surface. Flow at the_ _ 525 to 5?5-foot horizon at As-surface, 60 gallons a minute ................ bury Park, in the C,retac_ous.

Kisner _: Bennett having kindly favored us with the addi-
tional data above tabulated respecting the different heights to
which the water from the various horizons would rise, and also

the amount of natural flow per minute at the surface, the record
of these wells is again introduced from the report for 1894 :

_'At vartous times, since about the year 1887, there have been
made three borings at Mautoloking by Kisner & Bennett.

"The first well was noticed in the annual report for 1889,
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wherein it is stated to have a depth oI 175 feet.* A second well
was afterwards bored to 790 feet--to the 400-foot water-bearing
sand of Asbury Park, which was here found occupying the interval
between the depths oI 690 and 740 feet.

"Still later another well was sunk to the depth of 922 teet,
drawing water from a sand between 872 and 922 feet. This
horizon is probably the equivalent of 525 to 575 teet at Asbury
Park."

BORING AT TOMS RIVER.

Elevation, 40 feet ; depth, "/45 feet.

There is a boring at Toms River that was prospected some
years since to the depth of 745 feet. About 100 icet more ia

depth would have probably iound the 400-foot horizon ot Asbury
Park.

The geological facts learned are as follows :

Coarse yellow gravel ......... at 28 feet.
Yellow sand, fine ............. at 70 "
Coarse yellow sand ........... at 80 "
Brownish.grayp quart zose

sands, varying from me.
dium fine to medium
coarse ........................... 90 " to 165 feet. Miocene.

Some lignite at 165 feet.
Gray sand, gritty, with two

clay seams, to ............... 365 "
Greensand marl ............... 480 "

Light-green earthy mate- Upper G r o e n s a n d
rial, highly calcareous, layerofUpperMarl
to ................................ 600 " bed_Blue Marl.

Light-colored clay, slightly Middle layer of Up-
per Marl bed_Ash

greenish cast, no green- Marl.
sand nor any micro.or. The base of this divi-
ganism, at..................... 635 " sionisprobablythe

Sandy material, containing Upper Greensand
layer of Upper Marl •a great deal of greensand, bed _ Green Marl.

to ................................. 745 "

* Kiancr & Beanett have r¢ccot]y informed the writer that the water furnished to well No. 1 _m_"

]From a ¢oa_e aand at the depth of 126 to 152 feet.
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ARTESIAN BORING AT BARNEGAT PARK.

E|evation, 50 feet ; depth, 670 fest.

At BarnegatPark thereisan unfinishedboringwitha depth
of 670feet.The surfacedepositconsistsof a few feetofgravel
with fossiliferous pebbles. The top of the Miocene clay, com-
monly called rotten stone by the well-drillers, was found at the
depth of 230 feet.

From specimens obtained and from information received we
collate the subjoined record.

Gravel, with fossiliferous pebbles, surface to .................................... 10 feet.
Then fine gray sand .......................................................................
Yellowishfinesand_shadeof brown sugar,at................................50 "
Yellow clayseam at.......................................................................46 "
Yellowclayand sand at.................................................................i00 "
Then fine,cleanwhite sand...........................................................
Medium coarse orange-colored sand at.............................................. 150 "
Fine gray sand at........................................................................... 175 "
"Rrownish clay at .......................................................................... 239 "
"Rotten stone" at ........................................................................ 280 "

Marl, consisting of light and dark greensand grains, at ..................... 330 "
Sponge spicules seen under microscope.

Coarse gray sand, almost gravel, some glauconite mixed, at ............... 398 "
Marl and sand at ........................................................................... 500 "
Marl and sand at ........................................................................... 524 ,e
Clayey marl and sand at ................................................................ 534 "
Stopped in grecnsaud marl at ......................................................... 670 "

We regard the bottom of this well as near the base of the

Upper l_Iarl bed. A depth 230 to 270 feet greater would probably
have found a desirable water horizon, viz., the 400-foot horizon
of Asbury Park, while a depth 125 to 150 feet still greater
would probably reach the 525-foot horizon at Asbury Park.
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Artesian Wells in Cretaceous Strata on
Long Island, New York.

Correlation with the Cretaceous in New Jersey.

ARTESIAN WELL, BARREN ISLAND_ JAMAICA BAY, SOUTH COAST
OF LONG ISLAND.

Elevation, high-tide level; diameter. 6 inches; depth, 720 feet;
overflows50 gallons a minute.

Thomas B. Harper has successfully finished a well on Barren

Island, on the south coast of Long Island, _T. Y., at the, entrance

of Jamaica Bay, the location being east of Coney Island and west

of Rockaway Beach. The well is about on the line of strike with

the New Jersey Cretaceous beds at Point Comfort and Keyport.

The depth is 720 feet, the well draws from a coarse, yellowish-

white gravel, between the depths of 712 and 720 feet.
By a test made at the time oi finishing the well, it was found

to have a natural overflow from the top of the casing, some five

feet above the surface, of fully 50 gallons per minute. The

water has since been piped so.as to flow over the top of and into

a tank on somewhat higher ground near by. The top of the

tank is about fifteen feet higher than the surface where the well

is located. The quality of the water is said to be excellent.
Records and specimens of these borings were not kept. We

have, however, been furnished, from memory, with the follow-

ing general notes o5 the succession oi strata:

Whitish sand for soma distaaco down from the surface......

Heavy gravels and cobbles at ........................................... 140 feet.
"Reddish " (?) sand............................ , ............................
Dark-colored conglomerate, quarlz-grains and pebbles size

of mustard to that of shellbarks and walnuts at............ 218 "
Cobblesat and some distance below .................................. 230 "
Whitish sand ..................................................................
"Cemented material"--feldspar and quartz........................ 495 fast to 500 "
Bluish, soft marl (?)......................................................... 500 " 5e0 "
Alternationsof sands and clays, each 15 to 20 feet thick......560 660 "
Red (?)elayat ................................................................. 706 "
Yenowish-whita, coarsasandaudfinegravel; water-bearing..712 " 720 "
Whitish clay, prospected4 fsot or from.............................. 720 724 "

(155)
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This boring in its lower portion, say below the depth 230 feet
or perhaps slightly lower, demonstrates the probable existence
and extension beneath Long Island of the Clay-marl or Matawan
formation of New Jersey, while near the base, say below 700 feet,
there are possibly indications ia the color of the gravels of a
change from these Matawan beds to the Plastic clays and gravels
of the Raritan formation of New Jersey.

The water horizon opened by this well can probably be relied

upon to supply fresh water to many of the beaches to the east-
ward along the southern coast of Long Island.

SECOND ARTESIAN WELL ON BARREN ISLAND, L. I._ Iq. Y.

Since the above was written, and before the same was printed,
and therefore of later date than this report bears, a second well
closely adjacent to the first one has been put down on Barren
Island to the same water horizon, which was prospected to the
depth of 740 feet. From this well we have received specimens
of the borings from 70 feet downward, taken every 10 feet.
These were kindly furnished by the contractor, Thomas ]3. Har-
per. With the specimens before us, we make the following con-
densed record, which is more accurate than the one given above :

lnterval, no _l_-cimcn ,, .......... Surface to 70 feet.

llrowuish _.md_,sometimes _liehtlr yellaw-
i_b :Lad _uedrzt_ _:ight:y reddish in /
ea_t .................. 70 feet to 130 " Glacial, &c. (?) _ ou

gedd_sh-b ..... d ydlo,_i_h b.......ds, / ._
b._me 2 ae_', _ve. w!th tl c ._dditiun of }i
Ltrg_ pe'3_'.e_._nico!'.'.c_,(_e.., ..... 13) "" _20 "

Whtti_hs_nd,_ ............. _20 " 240 " Trans'tiona[. 1 ]Brov.n sxed_ .............. '2tO " 260 " , | ._

l_ u "t*'w t: .,rid, _2"_r :g ; t" mtlgh., gr} Laminated I Matltwan. [ou ................ 2 " f)O0 '¢ Sands t?}

Dtrk. mlccr'ous, t,andy ti:.y, o Ignie. _00 " 690 " "Clay Marls (?) J

YrI: w_',h-_! ire s:tu2 , 2 .he, it 7-] to 72% _ Upper part of Plus-

• _ ticclaysandgrav- S Rarltan.v.,Ltcr-_ ._r_r._,............. 690 " 740 " sis. J

On comparing the specimens from this boring with a very full
series of specimens from the deepest boring (1,.'321feet)at Asbury
Park, a record of which occurs in the Annual Report for 1895,

page 73, there is seen to be an exact correspondence in the beds
in this well below 260 feet with those at Asbury Park below 950

* A str.tmm of sand)' clay with ¢treddish east occurs interbedded at 390 to 400 feet.
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feet. A change of identically the same nature also occurs at the
two places, at the depth of 500 feet at Barren Island and that of

1,175 feet at Asbury Park. The succession of the beds from

above downwards and their correspondence at the two localities
is as follows :

AsburyParkN.J. BarrenIsland,L,I.
Descriptions. " Depths in _t, Depths in feet.

Very dark heavy clays and sands with glau._.
can//_ or greensand grains throughout ..... 1 600 to 950 Wanting.

Light-colored sandy clays and Sands, lign_e _ 950 to 1175 260 to 500
throughout ; no greensend ..................... J

Slightly darker clays and sands, notably _ 1175 to 1321 500 to 690
micaceau._;no greensand and no lignite ...)

Excgyra and other shellz at Asbury Park at
the depth of 1,195feet.

White gravel and coarse sand, water-bearing; 1
overflows at Barren Island 50 gallons a It 690 to 740
minute fromeach of the two six-inch wells [
there ..................................................... J

This water horizon was not reached at Asbury Park, the bor-

ing not having been continued far enough. It probably occurs
there at the depth say, of 1,360 to 1,425 feet. The whitish color
of the sands and gravels of the Barren Island wells in which this

horizon occurs may be described as very slightly yellowish-
white in contrast with the color of all the sands that occur above,
say between the depths of 260 and 690 feet. These latter are

either dead-white or very slightly bluish-white in cast. The
same change in shade is characteristic of the continuation of the

beds southwestward into New Jersey, as has been observed by
the writer in borings furnished him from various wells in the

neighborhood of Camden. In the latter region this change in
the color of the gravel and sands marks the change from the
Clay marls to the Plastic Clay series, or in other words from the
Metawan to the Raritan formation. Both of these are Cre-

taceous and occurin the order just named below the beds of the

Marl or true greensand series, which latter are entirely wanting
in the Barren Island section.

In this connection the succeeding reports of wells at Wood-

haven and at other places in the region north of Jamaica bay
should be read.
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BORED WELL AT WOODHAVEN'.

Eight miles (?) N. N. E. from Barren Island.
Elevation, 85.6; Depth, 577 feet.

During the fall and winter oi 1888 and 1889 a well was bored

at Woodhaven, of which records of the strata penetrated were

published about that time by John Bryson * and Elias Lewis,

Jr.,J" while more recently that by John Bryson has been repub-

lished by I_. H. Darton. $ A full series of the borings was pre-

sented by Francis H. Luce to the Long Island Historical Society,
in whose museum they were carefully arranged and labeled by

Elias Lewis, Jr., who was especially interested in the geology of

Long Island, and was instrumental in securing /or the museum

similar series of borings from other wells at different localities
on the island.

The writer has recently visited the museum, taking with him for

comparison the Barren Island borings. On placing these side by
side with the Woodhaven borings there was seen to be an identity in
the succession of material from the Woodhaven well between the

depths of 213 and 456 feet with that from Barren Island from the

depth of about 450 feet to the base of the well at 740 feet. The

strata below 556 feet at Woodhaven did not appear to have been
reached at Barren Island. We judge from oar examination of the

specimens that the transition from the Matawan to the P,aritan divi-

sion of the Cretaceous occurs at Woodhaven at the depth of 456 feet
and at Barren Island at that of 690 feet. We give below a con-

densed record of the Woodhaven well compiled from personal in-

spection of the borings. It is not as detailed as John Bryson's

record above alluded to, and is essentially the same as that made by
Elias Lewis, Jr. On the right we correlate the beds at Barren
Island.

_,km. Geologist, Vo]. |l, pp. 156, 137,1888,Vol. Ill, pp. 214,215,18_.

tam. Journal of Sdenc¢, VoL XXXVII, p. 233,1889.
Bulletinrj. S. Geol. Survey, No. 138,pp. 31, 35, 1896.
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Degcriptton. Woodhaven. Barren lehnd.

1. Sands and gravels. [

"Yellowish-brown or " _
.._

rusty." E. Lewis, Jr. Surface to 213 ft. Surface to 220 ft. _
Light, colored, sandy

clays and sands with
considerable lignite. Wanting. 220 ft. to 450 ft.

2. Dark gray ]

clay .......... 39fl. I
Lighter col-

ored clay. 46
Dark gray _ =213 ft. to 358 ft.

clay, a lit-
tle lignite.. 60 "

145 J
3. Gray sand... 17 ft.

Gray sandy
clay .......... 10 " 450 ft. to 690 ft.

Gray sand, a _358 417 "
little lig-
nite ......... 32 " _1175 ft. to 1321

-- ft.+ at Aebury

59 Park, N.J. I i

4. Clay ............ 19 ft. "l

Sandy clay... 13 " =417 " 456 "

39" J

5. White coarse "] "[

sand, al- [ j

most gr'v'l 14 ft.
Clay ............ 5 "
White gr'v'l. 35 " _456 i, 515 " _ 690 ft. to 740 ft. +

Fine white ] [ Water bearing.

sand ......... 5 "

59 J

6. Dark clay..._ 3 ft. _1 ]White kao- | I
lin

clay..... 22 "- _ =515 " 556 " I Not reached.
Dark clay.... 16 " . !

-- J41 " J

7. Rock ........... 11 ft. --'556 " 577 "

From the data in hand we provisionally estimate the dip of the
Cretaceous beds near the base of these wells at about 45 feet per
mile S. S. E.
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The well at Woodhaven is said not to have been productive of
much water. In view of the fact, however, that the two wells on Bar-

ren Island each overflowed from a six-inch casing, 50 gallons of water
per minute, we deem it most probable that the lack of supply at Wood-
haven was due to the les_ perfect methods of drilling known and prac-
ticed at the time the latter well was put down, and that the gravels
near the base can be reasonably expected to furnish a good supply ot
water along the southern side of Long Island.

ARTESIAN WELL ON BARNUM ISLAND, WEST OF HEMPSTEAD BAY.

Thirteen miles east of Barren Island.

No satisfactory supply of water. Depth 383 feet.

A well was put down probably about the year 1876 on Barnum
Island, to the depth of 383 teet. Specimens ot the borings are
preserved in the Museum of the Long Island Historical Society.
The Pleistocene gravels extend to the depth of 70 feet, below
which there are alternations of clays, sandy clays and sands
darker in color than those below the Pleistocene gravels at Wood-
haven and Barren Island, and differing in that these contain
much more lignite, while iron pyrites abounds throughout. We
regard these beds as stratigraphically higher than those at the
two other places just named, but belonging, however, to the
same formation, vlz., the Matawan. Below are the writer's notes
made directly from the borings.*

Yellow gravel ............................................ surface to 15 feet.
Dark clay ................................................... 15 feet to 22 " Pleistocene.
Yellow gravel, eha_aing near the bas_ to buff

sand .................................................... 22 70 "

Dark clay with lignite ................................. 70 75 "

Stiff dark clay. ........................................... 75 " 126 "

Heavy gravel, with white and di_erent
colored pebbles .................................... 126 " 129

Sand .......................................................... 129 " 147

Sand and gravel .......................................... 147 " 168
Sand with lignite throughout ....................... 170 " 200

Sandy clay at ............................................. 225 . Matawan.
Sand at ...................................................... 243 Cretaceous.

Gray sand, much lignite throughout ............ 245 " 290
Dark clay at ............................................... 300
Dark clay with lignite at ............................. 350
Misaceous sand at ....................................... 353

Sand and clay ........................................... .360 " 383

*For a mole d,_t_i]cd record by N. H. Darton consult Bulletin No. 138, U. S. Geological Survey,

pp. 32., _3.
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• WELLS OF THE BROOKLYN WATER DEPARTMENT AND OTHER ARTESIAN

AND BORED WELLS IN THE REGION NORTH OF AND SURROUNDING

JAMAICA BAY AND SOUTH OF THE MORAINE HILLS.

On the lower land south oi the moraine hills, upon which are
situated East New York, Ridgewood, Woodhaven t Jamaica, Hollis
and Queens, and between those places and Jamaica bay, there
are a considerable number of bored wells of various depths,
which we tabulate beyond for the purpose of correlation with the
Barren Island and other well records immediately preceding.
Detailed records of many of these wells, describing minutely the
various strata, have recently appeared in Bulletin t_8 of the United
States Geological Survey, "Artesian Well Prospects in the Atlan-
tic Coastal Plain," by hr. H. Darton. We, however, indicate only
the larger divisions. These we have made out, in every instance,
except two,* from a personal inspection of specimens of the
borings, moat of which have been preserved in the office of the
Department of City Works of Brooklyn, though a few are dis-
played in the collections of the Long Island Historical Society.
The latter were carefully collected and arranged some years
since by the late Elias Lewis, Jr., who was much interested in
the study of the geology of Long Island, and wrote a number
of papers thereupon. An inspection of the borings thus pre-
served has assisted us materially in the solution of the stratifica-
tion.

The boringsbelongingtotheBrooklynwaterdepartmentare
in the office of the department. They are arranged in tubes
to scale, and are permanently kept in a rack in an upright
position. To I. M. DeVarona, engineer of water-supply, we are
indebted for the opportunity to examine and study them. We
have assumed it as most probable that the underlying beds dip
from N. hr. W. to S. S. E., and have arranged the wells in the

iollowiug table, in their proper position, in that order along the
line of the dip :

* The exceptions ave w_th Non. _} and 2t, and fo_ the_ewe have hccn f_ra[aheA vcltk cmp_e_ _f the
• records on file In the water department.

11 GEO
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All of the wells noted in the table first pass through a greater
or less thickness of superficial sands and gravels--the gravel
being at times very heavy and containing what may be called
cobble-stones. They then enter beds of an entirely different
nature, consisting of bluish sandy clays and whitish sands.

The deepest wells, the two on Barren Island, in the lowest 220
or 2i0 feet of their depths, penetrated a somewhat darker and
more decidedly micaceous clay. Excepting the well at Woodhaven,
none of the other wells entered this stratumj though wells No. 7
and No. 21 probably reached quite close thereto. It sbould_ per-
haps, also be noted that the Barren Island wells, before entering
the above-noted superficial sands and gravels, penetrated a more
recent bed of mud to the depth of about 70 feet.

Wells _Nos.5 and 6 are upon higher ground than the others,
being _ituated part way up the slopes of the moraine hills, and
are some fifty feet higher than the average elevation of the other
we1Is. In well No. 5 the superficial upper sands to the depth of
193 feet closely resemble the sands and gravels ot the Barren
Island wells from' the depth of 70 feet to that of 220 feet. In
well _o. 6 occurs the greatest thickness--302 feet--of these same
superficial sands and gravels that has been met with in these
borings.

These superficial sands and gravels we regard as Pleistocene in
ago. They are probably in part, if not wholly, of glacial origin.
Tim clays and sands below them we correlate with the Matawan
division of the Cretaceous of New Jersey. Of the wells noted
on Long Island, only those on Barren Island and at Woodhaven

penetrate entirely through the beds of this division, if indeed they
do ; but the color of the water-bearing gravels at their base in-
dines us to the view that they form the transition bed to the Ruff-
tan or Plastic Clay division of the Cretaceous. Outcrops of plastic
clays occur at various points along the northern shore of the island.

If we may judge from the darker color of the clays and the
greater prevalence of lignite shown in the borings preserved in
the museum of the Long Island Historical Society from the well
383 feet deep at Barnum's Islandj that well, below the depth of
70 feet, likewise entered the Matawan formation, penetrating,
however, most of the way down a portion thereof stratigraphi-
eally higher thau occurs beneath Barren Island ; the latter, prob-
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ably, being westward of the point where the upper part of the
Matawan bed approaches the surface beds.

A careful inspection of the borings from the Woodhaven well
and comparison of the same with the borings from the Barren
Island wells reveals a decided lithological resemblance in the
materials, especially in the yellowish white cast ot the gravel at

the bottom oi each. Ae already noted we find.the depth oi 556
feet at Woodhaven corresponds with the depth of 690 feet at
Barren Island.

.5ec. 2.--Wells in the Miocene Belt.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT BELMAB.

Depth, 80 feet.

There are at Belmar several wells put down to an average
depth of about 80 ieet to the sands at the base oi the Miocene
deposits. These sands are immediately below the clay bed that is
locally known to the well-drillers by the name of" rotten stone."

The writer has not had the opportunity to examine any oi this
clay from the Belmar wells, but specimens from what is no doubt
the equivalent stratum at Aabury Park, three miles to the north-
ward, has been found to contain marine diatoms, among them
Heliopelta, which the writer has demonstrated in this report is
characteristic oI the base ot the Miocene. See pages 172 and
173. Three of these Miocene wells at Belmar, with depth of 80
to 85 feet, are noted in connection with deeper wells to two of the
Cretaceous horizons. See pages 148 and 151.

MIOCENE ARTESIAN HORIZON AT MANTOLOKINO.

Depth, 132 feet.

An artesian water horizon occurs at Mantoloking, at the depth
ot 126 to 132 feet, in sands, probably the equivalent of the 800-
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foot Atlantic City horizon. See report, page 152, of Cretaceous
wells at this locality.

SECOND ARTESIAN WELL AT HARVEY CEDARS 0H LONG BEACH.

Elevation, 8 feet ; diameter, 4_ inches ; depth_ 500 feet.
Water rises 6 feet above tide ; flow, 120 gallons a minute.

Early in the year an artesian well, the second at Harvey
Cedars, was completed at the club.house at Harvey's Point. The
location is immediately adjacent to the Harvey Cedars hotel on
Long Beach. The work was done by Uriah White, contractor.

The well reached a total depth of 500 feet and draws a copious
supply of pure, sparkling water from medium-coarse, water-
bearing sands that occupy the entire interval below 420 feet,
excepting only a clay parting that occurs between the depths of
463 and 470 feet. The diameter of the well is 4½ inches and the
natural flow from the top of the casing, 6 feet above high tid%
is 120 gallons a minute. The well was fiuished with strainer
pipe and point from below 420 feet to the bottom.

The water-bearing horizon, at 420 to 500 fect_ is the same as

that supplying wells at Beach Haven, with a depth of 575 feet,
and at Brigantine, where a depth of 793 feet was reached; at
Atlantic City, where a depth of about 800 test is reached by sev-
eral wells; also at Longport and Ocean City, where a like depth
of about 800 feet is attained, and at Sea Isle City, where a bor-

ing 854 feet deep has been made. A well at Wildwood is also
probably supplied from this horizon at the depth of about 900
feet. Wherever it has been met with this horizon supplies an
abundance of most excellent water.

In boring this well a higher water-bearing horizon. 30 feet
thick between the depth of 210 and 240 feet, was passed through.
This is the same horizon as that supplying a well at the railrpad
station here, put down some years since to a depth of 240 feet.
The supply, however, from the lower horizon is very much
greater than from the upper one, while experience here, as at
Atlantic City, has abundantly proved that the lower supply is of
better quality. Below is the record in detail :
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ThicknessofBeds Intervals
(In Feet). (In Fcct).

1 Surfacesend .......................................... 0 to 1
1 Sedge mud.............................................. 1 " 2
8 Beach sand............................................ 2 " 10 Recent.
1 Old meadow bed..................................... 10 " 11

29 Beach sand............................................ 11 " 40
15 Gray,sandy clay.................................... 40 " 55
20 Yellowish sand, shade of brown sugar...... 55 " 75
5 Coarse sand, almost grave]....................... 75 " 80 Beacon Hill. (7)

40 Yellowish sand, shade of brown sugar...... 80 " 120 Miocene. (7)
44 Gray sand, very clayey ............................ 120 " 164
46 Dtrk-cotored clay.................................... 164 " 210 "
30 Graysend, l_twater hor/zon...................... 210 " 240
80 Dark-coloredclays, similar to thoseabove..240 " 320
20 Light, brownish send.............................. 320 " 340
60 Dark.gray,sandy clay.............................. 340 " 400 Chesapeake.
20 Dark-brown, sandy clay .......................... 400 " 420 Miocene.
43 Medium-coarse, brownish-gray sand, £_d

water horizon,2 feet woodat the base .....420 " 463 16i to 415feet,Diatomaceous.
7 Clay, not diatomaceous............................ 463 " 470

30 Sand, brownish on top, gray at the bottom,
continuationof ,_dwater horizon............... 470 " 500

Gsolog_l Notes.

The upper 55 feet of this boring may he classed as recent.
:From thence to the depth of 120 feet the sands and gravels are

mostly of a yellowish tint, nearly resembling the shade of a good

grade of brown sugar. In general appearance these sands and

gravels are very suggestive of deposits elsewhere outcropping in
the State, which have been named Beacon Hill by Prof. R. D.

Salisbury, and which are, at least tentatively, regarded as of

Miocene age.

The entire section, however, below 120 feet, is undoubtedly
]_Iioeene. Of this lowest division, the interval between 164 and

415 feet is occupied by the great Miocene diatomaceous clay bed

of the Atlantic coastal plain, which has been encountered in the

boring of a number of wells to the northward as iar as Asbury

Park, and also on the sinking of all the wells in the State to the

southward along the beaches and a greater or less distance inland.

It here presents a thickness of 250 feet, all of which, excepting
the 30 feet of sand representing the upper water horizon_ between

the depths of 210 and 240 feet, has been found on careful micro-
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scopic examinatton of specimens of the borings from twenty
different depths to contain marina dialoms, among which are the
usual characteristic forms always elsewhere associated with this
bed and which are not found in the diatomaceous beds of a still

later age that exist along the coast and nearer the surface.

At Asbury Park this bed has a thickness of but a few feet, but
this increases southward till it has a thickness here and beneath

Beach ttaven of 250 feet, beneath Brigantine of 280 feet, beneath
Atlantic City, Longport, Ocean City, of 300 feet and over, and
beneath Wildwood, and Sea Isle City, N. J., and Crisfield, Md.,
of fully 400 feet.

ARTESIAN WELL AT ATLANTIC CITY.

At "The Dennis."--Diameter, 6 inches; depth, 835 feet.

Early in the year Uriah White completed the boring of a well
at the Dennis, Atlantic City, 1_. J. This well is 835 feet in
depth, and is supplied from what may be termed the 800-foot
horizon at Atlantic City, and which, as is elsewhere noted in this
report, also furnishes an abundance of excellent water at Harvey
Cedars, Beach Haven, Brigantine, Longport, Ocean City and Sea
Isle City, and probably also at Wildwood. The record of this

well is practically the same as that published last year for a well
at the Brighton, but a few blocks distant. As, however, a full
series of specimens was furnished through the co-operative
courtesy of Jos. Borton, proprietor of the Dennis, and of Uriah
White, the contractor, and F. Brewer, the foreman in charge, and
as these have been studied very carefully, and also because the
more recent labors of other workers on the State survey tend to
place the division between the Pleistocene and the Miocene

higher than the writer has heretofore done in these well-reports,
we here introduce a revised and detailed record, which is the
result of such studies :

Spcclmen_.

Top to 22 feet. Beach sand, grey ........................... "1

22 feet to 55 feet. Beach s_nd, slightly darker ........... J55 " 70 " Specimen missing.* Recent.

70 " 83 " Sandy clay, contains mar/he diatoms, I 83 feet.

recent species; also _ong¢ _i. [

• I n oE_r x__:I_ at At:a_t_c City at about thl_ depth n yellow gravel with fossiliferous pebbles occurl.

Sevcr.d sh_I:ow _o_l_ dxaw w._t_r from thi_ gravel.
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83 feet to 90 feet White sand .................................... 1
90 " 100 " Clay, no micro.organisms ................. /100 " ll0 " Whitesand .................................... J

110 130 " White gravel, coarse as cracked I
hominy ....................................... I

130 " 155 " Orange yellow gravel, coarse as |
cracked hominy ...........................

J155 " 165 " Orange yellow sand, shade of brown Beacon Hill. (?)
sugar .......................................... Miocene. (?)

165 175 " Orange yellow, coarse sand .............. 162 feet.
175 " 193 " Orange yellow, finer sand ................
193 200 " White sand ....................................
200 201 " White clay, no micro-organisms .......
20t 220 " White sand ....................................
220 245 " White sand, with some lignite .........

245 " White sand, with much lignite ..........
245 265 " Gray sand ......................................
265 275 " Gray sand ......................................
275 300 " Gray sand ......................................
300 305 " Clay, no diatoms. ........................... Miocene.Not diatomaceous.
305 " 330 " Gray sand, no micro-organisms ........ 125 feet.
330 350 " Gray sand, no micro-organisms ........
350 365 " Gray sand .....................................
365 370 " Gray san_ ......................................
370 390 " Gray sand and clay marine diatoms ...
390 400 " Gray sand ......................................
400 425 " Clay marine dlatar_s and sponge spl-

ct_les..........................................

425 446 " Clay marine diatoms, some eommin-
uted shell ....................................

446 464 " Clay marine diatom8 and spong6 spi.
_eS.......H.. ................... . .............

464 482 " Clay ma_ns diatoms and sponge spi.

482 500 " Clay sponge $p/cu/e_ and a few dia-

500 519 " Clay marine diatoms and sponge spi- Miocene.
cu/es........................................... Diatomaceous.

519 539 " Clay marine diatoms and sponge spi- 360 feet.

539 559 " Clay, sandy, diatoms ........................
559 " 579 " Clay, sandy, d/aroma, plenty .............
579 5_9 " Clay, sandy, dlatoms.: ......................
599 618 " Clay sponge #pk.ules and diatoms ........
618 637 " Clay d_torn8 and sponge splculee........
637 " 656 " Clay diatoms and sponge sp{cules........
65{} " 673 " Clay diatoms and sponge spic_d_s........
673 690 " Clay, a few diatom8 ..........................
690 " 710 " Sand and she//8 and a little clay,

very few diatom_ ...........................
710 " 730 " Sand ..............................................
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7S0 feet to 750 feet Sandy clay, no mlcro-organisms. ....... "]
750 " 760 " Sand and clay, no micro-organisms... | Miocene.
760 " 775 " Sand and clay, no micro.organism ... INn°t diatOmacemm-
775 " 835 " Sand, brownish_ water-bearing ........... j-_,,v,_o_.

ARTESIAN WELLS AT ATLANTIC CITY.

At "The St. Charles "--Diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 822 feet.
At "The Rudolf "--Diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 841 feet.

Aiter the completion of the well just recorded at the Dennis,
two other wells were put down at Atlantic City by the same con-
tractor, Uriah White, one at the St. Charles and the other at the
Rudolf. The well at the St. Charles has a depth oi 822 feet, and
that at the Rudolf of 841 feet.

To introduce the details respecting the strata penetrated would
be but to duplicate the record already introduced for the Dennis,
so constant and similar are the beds. The water.bearing horizon
reached is the same as that furnishing the Brighton, the Dennis,
and some oi the wells on the meadows, viz., the 800-foot Atlantic
City horizon, which we have so named, because that is its depth
in wells bored on the meadows and which are about one mile

farther back on the dip of the beds.

ARTESIAN WELL AT ATLANTIC CITY, AT _ THE HADDON _ HOUSE.

Elevatiov, 10 feet or more ; diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 840 feet.

After the close of the summer season Uriah White sunk a six-

inch well at the Haddon House to the depth of 840 feet, the
lower fifty teet oi which was cased with a strainer-tube. The
well draws from the great Miocene water horizon, which we
have designated in this report the 800-foot Atlantic City horizon,
and which occurs in this well at the depths of 790 to 840 feet,
the upper twenty feet of which interval is a brownish sand, and
the lower thirty feet a gray sand. Minor water horizons were
met at the depths of 540, 700 and 750 feet, which were not util-
ized. The top of the great Miocene diatomaceous clay bed was
found at the depth of 410 feet. Molluscan fossils were noticeable

at 700 teet. The well yields an abundance oI water by pumping.
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Its elevation is, however, greater than that of many of the wells
at Atlantic City, in consequence of which the natural overflow is
not as great, being but about 30 gallons a minute.

"THIRD ARTESIAN WELL AT OCEAN CITY.

Elevation, 5 feet ; diameter 8 inches ;deptb, 821 feet.

Just previous to the commencement of the summer season
Uriah White completed the boring of an artesian well at Ocean

City. This is the third well at this place. The first was noted
in the Annual Report for 1892, and the second in that for 1893.
The first well draws from sands next below the depth of 720
feet, the second from sands next below the depth of about

750, as does also the well now under consideration. With refer-
ence, however, to the present well, it may be more accurately
stated that this water-bearing sand extends from the depth of 746
feet to that of 821 feet. This horizon may be conveniently des-

iguated the 800.foot horizon of Atlantic City, that being an aver-
age depth there for the wells that draw from it. Its top is there
met with under the meadows at about 750 feet, while beneath
the beach front it8 base has not been entirely penetrated at the

depth of 850 feet.
This horizon also furnishes wells at Harvey Cedars, Beach

Haven, Brigantine, Atlantic City, Longport and Sea Isle City, at
all which localities a great abundance of water of excellent

quality is obtained therefrom.
Records of strata at Ocean City were inserted in the two

previously-published records noted above. But few samples,
however, of the first 300 feet were then furnished, and the
records for that interval were quite general. A set of borings of
the entire well, including an unusual uumber of specimens of the
first 300 feet, were carefully saved by Thos. Scanlin, foreman in
charge of the work, and prc_entcd to the survey. This enables
us to present a more detailed description of the upper or super-
ficial beds. We here insert a revised record of strata. Below

318 feet, however, it is essentially the same as has been hereto-

fore published :
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Beach sand to. ................................................. 20 feet.
Slightly clayey near the base.

Gray sand ....................................... 20 feet to 30 "
Gray sand, considerable eomminuted

shell* ....................................... 30 40 " Recent.
Gray sand, slightly clayey ................. 40 " 45 "
Gray sand,lighter in color, very slight-

ly brownish ............................... 45 " 65 "
Coarse, gravelly sand, some shell * .... 65 75 "
Graysand, finer .............................. 75 80 "
Coarse, sandy gravel, coarser than 65

to 75........................................ 80 85 "
Fine gray sand ................................. 85 " 100 "
Coarse pebbles and tough clay ........... I00 117 "

The pebbles are as large as
hickory nuts and walnuts and
consist of white quartz and white

and black cherts, the chert con- Beacon Hill(?)
raining fossils, probably either Miocene(?)
Silurian or Devonian. No micro.

organ_n* were found in the clay.
Sand, shade of brown sugar .............. 117 120 "
Sand, darker and clayey .................. 120 130 "
Sand, shade of brown sugar again ...... 130 " 160 "
Sand, again darker and clayey ........... 160 " 165 "
Sand, shade of brown sugar ............. 165 " 200 "
Dark brown sand ............................. 200 240 "

• Th_ _pecimcQ:, c,f ho_in _ _t 4¢}. 4_ and 75 fvcz _howcd small shells, much broken up by the drill.

Prol II _, Pi! liur_. Can_cr_a_or of Coucho',o_ic_l Collectionsat the Academy of Natural Sciences,

Phil_d_' i l, , A_nti! _ _" s:_J,:_ /1_ a ara, Say; Gemma ge,_ma, Totten; _rass_ trlvltatt_, Say;

.rod ,I_: ,,.:_ "'Jr.: _s'll_ _i_ry Thc_e :trc rec_nt species, such as are now living. In a very clayey

sand, t _._k.v I it -_ n, ,r th_ t_p o[ th_ we!l, and which probably was from within the same interval,

wcr,- _ound ponce _pau: • aud m_r[ac diatoms, among them Trictratiu,rl,/ea_u$, E,_r_., a form now
livin_ and a',_o ch ,r..¢ted_tic ol r_-_ut [o_il depo_hs_ but which is not found i_ the Miocene.
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Dark sand, clayey ............................. 240 fectto278 feet.
Dark sandy clay ............................... 278 " 600 "
Dark tough clay, with a few diatoms... 300 " 318 "
Sand, with water .............................. 318 " 334 "
Bluish sandy d/atan, aceous clay, with

small shells, among them Turei-
tdla plebela, Say .......................... 334 " 366 "

Sand, with water .............................. 366 " 871 "
Bluish clay, with shelis, sirsong them

Tu_iteUa plebeia quite plentiful.... 371 " 385 "
Dialomaceous clay ............................. 385 " 499 "
Specimens were taken at the depths

of 385, 395, 420, 435, 445, 450, 470 Miocene, mere or
and 492, and all showed marine less d/atoma_ous,
d/atom8 under the microscope. " especially so below

Sand .............................................. 492 " 511 " 385 feet.
Sand, fine gravel and comminuted

shell. Diatoms in clay. Water in
sand. Overflow, 7 gallons a msin-
ute ............................................ 511 " 528 "

Bluish sandy clay, diatomaceous .......... 528 " 600 "
Brownish hard sandy clay, wish

shell, diatomaceous ...................... 600 " 658 "
Specimens of clays from the depths of

520, 525, 550, 560, 570, 585, 590,
595, 600, 606, 610, 615, 630, 635,
650 and 655, all contained marine
diatoms.

Rock, 18 inches, say .......................... 658 " 660 "
Gray sand, commtnutad shell in the

first five feet .............................. 660 " 675 "
0iayey sand, dla_ort_......................... 675 680 "
Fine clay, hard, no diatoms, plenty of

shells of, &c_.............................. 680 685 "
Sand, with water .............................. 685 " 690 "

Fine grave], sand, shell and three clay Miocene.
seams, no diatoms ...................... 690 716 " Not diatomsacsous.

Alternations of clay, grovel, sand,
shell and thin clay seams, no dla-
toms ; water at 720 feet ; flow, 25
gallons aminute ........................ 716 " 736 "

Brownish sand, with lignite .............. 736 746 "
Coarse brown sand, with water, 140

gallons aminute ........................ 746 " 821 "
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BORED WELL AT CLAYTON I DELAWARE.

Elevation, 40 feet (?) ; depth, 152 feet.

Notes on the fitrafigraphical position of Heliopelia.*

Some years since a boring was made at O]ayton, Delaware,
for the Baltimore and Delaware Bay railroad, to a depth of
150 feet and was then abandoned before reaching any of the
water horizons that exist lower down. Upon learning that
surface and driven wells in close proximity and at about the
same level find water at depths of 35, 60 and 85 feet, the rail-
road compauy subsequently bad a well put down to the depth of
35 feet which has answered for their supp[y.

Stratigraphieally this boring is especially interesting and it is,
therefore, placed on record. This well was cased to the depth ot
102 feet ; the 50 feet below this penetrated a blue clay** so stiff
that the walls remained open without casing. By sounding, the
writer obtained some of this blue clay, and, upon microscopic
examination, it was found to contain marine diatoms, among
them being Heliopelta a form characteristically confined to the
Atlantic Miocene diatomaceous beds and to the basal portion
thereot only.

To the northward this form occurs in the clay that overlies the
Miocene shell marl, near Shiloh, l_. J., and to the southward it
has been found iu Miocene clay dredged up at the steamboat
landing at Claiborne, Md., on the eastern shore of the Chesa-

peake. Its presence at both the last-named localities was learned
by a microscopic examination of clays that had been personally
collected by the writer in the field.

Heliopelta also occurs at Asbury Park in Miocene clay that
[)verlies Eocene marl, the top of which is found in the well-bor-

ings at the depth of 80 feet. Heliopelta similarly occurs over
Eocene marl at outcrops along th.e Patuxent river, near Notting-
ham, Md. It has also bsen found in similar position with refer-
ence to the Eocene iu a well-boring at Wildwood, N. 3"., at the

depth oi 1,040 feet, and in another _)oring at. Crisfield, Md., at
the depth of 790 feet.

• 2, ::_; )" ,_ _ ,: POcL't_ H:!i/:[ta, Grunr_ or, as formerly cia_sified, Heliol_lta Ehrt_bei_il.
It - t di._m v • e on:y by the aid o[ a mierolcope, lfiustraSoa$, magnified 200 diameters, occur on

pI.Ltc VI, page 172 ol the annual report for 1894.

* t T! _ h:_ bc_-n de,etChed to the writer as " marsh clay, gray in color,'* whioh is its appearance

when dry It h._ .d_o been de_crlbed as sticky aad as _oapy in character.
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In all the localities above named, this diatom manitestly occurs

near the base of the Miocene, or, as the geologists of the United
States survey would say, near the base of the Chesapeak_ Miocene.
The writer has made very many careful examinations of mounts
of diatoms prepared from numerous cleanings made from Mio-
cene clays above the basal beds, "and which had been obtained
from well-borings ranging in location from Barnegat, N. J., to
Old Point Comfort, Vs., and has always failed to find this form
stratigraphically higher. Its occurrence at any locality, there-
fore, marks a definite geological horizon. This exact species has
not, as yet, been found elsewhere in the world.

ARTESIAN WELL NO. 3, AT SEA ISLE CITY.

Elevation, 3 feet (?) ; diameter, 6 inches ; depth, 854 feet.
Water rises 14 feet above the surface ; overflows at the surface, 160 gallens a

minute.

In the spring of the present year, Kisser & Bennett finished
the boring of a successful well at Sea Isle City. The total depth
reached was 854 feet. Water horizons were found between the

depths of 785 and 800 feet, and again between the depths of 818
and 854 feet. The well was finished with a strainer, so arranged
as to draw from both these water-yielding strata. The water
rose 14 feet above the surface_ and has a natural flow about one
foot above the surface, of 160 gallons a minute.

The contractors courteously furnished a full set of specimens
of the strata, and an accurate detailed memorandum of the same.
After careful study of these and comparison of the same, the
writer presents the following record :
Feet,

4. Beach sand ....................... 0 ft. to 4 ft.
6. Meadow mud, the same as

that which can be seen
outcropping on the beach
at low water .................. 4 " 10 "

26. Dark muddy sand .............. 10 " 36 "

11 f Coarse white sand ............. 36 " 48 "
3"_Coarse white sand, with

some gravel .................... 43 " 149 "
Wood and bark in the up-
per 40 feet ; wood bored
by teredo ; scarcely ligni-
tized.
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I"Blue clay, very flue ........... 149 ft. to 157 ft. A few sponge spicules.
29. _ Blue clay_ sandy ................. 157 " 172 " A few sponge spicules.

[- Light-colored clay .............. 172 " 178'" A few sponge spicules.
100. Gravel and coarse sand......178 " 278 "

Water rose to surface be-
low 261 feet.

31. Muddy sand ..................... 278 " 309 "
J Diatoms, sponge spicules and

33. Dark-blue clay ................. 309 " 342 " I cocolitl_.

28. Fine quicksand .................. 342 " 870 " A few sponge spicules.
Water rose to the surface
horizon, the same as that
supplying the Continental
Hotel and Electric Light
Works wells.

76. Tough bluish.gray clay ....... 370 " 446 " A few sponge spicules.
32. Tough bluish-grayclay ....... 446 " 478 " Diatoms.

Lighter in shade.
2. Rock (2 ft. 6 in.l, say ......... 478 480 "

10. Sand and shell .................. 480 490 "
34. Clay and shell ................... 490 524 " Diatoms and sponge spicules.
6. Quicksand ........................ 524 530 "

12. Dark-brown clay ............... 530 542 " Sponge spicules and diatoms.
38. Greenish marly sand ......... 542 580 "
40. Greenish clay .................... 580 620 " Diatoms, Actlnocychua, &c.

Dark-brownish clay ........... 620 638 " Diatoms, Actlnoptychua, &c.
Dark-brownish clay .......... 638 657 " Diatoms.

82._ Dark-brownish clay ........... 657 677 " A few diatoms.
/

"lDark.brownishclay, sandy,677 " 702 " Diatoms, a few.

'Dark sand, clayey .............. 702 707 "

Dark-brown clay ............... 707 713 " No micro-organisms.

79. Brownish muddy sand ....... 713 730 " No micro-organisms.
Brownish fine sand ............ 730 749 "
Brownish sand .................. 749 768 "
Sand, muddy ..................... 768 781 "

Sand, watn'.bearing ............ 781 800 "

Muddy sand ..................... 800 818 "
73.. Coarse sand, water bearing...818 833 "

| Fine _and, war,r-bearing.....833 849 "
I Brown sand, water.bearing...849 854 "

The water horizon utilized by this well is the equivalent oi
what, for convenience, may be called the 800-foot horizon at
Atlantic City. A higher horizon was observed, while boring,
between the depths of 342 and 370 feet. This is the same as
that which supplies two wells formerly put down at this locality,
one of which, at the Continental hotel, was noted, in the report for
1888, as having reached a depth of 880 feet, and the other, at the
Electric Light works, was noted, in the report for 1890, as having
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attained a depth of 464 feet, the flaw, however, being stated to
come from 350 to 390 feet.

It will be noticed that the great Miocene diatom clay-bed of
the Atlantic coastal plain was here again pierced, as has been the
case with all wells in Miocene strata along the New Jersey coast
south of :Barnegat.

Diatoms were found in every clay specimen, twenty in number,
from the depth of 309 to that of 702 feet, a thickness of nearly
400 leer. The same thickness has been observed by the writer
at Wildwood, N. J., and at Crisfield, Md.

ARTESIAN WELL NO. 4_ AT MILFORD, DELAWARE.

Elevation, 5 feet ; diameter, 10 inches ; depth 244 feet.

Correlation with wells Nes. l, 2 and 3, noted in the Annual Report fJr 1891.
Three water horizons.

First herizm at the depth eL .......................................................... 30 feet
Second horlzgn between the depths of. .......................... 145 feet and 160 "

Third horizon between the depths of. ............................ 207 " " 228 "

J. H. K. Shauahan, oi Easton, l_Id., reports having bored a well
the past year at Milford, Delaware_ to the depth oi 244 feet_
obtaining a good quality and quantity of water from between the
depths of 207 and 228 feet. This is the fourth well that has

been put down at Milford for the Light and Water Commission
there. The three former wells were reported in detail and
illustrated in the annual report for 1891, pages 227 to 230.

The wells are all situated on the south bank oi the Mispillion
creek, near the head of tidewater, which here rises and falls
about 4 feet. The ground rises gradually item the stream, the
area occupied by the water plant being from 2 to 5 feet above
high water.

Certain factors common to all these wells may be tabulated
thus :

Size of E]cvatlonof Rise of Pumpln Capacity
Well. Casing. Depth. Surface. Water. pcxgHour.

No.l, 6 inches.....160 feet ...... 5 feet.....2 feet above surfice......4,000 gallons.
No. 2, 6 " ...... 150 " ...... 2 " ...... 5 ...... 4000 "

No. 3, 6 " ..... 34 " ...... 5 " ...... Just to surface ............... 3,000 "

No. 4, 10 ..... 244 " ...... -- " ...... Large overflow when not pumping.

The illustrated record of 1891 is here reproduced as far as to
the depth then attained oi 160 ieet, below which we add the
record ior the remainder of the section as revealed by this (No.
•4) well :

12 oEo
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Tll IC]_NF,_*. I, BEDS.
NOT_'SMADI_ my

Gravel. .}'AMES H. BELL.
lF

Blue-Gray Clay.
:V,'

From about 10 feet to 60 feet t

FineGray Sand. fine sand mixed with lumps ofblue clay, which gave the water a

4U l_attrflowstosurface, decideddirtycolor.

B_ue-Gmy Clay.
I

GOt
J

_'_ _s' Fine Gray Sand.
; -- At 65 and 80 feet, wood, Ir_
;.% 7S_ Blue Clay. pieces _e to _ inch in Size.I -

Fine Gray Sand,
I"* with woody particles.

qf/ At 85 feet, clam gravel, broken
:--- - shellsand fragmentsofthinstone,

i

Fine Gray Sand, At 110 feet, very Sue land.
containing shells.

I 11_*

7_ 121' -- --Blue Clay. At 120 feet, very small snail
• and broken clam shells, then

mostly very fine _nd [o greatest
qb

Fine Gray Sand. depth of 160 feet.

I I31'
14t/ Greenish Clay_ At inter_ls all the w_ down

,- from 1U0 feet fractured o_m and
I snail shells, but all very minute,

Fine Blue-Gray Sand, and except in about a dozen In-stances requiring a magnifying
la_ to determine their character

_ut w th this there was no m stak.
1_,' IVater flows two feet above surface, ing what they were.

i CoNr[NI]ATION OF _V_LL NO. 4. NOTlS By TH_

AUTHOR,

Clay, Diatomaceous.

_0F

Mtlano#_is, &c.

Grovel, Shell, Sand and IVat*r. St. M_ry's Fauna.

_, Miocene.

'_ Clay Diatomaceous.

J 211'
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The wells were drilled by the hydraulic process. Wells No. 1
and No. 2 draw trom the same stratum, and were each cased to
the depth of about 141 feet. lq'o. 1 was continued about 20 feet
and I_o. 2 about 10 feet further and a considerable quantity of
sand pumped out and replaced with clean, pebbly gravel, to keep
back the sand and allow a free flow of water.

Well No. 4 obtains its supply from between the depths of 207
and 228 feet.

The process employed in bering ground the shells noted in the
section so thoroughly that only small fragments were obtainable,
but by sifting theee from a coneiderable quantity of material left
near the wells alter their completion, and then carefully looking
over the fragments, the following genera from above the depth
of 160 feet were recognized: Arm, Aslurle, Natlca and two
forms of Turritel_zg*the latter being specifically the same as two
forms that occur so abunoantly in the shell marls near Shiloh, N. J.

Betwseu the depths of 207 and 228 feet is a wab_r.b_ring
stratum 21 feet thick, consisting of a mixture of sand, gravel and
fossil shells. Among the shells picked out from the borings at
the depth of 225 feet are the following : Mdanop_is Marylandica,
Astarte, Corbula, TriUia, Peeten. There was also found .Balanss
pro_z_, a barnacle, and Otolilh_s (sdanldarum) elengatus, Koken,
the latter the ear-bone of a fish allied to the present weaktlsh and
Cape May goody.

The Otolit_us is identically the same form as was found in the
well-borings at Wildwood, though oceuring here stratigraphically
many feet higher.

The shell iauna indicates the upper or St. Mary's Miocene.
The Mdanops_s has heretofore been found at Wildwoodp depth
328 feet_ also in borings at Cape May and in outcrops at St.
Mary's, Maryland.

The water horizons---140 to 160 feet and 207 to 228 ieet--are

intimately associated with the upper portion of the great Atlan-
tic Miocene diatom bed.

Theee facts respsetiug the shell fauna chow that the strata iu
the wells at the two localities enter beds belonging to the same
geological period, i. e., the Miocene, and determine their position
in these wells to be, not in the superficial horizontal gravels and

*Turrltella Cumberlandla, Conrad. Turri_clla _luestrlata_ Comad.
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sands, but within the underlying series of clays and their inter-
bedded sands, aud which are known to have a slight dip to the
southeast.

Considering the northeast and southwest strike ot the Miocene

strata along the Atlantic seaboard, these water horizons should
be found in extreme southern New Jersey. If the dip for these
beds near Delaware bay be the same as that indicated by the
tecta connected with the wells along the section from Weymouth
to Atlantic City--that is, about 25 feet per mile--then the 140 to
160doot horizon at Milford must be nearly equivalent to that of
350 t_ 390 feet supplying the electric light company's well at Sea
Isle City, N.J. (See Annual Report for 1890, page 272.)

It should also be looked for at Cape May at a depth of 475 to

525 feet. A well put down some years since at Cape May Point
and abandoned at the depth of about 450 ieet, was probably dis-
continued not far above this water horizon.

Sec. 3.--Well in Recent Strata.

TEST-BORINGS AT SANDY HOOK.

Some teat-borings, to the depth of 200 feet, were made at Fort

Hancoek_ Sandy Hook, by P. H. & J. Conliu, who furnished a set
oi specimens, from which the following record is made :

Depth of
specimens.

Coarse white sand ...................................................................... st 30 feet.
White sand and fine gravel ......................................................... " 55 "

Gray sand and gravel; some fragments of shell, evidently clam ....... " 73 "

Fine yenowish-gray sand ............................................................ " 78 "

Coarser yellowish-gray sand ........................................................ " 107 "

Medlura yellowish-gray sand ....................................................... " 115 "

Greenish, fine, clayey sand, with apong¢ spicule_ and dla_omB ........... " 125 "

Greenish clay, with diatoms and Foraminafera, and small fragments
of molluzcan shell$ .......................................................... at 185 to 145 "

Gray sand ................................................................................. at 155 "

Brownish-gray sand .................................................................... " 165 "

Brownish, rauddy sand ............................................................... " 185 "

Brownish-yellow sand ................................................................ " 200 "

Beneath the clay noted at the depth of 145 feet, we are
informed there was liberated quite a quantity oi gas, which was
exhausted after three days. See, also, page 133.
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Bored Wells, Mostly in Northern New Jersey.

OUTLINE.

Introduction.

Ben. L--Reported by P. H. & J. Oonlin.

Newark, 5 wells. League Island, Pa., U. S. Navy Yard.
Harrison, 2 wells. Camden.
Reeeevilla. New York City--
Fort Lee. Columbia University.
Jersey City, 2 well_. Tenth Ave. and 50th St.
Plainfield. Tenth Ave. and 128th St.
South Plainfield. Waldorf Hotel.
Passaic. East New York.

Bayonne. Connecticut.
Sandy Hook. Norfolk (Va.).

See. 2.--Reported by Stotthoff Bros.

Lake Hopatcong. Plainfield.
Morristewn. Lebanon.

Hamburg. Hamden.
Franklin. Fle&ington, 5 wells.
Augusta. Three Bridges.
Deckertown, 2 wells. Ringoea.
Newton, 3 wells. Franchtewn.
stinwater. Lambertville.
Marksboro, 2 wells. Hopewell.
Phillipsburg. High Bridge.
Whittaker. Lawrenceville.

Carpenterville. Ewtng.
Paterson. Yardley (Pa.), 4 well_.
Lake View, 5 wells. Reuchea (Pa.).
Ridgewood. Yardville.
Passaic, 12 wells. Delaware.
Somerset. Pleasantvillo (N. Y,).
Belmont. Cornwells (Pa.).
Arlington. Torreedale (Pa.).
Reaelle.
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See. 3.--Reported by W, R. Osborne.

Port Reading, 3 wells. Ford's Corners, 2 wells.
Woodbridge. Carteret, 2 wells.
Metuchen, 3 wells. New Castle (Del.), 3 wells.
Perth Amboy, 2 wells. Hare's Corners (Del.).
l_ew Brunswick.

See. 4.--Reported by others.

Metuchen.

INTRODUCTION.

The following wells arc mostly north of a line joining Amboy
and Trenton. There are included a few wells on the Pennsyl-
vania side of the Delaware river and a few in New York city and
state. These are introduced because of their intimate association

with the geological formations in New Jersey which, in fact, they
help to explain. Excepting the well noticed in section 4
the data respecting them has been furnished by three well-
contractors, viz., P. H. & J. Conlin, Stotthofl Bros., and W. R.
Osborne.

.See. l.--Bored Wells, reported by P. H. & J. Conlin.

l'. H. &J. Conlin write as follows respecting wells put down
by them the past two years.. We copy their letter verbatim :

WELLS IN NEWARK.

" We put down for the Citizens' Gaslight Co., near the Harrison
bridge, a well about 600 feet deep ; rock was met at 35 feet, then
red shale at a depth of 90 feet, when Belleville sandstone was
struck.

"We had to case off the water met in soft shale on account of

the percolation of the gas from the holders impregnating the
surface-water and the water found in red shale. When we were

down to the lower vein the yield was 50 gallons of water per
minute.
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"A six-inch well for Uuger Bros., Bsecher street near Clinton
avenue, 300 feet. Clay and quicksand to 80 fset_ then red rock.
The well produced 35 gallons per minute.

"Well for Weingarten Bros., High street near the incline plane
of Morris canal. All through soft shale to a depth of 200 feet ;

well produced 30 gallons per minute.

"Well for the Newark Jewelry Co., oa N. J. R. R. avenue, pro-

duces a good supply of water.

"We are sinking a well at present for P. Louentrout on the hill.
We are down about 400 feet through red shale ; we have a good
_upply of water. The well is ten inches in diameter.

WELLS AT HAREISON_ OPPOSITE NEWARK,

" We sunk three wells for the Ben i. Atha & Illingsworth steel
works, at Harrison, N.J. They are 80 feet deep and yield 85
gallons of water per minute; the quality of the water is very
good; it is in sand and in gravel where we found the water.

"A short distance from the steel works we made a test for the

General Electric Co., 80 feet. We met nearly all quicksand,
quite a different strata and no gravel ; the two points are not over
500 feet apart.

WELL AT ROSEVILLE (NEWARK).

"At Roseville (Newark) we sunk a well for the St. Mary Ceme-
tery, 120 feet in red shale, which yielded an abundaut supply of
good water.

"In nearly all the Newark wells the strata is about the same, but
the level ot the water is falling and is now about the tide-level,
_howing that the supply comes from nearly the same strata.

WELL NEAR FORT LE_.

"Near Fort Lee, for the Bergen County Traction Co., we sunk
a well and found red shale under trap-rock and got 30 gallons
per minute at 150 feet.
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WELLS AT JERSEY CITY.

"In Jersey City, near the Pennsylvania railroad station, we sunk
a well for Colgate & Co., through fine sand to 85 feet, where we
met gneiss rock and mica. We went to a depth of 1,500 feet.
Well yields but fifteen gallone per minute. At other points near
there we put in wells, and where we found red sandstone under
trap or gray rock we found water.

"We have put down a second well in Jersey City for the Jer-
sey City Paper Company. The formation met with was very fine
sand; we found a good supply at 90 feet ; we encountered no
rock.

WELLS AT PLAINFIELD.

"At the Plainfield Gas and Electric Company, near the Central
railroad, we put down two wells for condensing purposes ; their
combined yield is about 300 gallons per minute; their depth, at
present, 400 feet, and we expect to go deeper. There is 15 feet
of quicksand at surface, and all the wells arc in red shale.

WELLS AT SOUTH PLAINFIELD.

"We sunk three 12-inch wells at South Plainfield, near the

Lehigh Valley depot ; each of them flows about 150 gallons per
minute, and produces, on pumping, 500 gallons per minute.
They are through red shale, and each 200 feet deep.

WELL AT PASSAIC.

"We put down a 12-inch well 303 feet, for Reid & Barry, on the
Passaic bank, 80 feet to rock; the strata above rock is quicksand
and some gravel, then we met red shale. Well tested 500 gallons
per minute.

WELL AT BAYONNE.

"For the Bayonne Chemical Company, at Bayonne, N. J., we
sank a six-inch well, entered red shale and got good water. The
well is not finished. This well is peculiar for the reason that the
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Standard Oil Company sank several wells on the adjoining prop-
erty, where they struck trap.rock, which shows that the strata at
the lower end of Bayonne runs very unevenly.

WELL AT SANDY HO0K. $

"The most noticeable of the wells we have put down this year
was a test.hole at Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook. The top torma-
tion is sand, like nearly all on the coast-line of New Jersey. At a
depth of 150 feet, underneath a bed of greenish-blue clay, we
encountered a vein of sand and gravel, and a strong vein ot ' car-
bonic acid gas,' that must have had a pressure of over 20@
pounds to the square inch. _When it was first struck it shot
the sand and water in the air to a height of 75 to 100 feet, but
gradually fell off, and in three days exhausted itself after throw-
ing out several hundred yards of sand and dirt with water.'

WELL AT LEAGUE ISLAND, PA., AT PHILADELPHIA NAVY YARD. t

"We are drilling a ten-inch well at the League Island Navy
Yard. We are down about 450 feet. It was sand and clay to
230 feet, then we encountered soft gneiss rock. We are still
working at it.

TEST WBLL AT CAMDEN.

"We made several tests on the site of the new armory at
Camden, for the foundation. We iound sand, with water.bearing
strata, all the way from surface to a depth of 200 ieet. We
encountered no rock.

WELLS I_ NEW YORK CITY_ N. Y.

"We put down several wells in New York City. One at Co-
lumbia College, Fiftieth street, near Tenth avenue ; one for Gash-
man's bakery, near Tenth avenue, on Fiftieth street. In both
wells we passed through gray gneiss and mica. We found a
poor supply in both wells, while for D. G. Youngling's Brewing

• For a detailed record of this well, _ee page 180.

For a detaii©d record of tht_ wail sea page 114.
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Co., at One Hundred and Twenty-eighth street and Tenth avenue,
at a depth oi 135 feet ia gravel, we iound 75 gallons ot water oi
excellent quality. These wells have all been sunk since our last
report.

"We drilled several 16-inch boles at the New Waldori Hotel, in

New York, aud found considerable water iu the gneiss aud mica
formations.

WELLSAT BASTNEWYORK.

"The greatest yield and the best quality of water we got at East
New York for the Lang Island Water Supply Co., where it is all
gravel and coarse sand. The yield was about two and a half
millions gallons per day from six 8-inch wells that run from 65
to 95 feet deep.

WELLSIN CONNECTICUT.

"We have put down several wells in Connecticut. The deepest
one we sunk was 1,500 feet, at Noroton. The rock was very
hard, and no water of any account was round.

TEST BORINGS AT NORFOLKj VA.

"Itave made tests to a depth of 120 feet, and found the forma-
tion nearly similar to that found at Atlantic City and at Lewes,
Del."

Sec. 2 _Bored Wells, reported by $tottho|f Bros.

The iollowing seventy-one wells are reported by Stotthofl
Bros. as having been drilled by them the past two years in New
Jersey and parts adjacent.

LAKE HOPATCONO_ AT H, W. CORTRIOHT_S.

Earth ........................................................................................... 6 feet.

Gr_y reek, very irregular aud full of hard and soft streaks ................ 94 "

Depth ................................................................................. 100 "

Water, 2 galleng per minute.
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_IORRISTOWN_ TWO MILES WEST OF THE TOWN. FOR L. C, GILLESPIRo

Started in bottom of old well ; depth .............................................. 67 feet.
Hard granite; very few changes in character, and not much water..... 137 "

Depth ................................................................................. _ feet.

HAMBURG_SUSSEX COUNTY_ FOlt REEVES HARDEN.

Blue clay ....................................................................................... 70 feet.
Quicksand .................................................................................... 50 °'
Fin_ gray sand, mixed with clay ..................................................... 15 "

Depth ................................................................................ ]35 "

Water rises within 14 feet of the surface ; yield, 20 gallons a minute.

FRANKLIN_ SUSSEX COUNTY_ FOR JAMES MAY.

Limestone .................................................................................... 35 feet.

AUSUSTA_ SUSSEX COUNTYj AT GEORGE ROE'S.

Earth and gravel .......................................................................... 63 feet.
_late rock ..................................................................................... 187 "

Depth ................................................................................ 250 "
Water, about 15 gallons per hour.

DEOKERTOWN_ AT SUSSEX COUNTY CONDENSED MILK C0_IPANYJS.

]E_rth and _ave] ........................................................................... 2"_fee_.
Slate rock ..................................................................................... 12 "

Depth .................................................................................. 84 "

DEOKERTOWN_ AT DR, JOHN MOORE'S.

Earth .......................................................................................... 8 feet.
_Sla_orock ..................................................................................... 59 "

Depth ................................................................................. 65 "

NEWTON_ AT JOSEPH HUNT'S.

Earth .......................................................................................... 7 feet.
_]ate rock ................................................................................... 49 "

Depth ................................................................................. 5{} "
Water, 15 gallons per hour.
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NEWTON_ AT WM. M_CAIN_S.

This well is located near Newton.

Earth ..... . 3 feet.
Slate rock ................................. 136 "

Depth ............................................................................... 139 "

Water, 25 gallons per minute.

NEWTON_ AT WM. LATAMORE_S,

Earth ........................................................................................... 12 lust.
Slate rock ................................................................................... 65 "

Depth ....._ .......................................................................... 77 "

Found water in the rock, 5 gallons per minute.

STILLWATER_ SUSSEX COUNTY_ AT LEWIS ROYTS.

Clay and gravel ............................................................................ 23 feet.
Limestone rock ............................................................................. 3 "

Depth ................................................................................. 26 "

Water, 20 gallons per minute.

MARKSBOR0_ SUSSEX COUNTY.

This well is located at Yellow Frame Church, near Marksboro.
Clay, gravel and bowlders ............................................................... 67 feet.
Slate rock ..................................................................................... 13 "

Depth ................................................................................ 80 "

Water, 6 gallons per minute.

MARKSBORO_ SUSSEX COUNTY.

Sand and gravel ............................................................................. 20 feet.
Limestone reck ............................................................................. 7 "

Gray rock on the bottom .............................................................. 2 "

Depth ................................................................................. 29 "

Water, 20 gallons a minute.

PHILLIPSRURO_ AT PORTLAND VULC&NITE CEMENT COMPANy_s.

Earth and graveI ........................................................................... 30 feet.

Cement rock (used in making cement} ............................................ 247 "

Depth ................................................................................. 277 "
I
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WHITTAKER_ TWO MILES EAST OF PHILLIPSBURO.

Very open limestone, fell of pockets i depth .................................. 99 feet.

Twelve feet of water in the bottom of the well; 9 gallons per minute.

CARPENTEEVILLE_ FOR TWINING & LARGE_ QUARRY.

Limestone ..................................................................................... 170 feet.

Cement rock, same as at Whittaker Cement Coml_ny ...................... 20 "
Limestone ..................................................................................... 2 "

Depth ................................................................................. 192 "

Got the water at the lower seam, between the cement and the limestone.

PATEREON_ AT HENRY HOBSON'S.

Earth ........................................................................................... 5 feet.

Red sandstone rock ....................................................................... 85 "

Depth ................................................................................. 90 "

Water, 20 gallons a minute,

LAKE VIEW.

Earth ........................................................................................... 8 feet.
Red sandstone .............................................................................. 70 "

Depth ................................................................................ 7g "
Water. 10 gallons per minute.

LAKE VIEW_ AT DAVID SWEEN_S.

Earth ........................................................................................... 10 feet.
Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 40 "

Depth .................................................................................. 50 "

Water, 15 gallons per minute.

LAKE VIEW_ AT JOHN HAND'S.

Earth end gravel ......................................................................... 15 feel

Red esndetone rock ....................................................................... 84 "

Depth ................................................................................ 99 "

Water, 15 gallons per minute.

LAKE ¥IEW_ AT H. Be GRAVATT_S.

Earth and gravel ............................................................... _........... 17 feet.
Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 83 "

Depth ................................................................................. 100

Water, 10 gallons per minute.
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LAKE VIEW_ AT GEORGE EVERITT'S.

Sand and grave ................. 45 feet.
Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 85 "

Depth ................................................................................. 130 "

Water, 6 gallons per minute.

RIDGEWOOD_ FOUR MILES ABOVE PATERSON_ FOR JAMES WHARTON.

Sand ................................................. 17 feet.
Red sandstone .......................................................................... 66 "

Depth ................................................................................ 83 "

Water rises within 30 feet of the surface ; yield, 10 gallons a minute.

PASSAIC_ AT W. H. ANOLEMAN'S.

Earth ..................................... 24 feet.
Gravel .......................................................................................... 40 "

Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 20 "

Depth ................................................................................. 84 "

Water, 20 gallons a minute.

PASSAIC_ AT HENRY RODEL_S.

Sand and gravel .......................................................... 90 feet.
Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 10 "

Depth ................................................................................ 100 "

Water, 25 gallons per minute.

PASSAIC_ AT D. J. DOW'S.

Earth and gravel .......................................................................... 38 feet.
Red sandstone reck .................................................. 32 "

Depth ................................................................................ 70 "

PASSAIC_ AT NORTH BOTANY WORSTED MILLS.

Sand and clay ............................................................................... 93 feet.
Red sandstone ....................................................... 7 "

Depth ................................................................................. 100 "

PAR_AIC_ AT PASSAIC BEEF COMPANYJS.

Red sandstone surface, to ............................................................... 171 feet.

Water rises within 17 feet of the surface ; yield, 25 gallons a minute.
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PASSAIC7 FOR RICHARD RIPP.

Coarse sand .................................................................................. 51 feet,
Red sandstone .............................................................................. 50 "

Depth ................................................................................. 101 "
Water rises withio 10 fee_ of the surface; 25 gallons per minute,

PASSAICz 0N BELMONT HILL_ NORTHEAST OF THE TOWN,

Three wells, within a radius of one-quarter of a mile.
1_0. 1:

Earth .......................................................................................... l{) feet.
Red standetone ............................................................................ 65 "

Depth ................................................................................. 75 "

:No. 2:

Earth ........................................................................................... 22 feet.
Red sandstone.............................................................................. 47 "

Depth ................................................................................. 69 "

No. 3:

Earth ........................................................................................... 18 feet.
Red sandstone .............................................................................. 22 "

Depth ................................................................................. 40 "

All are good wells for house use.

PASSAIC_ AT ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY'S PLANT.

Sand end gravel ............................................................................ 20 feet.
Red sandstone rock....................................................................... 105 "

Depth ................................................................................. 125 "

This well will give, at 25 feet from the surface, 375 gallons of water per
minute.

PASSAIC_ AT BOTANY WORSTED _ILLS.

Flue sand and gravel ..................................................................... 100 feet.
Red nsndstone rock ....................................................................... 100 "

Depth ................................................................................ 200 "
Water, 3 gallons per minute.
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PASSAIC_ AT JOHN ORAYIS.

Earth ........................................................................................... 12 feet.
Red sandstone reck ....................................................................... 43 "

Depth ................................... ............................................... 55 "
Water, 5 gallons per minute.

SOMERSET_ TWO MILES SOUTH OF PASSAIC_ FOR J. AGRAMONTE.

:Earth .......................................................................................... 11 feet.
Red sandstone .............................................................................. 40 "

Depth ................................................................................. 51 "

BELMONT_ B_RGE_ COUNTY_ AT BOTANY WORSTED MILLS.

Earth and gravel ........................................................................... 30 feet.
Red Sandstone ............................................................................. 51

Depth ................................................................................. 81 "

ARLINGTON 9 AT A. W. SCHULER_S.

Sand and grovel ............................................................................ 42 feet.
Red sandstone rock ........................................................................ 10 "

Depth ................................................................................ 52 "

Water, 10 gallons a minute.

ROSELLE_ AT J. H. CHILVER_S.

Earth ........................................................................................ 10 feet.
Red shale rock .............................................................................. 107 "

Depth ............................................................................... 117 "
Water, 15 gallons a minute.

PLAINFIELD.

Earth and grave_ ........................................................................ 65 feet.
Red shale rock .............................................................................. 35 "

Depth ................................................................................. 100 "
Water, 15 gallons a minute.

LEBANON I HUNTERDON COUNTY_ FOR A. L. RAMAY.

Earth and clay .............................................................................. 53 feet.
SoI_ crumbling rock, resembling gray rock ...................................... 12 "

Depth ................................................................................. 65 "
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HAMDEN_ HUNTERDON COUNTY.

Red shale ..................................................................................... 51 feet.

FLEMINGTON_ AT E. W. BARNES'.

This well is located on a hill one mile west of the town, on th0

change between the red shale and the blue rock.

Depth .......................................................................................... 120 feet.
Water, 20 gallons per minute.

FLE_IINGTON_ AT ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANYJS PLANT.

Earth .......................................................................................... 4 feet.

Red shale reck ............................................................................ 154 "

Depth ................................................................................. 158 "

Water, 25 gallons per minute.

FLEMINGTON_ AT H. E. DEATS _.

Clay and gravel ............................................................................ 26 feet.
Red shale rock ........................................................................... 120 "

Depth .................................................................................. 146 "
Water, 40 gallons per minute.

FLE_,IINGTONj AT TORAN & ABENDROTII_S.

Clay ............................................................................................I0 feet.
Red shale rock.............................................................................]19 "

Depth ..................................................................................129 "

Water, 30 gallons per minute.

FLEMINGTON JUNCTION.

Earth ......................................................................................... 6 feet,
Red shale rock ............................................................................. 96 "

Depth .............................................................................. 102 "

Water, 15 gallons per minute.

THREE BRIDGES.

Earth and gravel ......................................................................... 9 feet.
Rtd shale rock ............ : ............................................................... 27 "

Depth .............................................................................. 36 "

Water, 10 gallons a minute.
13 Ozo
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RINGOES_ HUNTERDON COUNTY_ AT S. S. STOUT'S.

This well is near Ringoes.
Earth ........................................................................................... 8 feet.

Red shale rock, very hard, which seemed to be about in the turning

point to something much harder than the shale, although ef a
reddish color ........................................................................... 4l "

Depth ................................................................................. 49 "

Water, 2 gallons a minute.

FRENCHTOWN_ AT PENNSYLVANIA R. R. DEPOT.

Earth ......................................................................................... 12 feet.
Red shale rock ............................................................................ 38 "

Depth ................................................................................. 50 "

Water, 5 gallons a minute.

LAMBERTVILLE, FOR STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

Gravel ......................................................................................... 38 feet.

Hard, bastard red shale ................................................................ 14 "

Depth .............................................................................. 52 "

lt[LL NORTH OY HOPEWELL_ FOR WEBSTER EDGERLY.

Bowlders and earth ...................................................................... 30feet
Bastard bluestone, very seamy and hard .......................................... 76 "

Depth ................................................................................ 106 "
Good supply of water for the house; 25 gallons a minute.

HITCH BRIDGE_ FOR W. S. NAUGHRIGRT.

Red shale ..................................................................................... 104 feet.

L,_.WRENCEVILLR_ AT It. M. HAMILL'S.

Soil and clay ............................................................................. 23 feet.
Red sand ................................................................................... 24 "

Depth ........................................................................... 47 "

NEAR EWING_ FOR CUARLES SCHMIDT.

Red sandstone ........................................................................... 40 feet.
Soft crumbling formation resembling asapstom'. ............................... 20 "

In very small pieces; filled drill hole up; bad to pipe through it.

Depth ................................................................................ 60
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VARDLEY_ PA._ FOR EDWARD TWING. DIRECTLY ACROSS THE RIVER
FROM WILBURTHA.

Earth .......................................................................................... t0 feet.

Red sandstone ............................................................................ 50 "

Depth ............................................................................. 60 "

YARDLEY_ PA._ AT AARON SLACK'S.

Earth and gravel ......................................................................... _0 feet.
Red sandstone rock ..................................................................... 26 "

Depth ............................................................................ 56 "

Water, 10 gallons per minute.

YARDLKY_ PA,_ AT MISS SALLIE COOK'S.

Earth and gravel ........................................................................... 23 fi st.
Red sandstone rock ..................................................................... 29 "

Depth ............. ".................................................................. 52 '"
Water, 8 gallons per minute.

YARDLEY_ PA._ AT B. FRANK LIVEZE't"S,

Gravel and sand ....................................................................... 21 feet.
Red sandstone rock ................................................................. 39 "

Depth ............................................................................ 60 "

Water, 10 gallons per minute.

RAUCHES (PA.)_ FARMERS' DAIRY DISPATCII COMPANy _ ON THE
POTTSVILLE DIVISION OF L. V. R. R.

All red shale rock ....................................................................... It5 feet.
Water, 20 gallons a minute.

YARDVILLg_ FOR M, A. IIART.

Depth .......................................................................................... 142 feet.

Specimens of these borings were furnished the surwy. A de-
tailed record appears on page 144.

DFLAWARE_ AT _MITH_ H0¥T & IIOYT)S,

All quicksand and bowlders to ........................................................ 93 feet.
Then found sand and water, 10 gallons a minute.
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PLEASANTVILLE (N. Y.)j AT HENRY BOLZBR'S.

Earth and gravel .......................................................................... 28 feet.

Rock of white limestone order mixed with mica and strata of marble, 42 "

Depth ................................................................................ 70 "

Water, 10 gallons per minute.

CORNWELLS (PA.)_ AT MRS. CHARLES MtFADDBNIS.

Earth and gravel .......................................................................... 35 feet.
Mica rock ...................................................................................... 22 "

Depth ................................................................................ 57 "

Water, 10 gallons a minute.

TORRESDADE (PA.), FOR EDWARD WORRELL (SIX WELLS.)

There are six wells at.this place, fifty feet apart, arranged
ia one row. Depth, 40 to 50 feet. Record for each :
Earth aud gravel ........................................................................... 20 feet.
Mica rock to the bottom of each well.

Water, 10 to 15 gallons a minute from each well.

Sec. 3.--Bored Wells Reported by W. R. Osborne.

In response to our request, W. R. Osbo_'ne has kindly furnished
the following information respecting wells put down by him dur-
ing the year in Northern New Jersey. :He has also furnished
information respecting wells near New Castle, Dalaware, which
Iattcr we have incorporated in the reports of Cretaceous wells in
SJuthern New Jersey:

BORED WELL AT PORT READING_ FOR THOMAS BROWN.

Diameter, 4 inches ; depth, 96 feet.

This well is 500 _ ards west of Sewaren Water Works. Record :

Red shale and gravel, mixed, to ..................................................... 35 feet.
Red shale ............................................................................. 35 to 96 "

This well was finished in the red shale, at the depth of 96 feet,
with t,lenty of pure water, perhaps 25 gallons per minute.
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BORED WELL AT PORT READING STATION.

Depth, 26 feet.

This well was bored for the Port Reading Railroad Company,
at the :Electric Light plant, Port Reading station, Central Rail-
road of l_ew Jersey. This well penetrated red shale and gravel
mixed, to the depth of 26 feet, where water too brackish for loco-
motive use was found in a brownish sand.

BORED WELL WEST OF PORT READING STATION, FOR I. C. BLAIR.

Depth, 30 feet.

This well draws a large supply of wafer from a coarse gravel.
The material above the water is a reddish drift.

BORED WELL AT WOODBRIDOE.

Depth, 48 feet.
i

This well is at Ellis Mundy's dwelling. Water was obtained
at a depth of 48 feet, in brownish sand, the material passed
through, above the sand, being gravely shales.

BORED WELL AT METUCHEN, Y0a NATHAN ROBBINS.

Diameter, 6 inches; depth, 75 feet.

At the depth of 16 feet red Bhale was struck, which continued
to the depth of 75 feet, where plenty of water was obtained.

BORED WELL AT METUCI:IE_ FOR JOHN POWERS.

Diameter, 4 inches; depth, 40 feet.

At 16 feet red shale was encountered, which continued to fhv

bottom, at 40 feet. This is almost a flowing well.
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BOBED WELL AT METUCHEN s FOR _IISE MARGARET R. ROBBINg.

Depth, 64 feet.

This well is near the Pennsylvania rai[road station. %Vater in
red shale at 64 feet. About 25 feet of red drift next the surface
in this well,

BORED WELL WEST OF PERTH AMBOY.

D,araeter, 4 laches; depth, 84 feet.

This well was sunk for Therklesen and Brown, near Keasby'e
brick factory, west of Perth Amboy.

C_mmenced in bottom of dry well at the depth of. ................ 20 feet.

41_fret.' Blue clay .................................................................... 20 to 67 "
5 " Sand, with water ......................................................... 67 " 72 "

12 " White clay ................................................................. 72 " 84 "

White _and, with water, under white elay--evldonfly the aa_ae

water as reported from Keasby's wells two years ago.

B')RED WELL IN THE CITY OF PERTH AMBOY_ FOR FARRINGTON

AND REMYON_ AT THEIR RESIDENCE ON HIGH STREET,

Sand and gravel (drift) to .................................................................. 9_ feet.

Then very c_ree gravel, with water.

BORED WELL TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES NORTHWEST OF NEW

BRUI_SWICE_ FOR STEPHEN G. WILLIAMS.

Depth, 60 feet.

A well at this place wa_ deepened to the above depth. The
c merry is Ell red shale. Plenty oi water was obtained.

BORED WELL NEAR FORD'S CORNERS_ FOR WM. F. CUSTER.

Thiswellisa shortdistancesoutheastof a welldrilledfor

Hans Erriekson,on groundabouteightfeethigher,and notedin
thereportoflastyear.
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Surface drift similar to Erickson, to the depth of. ........................... 156 feet,
Red shale ...................................................................... 48 feet_214 "

Ended on black shale.

Water in moderate quantity in the red shale.

BORED WELL ONR MILE _VEST OF FORD'S C0RNERS_ ON DANIEL

LA FORGE'S FARM_ ON THE ROAD TO METUCHRN.

Elevation, 110 feet ; depth, 98 feet. Water rises within 38 feet (7) of the
sl-urface.

A well has been bored on Daniel LaForge's farm, one mile
west of Ford's Corner, on the road to Metuchen, of which we
have been furnished the following record :

Sand and gravel ............................................................... 83 feet _ 83 feet.
Red shale ........................................................................ 5 " _88 "

Bluish shale, changing to red at the base ............................ 10 " _ 98 "

Water was found at the depth of 88 test, which rose 50 feet in
the well, or within 38 feet (?) of the surface.

BORED WBIJ_ NEAR CARTERET_ FOR CAB. FAC'rORY_ THREE MILES

EAST OF WOODBRIDOE.

Diameter, 4 inehes_ depth, 60 feet.

Yellowish sand ........................................................................... to 45 feet.
Bluish esnd, mixed with black clay ...................................... 5 feet--_ 50 "

Fine whitaclay. ................................................................ I0 " _60 "

Heavy hard rock; dulled the bit in fifteen minutes.

At a new factory along the shore, near the above well, two
wells were put down by another party, with about the same
results, the rook being encountered at 90 feet. "The rock is evi-
dently trap-rock."

BORED WELL AT CARTERET_ FOR S, B. FARRINGTON_ A SHORT
DISTANCE FROM THE CAR WORKS.

Commenced in bottom of dug well at the depth el. .......................... 16 feet.
Pare white sand, very nice quality ...................................... 19 feet--35 "

Then comes coarse yellow sand, with water.
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Sec. 4.--Bored Wells of which Information has been Obtained
from Other Sources.

BORED WELL NEAR METUCHEN.

Elevation, 140feet ; deptb, 162½feet.

A well hRs been bored on the hill north ot Metuchen, not Jar

from the vi|lage. It is located at the residence of Charles Cor-

bin, who iurnished the record below, which we have received
through the kindness ot Dr. A. C. Hunt :

Red shale drift............................................................. 70 feet_ 70 feet.
Quickeand ................................................................... 30 " _100 "
Clay........................................................................... 323 " _- 132½ "
Rock ........................................................................... 30 " _162½ "
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Stratigraphy of the Fish House Black Clay and
Associated Oravels.

Fossil Horse, Unionid_v and Plant Remains.

The Age of the Beds much Later than that of the Surrounding"
Cretaceous Plastic Clays of the Region.

RECORDS OF TEST-BORINGS AND OF WELI_ PUT DOWN

FOR WAT!_R- _]UPPI,Y.

Immediatelynortheastof FisllHouse station,on the Camden and

Amboy Divisionof thePennsylvanlaRailroad,fivemilesfrom Fed-

eralstreetferries,Camden, and near the Delaware river,thereisa

very extensiveexcavationin a bed of blackclay,which has been

worked for many yearsfor the manufactureof red building-brlck,

fice-brlckand terra-cottapipe. This deposithas been calledin

former reportsthe Fish House clay-bed.The localityon theriver
hasbeenknown toboatmen asthe" Peashore,'_and some writershave

referredto itunder thatname. But the nmue Fish House may

be regardedas permanentlyestablished,both geographicallyforthe

placeand geologicallyforthe blackclay-bed.

The floorof the excavationisnearlyleveland hasan elevationof

eighteento twenty-fivefeetabovetide. It consistsof ao iron-stone

crustwhicheverywheremarksthebaseoftheblackclayand separates

itfroma medium finecross-beddedgravelunderneath.

In the excavationsthe clayhas shown a maximum thicknessof

abouttwenty-fivefeet,a smallpartoftheupperp_rtionbeiugyellow-

is[iin color,whiletherest,when freshlydug and beforeweathering,

isquiteblack,with theexception,occasionally,of aboutone footof

a yellowishshadeat thebasenextthe iron-stone.Near the baseof

thebed thereisa layercontainingcastsof freshwatermussels,Unio

and Anodon_. A shortdistanceabove the shelllayertherehave

been found portionsof at leasttwo,and as we shallsee beyond,of

probablyfourindividualsof an extinctfossilhorse,whilethroughout

the bed thereoccurflattenedtreestemsnearlyohanged to lignite,

though uot so thoroughlyso as the plaotsin the adjacentwhi_e

and yellowclaysof the neighborhood.Over the claysthereisa

thinlayerof coarsegravel,and above thisa greaterthicknessof flue

(201)
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gravel with, at some places in the latter, an interbedded fine sand.

[o these surface deposits there were found early the present year,

scattered in isolated spots over a few acres in extent, buried uprigbt,
coniferous tree stomps with the wood well preserved and in natural

cooditlon, without change, that is, neither silicified nor lignitized.
The black clay, the overlying surface deposits, and the life forms in

both, will be referred to agalu more in detail.

The Fish IIouse clay is located within the area occupied by the belt
of plastic fire and lmttery clays that constitutes the Raritan or basal

division of tile Cretaceous formation in New Jersey. The facts now
in hand, and which will be presented in this paper, demonstrate that

tile black clay and the gravels above and immediately below it rest

unconformably upon the Cretaceous white clays, sands and gravels and
are of much more recent age.

The age of the black clay has been variously assigned by different
aothorhies, being regarded by some as Cretaceous and by others as
eltber Pllocene or Pleistocene. We cite below tbese authorities and

their opinions.

Previous to 1868, according to Prof. E. D. Cope, Prof. [W. B.]
Rogersand others who had examined the bed regarded it as Cretaceous.'["

In 1868 Dr. Lea considered the bed Cretaceous.*

Almost simultaneously the same year (1868) Prof. E. D. Cope

believed it to be Pliocene, and remarked that "the underlying coarse
red sand is, in all apparent respects, identical with the material of a

stratum whicb underlies the soil" near l:faddonfield, and which he

says " rests unconformably upon the l:Gpley division of the Creta-
ceous," and " may be the same bed."1" As will be noted later, the

last named authority now regards it as belonging to a still later

period, the Pleistocene. See page 208.

In tile Geology of :New Jersey, 1868, page 256, and again, page
339, the then State Geologist, Prof. Geo. H Cook, includes it witbiu

tile Cretaceous. It is known, however, that shortly afterwards tm

changed his view as to its age, and in tile anuual report of tbe State

Geoh,glst for 1878, issued by him, it is stated, page 67, " that the bed

is more recent than the plastic clay formation ; " also, page 68, that it
" may lie upon and abut against "these older fire.clays ; that is, it is

nmre recent than tbe Cretaceous, to which division the plastic fire-
clays belong.

*eric A_ad _Lt S, , Ph:l_.. l_;g, p. 1G°..
"_Trans Am_r l'h _ Soc V_I XlV, N. Scr,pp. 249,250 TheFr_sh-waterClaysofthePeaShor¢.
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It is known to the writer that the present State Geologist, Prof. J.
C. Smock, also early regarded the bed as more recent than the Creta-

ceous, and though he has not thus appeared in pri,t over his own

signature, it may be authoritatively stated that the reference last

noted from tile report for 1878 was originally prepared by him as

assistant geologist, and was based upon an examination personally
made in the field.

In 1883 Dr. C. A. White says that these clays " are almost certainly

of post-Tertlary date."*
In 1884 Prof. R. P. Whitfield referred the beds to tile Cretaceous,'["

evidently following Dr. Lea, and, we apprehend, misunderstanding

Prof. Cope, who, he states, "appeared to consider them" (the con-

tained Unlonidce) "as occurring in beds actually below tile lowest of
the green marls," which is diametrically the opposite of any correct

inference to be drawn from either the Pliocene age to which formerly,
or the Pleistocene age to which latterly, Prof. Cope, as above noted,

has really referred the beds.

In 1884, Prof. H. Carville Lewis, ill a field lecture given on the

allot , at which the writer was present, stated that the bed was inter-

glacial. See page 211.
This lecture he afterwards prepared for publication in tile columns

of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. Slips were cut from tile papers

oontaining this lecture and others in the same course, and were

arranged by him on note sheets, forming a small pamphlet, which is

now bmmd, with other geological papers, and may be consulted in the
Academy's library.$

In 1889 § Dr. P. _R. Uhler refers the Fish House black clay to a

series of beds which he states are above the Potomac (Raritan) and

below the Marl series for which in 1888 [] he had proposed the name

of" Albiruplan, thus practically placing the clays in the Cretaeeons.

Ite rialtos also that the Flora and Fauna charaeteri:fing the AIbirupiau
are of a younger type than occurs in the Potomac, and instances

among the faunal forms "shells apparently related to Uaio."

In 1894, Prof. R. D. Salisbury established and partially mapped

the Pensauken formation--a bed of fine and coarse gravels which is

*A Review oftheNon.Marine FossilMollu$c_ of North America, 1883.

_'Brachlopoda and Lamallibranchiata of the Raritan Cloys and Greevsaad Marls of New Jersey,
VOI. [, pp. 243 tO 252.

IOeaL Tracts, Library of Acad. Nat. $ci, Phiinda, Vol. 43a, Part XI, page 13,
Trays. Maryland Acad. Sci., 1592, p. 185 to .°01.

| Albirupian Formatinn_ &c. Proceedings Amer. Philos. Soc., 1858, pp. 42-53.
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widely spread over southern New Jersey, amt which be shows overlies
unconformably the Cretaceous, Eocene and Miocene deposits, and
states that the Fish House clays are post-Pensauken.* In 1895,
however, after further study of the Pensaokeu, he modified this view
sligbtly so as to include these clays within the Pensauken, with the
proviso, "if present interpretations are correct.'"i"

Late tile present year (1896) Prof. IL A. Pilsbry read a paper
before the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,$ in which
he considers the bed a lagoon-like fluviatile deposit on the margin of
the ancient Delaware river, and refers it to the Pleistocene period,
witb tbe further remark that " it is either interglacial or preglacial,
probably the latter." We shall refer beyond, at considerable length,
to Prof. Pilsbry's paper.

The present writ. r, since his first acquaintance witb the bed, in tile
year 1884, has regarded the occurrence therein of an extinct horse,
which had previously been reported by Prof. Cope, § as alone and of
itself sufiieient evidence in favor of a very recent geological age fi_r
the bed, and this view was only the more firmly established wheo,
in the year 1888, he himself also obtained some teeth and portions
of the enclosing and other adjacent bones of another individual
horse, it also seemed to him that the views of those who regarded
the bed as Cretaceous must have been fi)rmed from a misinterpreta
lion of the facts upon which such views were based. It is tberefore
the object of this paper to prove that these facts, properly understood,
cumulatively harmonize with the evidence presented by the Equus
remains in favor of a much more recent geological age than the
Cretaceous.

In short, the writer wouhl place it within the Pensaukea, leaving
the determination of the exact equivalency of that bed in the geological
column to Prof. Salisbury, who, umler the auspices of the State Sur-
vey, is still working upon tile formation.

We will now review the evidence presented by tile Unionida b or
fresh-water mussels, after which we will consider that presented by
the horse, or the genus Equus. Some notice will then be made of
tile plant stems fouml in tile clay. This will be followed by the pres-
entation of some purely stratigraphical evidence which has been

*An. Rip. State (;c_l of N. J , l_!t|, page 10S.

"_An. Rep. Stat_ [5_1. _f N. j., lS95. patio g.

t Proc, Acad. Nat, SoL Phila ,lsu;. pp. 567 to 570.

Tmns Amer. Pa:i,,s So_:. Vol XIV , ,N. Svr. pp. 219.2'i0,
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learned from tile examination and study of numerous borings that

have been made the past year, and which extend in two directions, at

right angles to each other, entirely across the field occupied by the
Fish House clay, and iu one of these directions beyond it.

FRESH-WATER MUSSELS_ UNIO AND ANODONTA_ IN THE FISH H_USE

CLAY.

These fresh-water mollusks are found in a layer near the base of the

bed. The)' were probably first brought to notice by Prof. E. I).

Cope, who collected and handed some forty individual specimens to
tile late Dr. Isaac Lea. Dr. Lea identified and described therefrom

ten of tile twelve species now known from this locality in a paper

published in the proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of"

Philadelphia for the year 1868. Dr. Lea evidently, as his paper

shows, adopted the view that the bed was Cretaceous because of its

geographical position within tile area occupied by beds of that age.
Descriptions and figures of tile entire twelve species, tim other two o£
which were established by Prof. R. :P. Whitfield, have been published
at the close of the first volume of Whitfiehl's Paleontology of tile

Cretaceous and Tertiary of New Jersey.*

Prof. Whitfield also, as the first paragraph of his paper indicates,

evidently partly on the aothority of others, and partly as noted above

frmn a misconception.of Prof. Cope's views, 1" regarded the fossils as

Cretaceous, though he states that with respect to their geological
position he offers no opinion, not having visited the beds himself.
This reference to the Cretaceous we think erroneous for reasons we

i)roeeed to note.
Pro/: H. A. Pilsbry, in the paper before referred to, page 204, and

which was published in the proeeedings of the A.cademy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia for 1896, under the title o]"" Geology of the

Mussel-bearing Clays of Fish House, New Jersey," calls attention to

the very close affinity of these mollusks to those now living, and
notices the fact that Dr. Lea had evidently observed the same when

he assigned to the fossils a specific nomenclature derived fi'om the
same root.words that had previously been used in naming tile living

fi_rms. In illustration we give below in parallel eolumos the specific
nomenclature of the fossil and existing forms. To the latter we

append their habitats as kindly furnished us by Prof. Pildbry :

• erach_'opoda and Lamellibranchlata of the Raritau Clays and Green Sand I_larls of New Jersey,
pp. 94_252.

_'Coustdt Prof. Cope, "l'rans, Amer. PhiIos So©., XIV N. Ser., pp. 249 and '250.
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Allied Living Ferns.
Fossil at F#h House. Habitat East of the Alleghanies•

Uaio naeatoide_, Lea .................. Unto nasutus, Say. Hudson, Delaware and
Chesapeake drainages.

Unio cariosoides, Lee .................. Unto eariosus, Say. Delaware, Chesapeake
and Potomac drainages.

Unlo humerosoides, Lea ............... Unto humerosus, Lea. Rivers of North
Carolina.

Unto roanokoides, Lea ................ Unto roanokenMP, Lea. Rivers of North

Carolina, and U. northamptonensip, Lea.
Connecticut to New Jersey.

Unto radiatoidee, Lea .................. Unio radiatus, Lemarck. Great Lakes and
N. E. Atlantis States.

Habitat Exclu_dvely West of th_ Alleghanies.
Unto subrotnndoldes, Lea ............. Unto subrotundus, Lea. Northern Missis-

sippi drainage.
Unlo ligamentoides, Lea ............... Unto ligameniinus, Lamarek. Great Lakes

and Northern Mississippi drainagea.
Unto alatoldeP, Lea...................... Unto alatus, Say. Great Lakes and North-

ern Mississippi drainages.
Anodontagrandioides, Lea ........... Anodonta grandis, Say. Great Lakes and

Northern Miesisqippi drainages.
Anodonta corpulentoid_s, Leo ....... Anedonta eorpulents, Cooper. Great Lakes

and Northern Mississippi drainages.

Similarly I'rnf. Whltfiehl continues the paral]ellsm :

Unto 1eetoides, Whitfield ............. Unto rectus, Lamarck. Great Lakes and
Northern Mississippi drainages.

Uniop_eanodontoideo, Whilfie!d..Unio anodontoides, Lea. Mississippi and
Gulf drainage.

The term Northern Mississippi drainage as used above comprises

that stream aml its tributaries north of the mouth of the Ohio, includ-

ing the latter river and the Missouri and their lateral streams.

Both Dr. Lea aml Prof. Pilsbry note that a considerable number

of the species have no affinity to forms now living in the drainage of

the Atlantit, coast. Dr. Lea notes the living counterparts of these

as oceurri.g in tile Ohio and other western waters, and Prof.
Piisbry, as already stated, as inhabiting the Great Lakes and St.

Lawrence, and the Upper Mississippi drainage. The latter also

states, however, that certain forms, characteristic especially of tile

Lower Mississippi and its tributaries, but occurring also in the

Upper Missi-slppi aml some of ils tributaries, are entirely want-

ing in the Fish It,rose fauna, which he says is "therefore to

b_' a_similated rather with the Great Lake system than with the

Mississippi aml Ohio drainage," and adds that "tile species prob-
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ably found their way into the Atlantic system in New York State

where the Lake and Atlantic waters are in close proximity. They

may then have become extinct on the Atlantic slope during the glacial
period when the rivers north of Delaware bay were so profoundly
affected."

The close resemblance of the fossil to the living forms call be seen

by comparison of Lea's Fish House types in the Paleontological col-
lection of the Academy of :Natural Sciences of Philadelphia with

numerous specimens of existing forms in the Academy's Conchologies]
collection.

Of the forms above listed, Prof. Pilsbury especially states that Unlo

ligamentoides, alaloides, prc_anodontoides and Anodorda grandioides

and corpulentoides have "no modern representatives ill the Atlantic

drainage south of the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence river system."
The most numerous of the fossil forms are the two species of

Aaodonto. 0! thirty-four specimens recently collected there by the

writer and comprising eight species, ten individuals belong to tile two
species of Anodonta.

Prof. Pilsbry also on another occasion collected about three dozen

specimens, the preponderance of the two Anadonta being in about the
same proportion.

While therefore the above list shows that the species whose allied

living forms have their habitat in waters exclusively west of the

Alleghanies are but slightly greater in number than those whose
representatives are now found in the Atlantic coastal waters, the pre-

ponderance iu tile number of individual Unlonid,'e is much luore

greatly in favor of the western fauna.

The close resemblance of this fresh-water fauna to that now llwng,
and its occurrence in beds, as noted beyond, which recent test borings

show to overlie uccmlformably tile basal beds of the Hew Jersey
Cretaceous, and abave all the association therewith of tile remains of

an extinct, hnrse, .E(}_us complicatus, Leidy, to be next noted, comula

tlvely point to a quite recent age for this bed, and one much later
than the Cretaceous.*

*In this connection it may be interesting to note the fresh-water shells now living ia the Delaware river

at the samelocality. Recently there were collected by Pro£ Pilsbn'. ia the quiet waterl of the bay or
cove formed b_tween the shore at Fish House an I the Fishers' Point dyke. the followlag :

Unio nasutu% Say ........................................................................................
nnio eompla_am Solander ...................................................................... ' nnionidm
Auodonta fluviatilis Dil[w a .................................................. biwlv s)
AE.... doma uudu ata, _aly................................................. [:::[::[.:":-::::::I ' "

Gonlob,_lS V_rgtntea, _ay .................................................. . .............................. Gastropoda
Carapeloma decisum, Say .......................................................................... } (univalve).

It may be observed that only one of these, U. na_utus, ocelus in the fossil bed, and this one is quite
extended both in geological anti geographical dlstabutioa in the Eastern Unhed Slates.
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F()SSIL HOR$B 1N FISH HOUSE CLAY,

EQUUS COM PLICATUS--LEIDY.

In tile transactions already referred to of the American Philo-

snphieal Society for the years 1868 and 1869, new series, Vol. XIV,

lage 250, Prof. E. D. Cope accurately.illustrate_ with a figure tile

stratigraphy of the Fish House clay beds, and correctly shows the
position of the Unionida_ near tbe base of the black clay. Iu tile

text and iu the figure he notes the association therewith of tile remains

of a fossil horse, which he at that tittle referred to ._uus fi'aternus,

Leidg. In the Geology of New Jersey, 1868, page 741, Prof. Cope

further states that this specimen was found twenty feet below tile sur-
face. In tile year 18_8 the writer obtained from a workman ill tile

clay-pits same of the teeth and portions of the maxillary bone of a

fossil horse, which Prof. Cope has kindly identified as Zquus eom-
plietdus, Leidy, which he says belongs to Pleistocene time. It may

possibly be the same in species as tile specimen formerly noted by
Pr_lf. Cope, but which is not now accessible for comparison, the

difference in nomenclature being probably due to stone revision

thereof; the result of the advance made in recent years in the com-

parison and critical study of the fossil remains of this genus.
The spot in tile bank which tile workman pointed out to the writer

as that whence the remains were obtained was about twelve feet below

tile top of the clay, from which had already been removed, by strip-

ping, a t',*vering of some six feet of surface gravels. The teeth and
bones ere black in e_*lor,both within and without, and there is therefore

no reas, m t_ believe _therwise than that the remains were actually found

iu undisturbed strata at abmlt the depth named. The specimen is
now iu the c dleeli_m of the Academy of Natural Sciences, of Phila-

delphia. A pboto reproduction is presented ou plate X.

Tlu_ spe,.imeu c_m,ists of a portion of the right cheek and upper

maxillary boue. with the first and second milk premolars and tile first

aud secmnl true m,dars in place in their respective processes. Tile

thlr,l milk premolar was missing when the writer obtained the speci-

mens, though its proces_ iuterveues between tl.e second milk premolar
and the first true re,tier. This process is apparently occupied by the

succeeding premolar, which had not yet come into view. There were

also fragments of bone from tile upper left side cuntainiog the first
and see, rod true mqlars.
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The first true molar on either side each shows very slight evidence
of wearing of their crowns, while neither of the second true molars

present any such evidence and had probably not protruded through

the gum--in fact they h_d but barely risen above the maxillary bone.

This dentition indicates a colt about two years of age.

Professor Cope informs the writer by letter that the horse remains
obtained by him are those of an adult, and "consist of some superior

molars and incisors in the jew."

The wearing of the crowns of the true molars in the specimen

obtained by tile writer being so slight, it became necessary, in order
to dlstiuguish the intricate foldlngs" of the enamel that are usually

seen thereon, to cut across or bisect one o[ the molars below the

crown. For thls purpose a lapidary was employed, who so bisected
the first true molar on the upper left side about one inch below the

top. The drawing on the lower left-hand corner of plate X shows
the enamel folds of thls transverse section so made, as also the den-
tine and cementum of the tooth.

:Besides this :Fish House deposit there is_ perhaps, but one other

fossil deposit of similar or nearly equivalent age known is the region

near :Philadelphia_ and that occurs at Port R'ennedy, in the Schuylkill
Valley above Norrlstown, in a fissure is Silurian limestone, fil]ed by

deposition in a more recent age. Here well-preserved teeth of the

same species of horse have been found in association wi{h two extinct

species of giant sloth, the teeth of the mastodon and the remains
of numerous other auimals.

The association of fossils indicates, according to Prof. Cope in a
paper in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science for

1895, that the age of the deposit in the fissure is Pleistocene.

Closely related horse-remalns, E_uus infermsdlu_, Cops, and three

species of sloths from Petit Anse Louisiana have been uamed_ figured

and described by Prof. Cope in the Proceedings of the American

Philosophical Society, Vol. X_XXIV, pages 458 to 468. These also

indicatej as stated by Prof. Cope in a personal interview, a Pleisto-
cene fauna, the equivalent, or nearly so, of the Equus beds of Texas,

and which are related by the similarity of their contained fossil life

forms to certain strata in Oregon, where the designation Equus beds

was first applied.
The crowns of the milk premolars in the writer's Fish House

specimen somewhat resemble in the convolutions of the enamel those

14 _zo
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of Prof. Cape's figure of E_uus interrnedius from Louisiana in the
work above cited. These are, however, much more complicated in

the cros._-secfion of the first true molar, from an examination of which,

as above s_atcd, the specific name of .Eqn_s eomplicalus, Leidy, has

been assigned.
We have compared the dentition of this Fish House colt with that

of a number of museum specimens of the horse of to-day, and with

the following results: The teeth are much more robust than those
of the adult race-horse. Edwin Forrest, whose skeleton is mounted in

the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

The two diameters also measure one-elghth to three-sixteenths of an

inch greater than the teeth of the largest horse crania in the Aca-

demy's collections. They, however, measure almost precisely the
same as the teeth of two specimens of the large English draft-horse

that are in the Museum of the Wagner Free Institute of Science. If

the bony skeleton of the Fish House specimen was llke that of the

present horse, then this colt represents an animal which, in the adnlt
state, was as large or larger than the largest of existing horses. With-

out, however, any other of the bones, as of the limbs, &n:, we cannot

be positive as to its slze, and the animal may have been one with a

large head and relatively small body, such as the zebra and quagga of
to-day.

]Iodide4 the two individuals of the fossil horse already noted, there

are in tim collections of the Academy of Natural Sciences ot :Phila-

delphia one bone, a Patella, and a fragment of another, possibly
from one of the long bones of a limb, that probably represent two
additional individuals. The Patella is about one-fifth less in size

than the Patella of the Wagner Institute mounted skeleton of the

large Euglish Draft Horse. It was personally obtained in the year
1892 directly from the black clay by ..1-.E. Ires, at that time a student

at the Academy. This fact was recently furnished at a personal
interview with J. E. Ires. The specimen was presented to the

Academy and is noted in the llst of presentatlone published in the
:Pcoceedhlgs, 1892, page 514, though ratimr vaguely stated to be
from Camden. The fragment which was probably from the end of

one of the long bones of a limb of probably another individual horse

was procured by the writer the same year, 1892, from a workman
who had carried it to home some months previously.
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VERTEBRATE AND ISVERTEBRATE FOSS1Lg AND AL_O PLANT REMAINS

AT FISH HOUSE AS NOTED BY PROf. II, CARVILL LEWIS.

Before leaving the subject of annima] remains found in tbe Fisb
House clays and before introducing our own remarks upon tree aml
plant stems therefrom, we will quote verbatim Prof. Carvill Lewis
upon tile contained fossils, both animal and vegetable.* He says:
"At Fish House, a few miles above Camden, there occurs a stiff dark

clay of interglacial age which is of interest in tbat it is the only one
of tile Delaware river clays of Quaternary age that contains fossils.
Eight species of tile large mussel shells (Unios aml Anodontas), the
skull of an extinct horse, bones of the wolf, sea}ca of fishes, bark of

pine and birch, leaves of oak, maple and other trees are among those
which have been found here. Some of the Unios are identical with

those now living in tbe Ohio river."
Were the author of the above, the present writer's late friend anti

preceptor, now living, it would be desirable to learn from him more
definitely regarding these fossils, and especially tile plants.

We have, however, recently been reliably informed that for the
purpose of study Prof. Lewis had collected together at one time in
some trays at tile Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia,
specimens of Uniouidaz, including, besides those already belouging to
tile Academy's colleetioo, a number obtained by himself; also, the
skull of a borse,t and some bones not those of a borse, and that he and
Pro£ Cope held a consultation about Ibe same, tile bones otber tbau
those of the horse being l)ronommed by Prof. Cope to be those of a

wolf. Corroborative of the fish scales we have been informed by a
resident of" Delair that in connection with the finding of "clams"

(Unionidte) near tile bottom oi tile black clay in digging a well on
premises occupied by him some years since, he had obtained the
impression of a fish, and that he bad given away the specimen to a
geologist who had called on him shortly afterward.

Field Lecture_ in Geology in the vicinity of Philadelphia, by H. Ca_vi]l Lewis, 1884.(From the Public Ledger Al!riloJune. 1884_,

._ Geol. T_cts Acad. of Nat, Sci, PhSada., VoL 43a, part X l, page 13.

tThe thle given above is in MSS, in the bandwrltlng of PmC H. C_rviS Lcw_s.
The text is in print ¢n slips cut from the Philadelphia "' Publlc Ledger."

_"rhi_ was probably the specimen before referred to a_ having been obtained by Prof. Cope_
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FLATTENED TREE AND PLANT STE_IS IN FISH ItOUBE CLAYS.

Besid_._ die mt*lhl_cau and vertebrate fossils before noted there also

occur in the Fi,h Ittmse clay a considerable number of larger and

smaIler frsgme_t_ of flattened plant stems or tree-trucks. This

flattening i_ lm,bab]y the re_ult of gradual pressure for a long period

of time, anti i_ very noticeable. One specimen measured was 4-of au

inch in tile shorter diameter and o_ inches in the larger diameter, l'o

another lhc two dlameters were respectively 3 and 8 inches.

Unlike the fi_,s_l trees, to be later descrlbed,'from an overlying
and stiIl more r_ccut bed these trees do not appear, on mlcroscopic

examlnaI_on of preparations ofsectlons, to be coniferous.

Since writing the above paragraph, the writer has obtained from

tbls bed considerable s_zed masses of vegetation in the form of }mat.

The vegetable fibers were flattened and closely massed together in

lamina; aml consided of the stems of plants and probably also of the
root.q. From one of the largest stems he prepare:l thin semi.trans-

parent, transverse, radial, and tangential sections for examination

under the microscope. Thi_ specimen proved coniferous, and while
much pressed and distorted, several undoubted tracheids or bordered

pits were clearly seen. Other specimens of the same non coniferous

wood noted before were also procured on this occasion.

The character (*f the plants farther than as above noted the writer

leaves for the future determinatim| of some competent paleobotanlst "
When so determlued it will probably nat conflict with the evidence

as to age already presented by tbe molluscan and vertebrate remains.

Before leaving tile consideration of the contained plant remains we
will nntice tbe occurrence of a single leaf from the locality_ but

whether from the b!aek or white clays is not certainly known.

Nt,TE 0.N TILL.T:PIIYLLU3I DUB1UM_ NEWBERR_t'--A FOSSIL LEAF

FOUND AT FISIt HOUSE,

Prof. or. 8. _N'ewberry, in a Monograph on the :Flora of the Amboy

Clays* has de_cribed and figured from Fish House a fossil leaf to
wl_iet_ he a_g.ued a new generic and specific name, TiUceph_llura

dvbh,ln, hut it s_,em_ t¢_ the writer, rather signiflcally remarks that
"it resembles same Ieave_ of our basswood, such as could be collected

in almost any forest."

" * Monograph _'. S, I _col S'_rvcy. VO!. xxvi, page tO0, Plate xv. fig. 5.
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We have ascertained that the leaf certainly came from tile locality

and was celiected by Dr. L. N. Britton, but after a personal interview
with Dr. Britton and an examination of the matrix of the specimen

which is now_ though badly preserved, h_ tile collections of Columbia

University, New Yurk, we fiod it is impossible to determine whether
this leaf is from the black or tile white clays of the vicinity. Being_

however, the only specimen, so far known, it cannot be regarded as

of any value in determining the geological age of whatever bed it may

belong to.

STKATIGRAPft[CAL EVIDENCE RF_PEGT[NGTHE FISII IIOUSE (]'LAYS.

As before indicated, the black clay at Fish House lies within the

area occupied beueath the superficial deposits by the belt of plastic

pottery clays which crosses tile State from near Amboy to Trenton,
and then skirts the Delaware river to Peonsgrove, forming the Rari.
tan or basal division of the Cretaceous in this State.

If the conclusions in favor of a much more recent age for the

black clay anti the underlying gravel wbich we draw from the con-

sideration of the paleontological evidence be correct, theu the strati-

graphical evidence to be in harmony therewith should show that the
black clay and its associated gravels rest unconformably upon tile

plastic clay, &c., of the Raritan formation. We are now able to
state that such is the case, though until recently, owing to the shnl.

larity of tbe very sligbt dips presented by the black clay and by the

white clays in the immediate vicinity, tiffs has not been readily ap-

parent. We may now, however, construct with much certainty and
accuracy tile stratigraphy of the region.

By reference to the map plate X[ there will be seen on the east side

of the area occupied by tim excavation a triangular space enclosed
between the forks of two cartways, shown by dotted lines, and the

River road, the latter forming the base of the triangle. The bank

adjacent to the River road between the two cartways is now much
obscured by a talus of tile superficial deposits; nevertheless, an
examination reveals characteristic whltlsh plastic clays. A dove-

colored plastic clay also occurs in the corner formed by the southern
ot the two cartways and the Cove road. The recent gravels (Pen-

sauken ?) rest directly upon these white and dove-colored plastic clays,
and ia tile corner at the Cove road there is now displayed a
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strikln_ um'onfiwmity Iwtweea tile two deposits. We are informed by
Augu,_tus Reeve & S.n that a somewhat triangular tongue of white

and dove-colored clay has been dug away, which formerly extended
fr, m th_._ba_e on the ]liver road toward the point of junction on the

west elf the two cartways.

On thv map we have outlined the area formerly occupied by this
brogue cf white clay by a dotted semi oval line with the letters W. C.
wlthlu.

This clay is stated to have had a maximum thickness of about twenty
feet, but to have declined upon its western margin to a thin sheet. The

black clay which had occupied all the rest of the excavation sur-

rounding this tungne overlaid the thimmr western margin of the plastic

clay, but did not extend over it to the eastward where it was thlekest,

near the River road, where, as already stated, the superficial gravels
can be sten to rest directly upon the plastic clay, as they can ]ikewlse

be seen to rest upon the black clay to the north and to the south.

These rclathms of the gravels and the black clays are now well shown
in ][latch's side of the hank on the north side mid in Reeve's bank
on the south excavation.

There is thus demonstrated a eonslderable unconformity between
the black and the white clay deposits, and that the black were ]aid
down over the white amt are therefore the more recent. Other evi-

dences of this uneonfiu'mlty we now proceed to note:

(1.) Within the past few years quite a number of wells have been

bored at D,.Ialr fi)r water-supply. Some of these, which were in the

area occupied by the black clay, have passed through it and through

nndoubted *,'t_;_epl_fi_' clay,; somewhat further down, before reaching
a water-bearing t-and or gravel.

(2.) Daring the prt,t.,t year a large number of test-borings have
been ma,le t_ u-c,,rt:dn the thickness and extent of the Fish House

clay bed _i_.rdvr to fix the compensation to be paid by the Pennsyl-

vania RaiIr,ad Ct, up Lny fi_r the right-of-way of its new seashore
route.

(3.) O.hvr tcbt I,orlc_._ have also been made for the railroad com-

pany on both batiks of the river, and also beneath its bed, preparatory

to tim building of the raiIroad bridge and its approaches. The exact_

Incurious of t]wse v:lr[.u,_ b_)riug% numbered 6, 6a, &c., to 52, are

shown on the aec *mpaI_yitq: map, plate XI, which has been prepared

by a careful draftsman fr.m official surveys of the Pennsylvania Rail-
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road Company and of the Delair Land Company. P.D. Stoats has

also made a topographical survey, and placed thereon, while in the
field, contours for each five feet of elevation.

The topography of tile present excavations in the black clay north-
east of Fish House and of two excavations ill the white clay southeast

of the same, was also carefully surveyed, and is outlined on the map;

the contours show the depressions of their floors.
The area from which black clay has been taken is marked _. C.,

and those from which white clay has been removed are marked W. C.

Detailed records of these 52 borings are appended at the close of

this paper. (Pages 218, to 244.) Only one of these, No. 9, has been

previously noted in the annual reports. *
The wells bored at Delair for water.supply, after penetrating surface-

beds of greater or less thickness, have passed through several feet of
unmistakable white plastic clay before reaching the water-bearing

gravels. In some of these wells the surface-deposits below the first
few feet consisted of black ¢layand an underlying gravel ; while some

which were toward the river and were beyond the western margin of
the black clay did not find it, they, however, penetrated the same

gravel which iu the others underlaid tile black clay.
One of these wells on I)erousse avenue, midway between tile G.

and A. railroad and the River road, was dug to the base of the hla_k

clay, finding near the bottom, at the depth of about twenty-two feet,
wlmt were described as ,c clams" and which undoubtedly were fresh-

water mussels, such as have already been noted as occurring in the
bed near Fish House station. Below this first horlzgn this well was

continued by boring, first penetrating the underlying yellow gravel,

and then, at 55 to 73 feet, about 18 feet of strata, described as stiff,

white fine day and white sandy clay, before reaching tile desired water-
bearing gravel. This white clay stratum and the water-bearing gravel

beneath it, arc certainly Cretaceous.

Through tile courtesy of J. F. Stuart and others, civil engineers
for tile railroad company, and also of Hatch Brothers and of

Augustus Reeve & San, owners of the Fish House black clay

baoks_ and also through the kindness of W. H. Knowles, contractor
for artesian borings, we have been placed in possession of consider-

able information respecting these various test borings east of the

Camden and Amboy Railroad, and have been permitte_l to examine
several full series of specimens of the same.

• Annual Rep, State GeoL, 189,5, pp, 60--70.
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We have also been furnished with blue-prints of carefully con-
strneted vertical sections, one of which is a west and east section across

the beds from near the River road to near the Burlington pike_ while
another is a north and south section from near Deroussc avenue,

Delair, to the Cove road at Fish tIouse station, passing directly across

the excavation made in Hatch's and in Reeve's banks, but running

approximately parallel with the strike of the beds. There were also
three short cross-sections of Reeve's bank at the _uthern end of the

area.

All of the tsst boring_ made through the Fish House clay-bed

passed into a yellowish gravel within which most of them terminated.
Three borings, Non. 33, 3t aml 37, however, either on or near the Cove

road, on the southern margin of the Reeve property, passed from this

underlying gravel into white clays unmistakably Oretaeeous.

One boring, No. 14_ on the west and east section first noted, and

which was put down beyond the eastern margin of the black clay
to a greater depth with reference to sea level than the other borings

on that line except one, No. 18, also encountered unmistakable white

plasticclaybeneatha yellowgravelapparentlythesame asthatwhich

underliestheblackclay.

The one boring_No. 18_aboveexceptedwas on the lowestground

along the section line and near its eastern end towards the Burlington

pike. Though not so deep as some of the other borings on the line,
its bottom was about ten feet nearer sea level. Indications of white

plastic clay' were fimnd at its base.
The test borings, Non. 0 to 6 and 6a, put down preparatory to tile

building of the bridge and approaches and along tile line of the

same all entered Cretaceous strata beneath a greater or less thick-

heSS of superficial beds. A careful examination of tile specimens
from the three sets of borlag_ above described and of the records as

appended to this paper show that at varying depths below tide-level

the uneven floor of the Cret_ccoas plastic clays is met wlth and that

upon this uneven floor is deposited fine yellow gravel such as can
be seen beneath the iron stone cru_t forming tile floor of the black

clay excavation, and above this the black clays and associated orange-

yellow clays.
For further in[urination re_pectlng these borings read,Notes on Test

Borings Non. 0, 1_ 2, 3, 4 and 6, p'_ge 219 ; and, _pecial notes on Test

Borings Non.10 to 42, pages 227 and 228.
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su_ta_.ar oF T_E F_SVt HOUSE BEDS.

Under the name of the Fish House beds we would include the black

clay and the associated orange-yellow clays that generally form its

upper portion, and also a similar orange-yellow clay that sometimes

occurs beneath it, together with an underlying laminated and cross-

bedded stratum of coarse yellow sands and medium coarse yellow

gravels. As to the age of these beds we incline to the view already
published in former annual reports, by Prof. R. D. Salisbury, that

they are Pensauken, for the reason that on tile Reeve property, at the

southern side of the Fish House excavation, where the underlying

gravel consists of larger pebbles than at the northern end, on tile

Hatch property, and where, consequently, its character can be better

studied, occur pebbles tile size of shellbarks add larger, some of which
are of partially decomposed sandstones and shales, apparently Triassic,

which can be readily crumbled between the fingers. Such pebbles are
characteristic of that formation. If this nomenclature be correct, we

have additioual proof of the unconformity of the ]_"ish House beds

with the Cretaceous, and also of their much later and in fact their

almost recent date, since Prof. Salisbury, in the last three annual

reports of the Survey, has traced tile Pensauken as a widespread

tbrmation, to the eastward overlapping successively the beveled or
upturned edges of tile plastic clay, clay marls, aud the three true
marl divisions of the Cretaceous, and also those of the Eocene and
Miocene for matin)us.

In short_ since the white clays were deposited and before tile black

clays were laid down in the region of Delalr and Fish House, nearly

the entire coastal plain portion of New Jersey, and, in fact, nearly the

whole Atlantic coastal plain southward to Florida, has been built up.
This length of time covered nearly all of four geological periods, viz.,

the Cretaeeous, Eocene and Miocene, amt much of the sueeeeding
time during which the superficial gravels, known as the Peesauken,

were laid down so as to cover the silghtly upturned edges of the tllree

preceding periods just named.

In harmony with this view of tile recent age of tile deposit, and_
indeedp conclusive proof thereof, is the occurrence, as above recorded,

of two well-authenticated specimens of portions of tile crania and

dentition of an extinct fossil horse obtained several years apart By

Prof. E. D. Cope and by the writer, the circumstances of tile finding
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each of wh{ch wa_ carefully {nvestigated and established by each of

us at the respective times when each specimen was secured.

The occurrence nf such fossil horse is further emphasized by tile

exTstenec tlf in each case a single skeletal portion from each of prob-

ably two other individuals obtained later than either of tim abov%
but at dlffcrent times, by J. E. Ivas and tile writer, under circum-

stances which may be regarded as also fully authentic.

Not inconsistent with the late age thus indicated is the occurrence

of the Uulon_da_ or fre_h-watcr mussels, so long by some considered

to be Cretaeeml.% but whose affinities may nov be regarded as quite as

fully indicative, if not more s% of a more recent age, and although

it may be said that Cretaceous Unlos from the West differ generally
but slightly from recent forms, yet coupled with the occurrence of tlm

fossil horse, which in anything at all resembling tile size and species

of the specimens found did not extend below the rliocen% if, indeed,

it went that far down, we feel we are compelled to regard tile :Fish
House naiad fauna as quite recent geologically. It may be further
said that no fossil horse, no matter how primitive, has been found so
far back in time as the (]retaceous.

The evidence presented by the plant-females, so far as they |laVe
been studied, is quite meager, but it is probable that should their

affinities be wall made out they too wouht fall into harmony with
our eonelus_on_.

Appendix to the Statigraphy of the Fish House Black Clay
and Associated Oravels.

TEST I_O_LI,_GS AND W,kTER SUPPLY-W_LLS AT POINT NO POIN% PA._

I_ THE BED {}F TIlE DELAWARE RIVER_ AND AT DELAIR AND

FISII H0"t'SE_ ._. J.

The fcdh*wh_g blrin_-, numbered Nos. 0, 1_ 2, &e._ to 52_ might

have been ineIudv,I umlar the sub-heading, Wells in the Southern Part

of the Crat:tct'_la_ licit, _n a previous portion of this report. They
do not, howevt.t', all of them enter the Cretaeaous_ quite a number of

them being tlnly in the _uperfieial strata overlying tile beds of that.age.

A large number of them al_o were not bored for water-supply, but as

test borings for reasons whiah willappear later. They form a group
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by themselves that are opportune at this time to demonstrate the geolog-
ical relation of certain yellow and black brick clays and white and
dove.colored plastic clays that have long been worked at Fish House,
N. J., flit economical purposes and about which authorities have differed
for many years as to the geological age of each. For this reason their
records arc placed here in immediate connection with the preceding
papers on the Stratigraphy of tile Fish House Black Clay, &c.

Dotings Nca. 0 to 5 were made on tile Pennsylvania shore and in
the bed of tile Delaware river. The remainder were put down in

New Jersey. The latter may be found located oil the accompanying
contour map, plate X[, which has been prepared from accurate official
surveys. Tile elevation contours were especially surveyed for this
map and placed thereon while on the field by P. D. Staats.

NOTES ON TEST BORINGS NOS. 0, l, 2_ 3, 4_ 5 AND 8 ON THE SHORES

AND IN THE BED OF TtIE DELAWARE RIVER AT THE PENN-

SYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY RArLROAD BRIDGE BETWEEN

PHILADELPHIA TPA., AND DELAIR_ N. J.

All of these enter Cretaceous strata.

Early in 1895 a series of six test borings were made by Geo. H.
Orcutt on either shore of the Delaware river, and also on tile river-

bed between Point no Point, below Bridesburg, Philadelphia, on the
Pennsylvania side; and Fisher's Point, adjacent to Deiair, north of
Camden, on the New Jersey side. These borings were tlrcliminary to
the building of "the abutments and piers for the railroad bridge con-
n_eting the Pennsylvania Company's main line at Fcankford, Pa.,
with its Atlantic City route at Haddonfield, N. J.

Through the courtesy of the railroad company's officials the writer
was permitted to examine the specimens of the various borings, which
had been carefully marked and preserved. Tile subjoined records
bare been made from tills examinatiou. They follow each other from
west to east, and are directly across the strike of the strata. With
the retards there is included a boring (No. 6a) m_de on tbe New
Jersey bank for water-supply.
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We commence the records, however, with a boriog (Me. 0), made

later, or in the year 1896, one block west of Pennsylvania abutmeot,

by another contractor. We have numbered the borlogs 0, 1, 2, &e.,
from west to east.

Tim borings, Non. 1 and 6, on either shore were made to rock. Oa

the Pennsylvaaia side soft rock was found at tile depth of 87 feet
and solid rock at 112 feet. On tbe New Jersey side, soft rock was

reached at the depth of 142 feet and hard rook at 159 feet. Closely
corroborative of the latter depth is the informatioo received that some

years previously, at the time of the construction o["the Fisher's Point
dyke, a test boring was made at tile landward end of tile dyke which

reached hard rock at the depth of 168 feet. The foundations for

piers Non. 2, 3, t and 5 were reade at the depth of about 66 feet.

They rest upon coarse sand and gravel strata near the base of the
Cretaceous.

No. O.--lest Boring on the Sea Shore 1_. R., Carbor_ Street, Phila-

de@a,,.
Elevation, mean tide level ; dlsmeter, 6 inches; depth, 56 feet.

This bnriug was made ou the line of Pennsylvania Railroad Com-

pany's new Sea Shore railroad near its crossing over Carbon street, on
which is located the Bait Line railroad. This street is one block west

of Delaware aveoue. The boring was made by tile drill anti sand-
bucket proees% by which good specimens of the materials penetrated

can be ohtatned, andthe record is therefore of espeeial valae. Samples
were taken at every toot. These have been divided with the writer,

through the courtesy of the company's engineers. From a earefhl
examiaatiou of these we make the following record :

5Iud (alluvium), contains D;a.
tome.................................... 10 feet -= 19 feet. Recent.

Heavy gray gravel.................. 4 " -_ 2i " Trenton gravel. (?)
Heavy yellow gravel, mixed ]

withflae ............................ 5 " -=28 " ]

Heavier yellow gr,_ve1, with !_'18feet. Age i?)
large pebbles ........................ 13 " _il " J

Whiteclay ........................... 2 " 43 " ) ['Plastic
Yellow clay ........................... 2 " -- 45 " I I Clays._-= 15feet.
Orange yellow clay ................. 4 " _-=49 " I /Cretaceous"Greenish sandy clay.............. 7 " -.- 56 " J L
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The alluvium at the top contains a mixture of fresh and salt-water

diatoms, the fresh-water forms preponderating. This deposit is, of
course, quite receot and has the same thickness as has been noticed by the

writer in similar deposits in borings elsewhere along the margin of the
Delaware river, say about twenty feet. This is its thickness at Gramer

Hill ferry, and Gloucester, N. J._ and also at the Philadelphia navy

yard, on League Island, at the mouth of the Schuylkill The Glou-
cester locality is oil the margin of the marshes of Newton creek, and

the Cromer Hill locality on the former site of a small stream whose

channel has been recently diverted by artificial means to the south-
ward.

No. 1.--Tea_ .Boring at .Point no P_int, for Bridge Abutment, Pennsyl-
vania Shore.

Diameter, 6 inches; depth, 112 feet.

Iqotee on the Diatom, Tricerateom favus, Ehr.

This boring was made on the meadows just inside the dyke that

faces the river on the Pennsylvania shore. The following record was
made from an inspection of a full aeries of the borings, which were

carefully preserved in the railroad company's office, at Broad street

station, Philadelphia.

Meadow mud, contains diatoms..................................... 3 feet. ]
Loamy clay .................................................... 3 to 7 " I Late_t
Clay, sand and finegravel ................................ 7 " 9 " _ Pleistocene.
Mad, contains diatoms.................................... 9 " 12 " J
Sand and gravel ............................................ 12 " 22 "
Glay ............................................................. 22 " 25 "
Sand .............................................................. 25 " 51 "
White clay.................................................... 51 " 54 " ]
Sand .............................................................. 54 " 61 " [
Fine gravel.......................................... .2...... 61 " 77 " [ Cretaceous.
Very coarse gravel ......................................... 77 " 87 " J
I.,ooseor disintegrated rock, micareous ............. 87 " 110 "
Solid rock, mieaceoue ...................................... 110 " 112 "

It is interesting to note that the interval of 9 to 12 feet shows a

river mud overlain by fine gravel and sand and loamy clay_ and that
over the latter is spread the more recent, river depoalt that now forms

the broad stretch of meadowy-land seen on the western approach to

the bridge. It is further interesting to note that these two muddy
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strata contain dhdom._,mainly fresh-water species, though there are a
few forms which thrive in either salt, brackish or fresh waters.
Among tlm.-.eso occurrhlg in both these beds is THceraleum fares,
Ehrenberg, which tile wrhcr has seen iu Delaware river marsh de-
poslts at various p_,inls along the shore from tim bay upward to the
latitude of Philadelphia. It also occurs fossil in the clays beneath the
older portion of the latter city which, a couple of generations back,
were used for brick.maklng, and which may now be found below the
surface within the area bounded by the 25 and tile 40.foot elevation
contours. D_atoma do not occur in Philadelphia clays having a greater
elevation than 40 feet.

This diatom is also found in clays not far beneath the surface along
a narrow strip of comparatively level land bordering the ocean shore
of tile State whose elevation does not exceed 40 feet. lt should, per-

haps, be mentioned that a preparation of cleaned diatoms made from
recent river mud at Burlington has failed to yield this specific form.

The record for Pier No. 2 which follows next shows black mud

deposits at the depdl of 28 to 30 feet, and at 32 to 36 feet, which are
probably tile equivalent of that at 9 to 12 feet in this well. The dis-
tance between the two points is 1,300 feet.

The microfossiliferous mud beds are of the latest, Pleistocene, age.
No beds of mud or clay of similar age occur in any of the boriugs
between Pier _"o. 3 anti tile New Jersey sbnre.

_No.2.--:thq BorStg for Pier _h_o.2 (Second Pier f_ont Pennsyloania
Shove).

Diameter, 6 inches I depth below mean high water, 63 feet.

Depth to river-bed ......................................... 24 feet.
4 feet, Sand ..................................................... 24 to 28 "
2 " Black mud .......................................... 28 " '_o0 "
2 " Sand ..................................................... 30 " 32 "
4 " Black mud ............................................ 32 " 36 "
5 " Sand' .................................................... 36 " 41 "

10 " Sand and gravel .................................... 41. " 51 " ]
7 " Sand ..................................................... bl " 58 " I
5 " Sand and gravel .................................... 58 " 63 t' I Cretaceous.

Large gravel ind broken atones on which !
this boring stopped .......................... 63 " J
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This record was made from an examination of specimens in the

office of the railroad company's engineer, at Delair, N. J.

Afterward, upon sinking a caisson for the construction of this pier

a tree-trnnk was found at the depth of 5 'a feet.

No. 8.--Test Boring for Pier No. 3.

Diameter, 6 inches ; depth below mean high water, 78 feet.

Depth to flyer-bed ........................................ 40 feet. ]
15 feet. Sand ...................................................... 40 to 55 " I/
3 " Coarse gravel and cobbles.......................... 55 " 58 " |

5 " Coarse gravel and white clay mixed ......... 58 " 63 " I Cretaceous.3 " Yellowish brown sand, finer .................... 63 " 66 " /

8 " Coarse sand ............................................ 66 " 74 " |
4 " Coarse gravel and large pebbles ............... 74 " 78 " J

No. 4.--Caisson Record at Pier No. _4.

Depth below mean high water, 66 feet.

This pier carries tile draw-span of the bridge, and is in the deepest

part of tile channel, which here lies near the New Jersey shore, tile

depth to tile river bottom being 42 feet. The succession of the strata

was obtained from the record kept by the railroad company's con-

struction engineers during the sinking of the caisson preparatory to

the building of the pier. It corroborates the borings made on either

side at piers Nos. 3 and 5. The following is the reeord :

Depth to river bed ............................................ 42 feet.
2 feet. Gravel ............................................... 42 feet to 44 "

3 " Gravel and cobbles ............................. 44 " 47 " ]
6 " Gravel and sand ................................. 47 " 53 "

J4 " Sand ................................................. 53 " 57 " Cretaceous.
2 " Sandt with alittle clay ........................ 57 " 59 "
7 " Sand ................................................. 59 " 66 "
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_'o. ,_.--Tc,_t Boring for Pier No. 5 (.First Pier frora the New Jersey
Shore).

Diameter, 6 inches; depth below mean high water, 95 feet.

Depth to river bed ........................................ 30 feet.
I foot. Yellow clay ........................................... 30 to 31 "
9 feat. White clay ............................................ 31 " 40 "

11 " White sand .......................................... 40 " 51 "
I0 " Gravel sand and white clay, mixed ......... 51 " 61 "
2 " Coarse sand ......................................... 61 " 63 "
" " Fine gravel and sand ............................. 63 " 65 "
4 Sand and clay ....................................... 65 " 69 " Cretaceous.
6 " White sand ........................................... 69 " 75 "
1 " Coarse gravel and pebbles ...................... ?5 " 76 "
5 " Sand and grave] .................................... 76 " 81 '°
5 " Coarse gravel ........................................ 81 " 86 _'
9 Gravel and sand ................................... 86 " 95 "

.No. 8.--Test Boring at .Fisher' s .Point, near .Delair, for Bridge Abut-

meat, New Jersey Shore.

15 ft. Sand and gravel ............................................... 15 feet.
2 " Large coarse gravel .................................. 15 to 17 "
2 " Brown clay .............................................. 17 " 19 "
2 " Ctay and sand .......................................... 19 " 21 "
3 " Grovel .................................................... 21 " 25 "
3 " White clay ............................................... 25 " 28 '°

1I " Coarsesand ............................................. 28 " 39 "
1 " Fine gravel .............................................. 39 " 40 "
9 " White clay ............................................... 40 " 49 "

11 " Coarse sand ............................................. 49 " 60 "
5 " White clay ............................................... 60 " 65 "
5 " White clay with coarse heavy gravel and

sand ................................................... 65 " 70 '°
I1 " Coarse gravel ........................................... 70 " 81 '°
15 " White clay ............................................... 81 " 96 "

Cretaceous.
3 " Clay and gravel mixed ............................ 96 °' 99 "
2 " Sand ..................................................... 99 to 101 "
l " Gravel .................................................. 10l " 102 "

13 '° Coarse gravel ....................................... 102 "'115 °'
5 " Coarse gravel ........................................ 115 " 120 "
2 " White clay ............................................ 120 " 122 "
9 " Fine gravel ........................................... 122 " 131 "
2 " Grovel and sand .................................... 131 " 133 "
I " White clay. .......................................... 133 " 134 "
8 " Gravel and sand ................................... 134 " 142 "

17 " Disintegrated rock ................................ 142 " 159 "
Stopped on hard rock ............................
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It is noticeable that this boring does not show aoy red clay, from
five to ten feet of which has been found in borings made at Pavonia,
both at the pumping station on the river and at Stockton Water Co[n-
pany's plant on tile C. & A. R. R. north of Pavonia station and

also at the rall company's shops south of the same station.

The recent Alluvium deposit containing diatoms that is ,noted near

ihesurfaee in borings Nos. 0, 1 and 2 is absent in this boring.

-hro. 6a.--.Bored Well at Fisher' s Point, Delair, for Water.Supply.

Elevation,5 feet ; depth, 75 feet.

Immediately adjacent to the bridge abutment at Fisher's Point,

George H. Orcutt put. down a well to the depth of 75 feet. This
well furnishes water to several houses in Delair occupied by the civil

enginccm connected with the railroad company. The strata peaetrated

are, as would be expected, the same as are recorded for the test (lifo. 6)

made for the abutment. The well obtains a supply of excellent water
from the coarse gravel noted in that record at the depth of 70 to 75
feet.

The details of strata, furnished by the men who drilled tim well

,and corroborated by specimens received, are as follows :

Brownish sand............................................ 1 foot to 10feet.
Coarse sand................................................. 10 foot to 18 "
Big bowlder_ .............................................. 18 22 "
Brown sand ................................................. 22 24 "
Yellow clay ................................................ 24 26 "
White sand ................................................. 26 33 "
White clay .................................................. 33 35 Uretaceous.
White sand.................. ".............................. 35 43
White clay ................................................. 43 49
Sand ........................................................... 49 52
White clay .................................................. 52 54
Sand and coamegravel ................................. 54 75

.No. 7.-- Test ;Boring near Delair Station and an the West Side of the

Camden and Amboy Rortdbed.

Elevation, 15 feet ; depth, 50 feet.

Another test boring was made by Gee. H. Orcutt near the Camden

,and A[nboy Railroad and a short distance southwest of Delair sta-
15 OF.O
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tion, preparatory to the building of bridge abutments for the Sea
Shore Railroad to pass over the Amboy tracks. We here insert the

record. It is compiled from on examination of specimens of the

borings in the office of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's civil

engineer, J. F. Stuart, at Delair station :

Yellow clayey loam .......................................... 0 to 6 feet.
Gravel ............................................................. 6 " 12

White clay................................................... 12 " 14 ]
Clay and sand............................................. 14 " 30 [
White clay.................................................... 30 " 33 [
Clay and yellow sand........................................ 33 " 40 }-Cretaceous.
Coarse white gravel.......................................... 40 " 45 I
Yellow clayey sand ........................................ 45 " 47 [
White clay...................................................... 47 " 49 I.
Yellow sand and gravel .................................... 49 " 50 J

No. 8.--Dug IVell at Delalr , for Water.Supply to Railroad Tank.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 33 feet.

This well was dug at the locality of tile stump marked C on the

accompanying map, plate X, and was commenced at the bottom of a
rather extensive excavation made by the railroad engineers on the

south of the rlght-of-way. The elevation of the floor of the excava-

tion at this point is estimated at 35 feet.
We are informed that this well, after penetrating a bluish-clayey

sand about one foot thick near the surfaoe, was sunk to the depth of

33 feet entirely in gravel.

No. 9.--.Bored Well at Delair.

Elevation, 40 feet ; depth, 78 foot. Water rises within 40 feet of the surface.
Revised fromAnnual Report, 1895.

Tbis boring was commenced at the bottom of a dug well at tile

depth of twenty-five feet. The dug portion stopped near the base of
a black clay stratum in which near the bottom the then owner of the

property informs us that casts of " clams" were found and also the

impression of a fish. The "clams" were undoubtedly the same
forms of fresh-water mu_els that [lave been so long known as

occurring at the same horiz.m in what must be ao extension of the
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same black clay bed at Hatch's and Reeve's clay banks to the south-

ward near Fish House station. Below we copy from the annual

report for 1895, page 70, the record of the bored portion of this
well. It was furnished by W. C. ]3arr, artesian well contractor.

Thickness. Depth,

Dug well, bottom in black clay at.... 25 feet ----25 feet. Fish House clay, &c.
Dry. coarse sand ............................ 30 " _ 55 "
Stiff white clay, fine white sand, I Raritan Plastic

then stiff white clay again........... 18 " _ 73 - _ Clays.Coarsesand and heavy grovel......... 5 " _ 78 " Cretaceous.

This well supplies excellent water which rises within forty feet of

the surface or about to tide.level. It is obtained from the yellowish-

white gravels that are characteristically interstratified within the

plastic clays.

SPECIAL NOTES ON TEST BORINGS NOS. 10 TO 42_ AT DELAIR AND

FISH HOUSE_ IN SUPERFICIAL STRATA OVERLYING CRETA-

CEOUS PLASTIC CLAYS.

Nos. 14, 18, 33, 34 and 37 also enter the under]ylng Cretaceous strata.

In acquiring the right of way over valuable clay land for the new

sea-shore connection for tbe Pennsylvania Railroad from Broad
street station, Philadelphia, via Frankford Junction, Delaware river

bridge, Delair and Haddonfield and in estimating the compensation

to be paid therefore, a number of test-borings were made at Delalr,

along two lines, one on the maio route eastward from the River road,

and the other southward from Browning's lau% on a projected south
branch, since abandoned, but then intended to connect below Fish

House station with the Camden ond Amboy route.

The specimens from this entire series of borings, except Nos. 41

and 42, have been courteously placed in our bands by the euglneers

in charge of the construction of the railroad. They are located on
the map by Nos. 10 to 42. The detailed records of each which fol-

low have been made from an examination of these and some other

duplicate specimens. Moreover, these records ore unusually reliable,

having been made under tbe supervision of tim railroad company's

civil engineers. The exact elevation at each well was accurately

noted, while the thickness and deptb of each speclmeu was carefully
attached tberet% a sample being taken for every change.
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Borings Nos. 10 to 19 on the east or main line pass through s suc-

cession of sands, clays end sandy clays of an orange-yellow or

yellowish-brown color, end also enter a medium coarse gravel, in
color and grain apparently identical with that noted below as occur-

ring beneath the black clay on the south branch.

Of these wells _'_o. 14 passed beyond the gravel into white, stiff" clay

and white, sandy clays at the depth of about ten feet, the elevation of

the surface being fifty-four feet. Between the depths of tweuty-fmlr

and thirty-four feet we especially note a solid bed of fine white,

plastic clay. All tile beds in this boring below about ten feet belong
to the Rarltan division of the Cretaceous.

Of the borings Nos. 21 to 40, on or near the line of a projected south
branch afterward abandoned, l_'os. 29, 30 and 31 were made on the

floor of the excavation, and immediately passed into a medium fine,

yellowish gravel, known to be cross-bedded from pits dug into it
elsewhere from the same floor at the points marked on the map 1:[ G

and F G. The remMnder of this group of borings were upon the

higher ground surrounding the excavation, and most of them after

passing through the surfaee sands penetrated a greater or less thick-

ne_ of yellowish clay, and then of dark or black clay, and thence
passed into the same yellowish gravel noted as occurring hclow the

floor of the excavation in the three borings above named.
Three other borings, however, of this group, Nos. 33, 34 and 37,

which were made on the southern margin of the field near to and on
the line of the Cove road, and toward the River road, after penetrating

a thin layer of the upper, orange-yellow member of the Fish ]_ouse

clay bed, snon entered undoubted Cretaceous, white plastic clays, whose

upper surface is at a higher level than tile lower portion of the black

clays, showing that the Fish House black clay bed end underlying
• . • q[

gravel abuts against the Cretaceous, white clays w,th decided uncon-
formity.

No. lo.-- T('_t Borlng at Ddair, 375 Feet East of the River Road.

Elevation, 63 feet ; depth, 45 feet.

L Surface sand............................................................. 4 feet _- 4 feet.
2. Sand and grovel ......................................................... 6_ " _ 10] "
3. Reddish.yellow clay.................................................. ] " _ 11
4. Sandy clay and gravel................................................ 2 " -- 13
5. Sand lighter in color.................................................. 5_ " _ 18_ "
6. Reddish-yellow clay, like No. 3................................... 5 " ==23_ "
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7. Dark-black clay .......................................................... 1½feet _ 25 feet.
8. Clayey sand, dark color ............................................. 3 " _ 28
9. Black clay ................................................................. 7] " _ 35._ "

10. Reddish fine gravel .................................................... 4 " _ 393 "
11. Black sand ............................................................... 4½ " _44 "
12. Reddish, clayey gravel, as No. 10 ................................ 1 " = 45

.No. lOg.--Test Boring at Delalr, within 1 Foot of No. 10.

ElevatloD, 63 feet ; depth, 47 feet.

Tills record has been made from an examination of borings in tile

po_cssion of Win. H. Knowlcs :

I. Surface sand ............................................................... 2 feet _- 2 feet.

2. Olayeysand ............................................................... 8 " _10
3. Gravelly clay ............................................................... 2 _ 12
4. Deep.yellow clay ....................................................... 7 _ 19
5. 0range.yellow clay ....................................................... 3 _ 22
6. Dark-brown clay ......................................................... 16 _ 38
7. Orange.yellow clay ..................................................... 3 _- 41
8. Orange colored sand, fine ............................................ 1 _ 42
9. Blue, clayey sand ......................................................... 1 _. 43

10. Blue clay ..................................................................... 4 --_ 47

No. l lK.-- Test Boring at Delair, 200 Feet .East of Nos. 10 and 1OK.

Elevaliou, 70 feet; depth, 47 feet.

Record made from inspection of specimens shown by W. R.
Knowles.

Soil ................................................................................. 1 foot _ 1 foot.

Orange redclay .................................................................. 3 feet _ 4 feet.
Orange-yellow clay .......................................................... 5 " _ 9 "
Medium coarse gravel ....................................................... 7 " _ lf; "
Orauge-redelay .................................................................. 4 " _--':0 "
Yellow sandy clay ............................................................. 2 " _22 "
Darker yellow clay, fine .................................................... 2 " _ 24 "
Fine gravel ...................................................................... 2 4, =26 "
Dark yellow clay .............................................................. 2 -_ 28 "
Orange-yellow clBy ........................................................... 2 _ 30 "

" " " ........................................................... 4 234 "
" sand .......................................................... 2 :: 36 "

" " clay ............................................................ 2 ----38 "
colored grave_, medium coarse ................................. 2 --- 40 "

" sand, medium fine ..................................... 7 _ 47 "
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_'o. l l.--Test Boring ot Delair, 300 Fed .Easi of Nos, 10 and 1OK.

Elevation, 68 feet ; depth, .44 feet.

Gravel .......................................................................... 4] feet = 4½ feet.
Orange.rad clay ............................................................ 7½ " ---- 12
Yellow fine gravel ........................................................ 2 : 14
Orange-yellow clay ......................................................... 3 _ 17

" clayey sand ............................................. 3 ----20
Reddish clay ................................................................. 8 " =23
Clay (no semplej ............................................................ 1 = 24
Fine yellow gravel ........................................................ 8 = 32

" " sandy clay .................................................. 2 " = 34 "
Reddish yellow sand ..................................................... 1½ " = 85] "

" " slightly coarser .............................. 8] " = 44

fro. 12.--Test Boring at Delair, 300 Fed East of No. 11.

Elevation, 67 feet ; depth, 23 feet.

Soil and heavy gravel, with pebbles ................................. 1½feet = 1½feet.
Yellowish-red clay ........................................................... 5½ = 7
Y6llowish-rad fine gravel ................................................. 8 = 15 "
Yellowish-red fine clay .................................................... 3 ---=Ilg "
Yellowlsh-red fine gravel, lighter in shade ......................... ½ = 18] "
Yellowish-red sandy clay .................................................. 1½ = 20 "
Fine gravel or sand, lighter shade ..................................... 1½ = 21] "
Gravel ........................................................................ ½ ----22 "
Fine send .......................................................................1 = 23

No. 12 K.--Test Boring at Dslair , _0 Feet .East of 1_o. lB.

Elevation, 68 feet ; depth, 32 foot.

Record made from borings shown by Win. H, Knowles, artesian
well contractor :

Yellowish-colored loam ................................................... 2 feet = 2 feet.

Reddish-yellow gravelly clay ........................................... 3 " = 5
Yellowish gravelly clay .................................................. 5 " = 10
Lighter-yellow clay, with large gravel in it ....................... 16 " = 20
Ironstone, 6 inches ......................................................... ½ " = 26½ "
Orange-colored sand ..................................................... 5½ " _-32
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.No. 13.--Test Boring at Delalr, 300 Feet .East of No. 11.

Elevation, 70 feet ; depth, 12½feet.

Soil ................................................................................. 1 foot_ 1 foot.
Yellowish-red sand ........................................................... 1 -_ 2 feet.
Ironstone crust, 4 inehee.
Reddish-yellow clay ......................................................... 1½ " _ 3_ ""
Reddish.yellow sandy clay ................................................ 23 " -_ 6
Reddish-yellow sandy clay, lighter in shade ........................ 63 " _ 12½ "

.No. 13K.--Test Boring _ .Delalr, WitMn 1 Foot of No. 1_.

Elevation, 70 feet ; depth, 25 feet.

• Record made from examination of specimens shown by W. H.
Knowles.

Soil ................................................................................... 1 foot ---- 1 foot.

Reddish clay .................................................................... 4 fast _ 5 feet.
Orange:yellow sand ............................................................ 3 " _ 8 "
Orange-redsand ................................................................. 5 " =13 "
Orange-yellow sand ............................................................ 12 " _25 "

No l_.--Test Boring a_ Dclair, 300 Feet East of No 13.

Elevation, 54 feet; depth, 39 feet.

Ten foot of white, plastic clay at 24 to 34 feet,

Soil ......................................................... 2 feet _ 2 feet.

Gravel and reddish-yellow sandy clay ......... 1½ " _ 33 "
Reddish-yellow clay and medium coarse

gravel ................................................. 1 _ 43 "
Reddish-yellow fine gravel or coarse sand.... 4 _ 83
Lighter-colored fine sand ........................... ½ _-- 9
White plastic clay ..................................... ½ _ 9_- 1
White fine sand ........................................ 13 _ 11 /
White plastic clay .................................... 1½ _ 12½ I

White fine sand ........................................ 43 " _ 17 [ Rarit_n
White sand, coarser ................................... 6 _ 23 [ Cretaceous.
Yellow coarse sand or gravel ...................... ½ " _ 23_ /
White plastic clay ..................................... 11 " _34] I
White clay (no specimen) ........................ 23 " = 37 [
White sand .............................................. 2 _ 39 J
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The engineer's profile of these test borings shows that tile Fish

House clays have disappeared before reaebing eastward to tbe location

of this welI. A few inches of white clay are noted at the depth of

about ten feel, while ten feet of white clay occur between tile depths

of 24 amt 34 feet. All of this section below the depth of about ten

feet is characteristically the Cretaceous, white, plastic clay and sandy

clays, and belongs to the Raritan division tbereof.

No. l/tK.--Test Boring at Delair, 46 Feet East of .No. 15.

Elevation, 46 feet ; depth, 16 feet.

This record was made flora borings in the possession of Win. H.

Knowles, and being in a hollow between test borings Nos. 14 and 15,

and therefore on lower ground, especially completes our section.

Brownish sand .................................................................. 4 feet = 4 feet.
Yellow clay ....................................................................... 1 " = 5 "
Light orauge-yellow sand .................................................... 11 " = 16 "

No. 15.--Test Boring at Delalr, 300 fleet East of No. 14.

Elevation, 56 feet ; depth, 28 feet.

1. Yellowish-red sand ....................................... : ............ 2 feet = 2 feet.
2. Yellowish-red gravel .................................................. 4 ----6
3, Yellowish-red gravel, lighter shade .............................. 1 = 7
4. Yellowish.red grave], as No. 2 .................................... 1 _ 8 "
5. Yellowish-red sand, lighter shade ............................. 3 = 11 "
6. Yellowish-gray sand ................................................... 75 _ 18_ "
7. Brownish sand .......................................................... 1½ _ 20 "
8. Brownish sand ........................................................ 1 _ 21

9.Gray sand.................................................................4½ ----25_ "
I0. Fine sand..................................................................½ _ 26
1l. Coarse sand ............................................................... 1 " _27
12. Finesand ..................................................... :........... 1 " _28

No. 16.--Test Boring at Delair, 300 Feet East of No. 15.

Elevation, 64 feet ; depth, 20 feet.

Soil ...................................................................................2 feet, 2 feet.
Reddish gravel and clay ................................................... 105 " 12½ "
Light yellow sand ............................................................ 3] " 16 "
Light yellow sand .............................................................. 4 " 20 "
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No. 17.--Teat Boring at Delair, 350 Feet East of No. 16.

Elevation, 58 feet ; depth, 21 feet.

Soil ................................................................................... ½foot, _ foot.

Reddish-yellow clayey sand ................................................ 12_, feet, 13 feet.
Orange-yellow sand ............................................................ 1_ 14½ "
Orange-yellow clay, 2 inches ............................................... -- -- "
Orange-yellow gravel or coarse sand .................................... 3_ " 18 "
Fine gravel, slightlylighter shade ......................................3 21 "

No. 18.--Test Boring at DelaS', 850 Feet .East of No. 17.

Elevation, 36 feet; depth, 21 feet.

Soil ................................................................ . .............. 2_ feet -_ 2_ feet.
Ironish-yellow fine gravel ................................................ 4 _ O½ '_
Light-colored clay ........................................................... ½ _ 7 "
Orange-yellow sand ......................................................... 5 _ 12
Orange-yellow sand, coarser ............................................. 2] _ 149 "
Medium coarse sand, lighter color ................................... 2 _ 16_ "
Finer sand, lighter Color.................................................. 4_. = 21

The last stratum closely resembles the white sands of the Plastlc

clay formation.

No. 19.--T_t Boring at Delalr, 300 Feet Easi of .No. 18.

Elevation, 45 feet ; depth, 20 feet.

Soil ................................................................................ 1 foot _ i foot.

Orange.yellow coarse sand or fine gravel .......................... 7 feet = 8 feet.
Orange.yellow coarse gravel ............................................. 12 " _ 20

_No. _O.--Shallow Dug Well near Fish House.

Elevation, 5 feet; depth, 20 feet. (?)

This well was dug inside the terra-cotta works of Augustus Reeve.

Its depth is probably not over 20 feet. It passed through a thin

"- bed of white clay, probably of the plastic clay series, before obtaining

its supply of water.
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No. 21.--Test Boring South of .Delalr, on the South .Line of Brown-
ing 's Zone.

Elevation, 34 feet; depth, 20 feet.
Record made from specimens in toe possession of Hatch Bros., and correl_tcd

with the railroad company's duplicate series.

1. Soil ............................................................................... 1 foot = 1 foot.
2. Fine gravel .................................................................. 3 feet _: 4 feet.
3. Yellow fins sand ............................................................ 3 " ---- 7
4. Gravel ......................................................................... 3 " ---- 10
5. Orange-yellow sand ........................................................ 2 " = 12
6. Orange-yellow coarse sand ............................................. 2 " ---- 14
7. Orange-yellow sand and coarse gravel .............................. 2 " = 16
8. Orange-yellow send, fine ............................................... 4 " = 20

No. 22.--Test Boring South of Delair, 100 Feet South of No. i71.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 18 foot.
Record made from specimens in the possession of Hatch Bros., and correlated

with the railroad company's duplicate series.

1. Soil ............................................................................ 1 foot= 1 foot.
2. Yellowsand .............................................................. 1 " -_- 2 foot.
3. Orange-yellow sand or gravel ...................................... 2 feet ---- 4 "

4. Orange-yellow sand and heavy gravel ........................... 4½ " = 8½ "
5. Brownish-yellow clay .................................................. 33 " = 12 "
6 Orange-yellow coarse sand or gravel ............................. 23 " _-- 143 "
7. Orange-yellow sand, lighter color ................................ 3½ " = 18 "

He. 23.--Test Boring South of Delair, 175 Feet East of No. 2_.

Elevation, 33 feet; depth, 13 feet.

Record made from samples in the possession of Hatch Bros., and

correlated with the railroad company's duplicate series :

1. Sol] ................................................................................. 1 foeS= 1 foot.
2 Fine yellow gravel ............................................................ 2 feet _ 3 feet
3. Fine yellow gravel and coarse sand .................................... 3 " _ 6 "
4. Yellowish clay ................................................................. 7 " _ 13 "
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No. 2$.--Test Boring South of Delalr, 300 Feet South of No. 23.

:Elevation, 34 feet ;deptb, 18 feet.

Record made from specimens shown by Hatch Bros., and correlated

"with the railroad company's duplicate series :

1. Soil .............................................................................. 2_-feet _ 2]- feet.
2. Sand or fine gravel ........................................................ 2 _ 4] "
3. Dark clay ..................................................................... 7½ " _ 12
4. Black sandy clay ............................................................ 1½ " _-_13]
5. Orange-yellow clay ....................................................... 3½ " _ 17
6. Orange-yellow coarse sand or fine gravel .......................... 1 " _ 18

2/o. _5.--Te_ .Boring Sovlh of .Delalr, 300 Feet S_v2h of No. _.

Elevation, 43 feet ; deptb, 28 feet.

Record m_de from specimens shown by Hatch Brothers, and corre-

lated with the railroad company's duplicate series.

1. Soil .......................................................................... 1 foot _- 1 foot.

2. Orange-yellow sand .................................................... 1½feet _ 2_ feet.
3. Orange-red sand ......................................................... 2 -_ 4_ "
4. Orange-colored gravel or coarse sand ............................ ½ _ 5
5. Orange-red irony sand ................................................ ½ _ 5½ "
6. Orange-yellow sand ............... _.................................... _ _ 6
7. Fine gravel and sand, lighter color ................................ ½ =: 6_ "
8 Sand and gravel and large pebbles ............................... 1½ _ 8 "
9. Dazk clay .................................................................. 14 _ 22 "

[ Ironstone ........................... "]
I Orange-red clay .................. ]

10. _ Ironstone crust, 6 inches.:... [_"................................ 2 " :24 "
I Orange-yellow gravel .......... j

lt. Yellowish-graygravel ................................................. ½ " _24] "
12. Yellowish-gray gravel, lighter shade ............................. 3½ " _ 28

No. _6k.--Test Boring South of Ddair, ]_2 Feet Sovlh of No. ,_5.

Elevation, 45 feet ; depth, 28 feet.

Record from samples shown by W. I:I. Knowles.

Soil ............................................................................... 1 foot _ 1 foot.
Sand .............................................................................. 2 feet =_ 3 feet.
.Sand ............................... . ............................................... 1 ---- 4
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Yellow sandy clay ............................................................ 3 feet _ 7 feet.
Fine gravel ..................................................................... 2 _ 9
Yellow cloy ..................................................................... 6 _ 15
Black clay ....................................................................... 8 _ 23
OraDge-yellow clay .......................................................... 1 _24

Ironstone crust ................................................................ ½ _--24½
Orange-yellow sand ......................................................... 3_ _28

No. _7.--Test Boring 8outh of Delair, 300 Feet South of No. 25.

Elevatlov, 52 foot ; depth, 34 feet.

Record made from samples shown by Hatch Brothers and corre-

lated with the railroad company's duplicate aeries.

1. SoiI ............................................................................. 2 feet _ 2 feet.
2. Orange-red gravel ........................................................ 2 " ---- 4 "
3. Light-yellow gravel ..................................................... 4_ " _ 8_-
4. Gravel ........................................................................ _ " _ 9 "
5. Orange-red clayey sand ................................................ 2 " _ 11 "
6. Dark clay .................................................................... 21½ " _-- 32_
7. Yellowish gravel ........................................................ 1½ " _34 "

.No. 2'8.--Test Boring South of JDelalr, 200 Feet South of No. 27.

Elevation, 52 feet ; depth, 85 feet.

Record made from specimens shown by Hatch Brothers and corre-

lated with the railroad company's duplicate series.

The superficial sands and gravels of the preceding records had been

stripped from the surface of the clay at the location of this well.

The boring commenced on the top of the clay. The elevation noted

is that of the top of the clay and not of ttle origioal surface, which

must have been some five to eight feet illgher.

1. Yellowish clay ............................................................ 8_ feet _ 8_ feet.
2. DarkcIay .................................................................. 15_- " =24 "
3. Dark sandy clay ....................................................... 7½ " _31½ "
4. Ironstone crust, &c .................................................... 2½ " _84 "
5. Light-colored sand ..................................................... 1 " = 35 "

No. ?9.-- Test B_ring South of Delair, 100 Feet South of No. 28.

Elevation, 25 feet ; deptb, 7 feel

Record made from samples shown by Hatch Brotlmrs and correlated

with the railroad company's duplicate series.
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This boring was made on the floor of the pit, most of the black

-clay of the previous records having been removed.

Black clay ........................................................................... 4 feet _ 4 feet.
Orange-yellow clay ............................................................. i " _ 5 "
Ironstone crust, say 6 inehel.
Sand and grovel .................................................................. 2 " _ 7 "

Are. 30.--Test Boring South of 1)elair, 1_01 .Feet South of No. _9.

Elevation, 26 feet ; depth, 8 feet.

Record obtained from the railroad company's profile.
Like the preceding well, this one also was located on the floor of

the pit from which nearly all the clay had been removed.

Yellowish clay ..................................................................... 1 foot _ 1foot.
Sand and gravel................................................................. 7 feet _ 8 feet.

No. 3L--Test Boring South of Ddair, 95 Feet South oJ No. 30.

Elevation, 3i feet i depth, 21feet.

Tilis boring was also made from tile floor of the excavation. An

examination of specimens furnished by the railroad company givesus
tile following record :

Surface sand...................................................................... 10 feet, lO feet,
Orange-yellow sand ........................................................... 3_ " 13| "
Orange-yellow sand, lighter in shade .................................... 7½ " 2I "

No. 3_.--Test Boring South of Delab', near Fish House Station,

.$85 .Feet Smdh of_No. 3l.

Elevation, 21 feet ; depth, 6 feet.

This boring, like the three borings previously noticed, was made
from tim floor of the excavation. It commenced on the iron-

stone crust, which has'a thickness of about three to six inches,

and then penetrated a, yellowisb gravel to the depth of six feet.
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No. 33.--Test Boring South of Delair, Near Fish House Station,

190 .Feel Southwest of No. 3_.

Elevation, 41 ; depth, 36 feet.

Record made from an examination of the railroad company's

borings.

Soil ............................................................ 1 foot 1 foot.
Orange-red sand .......................................... 2 feet 3 feet.
Orange.red sandy day ................................. 1½ 4½
Orange-red clayey sand ................................. 3 7}
Orange.yellow sandy clay .............................. 2½ 10
0range-red sand .......................................... 5 15
Dark clay .................................................... 1 18
Orange-yenowish clay ................................... 1 17
Orange-reddish yellow sand, fine .................... 2 19
Orange-reddish yellowsand, fine ..................... 8 27
a. Light-eelored sand, coarse .......................... 3 30
b. Light-colored sand, finer ............................ 1 31 Raritan
c. Light-colored sand, much coarser than a ...... 3 34 Cretaceous.
d. Fine white sand ....................................... 2 36

No. dJ.--Test Boring 8outh fcom Delair, Near Fish House Slatlon,

o_t the Core Road, 90 Feet Southwest of No. 33.

Elevation, 36 feet ; depth, 28 feet.

Record compiled from samples of the boring furnished by the rail-

road company.

Soil .............................................................. 2 feet, 2 feet.
Fine yellow sand .......................................... 1 " 3
Orange-yellow gravel .................................... 1 4 "
Orange-yellow sandy clay .............................. 2 " O "
Coarse gravel ............................................... 1 " 7
Orange-yellow clay ........................................ 2 " 9
Light yellowish white clay ........................... 5½ " 14_ " ]
White clay .................................................... 5t " 20 I

[ Raritan
White clay .................................................. 4 " 24 " _ Cretaceous.
Whiteclay .................................................... 1 " 25 " /
White sand .................................................. 3 " 28 " J
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No. 35K.--Test Boring South fiom Delair, Near .Fish House Station,
and Near No. 35.

Elevation, 44 feet; depth, 33 feet.

This boring was made by W. H. Knowles, who kept a careful

record, which he ftm_ished to Augustus Reeve. The latter courteously

placed the same in our hands. It is as follows :
S imen • Thickne_ of Total
_eum_ber, Kinds of Material Strata. Depth_

1. Top soil......................................................... 3½feet. 3} feet.
2. Moulding sand............................................... 1] " 5
3. Sand ............................................................. 4 9
4. Very fine sand............................................... 4 " 13
5. Gravel ........................................................... 1½ " 143
6. Blue clay ....................................................... 5] " 20

Ironstone crust................................................ 6 inches. 20_
7. Dark sand ....................................................... 2½feet. 23
8. Fine light sand ............................................... 4 27
9. Darksand....................................................... 3 30

10. Light sand and gravel...................................... 3 33

No. 35.--Toot Boring South of Delalr, Near Fish House Station,

1_75Feet South of No. 3_.

Elevation, 41feet ; depth, 30 feat.

Record made from an examination of the railroad company's

borings.

Soil ..................................................................................... 1 foot 1 foot.

Orange-red sand................................................................... 2 feet 3 feet.
Orange-red clay................................................................... 1 4
Orange-red sand, fine............................................................ 7½ 11]
Orange-red sand, coarser....................................................... 1 12,.1,
Black clay ............................................................................ 8 20_
Iron-red sand...................................................................... ½ 21
Gravel ................................................................................ 5 26
Sand.................................................................................. 4 30

No. 36.--Tes_ Boring South of .Dclair, Near Fish House Station,

65 .Feet South of No. 35.

Elevation, 42 feet ; depth, 19 feet.

Record compiled from an examination of borings turnished by the

railroad company's engitJeer :
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Soil ..................................................................................... ] foot, i foot.
Orange-yellow sand .............................................................. 2 feet, 3 feet.
Orange-red sand .................................................................. 2 " 5
Black clay ............................................................................. 1 " 6
Iron-red sand ........................................................................ 1 " 7
Dark clay .............................................................................. 1 " 8
Orange-yellow gravel, with large pebbles ................................. 2 " 10
Orange-yellow clay ............................................................... I " 11
Orange-yellow clayey sand ..................................................... 2 " 13
Black sandy clay ................................................................... 6 " 19

A'o. 37.--Test Boring 8outh of .Delair_ near Fish ttouse Station, on the

Cove Road, 155 Feet South of _No. 86.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 80 feet.

Record made from an examinatloo of tile railroad company's speci-
mens of the borings.

Soil ............................................................... 2 feet 2 feet.
Orang_-red sand ............................................. 1 " 3 "
Orange-red gravel, with pebbles ..................... 2 " 5 "
Orange-red sandy clay ................................. 1 " 6 "
Fine yellow clay ............................................ 2 " 8 "
Oouroo gravel ................................................. 9 " 17 "
Fine sand, light in color .................................. 1 " 18 "
Yeltow sandy e/ay. ........................................ 5 " 23 "
Oraegs-coloredsand ................................... _... 2 " 25 "

Whiteclay, sandy .......................................... 4 ". 29 " "(Baritan
White clayey sand ......................................... 1 " 30 " .f Oretaceous.

No. :8.--T_t JBoring South of Delair, _Near .Fish House Station,

150 Feet South of -No. 35.

Elevation, 40 feet ; depth, 38 foot.

Record compiled from an examination of speelmens fnrnished by

the railroad company :

Soil .......................................................................... :.....1 foot_- 1 foot.
Yellow sand .................................................................... 5 feet= 6 feet.
Fine sand ......................................................................... 1_ " = 7½ "
Oravel, yellow ................................................................. 3 " = 10t "
Y'ellow day ...................................................................... 1 " --_ 11_- "
Black day ........................................................................ 3 " = 14½ "
Yellewclay .................................................................... 1 " _15,] "
Iron-rusty sand ................................................................. 1 " ----16_ "
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Reddish-yellow fine gravel ................................................ 2]- feet _ 19 feet.
Yellow sand .................................................................. 2 " _ 21
Reddish-yellow sand ........................................................ 5 " _-- 26 "
Yellow sand and gravel ...................................................... 5 " _ 31
Whitishuand .................................................................... 7 " _38

No. 38K.--Test .Boring South from Delair and Near Fish House

Station, Adjacent to No. 38.

Elevation, 40 feet ; depth, 20 feet.

This boring was made by W. YI. Knowles, who kept a careful

record which he furnished to August Reeve, for whom the work was"

done, and who kindly placed the record in our hands. It is as fol-
lows :

Numberof Thickness Total
Specimen. Kindof Mate_a]. of Strata. Deptha*

1. Top soil ................................................... 3½ feet. 3_ feet.
2. Moulding sand ......................................... 1_ " 5
3. Sand ......................................................... 2 7
4. Very fine sand .......................................... 1 8
5. Gravel ..................................................... 3 inches.

6. Yellow clay ............................................. 5_, feet. 13] "
7. Gravel ...................................................... 6] " 20 "

No. 39.--Test .Boring South of Ddalr, Near Fish HOuse Station,

75 Fee_ South of No. 88.

Elevation, 39 feet; depth, 15 feet.

Record made from an examination of borings made for tile railroad

company :

Soil .................................................................................. 1 foot ---- 1 foot.
Fineyelloweand ............................................................ 3 feet_ 4 feet.
Orange-yollowclay ....................................................... 1 _ 5 "
Gray Band ....................................................................... 4 " _ 9 "
Orange-red clayey eand ................................................... 1 " -----10 "
Greenish clay ................................................................. 1 '.' = 11 "

Yellow clay ..................................................................... ½ " _ 11_- "
Black clay ...................................................................... 2 " _ 13] "
.Light or colored clay ......................................................... 1] " _ 15 "

16 OEO
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No. _o.--Te.st Boring ,b'outh o] Delair, Near .Fish House Station,
100 Fed South of -No. 39, on the Cove Road.

Elevation, 34 feet ; depth, 15 feet.

Surface sand........................................................................... 1 foot 1 foot.
Orange-yellow sandy clay ..................................................... 2 feet 3 feet.
Orange-red clayey sand .......................................................... 1 " 4 "
Gravel, some largo pebbles ...................................................... 2 " 6 "
,. Orange-Yellow, sandy clay................................................... 1 " 7 "
b. Yellow clay, lighter in ehade than a.................................... 2 " 9 "
Orange.yeEowsand ................................................................. 6 " 15 "

Nee. J1 and t_'.--Tesl Borings South of De.lair, Near Fish House
Station.

Fish House clay absent.

Tbe._e borings were made 125 feet and 225 feet, respectively, soutll-

west ,f _N*o.38. They were put down to a depth of but a few feet

only in sand and gravel, sufficient, however, to show tbat the yellow
aml black clays of the Fish House had run oat before reaching so far
to the _,outhward. No specimens were obtained of these two borings.

No. 4_.--Bor_d If'all at Detair, River Road South of Velde Avenue.

Elevation, 57 feet; depth, 60 feet.

This well has a depth of 60 feet. In the upper portion 14

feet of black clay (F_sh tIouse clay) was penetrated. Water was

obtained at the depth nf 50 to 60 feet in a mixture of wbite sand

and gravel w_th large pebbles. The water horizon is probably Cre-
taceous, while all, or nearly all, above is of a much later age.

No. :_.T.--Barc,t Well at Delair, at the Pttblie Hall. River Road South
of Fngard Avenue.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 60 feet.

This well probably enters the Cretaceous in the lowest 10 or 15
feet. We could not obtain information respecting it except as to depth.
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No. $6.--Bored Well at JDelair, Velds Avenue West of Holman A ceuue.

Elevation, 60 feet; depth, 49 feet.

As we write, this well is being bored. It was commenced in the
bottom of a dug welt with a depth of about 20 feet. It almost

immediately passed into the Fish liouse black clay bed and into gravel

beneath, and had not at the depth attained of 49 feet encountered any
strata rssemb]ing those of the Cretaceous.

Its record, as furnished us by the men wile drilled it, is :

Bottom of dug well on black clay at the depth of..................... 20 feet, 20 feet.
Black clay .......................................................................... 17 " 37 "
Iron-stone crust .................................................................... 1 " 38 "
Reddish-yellow sand and clayey sand .................................... 11 " 49 "

No.._7.--Bored Well at Delalr, Velds Avenue East el Holmctu.

Elevation. 60 feet; depth, 65 feet.

This boring is said to have passed through black clay, undoubtedly

the Fish House beds, aud to have obtained water at the depth of 60
to 65 feet in a coarse, white sand, probably Cretacemls.

.No. _48.--Bored lVell at .Delab', DeIair Avenue West of Day Avenue.

Elevation, 32 feet ; depth, 43 feet.

This well is on lower ground than auy of the wells we have noted
west of the Camden and Amboy Railroad aud north of ])erousse
aYenlle,

It has a depth of 43 feet, and is said to have passed through yellow

and black clays shortly beneath the surface. The water-supply at tim

bottom evidently is from the same horizon as that supplying Well
_o. 47, the difference in depth being mainly due to tile difference iu
elevation.

Tile clays of the upper portion, probably, represent nearly the most

northern extension of tile Fish liouss beds, the water horizon being
below them in the Cretaceous.
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No.._9.--Bored Well at .Delair, South Side Deroasse Avenue, Eas_
of .River .Road.

Elevation, 70 feet; depth, 68 feet.

This well is reported to have passed through considerable yellowish

clays before reaching a water-bearing white sand at the base, at the

depth above named. It is but about 300 feet north of test wells Nos.
10 and 10K, and is on ground about seven feet higher. The two last-

named show by the borings we have on hand that they did not pass

below the Fish House clays and underlying yellowish gravel. Tills

well (No. 49) probably passed into Cretaceous strata at about the

depth of 60 feet.

_'o. 50.--Bored Well at Delair, C_rtiss Avenue West of Barnard
Avenue.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 60 feet.

This well is said to have been bored entirely in sand to the depth

of 60 feet, finding water in a white gravel at the bottom.

No. 51.--Bored Well at Dela_r, Curries Avenue, East of Barnard
Avenue.

Elevation, 35 feet ; depth, 60 feet.

This is a driven well, put down to a depth of 60 feet. White clay,

probably Cretaceous, plastic clay, is said to have been passed through
in the lower portion before reaching a water horizon.

No 53.--Bored Well at Delair, West Side of Railroad Avenue, N_rth

of Curtlss Avenue.

Elevation, 22feet ; depth, 37 feet.

This well is said to be thirty-seven feet deep and is said to have

missed the black clay, being beyond its western margin, and to have

been sunk mostly through sand and "gravel.
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BURIED TREE-TRUNKSAT DELAIR IN GRAVELS ABOVE THE FISH
HOUSE CLAY BEDS AND OF MORE RECENT AGE.

Tile extensive excavations made by the railroad company at Delalr

reveal, upon the farm lately owned by Eli W. Browning, a surface

deposit consisting of five feet, more or less, of a fine gravel, almost

without a single pebble as large as a pea. This gravel at the crees-reads
in Delalr rests directly upon the brownish-yellow colored upper stratum
of the Fish House black clay, but southward and southeastward there

intervenes between the surface-gravel and the clay, first and upper-

most, two to four feet of a fine sand. with a slightly greenish tinge

end somewhat clayey consistency ; then beneath this a bed only a foot

or so in thickness of yellow coarse gravel, with large pebbles and some
cobbles.

The same flue, surface gravel, the somewhat clayey fine sand and

the heavy gravel occur in the same order one-half mile southward_ on

the Reeve property, at Fish House. They may there be seen in the
northern end of the cut through the hill, near the Cove road, to again

rest directly upon the black Fish House clay.

Five different points scattered over one field of the Brownlng farm
were pointed out to the writer by several informants, where in con-

sequence of the excavations referred to there had been fouad in tile
superficial gravel, a few feet from the sarface, buried tree.stumps in an

upright position. The stamps had been removed from most of these

spots by a steam shovel and had probably been reburied in the railroad
embankment made close by. At one point on the side of a lane

which had been depressed to pass under an intended railroad siding,
since abandoned, there was early last spring to he seen still remaining

a single stump, and thirty feet therefrom a group of four stumps
which, by a little additional digging into the side of the bank, was in-

creased to six. This group is shown in place on plate XII, which is a

reproduction from a photograph made at the time by H. C. Borden,
who kindly loaned thenegativefor our use. The largest stump, which

was really a double one, representing, evidently, two trees joined at
the base, is shown in the photogravure, plate XIII, which also was

made from a negative of H. C. Burden's. It measured fourteen inches

around near the top and is one and a half feet long to the branching

of the roots. This specimen is deposited in the Survey's collections at
Trenton. Wheu taken from the bank the tendrils of the roots were

still clinging thereto ; this may be seen in the picture.
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The wood is in a remarkably good state of preservation, and can be

worked with either knife, saw or plane as readily as that from any
tree of the forests of to.day.

E. W. Browning state_ that until within a few years when under-

drains were put in, the urea where the various stumps occurred was

more or less swampy most of the time. Indeed, tile remarkable pres-

ervation of the wood unchanged is probably because the strata in

which they were imbedded has been continuously saturated with water,

held therein as in a reservoir by the impervious Fish House clays

beneath. The trees evidently grew upon the top of the sand bed,

since the branching of the roots occurred exactly at the junction of
the sand and the overlying fine gravel, the roots ramifying downward

into the sand and the trunks being imbedded in tile gravel. From

an excavation, not now exposed, but which had been made near by
below the level of the depressed land, we are able to record tile follow-

ing succession of strata, tile elevation of the surface being nearly forty
feet :

Soil, with roots of living trees, which did not pass below this ............. 3 feet.
Fine grave], without pebbles; buried tree-stumpsin this ...................... 3

Greenish-gray, slightly clayey fine sand ; rootsof buried tree-stamps } ,,in this ...................................................................................... 2_

Reddish-yellow hard gravel, almosthard.pan, with largs pebbles and } 1½ "sometimes cobbles...................................................................

Below this are the Fish House clays, brownish on top and black
beneath.

The same succession of strata, as already stated, can be seen one-

half mile southward, in the cutting through the hill immediately east

of Fish House station and north of the Cove road. Tile uppermost
bed of fine gravel is here some nine feet thick, with a one and one-

half foot layer of moulding sand slightly above the middle. Tile fine,

greenish-gray sand is four feet thick and the underlying heavy gravel
again about one foot thick, and at the north end of the cut rests

immediately upon the black Fish House clay, which is well shown
in Rseve'a pit adjicent. Buried stumps have not, however, been

reported from this locality.

Plate XIV shows tile correspondence of the stratification at the

two points noted, viz., at Delair and Fish House.

The group of stumps above figured and described, and the single

stump near by, have since been removed. As we go to press, there,
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however, still remain, some 300 feet westward, two other upright
buried stumps, one of which is eighteen inches in diameter and two
feet high. This stump, like the others, was buried in the fine surface
gravel, three feet of which was above it and two feet around it. The
bed of sand on and in which tile others had grown appears to be a
lentlcular bed, and had run out before reaching so far eastward, so
that these two stumps were just beyond its margln_ and their roots
grew downwarddirectly into the heavy underlying gravel, there being
packed among the roots heavy hard sandstone cobbles ranging from
two to fifteen pounds in weight.

Microscopical examinations of preparations of thin transverse,
radial and tangential sections from the trees ill tile clump and from
the two trees last noted have been made. These sections demonstrate

that the trees arc coniferous. Resin cells, with the resin still remain-

ing, can be seen with moderate magnifying power in the tangential
sections, while with high magnification the radial sections show the

peculiar bordered pits known as tranheids and which are characteristic
of conifers. Tile pits are arranged in a single row on tile wall of each
longitudinal tube.

We regard the thin bed of heavy gravel beneath the fine clayey
sand as of Pensauken age. The fine sand and overlying fine gravels
are, of course, of a slightly later age, but whether of a late Pcnsauken
time or of time still later than Peusauken, it may not, perhaps, be

safe to be too positive. We, however, incline to the latter view, at
least for the fine sand, in whieh case it may be of Jamesburg age.
Whether the overlying fine homogeneous gravel in which the stumps
were buried is of Jamesburg date and of fluvial origin, or is of more
recent date and possibly of wind-blown origin, and even within
historical times, we leave for future determination.
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Bone of a Dinosaur,

An Immense Reptile, Associated With Ammonites and Other

Molluscan Fossils in Cretaceous (Matawan) Clay Marls, at
Merchantville, N. J.

Elevation of surface at the locality, 76 feet.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company put down a test boring at

:_[erchantvilie, at the crossing of the Moorestown pike over their
branch from Delalr to Haddonfield. The strata arc as follows :

Soil and loam ............................................................. 3 feet, _ 3 feet.
Light-colored clay ....................................................... 3 " _ 6 "
Yellowish-brown clay ................................................. 6 " _ 12 "
Brown and yellow-mottled clay .................................... 6 " _ 18 "
Black clay marl ......................................................... 24 " _ _42 " -_

This boring was made preparatory to the making of a cut and "the

buildlng of bridge abutments to permit the turnpike to cross tile rail-

road above grade. On subsequently making the excavation there

were found in the black clay marl of the above record, at the depth of

23 feet from the surface, or at an elevation above tide as stated by
the company's engineer, of 53 feet, casts of ammonites and other

molluscan fi_ssils, the specific forms of which are the same as those

occurring at Lenola, and which were noted in connection with the

record of a well at Maple Shade, in the ammal report for the year

1893. The followlng are the forms obtained here:

n_PHALOPODA,

Ammonites (PIacenticeras) placenta, DeKay.
Ammonites delawarensls, Morton.
I_'autiIas dekayi, Murton.
Scsphltes hlppocrcpis, DeKay.
Baculites ovatus, Say.

LAHELLIBRA_CHIATA*

Axlnea mmtoni, Conrad.
CalIista delawa_eDs[s, Gabb.
Cardiam (Frsgum) tenuistriatum, Whitfield.
Dianchora echinata, Morton.
Idonearca antross, Morton.
Martesla cretacea_ 3Iorton.
Neithea quinquecestata, Conrad.
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Panopea decies, Conrad.
Pholadomya occidentalis, Morton.
Plicatula urticosa, Morton.
Teredo tibialis, Morton.

GASTROPODA.

Avellana sp ?
Lunatia haili, Gabb.

Pyropsis erraticus, Whitfield.
Turritena vertebroides, Morton.

DINOSAUR REMAINS.

A few feet above the mo]luscau borizon just noticed, tbera was ob-

tained from the iron rusty, brown and mottled yellow clay of tho
above record one of the bones of the foot of an immense Dinosaur.

Plate XV shows photographic views of tbe four sides of this bone,
one-half the natural size, and also a view, natural size, and another

slightly larger than nature of a cross-fracture of the shaft near the

lower joint. The cancellated structure characteristic of boue tissue
is well shown on the fractured surfaces. The bone is fifteen inches

long, and near the middle of the shaft is four inches wide and two
and one-half inches thick. On submitting the specimen to Prof. E.

D. Cope, be pronounced it the middle metatarsal of the right bind
limb of an animal of tile family of Dinosaurian reptiles known as

the Hadrosaurs. Without other portions of the skeleton he could not

be certain as to the species, but said it was probably Orni_otarsus

immanis, as named by him in 1869 from some bones found by tile
Rev. Samuel Lockwood in the clays on the shore of Raritan bay.

In the Museum of the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphia

there is a restored skeleton of another species of an Hadrosaurian

Dinosaur ( FI-adrosanrus Fonlkli, Cope), obtained from a higher stratum

of the clay marls near Haddonfield, N. J-., and but a few miles east-
ward from this locality. The corresponding bone in tile Haddonfield

specimen is but ten inches long, or two-thirds the size of the bone now

being noticed. This indicates probably a much larger animal.
There are botb carnivorous and herbivorous Dinosaurs ; this one

was probably herbivorous. These animals were dominant in Triassic,
Jurassic and Cretaceous times. Many of them, and especially the

Hadrosaur family, had comparatively short fore limbs, long bind

limbs, aml a long tail. The fore limbs had five digits, and the hind
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ones only three. They walked on their hind limbs, and made im-

mease three-toed impressions in the sands of their day, which have
been espeeially well preserved ia the Newark or Triassic red sandstones

of'the Connecticut valley_ and were long erroneously supposed to be
the tracks of large birds. The limb to which the bone at Merchant-

ville belonged was probably about ten feet long.
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Silicified Tree-trunk at Lindenwold, N. J.

Length, 26 feet.
Diameter at the bass, 7 feat 6 inches; diameter 12 feet higher, 5 feet.

Tile record of a well-boring on the 100-foot hill west of Linden-

wold station, shows that beneath the surface gravels and sands, which

are of a lightish-yellow color, there occurs a bed of deep orange-colored
sand, tile top of which is reached st aboot tile depth of 25 feet. This

sand bed, with the same characteristic color, is found beneath a thin

layer of cnltivated soll in a field about nne-third of a mile northeast

of the well, on ground twenty to forty feet lox'zer and between the
80 and 60 foot contour lines shown on tile topographical map of that

region.

From this orange-colored sand, at a point in this field on tile 70-flint
contour line and on the south side of the valley occupied by the southern-

most of tile two main streams supplying Kirkwood pond, the farmer

has been annually plowing up fragments of orange colored si]icified

wood, which he has left strewn upon thesurfacc so as to cover a space

some twenty feet or more in diameter. Suspecting these indicated the
remains of a fossilized stump, tile writer, accompanied by three friends,

visited the spot and had an excavation made revealing a prostrate tree-

trunk, of which we present on plate XVI, reproductions from photo-

graphs taken by George Vaox, Jr., showing two views as it lay in the

ground, one looking upward from the base and tile other downward
toward the base. Its width at the base is shown by two staves placed

on the opposite sides, to the right and to the left of the sitting figure.
It measured about seven feet six inches across at the base, which

had been much broken by the plough. The width seven feet higher

was six feet three inches, and five feet still higher five feet two inches.

:Beyond this the central part of the trunk was missing, but the outer

portions continued as two parallel arms, in line with the lower part of
tile trunk, for about the same additional distance. The total length

as carefully measured, was twenty-six feet. Tile tree lay pointing

inward upon the side of a slope facing eastward. The base was even
with tile surface, but tile upper end was buried about two and a half

feet. Tim silicificetion is most perfect. The rings of annual growth

are plainly shown. They numbered twenty in one fragment with a
thickness of one inch, and fifty-two in another with a thickness of two
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inches, while in another fragment, one and a half inches thick, seven

rings were shown on one side within the space of one half an inch,
and eight rings immediately adioining on the other side within tile

space of one inch. Tile seven thinner rings were each of abont tile
same average thickness. Each of the eight large ones were also of

about an equal average thickness. Judging from the curvature of

the rings, the tbleker ones were on tile outer side of the specimen. A

few fragments were obtained in which the individual rings were of
still greater thickness.

From the figures given above, an average of seventeen annual rings
cf growth per inch may be estimated. Six feet may also be taken as

th_ average diameter and three feet as the radius of that portion of

the trunk from which the fragments counted were taken. By calcula-

tion, we have 600 years as the approximate age of the tree when it,

fell. Fragments split lengthwise, as also those broken directly across,

show beautifully the structure of wood. This is especially well seen
by the use of an ordinary single magnifying glass or llaud-lens.

A thin transparent radial seotlon was ground and mounted in gly-
cerine for microscopical examination by F. J. Keeley, a member of the

Academy of .Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia. The upper figure

on plate XVH shows a photomicrograph of this section, magnified

forty diameters by the use of a low power objective. Under a one-slxth
objective, with careful illumination, a double row of bordered pits is

seen on each of the tubes shown in the microphotograph, and which

run lengthwise of the tree. The bordered pits arc directly opposite

each other--that is, they do not alternate. Occasionally, however,
bat one such pit is seen, which is then centrally located. On the

lower half of plate XVII there is a drawing, about 250 diame-
ters greater than nature, which shows three cell-walls, the middle one

of which illustrates this exceptional structure. The bordered pits
identify the tree as a conifer.

SimiIar thin sections, both transverse radial and tangential, have

been prepared by the writer, mounted in Canada balsam. The trans-

verse sections show a beautiful open cellular structure, very suggestive
of the coniferous woods, but the writer's radial sections fail to show

the boMered pits. It is thought, however, that these have been

obliterated by the crystallizing process, which has been so complete in

the specimens prepared that beautiful flat, six-sided crystals of quart_:

are seen crowded together throughout the whole woody structure.
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With tile polariseope and a selenite plate a magnificent display of
variegated colors is developed, a phenomenon characteristic of crystal.
line, but not of amorphous quartz.

Possibly, however, the failure of the bordered pits to appear in the
writer's sections may be partly due to the mounting medium, since F.
J. Keeley tried his section first in balsam and again in monobromide
of naphthaline without being able to see the pits.

The orange-yellow sand bed in which this trunk was buried, and
tile gravels of a lighter yei|ow color that overlie it at the locality of
the Lindenwold well, near by, are known to llave at least a wide local
distribution, since the same suceeesion of beds is shown i, well-boriDgs
at Gibbsboro, two miles northeast ; at Laurel Springs, nearly one mile
southwest; at Lucaston, one mile southeast; and in the 160-foot hill,
two and a half miles also southeast. The latter locality is one mile
east of Clcmenton. It is probable however, indeed it is almost cer-
tain, tbat these beds occupy a much more exteaslve area than is here
indicated.
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Beacon Hill Molluscan Fossils, Fulgur and Venus,
South of Millville, N. J.

The mollu_ean fo_sll casts shown on Plate XVI[[ are from tile

lower porthln of Charles Key's glass-sand bank on the west side of

Mauriee river, about two miles below Millville. The glass-sand

fi_rms the lower two-thirds of an 86-foot hill and belongs to the
Beacon [till fi_rmation of Prof. R. D. Salisbury ; the capping of the
hill over the sand being a medium eearse gravel, the Pensauken form-

ation of the same authority. In tile annual report for 1894 Prof.
Salisbury says that the Beacon Hill formation " is known to contain

fossils at a point near Millville and at another near Malliea Hill." it

may be that the MilIville locality referred to is the same as that from

which the fossils now figured were obtained. The glass-sand is

mined at thiq h_caIity upon the southern slope of the hill, one pit be-
ing in the upper portion of the bed west of the road leading south-
ward from Millville, and another east of the road and in the lower

portion of the bed which here forms the bluff, facing the river. The

horizon containing the fossils is in this bluff. "['hey are occasionally
thrown out by the workmen, though they are not at all plentiful.

The specimens figured, plate XVIII, were kindly presented to the

writer by (.'harle_ Key. It will be seen they represent two species,

one a bivalve, probably a Venus, and undoubtedly a clam, perhaps
much like the _.dlble clam of to-day, Venus mereenaria; the other, a

univalve ._hel], probably much like the conch, with protuberances on

the whorIs, which can be picked up on the New Jersey beach to-day,
and technleally known as Fglgur eariea.

As t'c_._silsthey are poor casts, and yet very good for the locality.
So far as we know they are the first mollusks figured from the Beacon
ttill formation. All cd' the caste are geodss, and consist of an outer
thin shell of cemented sand, the interior of which is filled with a

very fine, almost impalpable, powder of iron oxide (iron rust). The
dark space on the front of the middle Fulgur on tbe plate shows an

opening artlfieially broken into the interior cavity. Tbe casts are

slightly flattened. "['he figures are natural size. Three specimens

have been dep_hed in the Museum of the Survey, at Trenton, aod

three others in the Academy of Natural Seieness of Philadelphia.
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Notes of the Flood of February 6th,

t896, in Northern New Jersey.
BV

C. C. VERMEULE.
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Notes of the Flood of February 6th, 1896,

in Northern New Jersey.

BY C. C. VERMEULE.

On February 6th of the preseut year violent nod disastrous floods

occurred on all of the streams of the oortheru part of the State. [o
the last annual report we discussed at some length the effect of forests

upon strcam-flow, reachlng the conclusion that the presence of forest

could exercise no marked control over the rate of discharge of

extremely high floods. The Report ou Water-Supply, of 1894, also

gave a very full discussion of tile floods on our several streams. Io

the notes of floods on the Raritao river in that report it was pointed

out that there had been three very high noes during the century,
namely, November 24th, 1810; July 17th, 1865, and September 24th,

1882. The great flood of this year followed so closely upon these

studies thst it presented an unusoally favorable opportunity for

fllrther examination and investigation of the subject, ao opportunity
which occurs generally bot once in a generatiou. Field examinations

and copious ontes were consequently made immediately, the results of
which it is now our purpose to preseot.

The conditioos of frozen grnund, a considerable amount of accumu-

lated snow, and a sudden heavy, warm ralu are such as might be
expected to cause extremely heavy floods. All of such conditions

were present at this time, yet, strange to say, the three previous heavy

floods of the century, to which we have referred, occurred during the
summer and autumn months, which shows that there are oiher caoses

which produce heavy freshets. The destructiveness of the flood is

always determined by its rate of maximum discharge, rather than by
the total volume of water run off from the catchmeot. This flood of

1896 was peculiar io its remarkably sudden rise anti high maximum

rate of discharge. On most of the streams this rate exceeded that of

1882, which we have considered heretofore to be as high a_ aoy

previous flood of the century.
17 OEO (257)
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The Rarltan river reached its maximum in 15 hours against 38

hours in 1882, and the maximum rate of discharge was 15 per cent.
greater than that of 1882, whereas the total amount of water delivered

ill a period of 64 hours from the rise was 16 per cent. less thau in

1882. On the Paesaic, the maximum was reached ill 44 hours against

66 hours in 1882, but the rate of discbarge was 8 per cent. and the
volume 14 per cent. less than ill 1882. :But on the Passsio branches

we observe the same quick rise, and a maximum rate exceeding that
of 1882 by about 10 per cent. on tile Waoaque, 25 per cent. on the

Pequannuck and 12 per cent. on the Rockaway. The Whippaoy also

exceeded tile highest previous flood, bat the Ramapo, being blocked

with ice, sbowed a rate of discharge 20 per cent. less than in 1882.

The reason for this extremely quick and violent rise is found in the
meteorological coodltlon_ which prevailed. On the 6th there was

generally from 6 to 8 inches of snow lying upon the ground over the

Passaic and Raritan catchments. It grew suddenly warm and began
to rain in the foreno6n, the temperature reaching a maximum of about

52 degrees nn the H_ghlands, and 55 degrees on the Red Sandstone plain.
The rainfall amounted to about 3.7 inches in 24 hours. Just before

noon on the fith_ the snow began to melt and went off with great

rapidity, adding an average of about .6 of an inch, so that a total of
4.3 inehea depth of water over the entire watershed resulted from the

combined rainfall and reciting snow. So much of this as could not be

absorbed by tile ground or held in tbe lakes, which were low at the

time, rushed at once to the streams and h_d to be discharged. Our
examinations show that from 2.5 to 3.5 inches went off in flood dis-

charge, and the remainder was almost entirely absorbed by the ground.

In the case of the Pas=a_c, about one-quarter of an inch was held in
the lakes aml ponds. The amount of evaporation which could have

taken place during the short period of about three days in which the

flood was discharged, could not possibly have exceeded .1 of an inch,

and it becomes plain from these figures that it is wrong to assume that
under such conditions as these frozen earth caunot absorb a consider-

able ammlnt uf rainfall. Absorption is undoubtedly somewhat re-
tarded by such frl)z_n conditions, and what determines the volume of

flood discharge _s the amount of rainfall or melted snow ill excess of
the amount which the earth can absorb. In the case of the flood of

September, 1882, the rainfall amounted to over 10.5 inches, of which
about 3.5 inchcs was discharged in flood, and the difference of 7 inches
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was practically all taken up at that time by tile ground, a prolonged

dry period having preceded the flood. If at any time such a rainfall

should occur when the ground was already full of water, it is ap-
palling to think of what the result would be upon such a stream as
the Raritan.

A study in detail of the action of such great floods as that of last

February on such streams as the Passaic and Raritan is the best possi-

ble way to arrive at a clear understanding of the action of streams in

floods and all the conditions which govern the rate of discharge and

its volume. These studies are well calculated to throw the light of

truth on the effect of such forests as prevail ill New Jersey opon flood-

discharge, for the reason that we have widely varying portions of
forest area on the several branches considered. These studies in rela-

tion to forestry have been prosecuted in a spirit entirely friendly to

the cause of forest preservation and improvement. It has appeared

to the writer that, while the real effect of forests upon the regulation
of stream flow is of the highest economic benefit, some of tile reasons
advanced for the preservation of forests in connection with stream-

fiow are unfounded. The danger to the cause of forestry has appeared
to be that before long investigation must prove conclusively that the

reasons thus advanced had no foundation in fact. Shouhl this point

be reached before the real beneficial effect of forests has been clearly
pointed out, tile result may be a reaction most injurious to the whole

cause of forestry. The investigations made by the survey in this con-

nection have beeu entirely in the interest of truth, which is tile only
safe basis on which an argument for the preservation of our forests

cau rest. In the last annual report we attempted to point out what

the real beneficial effects of forests upon streams were, and ,as our
studies of the present flood have caused no important modification of

the views then expressed, we may recapitulate that they were to the

effect that forests do not diminish to an important extent tile height
or the extreme high floods, but do materially diminish tile number of

floods; also, that even heavily forested streams will occasionally be
subject to very low stages in dry seasons ; but, nevertheless_ the dry

periods on forested streams will be much shorter and less frequent,

and tlmt such streams, because of the general equalizing effect of
forest_ will be far more useful for purposes of water-suptdy or water-
power than streams the catchments of which are deforested. It was

also pointed out that streams with forested catchments would be less
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subject to roillness, and the sell of their catchments would suffer less
from wash.

Returning to the causes of tile flood of February 6th, a careful

examination of the records of the _ew Jersey State Weather Service

shows that the conditions were as given in the following table :

1LAIN AND SNOW IN INCHES.

Rain,
pa., _ai¢ W;tter-,hed. Feb. 6th and 7th. Snow. Total.

Highland portion ...................................... 4.15 .70 4.85
Red aandstone portion .............................. 3.30 .60 3.90

Whole catchment ............................... 3.72 .65 4.37
R_rlt.m W_t_-_hed.

Highland portion...................................... 4.10 .70 4.80
Central Valley.......................................... 3.55 .60 4.15
Upper Millstone ....................................... 3.55 .40 3.95

Whole catchment ............................... 3.66 .60 4.26

The rain given as falling on the 6th and 7th practically all fell in

24 hours, beginning with the morning of the 6th. The column
headed "Snow" is snow reduced to water, by the common rule,

taking one-tenth of the depth of snow on the ground. This prob-

ably underrates tile amount of tile water from the melting of the
snow and ice. This is added to the rainfall to give the total amount

of water upon the eatcbment of the streams. Tile snow apparently

began to melt somewhat earlier on tile Raritan than on the Passaic

catchments, and earlier in each case on the red sandstone portion
than on the tIighland portion of the catchment. Generally it began
to melt between 6 and 9 A. M., and between 9 and 11 had become

saturated with water and went off to the streams witb great rapidity.

The temperature records show that it was three or four degrees
warmer on the red sandstone plain than it was on the Highlands on

the 6th, and on the Millstone catchment it was fully eight degrees
warmer than on the Highlands. It apparently averaged fully four

degrees warmer on the Raritan than on the Passaic catchment, it
will be _een from the table that the rainfall in the Higblands was
heavier than on the red sandstone, and that the combined rain and

snow amounted to upwards of 4.8 inches on the Highlands, against

about 3.9 inches on the red sandstone plain. Carefully equating the

results, it is evident that there was no material difference in the total

supply of water per square mile from rain and snow combined oa the
Passaic and Rarlian catchments.
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Passaic Catchment.--The rise began on tile Passaic, at Dundee, at
10 A. M., on the 6th, and the river began to rise very rapidly about

1 P.M. At 9 P. M. it had reached a discharge of 10,442 cubic feet

per second. It then began to fall off and continued falling until

about 7 A. M. of the 7th, when it again began to rise rapidly, reach-
ing a maximum of 17,217 cubic feet per second about 6:15 A. M. of

tile 8th, after which it fell off[ uniformly, the entire period of flood

being eight days, which is the usual duration of floods on the Passaic.

Tile accompanying diagram, Fig. 1, shows the movement of the flood

at Dundee, and Fig. 2 compares it with a similar diagram for the
flood of September, 1882. In 1882 the maximum rate of discharge

at Dundee was 18,265 cubic feet per second, which was reached sixty-

six bouts after the beginning of the rise. The area of the catchmeu_

at Dundee is 822.7 square miles. Iu tile Report un Water-Supply,
page 153, a full history is given at tile flood of 1882, and a table of

all the floods on the river from 1877 to 1893, a period of seventeen

years. The flood of 1882 also showed an early rise followed by a
falling-off of the stream, and in both cases this is foumt to be due to

tile quick rise of tile Pompton. A complete record of the flood

of this year_ including several readings each day at Dundee dau b was

obtained by the courtesy of the Dundee Water Power and Land

Cmapany.

At Little :falls a record was also obtained which shows clearly that

the movement uf the river there agreed in time quite closely with
Dundee, and that the discharge was closely proportional tu the dis-

charge at Dundee, the drainage area above Little Falls being 773

square miles. At 7 A. M. on tile 8th the river was discharging over

Little Falls dam at tile rate of 16,745 cubic feet per second. The

Dundee record being, on the whole, more complete and satisfactory, it

has been adopted ill preference to the Little Falls record in our
studies of the flood. The diagram for Dundee will answer equally

well for Little :Falls if 6 per cent. is deducted from tile amount to

find the discharge at any given period. The river is practically within

its banks when it reaches a discharge of 4,000 cubic feet per second.

On Pompton river_ at the head of the Pompton feeder of the Morris

canal and at the junctiun of the Ramapu, the rise began at 10 A.M.
on the 6th, and at 11 P.M. the highest point was reached. Ou the

morning of tile 7th the stream had fallen one foot. Mr. Graham,

who lives nearby, says the river at this point was higher than it has
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been in thirty years. Thls is just below the junction of the Ramapo,

Wanaque and Psquaonock.

At the dam on tile Ramapo river, at Pompton, tile water began to
rise about 9 A. _I., eontinuing steadily until 12 P. M., then more

slowly until 9 A. M. of the 7th, when it reached its maximum of

8,73t cubic feet per second. This was considerably Jess than tile
maximum of 1882, which amounted to 10,540 cubic feet per second.

Inquiry at Oakland shows that the river reached its highest there at

I0 P. M. of the 6th. There was an ice gorge above the Pompton
darn wldch held tlle water back at the highest, and made the discharge

of the river more gradual. It remained at nearly the highest point
fi)r 9 huurs, and there is little duubt that thls is the cause of a

somewhat lower discharge at tim maximum than we should have had

otherwise. The following table shows how the river discharged over

Pumpton dam :
Discharge,

I)ate. Hour. Cubic teet per second.
5th ...................... 9 A. M ............................. 312
fi.h ...................... 9 A. M ............................. 890

t_:h ...................... 12 P. M ............................. 7,609

7".h..................... 2 A. M ............................. 8,100

7:h ...................... 9 A. M ............................. 8,731
7th ...................... 5 P. M ............................ 4,619

8_h ..................... 9 A.M ............................. 3,310
8:h ...................... 5 P. M ........................... 2,510

9;11...................... 9 A. M ............................. 1,200

We find from this that in a period of 72 hours the Ramallu dis-

charged 1,186 milliun cubic feet, or 2,.13 inches in depth upon its
catchment. The area of the catchment is 160 square miles.

At Ramapo, New York, the Ramapo river has a catchment of 86

square miles. At this point tile rise began at about the same time on

the me)ruing of the 6th, and the river reached its maximum at 11
P. ),I., when it discharged 4,800 cubic feet per second. At 10 A. M.

on the 7th tile discharge was 3,500 cubic feet pez second, and the river

fi'll back to a normal discharge at 10 A. M. on the 9th, about 72

hours after the beginning of the rise. The total volume discharged
amoui:ted to 3.01 inches upon the catchment, about half of which

was discharged in the first 24 hours.

Wanaque river has a catchment of 101 square miles above the

dam at P,,mpton. The rise began at 9 A. M. of tile 6th, and at
9 F. M. tile stream reached it maximum discharge of 7,203 cubic feet
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per second. It then fell off quite steadily, the flood being almost

over in 36 hours. In a period of 79. hours the discharge amounted
to 510 million cubic feet, or about 2.18 inches on the catchment.
About one-third of the catcbment is controlled, however, by Green-

wood and Sterling lakes, and consequently had its flood-flow held
back, which would bring Ihe total discharge nearly proportional to

that for the ]Lamapo. This gives the maximum discharge at a bigb

ratc--nearly 100 cubic feet per second per square mile.

Tile Pequannock has a catchment area of 85 square miles. The
rise commenced about 10 A. M. Thursday, and at 4.'30 P. M. tbe
stream reached its maximum of 5,500 cubic feet per second and did not

fall below 8,600 cubic feet per second until 8 P./_I. Tbe flood was

over within 24 hours. The storage reservoirs of the East Jersey

Water Company caught the flow of 2,7 square miles, so that the above
maximum is that of 48 square miles of catchment.

Mr. Clemens Herschel, engineer of tile East Jersey Water Com-

pany, kindly furnishes the fidlowing discharge, or natural flow of
river at Mscopin intake during the flood : February 5th, 47,600,000

gallons ; February 6th, 1,703,800,000 gallons ; February 7th, 1,674,-
800,000 gallons; February 8th, 398,700,000 gallons; February 9th,

293,700,000 gallons. This is from 63 square miles of catchment.

On the Roekaway river at Boonton tbe rise began about 10 A. M.
of the 6th, and at 6 P. M. the depth on the dam had increased 24

inches. At 7 P. M. there was 3_ feet of water on tile dam. At 2

A. M. of tile 7th. tim river had reached its maximum discharge of

5,44.5 cubic feet per second. In Septsmber, 1882, tile maximum dis-

ebarge was 4,800 cubic feet per second, so that the present freshet was

much higher. It was the higbest known flood at this point_ and it
did considerabls damage below the falls, washing away the high rail-

road trestle. The following table shows the rate of discharge during

the flood_ which was over in less than 48 hours. The catchment area

is 118 square miles:
Discharge

Date. Hour. cubic feet per s_cond.
6th ................................ 12 noon ................................. 165

6th ................................. 7 P. M ................................. 3,390

7th ................................. 2 A. M ................................. 5_445
7th ................................. 3 A. bl ................................. 5,400

7th ................................. 5 A. 1_ ................................. 5,060

7th ................................. 12 noon ................................. 3,830

7th ................................. 5:30 P, M ............................. 3,000

8th ........ "........................ 9 A. _I................................. 800
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The total volume discharged during a period convsring 7'2 hours
from the rise was 685 million cubic feet, or about 2.50 inches upon
the catchment.

On the Whippany tile flood was very heavy, and the dam at Mor-

ristown went out, somewhat increasing tile rapidity of the rise. At

Whippany the rise began at about 10 A. M. of the 6th, and the max:

imum was reached at 8:03 P. M., amounting to about 3,200 cubic feet
per second on 38 square miles. " This was the highest ever known.

About 5:30 P. _1. the water rose about 7 inches in 15 minutes, then

fell away slightly, and afterward rose again steadily to the maximum.

This first rise was probably the water from the lake at Morristown.

In 21 htmrs from the beginning the river was back to about its normal

eot_dition. The total volume discharged amounted to 153 million
eubic feet.

At Chatham the rise in the Upper Passaic began about 9 A.M._

and was very rapid. The maximum was reached about 3:30 P. M.,
and the river did not fall much until the afternoon of the 8th.

At Cook's bridge the rise began at about 10 A. M., and continued

for about 24 hours, after which it remained nearly stationary from 12
to 15 hours. The water was about one foot lower than in 1882. The

rise amounted to about 5½.feet.

At Pine Brook the water began to rise about 10:30 A. M., of the

6th, this water being local from the rain and melting snows iu the

immediate neighborhood. The waters from above did not get down

until nlgbt. By _bnut 5 P. M. the rise amounted to from 12 to 16

inches_ and the water continued rising until the afternoon of the 7th,
then remained stationary about 24 hours. At 3 P. M. of the 8th it

had only fallen a quarter of an inch, and at 5 P. M from one-half to

three-q_uarters of an inch. The rise amounted to a little over 5 feet.

The morning of the 9tb the fall amounted to 2 inches, and by the

evening of the same day 6 inches. The morning of the 10th it was
down 1 fi)ot. The Rockaway, at Pine Brook, began to fall before the

Passaic had reached its highest point.

The foIlowlng" table shows how the maximum discharge at various

points compared with the maximum in September, 1882. We repeat
that it in our belief that the Ramapo, if it had not been restrained by

an ice gorge_ would have reached a higher rate of discharge, probably
as high as in 1882. AIlowing for this, it is observable tbat on the
brsnehe_ the maximum was reached much earlier during the present
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flood, and was at a considerably higher rate than in 1882. The

Ptamapo, we should also repeat, reached its maximum at Oakland,
just above Pompton, about 12 hours after the beginning, and this

would }lave been the actual time at Pompton if unrestrained. The

maximum rate at :Little Falls and Dundee is controlled by entirely
different conditions from those which determine the maxlmnm rate on

the branches. The volume of the flood and the extent to which it

fills up the meadows above Two Bridges, determines the rate of dis-
charge at those points, and we have already remarked that this volume

was considerably less than in 1882. Both of these points, however,
show the suddenness of the rise.

RATES OF FLOOD DISCHARGE.

SSPTEMBRe22,1882. ] Fa_RUAZY6, 1896.

I I
passaic, Dundee .............................. i 6_} I18, 265 H 44 17,217

" Little Falle .......................... 773 . 66 19,000 [[ 44 16,745

Ramapo ........................................... 160 _ 24 10,540 [ 24 8,73l
Wanaque ......................................... 101 24 6,666 171 7.203Pequannock ..................................... 85 I 20 4,460 5,560
Rockaway ........................................ 118 [ 36 4,600 * 16 5,445
Whippany ....................................... 38 I ............. I l0 3_200

The maximum rate of discharge may be greatly modified by local
conditions, natural or artificial obstructions and other minor causes.

It is always influenced largely by topographical conditions also, mainly
tile extent of the flood plain and the rate of fall of the valley, to-

gether with tile arrangement of the branches. A stream made up of

several branches of nearly equal length converglag within a short
distance along the valley will show a much higher rate of discharge

than where the maio stream is long and has many short tributaries

dlstributed quite evenly along its length. In the latter case the flood

will remain near its highest a considerable length of t_me. A much

better indication of the rapidity with which a watershed yields up the

water falling on it is bad by studying the volume of water discharged

during e certain number of hours from the beginning of the rise.
From the data obtained by us at the several gauging points, we have

made up the diagram, Plate 19. This shows the rate of discharge of
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the Passaic and its branches from the beginning to the end of tile

flood. The diagram for the Passaic is for tile discharge at Dundee.

The curve for Little Falls would be very similar, as we have already

explained. The d}agrams for the Ramapo 9 Wanaqae, Pequannock

and Rcckaway are also from observation. The first three unite at

Pompton to form the Pompton river s and our gauging points being
in each ease a short distance above their confluence, we are enabled to

buiht up from the three a pretty accurate diagram for the discharge
of the Pompton itself. This diagram shows the rate of discharge for

that stream at Pompton Plains where its catchment area is 350 square

miles, and heft)re it has had an opportunity to spread over tlle broad
extent of meadows below. It will be noted tbat our estimate of max-

imum discharge for the Pompton is greater than for tbe whole Pas-
saic. There can be no reasonable doubt as to the accuracy of this

conclushm. :I[ad not the Ramapo maximum been suppressed by the

ice gorge which we have referred to, the Pompton maximum would

probably have been nearly one thousand cubic feet per second greater.
As it L_,we estimate it at 18,500 cubic feet per second.

It will be noted that the Pompton catchment area is somewhat
less than half the total area above Little Fails. The remainder is

made up of the Whippany_ Rcckaway and Upper Passaic. These
treams all fall into a wide expanse o[" flat meadows long before

reaclSng a junction with the Pomptoa at Two :Bridges. They do not,
thcrefore_ come together so as to form one stream like the Pompton,

but their waters are widely dispersed over the fiat. Taking the dia-

gra_n_ for the Rockaway, however_ and the facts ascertained as to th
Whlppany and Upper Passaic discharges, we can draw a plain infer-
ence that if the waters had been confined to the stream channels

instead of spreading over the meadows they would have delivered at

Two Bridges in very much the same way that the Pompton delivered its
waters. The maximum would probably have been reanhed a very little

later, and the Passaic at Little Falls would have reached its maximum

discharge at nearly the same time. This maximum could not well
have b_'ea less, under such conditions, tbap about 38,000 cubic feet

per second, instead of the 16,745 cubic teet per second actually
rec,_rdcd. What actually happened was tbat tile water was poured

int_ tile broad flats in tlle Central Valley, including a total of some

30,000 a..res, at about the rate which we have indicated. The rise of
the Passaic at Little Falls was governed by the filling up of these
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flats until a sufficleut height was reached at Two Bridges to enable
the cbannel thence to Little Falls to reach the recorded maximum

discharge. This was not accomplished until 30 hours after the time
of maximum discharge of tbe branches into the central valley.

The difference between tbe large volume discharged into file central

valley and the much smaller amount passing Little Falls, accumulated
on the flats, and was not entirely discharged until tbe 8th day after

the beghmlng of the rise. The following table shows tbe total
volume of water discbarged hlto the valley at the end of the first,

second and third days of flood and the corresponding amounts dis-

cbarged from the valley at Little :Falls, together with the accumu-
lation of water in the valley. The amounts are determined by

gauging, except for the last three catchment areas, which had to be
estimated. No serious error is believed to exist from tbls cause.

FLOOD-DISCHARGE INTO CENTRAL PA_AIC VALLEY.

Beginning February 6ih, 1896,at 10 A. M.

TOTAL I]I$CHARG]_ IN MILl.ION CURIO pI_KT.

In 24 hours. In 48 hou_. In 72 hours.

Ramapo ............................. 498 975 1,166
Wanaque ......................... 337 424 510
Pequannoek .... 299 337 391
Rockaway. 333 570 685
Whippany ........................... 126 140 153
Lower Pompton................... 112 170 195
Upper Passaic...................... 330 500 570
Central Valley ..................... 495 750 855

Above Little Falls.......... 2,530 3,866 4,525
Discharged at Little Falls ..... 650 2,023 3,094

Accumulated in valley.... 1,880 1,843 1,331

It will be noted that the greatest accumulation of water on

was at the end of 24 hours, there being no substantial decrease in the

accumulation up to the end of the second day.

The diagrams of discharge over Dundee dam for the floods of

February 6th, 1896_ and September 22d, 1882, are shown in Plate

'20, the time being reckoned from the beginning of the rise. This
shows plainly the smaller volume of the flood of the present year,

and also its rapid rise. Both diagrams show the preliminary maxi-

mum followed by a falling of the river, and in each case this occurred
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just 33 hours before the river reached its ldghest point. It agrees i_

time with tbe maximum of the Pompton, and is undoubtedly due to
lhe rush of water from that stream, together with the water from the

lower portion of the catchment between Little Falls and Dundee.

That it does not rise much higher is due to the fact that a large part
of the water from the Pompton goes to fill up its own flats above

Mountain View, and also the Great Piece meadow at Two Bridges.
Its waters reached Two :Bridges considerably before those of tbe

]{.ockaway, Whlppany and Upper Passaic were able to come down

across tbe flats. A strong upward current is noticed at Two Bridges

during every high flood at the time wben the Pompton is filling up

Big Piece meadows wltb water. In 72 hours the discharge at Dundee
amounted to 3,292 million cubic feet, or 1.72 inches upon the catch-

ment, while during the entire period of 8 days it was 6,083,000,000

cubic feet, or 3.18 inches upon the catchment. The following table

shows how the flood of February 6th compared both in maximum
rate and volume with the three greatest floods since 1876.

GREAT]_T FLOODS ON THE PASSAIC AT DUI_DEE SINCE 1876.

Area of watershed, 822.7square miles.

TIMR FROM BEGINNING

Maximum oF rose TO Total flow
D_tc of maximum discharge, flow, - -- in million Inches on

cubic feet Maximum,hours, cubic feet watershed•

per second. End,
days.

September 25th. 1882...... 18,265 66 3 7,10l 3.71
February 8th, 1896 ........ 17,217 44 8 6,083 3.18
December 12tb, 1878....... 16,592 60 8 6,878 3.47
February 14th, 1886....... 12,452 60 8 5,729 8.60

Raritan Cutchment.--Oa the Raritan the flood of February 6th

was discharged with great violence. It showed even an exaggeration
of its usual contrast to the discharge of the :Passaic at Dundee. This

was no doubt partly due to the earlier melting of the snow. The

general results of our inquiries are to tbe effect that the snow melted

first of all on the Upper Millstone, but all over the Red Sandstone
of the watershed it was running off at 7 A. M., whereas in

the ttighlands along the North Braneb it began to go between 9 and
10 A. M., and through the German valley about 9 A.M. We can

safely infer that on the higber portions of the Highlands it was a
little later still. It probably averaged nearly three hours earlier on
the Raritan than on the Passaic catchment.
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At the Delaware and Raritan canal dam, below Bound Brook, tile

river began to rise at 8 A. M. of Thursday, and during tile afternoon

rose very rapidly. It reached a heigllt of 15.2 feet above the crest of the
dam, about one foot higher than in 1882. The highest point was

reached about midnight, and at 8 A. M. of the 7th it had fallen abon_
two feet. At 8 A. M. of the 8th tile river was within its banks. At

Bound Brook the rise agreed in time with that at the dam below.

Here, and up to the mouth of the Millstone the rise was first noticed
about 9 A. M. and the river rose steadily all day. :From 5 to 11

o'clock P. M. it was very rapid, amounting to four feet from 5 to 8

P. M., and nearly as much more by 11 P.M. It is said that near 5
P. M. the river rose ten inches in as many minutes. It was highest

here about 11 P.M. Much damage was done in tlds vicinity. The

highway bridge at :Finderne was carried away, also the Philadelphia
and Reading railroad bridge, and the banks of the railroad were
washed out. Tile tracks of tbe Central Railroad of New Jersey and

of the Lehigh Valley railroad were under for some dlstauca, and
traffic was seriously impeded on tile Central and Reading railroads.

The water was also deep in the lower streets of Bound Brook village,

and a fire caused by the flood reaching some stored llme added largely

to the damage done. Inquiry on the Millstone river indicates that
that stream below Rocky Hill reached its maximum about 3 P. M.,

the maximum being clearly shown at Blackwell's Mills and Grlggs-
town. The rise of the l_aritan continued_ however_ until 11 P.M.,

backing the water so that it also rose at Weston, on the lower

part of the Millstone, until 11 I_. M. Tile flood on the Millstone
itself was less severe than in 1882. At Blaekwell's it is said to have

been the highest at 4:80 P. M., and at 3:15 to 4:15 P. M. tile river
rose ten and one-half inches, going up mueb faster than usual. The

flood was about seven feet higher than the ordinary level of the river,
but four feet lower than the flood of 1882. The stream was about

three days getting back to its normal flow.

At Griggstown tile river reached its highest point at '2 p.M.,
when it was 8 feet above the usual level of tile river, and the river

did not reach its normal condition until tile morning of tile 9th. It

was 5 feet 8 inohes lower tban the flood of 1882.

At Rocky tlill tile river is said to have begun to rise at 4 A. M.,
and by 7 A. M. was up 18 inches. It did not reach the highest at

this point until 9:30 P. M, and by 11 P. M. had fallen three inchss,
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and at 7:80 A. M. Friday was down 18 inches. During Friday it
fell about one foot more, and by the morning of the 9th was within
its bank._. At 5 P. M. the river commenced rising rapidly, gaining
fimr inches in half an hour. It was 7 feet 6 inches higher than tbe
ordinary Ieve], but 5 feet lower than the flood of 1882.

]t is quite clearly indicated in the notes for Millstone river, that
the red sandstone portion of the water-shed discharged its waters
most r_pidly. The entire catchment measures 286 square miles, of
which 99 _quare miles is on the Cretaceous formation, very flat and
gravelly. Tile remainder, being the lower portion of the water-shed,
is steeper arsi quite bare of forest. The maximum noted at Black-
well's and Gri_gstown was undoobtedly doe to the discharge from
this red sandstone portion. The maximum at Rocky Hill was from
the slower waters of the upper Millstone. This is the usual move-
ment of"waters on the Millstone, and gives rise to a lower maximum
rate or' discharge for the whole water-shed as compared with the rest
of the Raritan branches. The remarkable difference noted of about

5 feet between the height of this flood and that of September, 1882,
the total rise in February being only from 7 to 8 feet against trom 12
to 14 feet in 1882, does not indicate such an extreme difference in the

rate of discharge as wouhl at first appear. It must have been partly
due to the fact that the Millstone reached and passed its maximum
several hours before the Raritau, and is also partly due to the gentle
inclination of the trough-shaped valley of the Millstone, the fall
amounting to only about 18 inches per mile. The valley being
narrow and the floods closely confined, any addition to the rate of

maximum discharge causes a rapid increase in height in order that the
stream may acquire the velocity necessary to pass off the flood.

At Raritau, on the main river, the maximum was reached at 7
P. M., the bc.glnnlng having been early in the morning. The river
reached a height of 23 feet above its normal level, and it is said that
between 4:30 and 5 P. M. it rose 13 inches in 15 minutes. From

high-water marks it is said to have been 32 inches higher than tile
highest previous flood. Tile river was back to its normal condition
in about 3 days. Much damage was done bern. The bank of the
water-power raceway was severely washed, and the fencing on tlle low
lamls was destroyed. Some of the mills also suffered a considerable
amount of damage. At Soutb Branch the rise began at 7:30 A. M.
and after 8:30 it was rapid. From 10:45 A. M. to noon it amounted
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to one foot; after noon it was more rapid, and was the highest flora
4:30 to 5 P.M. It reached a height of 14 feet on the dam, and 20½
feet above the ordinary level below the dam. By 4:30 A. M. of the 7th
it had fallen 5½ feet, and the river reached its normal condition in
about 60 hours. From flood-marks in tile mill this flood was 15½

incbes higher than that of 1865, wbich was noted ill the Report on
Water-Supply as being one of tile three heavy floods of tile century
on the main river. It may be observed here that these three floods
of 1810, 1865 and 1882, together with the present flood of 1896, were
remarkable in that they were general over a considerable extent of

country, but it would appear that on some of tile smaller water-sbeds
as high floods have occurred at more frequent intervals, thus the flood
ot 1850 is said to have been as high at South Branch as that of 1865.

As we shall point out later, it cannot be assumed from height alone
that the maximum rate of discharge of the present flood is greater than

of any previous flood, because we must take into account the many
artificial obstructions wbich have been introduced along tile course of

tile stream, and which tend to retard the discbarge and increase tile
height at many points.

At Nesbanic the rise commenced about 9 o'clock Thursday, and

tile river came up very fast, reaching nearly the maximum at 2:80
P.M., but continuing to rise slowly until about 5 P.M., when it began
to fall. The reason of the long high water here is stated to bare
been tbat the Neshanic discharged its flood first, the South Branch

following later. This is but a partial reason, as tile same tiling was
repeated all along the course of tile South Branch, which is a long
stream, [laving comparatively short branches scattered along its course.
Such conditions always produce tile eflhet of holding the river near
its maximum a long time. From flood,marks in the mill at Neshanio
it is found that this freshet is 1.85 feet higher than that of 1882, 2.2l

feet higher than that of 1865, and 2.75 feet higher than that of 1850.
It reached a height of twelve feet on tile dam. The Soutil Branch
diselmrged an amount of water equivalent to 3.22 inches during the
entire seventy-two hours of flood. About noon, on February 6th_ the
water is said to bave risen two feet in twenty-five minutes. Our
record of relative heights of previous floods at tids point is not a cor-
rect indication of the relative rate of discharge, as there have been
obstructions introduced on the stream.

At Black Point Bridge, at the mouth of the .Neshanic river, tbe
water rose fonrtecn feet above the ordinary level of the river.
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At Three Bridges the rise began about 8 A.M., and the highest
was reached at 5 P.M. At 7:30 P.M. the river had fallen one foot.

At Clinton the river began to rise about 7 A.M., continuing slowly

until ll A. M., after which it came up very fast, being most rapid
from 12 to 1 P.M. The maximum was reached, it is said, at 8:30

P. M., there being a first maximum at 6 P.M. We are inclined to
think that the second rise was due to some obstruction. After 9

P. M. the river fell steadily; it was four feet high on the dam. The
water of Spruce Run usually comes down first; that from the South
Branch about one hour later.

At Taylcr's iron-works, ttigh Bridge, it was noted that the river

bad risen considerably at 11 o'clock A. M. .At 5:15 P. M. it

reached the highest, 5 feet 6 I- inches on the crest of the dam, and we
find the rate of discharge at this time to have been 7,558 cubic feet

per second, or 118 cubic feet per second per square mile, the catch-

ment measuring about 67 square miles. The water remained station-

ary about three quarters of an hour, then began to fall. At 11 P. M.
it had fallen three feet, and the stream reached its normal condition

in about three days. Tile total volume of discharge in 72 hours was
484,000,000 cubic feet, or 3.12 inches on the water-shed, of which

1.13 inches was discharged in the first 12 hours, and 1.73 in 24 hours

from the beginning. Through the German Valley above High

Bridge the rise began about 9 A.M. It was highest at Callfon at

5 P. M., at Middle Valley at 4, at German Valley at 5:30, and at

,N_au_hright at 2 P. M., remaining nearly stationary one hour. The
river was witldn its banks the morning of the 7th. It is every-

where ._aid tr_ have been the highest on record. Most of the dams

throu_;h the vaUey were injured more or less, and also some of the

mill pruwrtie. % wbiIe the road from Califon to lJ_igh Bridge along
the river was made impassable. There was a good deal of damage

done aI_o on tile lower part of the South :Branch, notably at Neshaoie,

where the sh*re was flooded, the mill property damaged and the high-

way bridge carried away. Mueh fencing was destroyed, and the
railroads were washed and traffic impeded.

We have noted a rate of 113 cubic feet per second per square mile

at High Bridge from 67 square miles of water-shed. Computations
made in two or three different ways all indicate that the discharge

from the entire 276 square miles of catchment of the South Branch
was at a rate very close to 100 cubic feet per second per square mile.
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On the North Branch at Milltown, just above its confluence with

the South Branch, tile river began to rise about 7 A.M., rising

slowly until 11 A. M., while during the next half hour the rise
amounted to 22 inches. Tile highest point was reached at 5:30

P. M.; at 6 P. M. the river was falling. The rise was _aid to be
faster than ever noticed before. The water reached a depth of 63

feet on the dam, and 13 feet above the river below the dam.

At North Branch village the river was observed to be rising at 9

A. M., and was over its banks at noon. From 2 to 3 P. M. the rise

amounted to 2 feet, and the highest point was reached about 5 P. M.

The river appears to have continued near the maximum from 4:30 to

5:30 P.M. It reached a height of 13 feet above ordinary level of
the river at the village bridge. Marks iu the mill showed it to be

1.2 feet higher than the freshet of 1887, and 2.2 feet higher than the

one of 1886. It was also said to have been tile highest at this point

since 1850, but the flood of that year was thought to be about the

same height at points above on the stream where no artificial obstruc-
tions had been introduced meanwhile. The water came in several

houses at this point, and much damage was done.
Chambers' or Dumoafs brook is a small branch of the North

Branch at North Branch station, An approximate estimate of the

discharge of this brook gave a maximum rate of 140 cubic feet per

second per square mile from 10.5 square miles of catchment.
At Bedminster the river was noticed to be rising at 10 A. M., and

the flood reached a height of six and one-half feet above the ordinary
level of the river. The maximum was reached between 3 and 4

o'clock, and the river soon began to fall. The evening of the 7th it
had almost reached its normal condition.

At Hub Hollow, above Bedminster, the river was observed to be

rising at 6:30 A. M., and it reached the highest at 1:45 P.M. At 3

P. M. it had fallen one foot, and at 5 P. M. four fast, the flood being

practically over on the morning of the 7th. It was seven feet higher
than the ordinary stage of the river. About noon the river is said to
have risen 13 inches in fifteen minuteS. It is claimed to have

been 18 inches higher than ever known before.

At Roxiticus snow began to run off"at 10:30 A. M., and from 12

to 12:30 the water reee 16 inches. It is said to have been higher

here than ever before by about 18 inches. The highest was at about
1 P. M. ot the 6th. At 3 o'clock it was falling, and is said to have

fallen rather slowly.
18 OEO
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At Burnt Mills, on Lamlngton river, it commenced to rise about 7

A. M. and reached the highest at 3 P. M., rising very rapidly from 1

to 3 P.M. It did not get back to the normal until tile forenoon of

the 8th. Below the dam it was about 11½ feet higher than ordinary

stages. It came up fester than ever known before.

At Vliet_s Mills it began to rise at 7 A. M., and rose very rapidly
from 12 to 2 P. M., at which time it reached the highest. It

remained up about one hour, then commenced to fall, reaching the

normal about 48 hours after the beginning. It was 10 feet above the

ordinary height of the river.

At Pottersville it was observed _o be rising at 10 A. M., and

reached the highest at 2 P.M. From 10 to 11:30 A. M. it rose 18

inches. It did not begin to go down until 4 P. M., and was over

about 36 hours after the beginning. The rise was very rapid, and the
fall at first rapid and afterwards more gradual. The maximum rate

appears to have been nearly 80 cubic feet per second per square mile

from the 38 square miles of catchment. It is considerably reduced

by the extensive flats above Chester furnace.
There are strong indications from data which we have at hand that

the maximum rate of flow from the 192 square miles of catchment
of the North Branch was not less than 100 cubic feet per second per

square mile, or about the same as that of the South Branch. The
North and South Branches both reached their maximum discharge at

about the same time, and from about 4 to 5:30 P. M. they were both

pouring immense volumes of water into the main stream above Rari-

tan. It was largely on account of this coincidence of the time of

highest water on the two branches that the rise lower down was so

rapid from 5 to 11 P. M., particularly at about 5 o'clock, although it
is to be noted that there was a period of extremely rapid rise almost

everywhere on the various streams, and the initial cause of this was

the sudden rush of water from tile melting snows, combined with the

heavy rainfall. It was generally remarked that the snow gradually
became saturated with water, and then the whole seemed to go off to-

gether to the streams, the snow disappearing in a very short time.
At the dam below Bound Brook, the total volume of the flood

during 72 hours was 5,600,000j000 cubic feat, or 2.74 inches'upon the

catchment of 879 square miles. The maximum rate of discharge here
was 59,500 cubic feet per second, or about 68 cubic feet per second per

square mile. The volume of discharge in September, 1882, amounted
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to 6,489,000,000 gallons, or 3.86 inches upon the catchment, while the

maximum rate was 52,000 cubic feet per second, or 59 cubic feet per

second per equare mile. The flood at this point, however, was re-

strained, as it all had to pass through tile opening afforded by the dam,
which is guarded by a high earthen embankment across the flats to

the east. It could not reach its maximum discharge until the valley

above had filled up to a height which would enable it to pass thedam.

The actual discharge of tile valley above into the pond between the
dam and the mouth of the Millstone river was at a much more rapid

rate. We find tilat from 5 to 11 P. M. there was an average rise ia

this portion of the river of 8 feet, and the accumulated water repre-
asnts a volume of 421,000,000 cubic feet, which is equal to a discharge

of 19,500 cubic feet per second daring the period of 6 hours, but

during the same period there was discharged at the dam an average of

39,300 cubic feet per second, consequently the average discharge from
the catchment into the portion of thesiream between the dam and the

mouth of the Millstone during these 6 hours was 58,800 cubic feet

per second, or nearly as much as the maximum rate at the dam
where that maximum was sastained for only a short time. It is

pie:', that this high rate of average discharge during these hours
i.*.._cates an actual maximum much higher than that recorded

at the dam. We have at present no means of ascertaining exactly

what the anrestrained maximum discharge would have been with
the river free from all artificial obstructions, but it could not have

been much less than 85 cubic feet per second per square mile. By

measuring up carefully ttle volume of water in tile river at different
times between the junction of the North and South Branches and the

dam, we are enabled, however, to estimate the volume of discharge at.

the end of given periods during tile flood. Thus, about l I P. M. we
find the volume of water in the valley was 1,814,000,000 cubic feet,

and up to that time there had been discharged at the dam 1,220,000,-
000 cubic feet, giving as the total yield of the water-shed during the
first 12 Imurs 3,034,000,000 cubic feet, or 1.5 inches in depth upoa

the catchment. In the same way we finds for tile first 24 hours, a

yield of 4,2'22,000,000 cubic feet, or 21 inches upoa the catchment,
and in 48 hours the valley was practically free from water, so that the

discliarge at the dam at that time represented the actual flood dis-

charge, and amounted to 4,964,000,000 cubic feet, or 2.43 inches upon
the catchment. [a 72 hours it was, as already given at the damp
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5,600,000,000 cubic feet, or 2.74 inches upon the catchment. Of

course it does not follow that the water would have been diseharged
at this rate during the first 24 hours, as even without any artificial
obstructions whatever there must still have been a considerable accu-

mulation of water in the valley, although it would bane been mate-
rially less.

A study of the slopes assumed by the flood at different stages, along
the valley, is instructive and interesting. Thus, at 5:80 P. M. the

river had reached its height at tbe junction of the North and South

branches, when it stood at an elevation of 64 feet above sea-level,

anti about 18 feet above the ordinary height of tbe river. But at

thi_ time at the mouttl of the Millstone it had only reacbed a height
of 9.5 feet above the river, and an elevation of -09.5 feet above tile
sea. This shows that at tbat time there was a fall of 34.5 feet in 8

miles. At the dam tile river had risen 7.5 feet or to au elevation of

24.5 above sea-level, showing a fall of 5 feet in 4 miles. This rate
of fall was apparently preserved quite uniformly until after the flood
had reached its maximum. Between South branch and the mouth of

the Millstone, however, the slope gradually decreased, and at 9 P. M.

the river had fallen to an elevation of 60 feet at the junction, end

risen to 33.5 feet elevation at the mouth of the Millstone, and 28.5

feet at the dam. At 11 P. M. it had fallen to 59 feet at the junction
_f the branches, and had risen to 37.2 feet at the mouth of the

Millstone, and 32.2 feet at the dam. At 9 A. M. of the 7th it

had fallen to 58.5 feet at the junction of the North and South
branches, to 33.2 feet at the month of the Millstone, and 29.2

feet at the dam. During the period irom 5 to 11 P. M., there-

fore, we notice that in the section of the valley above the mouth

of the Millstone the water rose about 8 feet at the lower end, and

fell 5 feet at the upper end. This shows the passage of what

is ofteu called a flood wave, although tbe term seems a little

misleading. A true wave is caused by the impingement of some

body, such as the air in motion, or a body of water from a bursting
reservoir upon another comparatively still and motionless body of

water_ and a true wave produces almost no forward movement of the

waters. It is merely a vibration or vertical motion of the particles.

A rapidly rising river, such as the Raritan at tbis time, if confined to

about the width of its channel, would have a velocity proportional to
the square root of its depth. As the depth in this case at 5:30 P. M.
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was 18 feet atthe upper end, and about 7.5 feet at the mouth of the

Millstone, the velocity would be in the proportion of about three
above to two below, wilich would tend to cause an extremely rapid

rise, and something similar to a tidal " bore" in the case of a confined
channel, but in this case the river had to fill up tile meadows on either
side before it could advance with a depth of 18 feet down the valley,

and this filllng up of the meadows was constantly abstracting water
from tile stream in large amounts, tending to retard its movement

down tile valley to a very considerable degree. _evertheless, the
effect of this movement was undoubtedly seen in tile extremely rapid

rise noted along the valley and at Bound Brook about 5 P.M. On

the falling flood, as the river recedes, it has to draw back to itself

again tile large volume of water stored on the flats. Indeed, where a
stream rises and falls as rapidly as does the :Raritan, tile bordering flats

are frequently of little account in passing tile flood down

the valley. All of tile effective work, or nearly all, is accom-

plished directly over the channel of the river. The move-
ment on the meadows is mainly at right angles, or nearly

so, to tile stream. It will be noted that at no time during tile

progress of the flood was the fall above tile mouth of tile Millstone
less than about 22 feet in 8 miles, or 2.75 feet per mile. If we

should take the entire average cross-section of tile flood through this

part of the valley and compute tile discharge with this slope, it wouhl
be fouml to be vastly in excess of the greatest actual discharge whioh

occurred. We have often found in making such studies as this that
the channel of tile river itself, with the depth at tile maximum an(t

the observed slope, would carry tile entire flnod-diseharge. This fact

explains why it is possible to encroach so largely upon the flood cross-
section of a river without disastrous results, provided that such

encroachment is made after a careful study and in a judicious manner.
The lessons of the flood under discussion in the Raritan valley, how-

ever, are very clearly to tile effect that there is a serious amount of

injudicious obstruction of the river. The areas of bridge and dam

openings are often inadequate, and still oftener tile bridges are

injudiciously located, so that tile opening is not effective. Instances
have come under our observation where bridges caused baok-water to

the extent of three or four feet during this flood, and this condition

of things not only causes much additional damage through the
valley, but is perilous to the bridges, as the scour resulting from
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tile high velocity undermines piers and abutments. The fault
is not confined to any one class of structures. Many of
the highway bridges are inadequate, but here the fault is
often less serious because tile approaches are lower, allowing
the water to run around the bridge to a considerable extent.
When a highway or railroad bridge is approached on embankments
thrown across tile valley it should be given a waterway sure to be
ample for all contingencies. On all branches of the Raritan, except-
tug tile Millstone, the present flood shows that 100 cubic feet per
second per square mile may be expected at times, and on some of the
smaller branches this will be considerably exceeded. Fiends of tbis
magnitude ou the main stream will not be ot frequent occurrence, as

we have had not more than four which approach it during tile century,
but on any given branch they may be looked for oftener, bceause of
local conditions, such as very heavy showers, &e. A considerable
amom:t of litigation has resulted from the alleged insufficiency of
waterway of bridges, and other artificial obstructions, which it is
claimed impeded the passage el the flood of February 6th.

Maseorteleonj River.--The Musconetcong drains 158 square miles
of tile Highlands, about one-half of whieh is in the glaciated portion
and 39 per cent. is forest-covered. The stream is a long one, having
only short branches evenly distributed along its lower thirty miles.
The present flood exceeded the maximum recorded in tile Report on
Water-supply very materially. It was impossible to get exact meas-
urements on tile lower portion of the stream, but some fair approxima-
tions convince us that the rate of discharge was not more than 45
cubit! feet per second per square mile. A good measurement of the

run-off was obtained at Lake Hopatcocg from the filling of the lake.
For the first 24 hours the discharge amounted to 2.37 inches, and for

48 hours 3.01 inches, upon the catchment, which measures 21.6
squares miles exclusive of the water area of the lake, or 25.4 square
miles in all. This shows a rate of discharge greater than that of the

South Branch of the Raritan from its larger water-shed of 67 square
miles.

At Waterloo the maximum discharge amounted to 2,284 cubic
feet per second, and at Saxtou Falls just below it was 2,295 cubic

feet per second. The catchment at this place measures 68 square
miles, and about 85 per cent. is forested. The measurements here
and at Waterloo show that the run-off in 24 i_ours amounted to 1.12
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inches, in 48 hours to 2.27 inches, and in 72 hours 3.78 inches upon

the catchment, which is taken at 68 square miles less 31 square miles
caught and retained by Lake Hopatcong and Stanhope reservoir, or
37 square miles net. The maximum flow observed is at the rate of
64 cubic feet per second per square mile, making a new and much
higher record than any heretofore given. This was tile lowest point
on tile Musconetcong at which such a complete record could be
obtained.

The beginning of the rise was noted generally along the stream as
having occurredat 8 A. M. of the 6th, while the highest point was
reached at Waterloo at 1 P. M. of the 6th, the stream remaining
stationary until about 10 A. M. of tile 7th. At Flackettstown the
highest is said to have occurred about 2 P. M. of the 7th, hut below
this it occurredeverywhere on tile 6th, at :Beattystownabout 3 P. M.,
at Stephcusburg from 12:30 to 3 P. M., at Pennville at 1 P. M., at
Changewater at 4 P. M., at Hampton at 3 P. M., Asbury, 2 P. M., and
below that from 5 to 5:80 P.M. The time was carefully noted and

verified, and is interesting asshowing that the time of highest water at
successive points going down stream is not regularly later than points
above, but is modified by local conditions. This is peculiarily inter-
esting because this stream has no large branches between Waterloo
and its mouth. It follows from this, almost necessarily, that the
rate of dlsohargeat the maximum is not proportional to the catch-
ment, a fact which we have frequently noted and explained. Similarly
we find a disagreement at different points oa the stream as to wbether
this was or was not higher than previous floods. It was said to be
the highest ever known at Waterloo, Haok_ttstown, Besttystown,
Stephensburg, Pennville, Changewater, Asbury, Bloomsbury and
Reigehville, by amounts varying from one to four feet at the different
places. At Finesville it is said that a flood in 1838 was nearly as
high, while at Hampton one in 1857 was thought to have been about
as high. At Chaugewater the flood of 1857 was claimed by some to
have been one foot higher. '.['he stream did not reach its normal
condition until about four days after tile beginning.

Pequest Rivsr.--The notes made along the Pequest river show that
the depth of snow was from 7 to 8 inches; that it became saturated

with rain about 10 A. M:., of the 6th, and two hours later it practically
disappeared. The river responded io its usual quiet manner, and the

maximum flood-flow at Belvidere did not exceed tile previous highest
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of 12.5 cubic feet per second per square mile, but the stream remained

high about a week. This conditinn of things is due to the large area
of flats or meadows on the catchment, and the Pequest presents the
same conditions as the Paesain above Little Falls, but on a much

smaller scale. A flood in 1869 is said to have been as high as thia_

but there must have been several others equally high. The stream

began to rise everywhere about 9 A. M., and had reached its highest
at Belvidere at m_dnight, and at Trauquillity about the same time,

while between Townsbory and Belvidere the highest occurred about

5 P.M. This highest stage came from the rash of water from tile

lower watershed. .Above Trsnquillity, near the headwaters, the high-

est point was still later than at Trsnquillity. In its exlreme slowness

and lower maximum rate, the Pequest is a striking illustration of the
paramount influence of topography upon the rate of flood-discharge.

The catchment has only 18 per cent. of forest.

PauHnskill.--On this stream it was noted at several points that tile

snow was from 6 to 8 inches deep on the morning of the 6th, and quite
firm or solid. It became saturated about 11 A. M., and had practi-

cally disappeared at 1 P.M. The stream began to rise slowly about

8 A. M., and at noon the water is said to have come down with a rush.
A flood in October, 1869, was from 12 to 14 inches higher than tills

one at Balesville, and at most other points it is said to have been of

about the same height. At Warrington tile maximum rate was 4,068

cubic feet per second, which exceeds the maximum recorded on page

104 of the Report on Water-supply, and amounts to 26 cubic feet per

second per square mile. At Pauliaa, where the eatehment is 125
square miles, the maximum recorded was 6,734 cubic feet per second,

or 54 cubln feet per second per square mile, aml we find that the tots[

flood-discharge for 72 hours amounted to 2.92 inches, of which 2.31
inches went off in 48 hours, and 1.2 inches in 24 hours.

MAXIMU_ RATE OF DISCHARGE.

February 6, 1896.
Cubicfeet

Area ia percentage per second
Catchment. tquare roUes, of rarest, per square mile.

Raritav .................................... 879 13 68

Passaic ...................................... 822 58 22

Pnmptnn ................................... 285 76 65
South Branch ............................. 276 13 100
Paultm_kiU................................. 175 27 26
Ramapn .................................... 160 75 54
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Cubic fc_t
Area in percentage per second

Catchment. squa_ miles, of forest, per aqum_ mils,

Pcquest ..................................... 158 18 18
Masconotcong............................ 180 30 45
Paulinskfll................................. 126 27 54
Rockaway.................................. 118 82 43
Ramapo..................................... 86 80 56
Wanaque................................... 73 85 99
South Branch............................. 67 30 113
Pequannock............................... 48 78 115
Whippany................................. 38 36 84
Musconetcong............................ 36 85 64
Damont's Brook........................ 10 5 140

In this table, wherever the flood has been held back by storage

reservoirs, the maximum rate of flow is taken to be that of that por-

tion of the catchment not affected by such holding back. Such cor-
rection has been made on the Pomptun for the storage reservoirs of

the East Jersey Water Company and for Greenwood lake. But sev-
eral other natural lakes upon the catchment have not been allowed

for, so that the maximum rate for the Pomptun is undoubtedly still

reduced by these other lakes. The maximum rate on the Pequannock

is taken to pertain only to the portion of the eatehment below the

East Jersey storage reservoirs. For the Wanaque the catchmhnt
has been reduced by throwing out the part controlled by Green-

wood Take, although nothing is allowed for Sterling lake. The

Maseoneteong maximum is also corrected by throwing out the
portions of catchment controlled by lake Hopatcong and Stanhope
reservoir. Tile maximum rates of discharge here given are conse-

quently sufficiently accurate to admit of comparison. The table is

convenient for ready reference and general comparison, but without

allowing for local peeularitias no useful lesson can be learned from it
as to tile effect of forests upon flood-flow. Tile maximum rate of dis-

charge measured in this way is effented by purely local conditions,

mainly by the shape of the valley at the point where the measurement

is taken. The velocity of discharge down the valley is determined by

the depth of the water and the slope of the valley above the point of

gauging. It is also affected to a less degree by tile capacity and slope

of all the valleys of the catchment. Where these are flat, so that the

water can spread, no great depth can be attained, aud the rate of dis-
charge is consequently lower. The retarding effect of forests, if any

exist, would be better shown by the rate at which the water Comas in
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to the valleys from the surrounding elopes. Thus, on the Raritau,

we determine by taking the accumulation of water between the dam

below Bound Brook and the mouth of the _Iillstone, that for

six hours the water was discharged into this portion of the valley at a

rate which averaged almost as high as the maximum recorded for a
short time at the dam, and from this we must infer that the maxi-

mum rate of discbarge into the valley above the dam was much higher.

Ou two watar-sheds exactly similar in topography, the rate of discharge

will be greater as the size of the watershed is less. This fact appears

throughout the table, and allowing for this it is impossible to detect any

relationship between the maximum rate of discharge and tbe percentage
of forest on the catchment. The same conclusion was reached iu

the last annual report by comparing the maximum recorded discharge
of a large number of streams. It is rather better shown now from

tile fact that we are comparing these streams in a flood under almost

exactly similar conditions everywhere. Tile relative height of a flood,
as generally understood, and its destructiveness, are accurately

measured by the maximum discharge above shown. On two catch-

meats fairly similar in topography, one of which is largely forest-clad
and the other deforested, the forest-clad watershed should show a

lower rate of flow if forests exert a controlling effect upon floode.

TheRamapo at Pomptoo and the Paulluskill at Hainesburg seem to
be fairly comparable. The former with 75 per cent. of forest shows

a maximum rate of 54, while the latter with 27 per cent. of forest

shows a maximum rate of but 26. Again, the upper Ramapo with

80 per cent. of forest shows a maximum rate of 56, while the

Wanaque with 85 per cent. of forest shows a rate of 99, and the

Pequaunoek with 78 per cent. ot forest a rate of 115. The

Pequannock shows about the same maximum rate as the South Branch
at High Bridge, although the latter has only _0 per cent. of forest.

There are enough of such instances to entirely break the force of the

cases in the table which seem to show a higher rate for a less percent-

age of forest, such as the Pomptou and the south branch of the

Raritau, or the Whippany and Upper Musconeteong, and the con-
clasion is inevitable that any effect which forest may have had upon

the maximum rate of discharge is eotirely subordinate to other con-

trolling influences which we have stated to be mainly topographical.
The destructive character of the flood under consideration, which

in most places seems to have been higher than any previously recordedp
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has, as usual, been freely attributed to deforestation. "We repeat our
caution that the mere fact that a flood is higher at a given point than
heretofore, does not mean necessari]y that its rate of discharge was

greater, but may mean that the valley has been artificially obstructed

during recent years by bridges, dams or embankments. Admitting,
however, that this flood generally had u higher rate of dlecbarge, the

question at once arises, why, if this is due to deforestation, the effect

has not been felt much earlier. We pointed out in the last annual

report the absolute dearth of evidence either that the area of forest is
less, or that. its condition is in any way inferior to that of 1850.

Indeed the evidence is all to the effect that the country is less deforested

at present than it was 45 or 50 years ago. The long interval which

has elapsed since the deforestation seems to prohibit the direct infer-
ence that the more violent discharge was due to that cause.

The only positive evidence which we have is found in the relative
rates of discharge of various catchments under different degrees of

deforestation. Returning to the analysis of this evidence the follow-

ing table presents, in a more satisfactory way tllan the foregoing one,

data which may indicate retardation of the discharge by forest, if it
exists :

DISCHARGE BY PERIODS,

In inches on catchment.

Area In Per ceDt. Dilcharge tu given hours from be-
Catchment. square of r -ginning.

miles, forest, 1_ 24 48 72

Passaic at Dundee ....................... 822 58 0.10 0.36 1.13 1.72
Raritan at dam ............................ 879 13 0,41 1.48 2.43 2.74

Passaic at Two Bridges............... 773 58 0.81 1.55 2.37 2.72
Raritanabove dam..................... 879 13 0.63 1.59 2.43 2.74
Pompton.................................... 350 76 0.71 1.55 2.42 2.89
Ramapo..................................... 160 75 0.54 1.34 2.62 3.13
Paallnekill .................................. 1_6 27 0.39 1.20 2.31 2.91
Roekaway................................... 118 82 0.44 1.21 2.08 2.50
Ramapo..................................... 86 80 0,55 1.32 2.54 3.01
South Branch.............................. 67 30 1.13 1.73 2.60 8.12
Pequannock ................................ 63 78 1.42 2.45 S.22 3.53
Mus0onetceng.,........................... 37 85 1.12 2.27 3.53 3.73
Lske Hopatcong.......................... 22 94 ...... 2.37 3.01 ......
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL D_CHARGE.

By canae_u_i_,ptrlo&.
Fimt Second First Second Third

12 hour. 12 hours. 24 hours, 2t hours. 24 hours.

Passaic................................ 23 34 57 30 13
Raritan............................... 23 35 58 31 11
Pompton ............................. 25 29 54 30 16
Ramapo............................. 17 26 43 4!. 16
PERlinskil]........................... 13 28 41 38 21
Rockaway ............................ 18 30 48 35 17
P,amapo ............................... 18 25 44 40 16
South Branch ....................... 36 19 55 28 17
Pequannock......................... 41 29 70 22 8
Masscnetc_ng..................... 30 31 61 34 5

In the first of these tables the figures first given for tile Passaic at

Dundee aod Rarltau at dam are for flow locally restricted. In the

eaee of the Pamaic this comes about through tim operation of the
extensive fiats and the restricted outlet at Little Falls_ while in tile
ease of the Raritan it is due to the dam itself and other artificial •

obstructions. In the figures next given for tile same streams this is

corrected, the Passaic figures being also corrected to allow for water
stored in lakes and reservoirs, and we have file rate at which the water

came in immediately above the point of restriction. These two,
togeiher with tile Pompton, represent catchments large enough to be

free from local and accidental features. The discharge by periods
does not show any effect traceable to forest conditions, indeed, the

rapidity of discharge is somewhat greater on the well-foTested Pomp-

ton catchment, and the figures are nowhere higher than for the well-

fore_ted Pequanaock. Iu general the discharge in inches of depth for
the first day will be greater as the area of catchment decreases. This

law is well exhibited in the 24-hour period. Taking the whole

72 hours the volume of flood-dlscharge is seen to vary materially on

difli_rent catchments. This may be due to local differences in the

amount of rain or snow, or in the absorbent power of the soil. It

does not appear to be less on the forested catchments. £n order to

eliminate the effect of differing volume of total discharge the second

table is made up to show what percentage of the total was discharged

during the first and second 12-hour periods and during the three
24 hour periods from the beginning. In these tables tile agreement
between the forested Passaic aud deforested Reritan catchments
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is striking. The Pompton, being a smaller catchment, naturally

shows a little higher rate for the first 12 hours. But it is about four

per cent. less during the first 24 hours, this four per cent. baying
been earried over and discharged during the third day. We are of

the opinion that this slight retardation is attributable to the lakes and

ponds entirely. That it is not due to the high percentage of forest
seems proven from the fact that on the Ramapo, one of the branches of

the Pompton, having about the same percentage of forest, the retardation

is considerably greater than on the Pompton. Lakes and ponds

operate also in the case of the Rcokaway to produce a similar result.
The South Branch of the Raritan shows a more rapid discharge than

the foregoing streams, but less rapid than the much better forested

Pequannock and Musconetcong, ebowing clearly that the difference is

chargeable mainly to the decreasing size of the catchment, and not to
deforestation.

The flood of 1896, therefore, so far as indicated by our studies, is
one of the extreme floods which occur at long intervals from peculiar

b meteorological conditions, and it seems that these studies verify the
results of our previous investigation, from which we drew the conclu-
sion that forests bad little or no effect in retarding the extremely high

floods. The beneficial effects are apparently confined to the more

usual stages of the river_ as we pointed out in the last annual report.
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Drainage of the Hackensack and
Newark Tide=Marshes.
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Drainage of the Hackensack and Newark
Tide-Marshes.

BY C, C. VERMEULE,

The tide-marshes commonly known as the H'ackensaek add Newark

meadows extend in a continuous belt about 18 miles long, and with a
general width of four miles, from Elizabeth nortbeastward to Hacken-

sack and Euglewood. The Newark meadows, lying between Eliza-

beth, Newark and Newark bay, have an area of 7,289 acres, mostly
within the limits of these two cities. The Hackensack marshes have

a total area of 20,045 acres, of which 1,465 acres, lying between
Haekeosaek and Wood Ridge, is not tlde-marsh but fresh meadow.

With this exception, the total of 27,334 acres is tide-marsh, lying at,
or slightly above, the level of high tide. Occasionally an unusual

high tide submerges the whole area, and it is always in a saturated

condition. The marshes have a soil consisting, for the larger part, of
blue mud or clay, bat portions are the bottoms of former cedar

swamps, are of a peaty nature and contain many logs, roots and
stumps. The depth of mud has been sounded by this survey, and the

results of the sounding are given in the accompanying map. By far

the greater part shows a depth ranging between 10 and 15 feet,
although there are considerable areas where the depth is only from

4 to 8 feet, or even less, aud also small areas showing over 20 feet.
In its present condition practically all of this area is unproductive.

:It raises a ]uxurlant crop of coarse sedge and salt grass having little
value. :It is a breedlng-place for mosquitoes and other insects.

Owing to its trifling value this marshy area is gradually becoming,
and is likely to, in the future, become more and more a site for offen-
sive manufacturing industries, manure piles, and other nuisances.

The marshes are crossed by 12 important lines of railway, 6 of which

ere trunk lines, and all of which carry a large and rapidly increasing
suburban passenger business. On this account these unattractive-

looking and neglected marshy areas are continually under the eye of

many hundreds of thousands of people, and undoubtedly create in the

19 oEo (289)
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stranger's mind an unfavorable impression uf what is really the most
rapidly growing and desirable residence district in the vicinity of New

_dork. Notwithstanding the phenomenal growth of this part of the

_State, these marshes have consequently had a retarding influence upon

its progress, and their improvement to such an extent as would trans-
form tbem into grazing lands or market gardens could not fail to have

a decided beneficial effect upon the real estate value of this whole dis-

trict. _slde from the direct benefit resulting from a removal of a

blot upon an otherwise fair landscape, it is a well-known fact that the
nuisances attributable to these marshes are experienced by all of the

popuhms country lying east of the Orange mountain, and extending
from Elirabeth, on the southwest, to Paterson, Hackensack and Eogle-

wood on the northeast. The population of tbis territory in 1895

aggregated 900,000 people. It has increased very steadily during the
last half century, at a rate of 40 per cent. each ten years, and some-

times at a rate exceediog this. If we assume this rate to continue,

the population 25 years hence will be fully two million, and indeed it

is plain to one fully acquainted witb the growth and possibilities of
this territory, that so long as it coutinues to keep pace in transporta-
tion _toilitlr_ and attractiveness with the western end of Long Island

and tlie di,!rlv_ beyond the Harlem river, its growth must continue

at an t,xtrcm_ly rapid rate, probably exceeding any predictions which
we have vt'nturtd to make. The assessed valuation of tbis district is

at prt.sel_t _i;:/),000,000, of wbieh about $340,000,000 is the assessed
valuatlc_l .f real estate alone. We believe that no single improve-
ment w.uld do more to enhance tbe comfort and prosperity of this

large a_ld xw':dtby community than such a judicious and moderate

improw..lrut _t" these marshes as we shall attempt to outline. The

figure's of a_sessed values, which we have given, shuw that a very
mud,'rate percentage of increase in the real estate values of the whole

district will repay the cost of the improvement.

The potent reasons for urging an improvement of the marshes are
those which we have indicated, namely, the health and comfort of

thla large population bordering upon the meadows, the increased
attractiveness of the whole district as a place of suburban residence,

and, if the improvement is carried forward on proper lines, the
increased facilitles for conducting the growing commerce and mantrfao-

facturing industries of what must eventually become a vast city. We
consider the benefits of an agricultural nature, or the enhancement of
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tile value of the marsh land itself for agricultural purposes_ as some-

thing which should be regarded as incidental, yet they should not be

entirely ignored. Until it shall be needed for buildings and ]_usiness
purposes, this large area of over 27,000 acres, with markets lying at

its very doors, or everywhere within easy driving distance, thus sav-

ing all freights, must bare a very considerable value for dairying and

market-gardening. If drained it will at once begin to attract manu-
factories along the banks of tile waterways, where excellent sites are
offered but are now unavailable because of mosquitoes and unfavorable

sanitary conditions.
Tllere is no doubt that the most economical and advantageous way

would be to have the district improved as a whole under the direction

ot some single board or governing body. The cost per acre of era-

banking and draining, as a rule, decreases as tile area or the scale of

operations increases. As there may be insuperable obstacles to the
accomplishment of the work in this way, however, we have thought
well to outline tile subdivisions of the marsh lauds into smaller dis-

tricts which might be operated upon by private enterprise or by the
communities most directly interested. By whatever organlzation the

works shall be installed, it shouhl be kept in mind that they will be

of such a character that their continued good condition and efficiency

can only be secured by leaving them permanently in charge of some

controlling organization which can employ proper technical skill

and exercise intelligent supervision. Such drainage works cannot

safely he left in charge of tile parties who might happen to be,
fer the time being, tile owners of the reclaimed lauds. It is not

merely the reclamation of tile marshes that is aimed st, but tile sani-

tary and other benefits which will accrne to tile whole district,

and tile permanence of these benefits must be insured by proper

supervision. It ought also to be kept distinctly in view that this
work is for the good of the surrounding community as a whole, and

it not infrequently happens that some other township or county than
the one in which tim marshes happen to be situated has a direct

interest in their improvement. On this account it becmnes especially
desirable that the work shall be done as a whole and shall be under a

common administration in the future. Tile actual method of pro-

cedure and orgauizltiou by which the work may be accomplished

can only be suggested in outline. It is tile aim of tile present article

to point ont with some defitliteuess how tile engineering work should
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be planned and executed in order to secure the greatest benefits, and
also to furnish the necessary data and suggestions needed to inaugurate
such an improvement.

We have considered three methods of reclaiming these lands, which
have been suggested at different times. Tile first is filling-in by
dredging open canals through the marsh, the dredged material to be
used in raising tbe intervening lands above the level of high-water.
Such work could be executed mainly hy machinery. A canal 100
feet wide at top, and 12 feet deep, with side slopes of two base to one

perpendicular, would furnish material enougb to raise a strip of meadow
300 feet wide about 3 feet. About three-quarters of the meadow area
would be reelabned, the remaining one-quarter becoming water surface.
The cost could probably be reduced as low as 10 cents per cubic yard
of filling, or SJ,8-i per acre filled three feet deep. It would lie be-
tween this and $700 per acre, according to the circumstances. We
consider that this method of reclamation ilas but"a limited application.
Such a treatment would be suitable along tile banks of the Passaic and
Haekensack, wbere material could be obtained either by widening tile
river nhannela and deeping them, or by dredging basins and slips.
Especially so, since the best treatment of the water-front along these
comparatively narrow rivets, in order to give accommodation to the in-
creasing commerce of the future, would be to provide berths for ves-
sels beyond the limits of tbe river channel itself, dredging back into
the banks fl_r thls purpose. Aside from such limited application, this
method of improvement is not desirable. The dredged water-channels
would umtoubtedly be expensive to maintain in good condition, and
it wt,uht be very difficult to keep up a proper circulation of water so
as to preserve good sanitary conditions. Especially where the ground
_s likely to be occupied by cities, suob open waterways would be eX-
tremely objectlonable_an obstruction to land traffic and a menace to
heahh.

FILLING.

The next general method of improvement is raising the meadows
hy filliug with extraneous material, either ashes and other solid refllse
from the cities, or earth brougbt in for tile purpose, or the combina-
tion of the two. A certain amount of sueb filling can be done grad-

ually along the out*kirts of cities bordering on tile marsh, with the
waste-material of the clty itself, at a very small cost_and no doubt a
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large amount will be done in this way, as has been done already.

Where material is brought in fur the purpose, the cost will usually be
not less than 25 cents per cubic yard, which amounts to about mm cent

per square foot of surface for each foot in depth filled, or $1,200 per

acre filled 3 feet deep. The actual depth of filling will vary from 3
feet upward, according to the grades established and the necessities of

drainage, &c. It would probably average 6 feet, and the settlement

of the marsh would increase the necessary amount of material. Land

reclaimed by this method would cost on the average $2,500 per acre.

While it may be applied gradually to tand required at once for build-

ing, it is too costly a treatment for any very considerable part of the

large area with which we are dealing. We must recognize.that it will
be a long while in the future before all this land will be needed for

city uses, and such an expensive method of treatment should not be

applied more rapidly than the land is actually needed, as the interest

charges upon the cost would be burdensome. Meanwhile if the large
area of tide-marsh not needed at once for buildings does not receive

some method of treatment whlch will render it more attractive, the

growth of the whole comnranity will be, to a certain degree, retarded.

Even at the estimated cost of $2,500 per acre, filling would not do

away with the necessity for pumping the sewage, as we could not

obtain sufficient fall across this wide extent of marsh to dispose of the
sewage by gravity. Ultimately the larger part of the rainwater would

have to be included with the sewage upon areas which came to be used

for city purposes, consequently there would be no important saving in
the cost of maintenance to offset the heavy cost of filling, if the filling
should be applied to large areas.

EMBAI_KING AND PU,_IPING.

The third method of treatmeut considered is tbe one which has

been usually adopted wberever reclamatign has beea successfully
accomplished on a large scale. It is embanking, or dyking, and drain-

ing the water off by means of tide-sluices, or by pumping. _otable

examples of this method of treatment are found iu the drainage of
fen-lands of England and in the very extensive system of drainage-

works oI Holland. In our own State it has beet+ successfully applied

in the counties of Salem and Cumberland for agricultural purposes.

These last works have not been so successful in recent years owing to
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the rather depressed condition of agriculture and a consequent failure

to follow up the drainage and keep it in a proper state of efficiency,
but for many years they were very notable examples of successful

and profitable reclamation. Tile drainage tilere has invariably been

effected by tile simple process of shutting out tile tides with earth

embankments anti draining off the water by means of tide.sluices.

The ordinary title sluice consists simply of a wooden gate hinged at

its upper edge and hung so that it will open when the water inside, in

the meadow ditches, is slightly higher than tile water without, thus
allowing the water to flow out freely, but immediately closing when

the current set, in the opposite direction. By menus of such sluices:

where the amount of water flowing into tile meadow from tributary

streams is not too large, tile water in tile meadow ditches is kept down

nearly t,) the level of low tide. As our tide-marshes are usually a

little higher than ordinary high tide, and about five feet higher than
hlw.tide lew.I_ they are kept empty well drained in this way so long

a_ they retain their natural level. Experience in this State and else-
where ba-_ showo_ however_ tbat where the marshes are of a peaty

nature, drainage and tillage results in a steady shrinkage or subsidence

of the level of the marsh: and tbis subsidence continues until the

m'lrsb becomes as low as low-tide level, or lower if the drainage is

en_tinued and the water pumped. Many instances of this shrinkage
were (_b_erved during the leveling operations of the Topographic Sur-

re'y9 thus tile natural level of Hackensack meadows was found to be
t'rc_mabout 2.3 to 2 75 feet above the level of mean tide ; but east of

Harrison, near the turnpikep in tile portion of the marsh wbieh was
emhanked by the New Jersey Land Reclamation Company about

1869, the marsh had subsided in 1887 to .9 of a foot below mean-tide

level, or something like 3_ feet below its normal level. Embanked

meadows in Cape May couuty and near Mays Landing had subsided
abaut one foot. On Cohansey creekj in Cumberland nounty, some

were observed which had subsided from 2½ to 3 feet, and in Salem

county instances were noted of a subsidence of 3½ to 4½ feet, tile latter

being within 6 inches of the level of low tide. Such a subsidence

must be recognized in tile designing of drainage.works of tbis

character. When it takes place_ drainage by sluices in the way we
have indicated gradually ceases to be effective, and the water must

thereafter be removed down to a lower level by pumping.

Smnetimes this settling of the marsh to which we have referred has

been sucnessfully counteracted by opening the'meadow to the tides:
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and allowing the water to flow in and deposit its sediment. Where

streams carry a considerable amount of silt, the marsh can be built

up in this way quite rapidly. It bus been done iu two ways. One

was to keep the tide sbut out for a period of years and continue tbe

cultivation of the meadows, then to open tile banks aml allow tbe tide

to flow in during another period of years and deposit the sediment
and fill up the meadow. Of course such a method as this could not

be entertained at all where the drainage is mainly for sanitary pur-

poses, as it will be on the Haekensaek. Another method, and one

which has come to be preferred by the owners of such improved
meadows, is to allow the tide to flow in each winter, and secure in

this way enough deposit to keep the meadow up to a proper level for

drainage. The waters of the Hackensaek river would in any case be
of little value for this purpose, as the amount of sediment carried is

not large ; those of the Passaic might be more useful, but it is not

likely that such flowage would be much resorted to on the Haekeu-
sack meadows.

The accompanying map shows which portions of tile meadows

consist of blue mud, and which are of a peaty nature. Between
these two divisions there are belts of meadow which consist partly of

peat and partly of blue mud. The shrinkage of the blue mud will

probably be less than for the peaty portions. On the latter it will, of

course, be determined largely hy the depth of the marsh, and we find
that, with tile exception of some very limited areas, this depth is

generally 8 feet or less. Tile surface of the meadow may be taken to
be generally 5 feet above low-water level, so that it does not seem

probable that any very large area of this marsh will sink much

below the level of low tide. We must certainly look forward to

pumping the water from the entire area drained after the marsh has

had five to ten years of shrinkage, as the sluices will then become

ineffective ; consequently, if sluices are built, they may be of a tem-

porary elmraeter, of timber, but so constructed as to be tight and
substantial during their probable period of service.

/7
,/
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QUANTITY OF WATER TO BE REMOVED.

In designing our sluices, drainage channels, and possibly the tromp-
ing-works later on, it becomes necessary to know how much water

must be removed, and at what rate. The capacity of the pumps or
sluices must be equal to the maximum rate at which the water will

come down the drainage channels. The data for determining the rate

and amount arc found in the Report on Water-Supply, published by
this Survey in 1894. The best measure of the rate is found in the

flood rates of flow of tile neighboring rivers. On page 153 of the

Report on Water-Supply there is given a table showing all the floods
which occurred on the Passaic during a period of seventeen years.

The greatest food, and one which has not been exceeded, probably,

during this :century, occurred September 25th, 1882, and the table

shows that during eight days the amount of water discharged was.
equal to 8.71 inches of rainfall on the watsr-shed. Another flood in

1878 showed a total of 3.47 inches of water running offin eight clays,

and duriug the _eventeeu years there are ten floods exceeding 2.75,
inches depth on the water-shed. The duration of the flood was

usually eight days, and it seems to be quite clearly indicated that a
total of 3.71 inches is not too much to provide for in the light of these

facts. As to the period during which this water would run off, how-

ever, there are conditions on the large Passaic water-shed which make

the time considerably longer than it will be in the case of our smaller
areas to be drained. Thus we find that on the Raritan, in this same

food of 1882, there was a total discharge of 3.36 inches in 64 hours,

so that from this and observations on several smaller drainage areas,
it seems that provision for 3.6 inches depth of water on the entire

drainage area during a period of three days, or '/2 hours, would be a

proper allowance. This amounts to .05 cubic foot per second per acre_

or 32,582 gallons in 24 hours for each acre draining into the drainage

district in question. This gives us the total capacity of our pumping
machinery or tide-sluices, which must be provided to prevent over-

fowing of the lands in beavy storms. The average amount of water

to be taken care of, however, will be very much less. Table No. 54,

on psgc 198 of the Report on Water-Supply, shows in detail how much

water will flow of" the Hackensack water-shed during each month and
year of an average, an ordinary dry, and the driest known year. The

followicg table, based upon the table quoted, shows the daily amount,

of drainage during each month of the average year::
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Avcr_ e amount of _zlagea
GZa_Lcns per acre daily.

January .................................................... 2,580
February................................................... 2,590
March....................................................... 2,470
April........................................................ 2,110
May.......................................................... 1,730
June ........................................................ 1,200
July ......................................................... 770
August.................................................... 690
September................................................. 730
October..................................................... 850
November ................................................. 1,440
December................................................. 2,210

Year.................................................. 1,010

We find from this that 1,610 gallons daily for each acre drained

wilt be the average amount of water to be removed. It must be

noted carefully that tile total amount will be determined not merely

by the acreage of marsh land, but by any additional acreage of up-

lands, the drainage from which finds its way into tile marsh. We
must, therefore, provide for emergency a total pumping capacity of

33,000 gallons per acre of marsh and tributary upland each 24

hours, but for six months of the average year, or during one-half of

the time, we shall need only a capacity of 1,440 gallons daily per

acre, or about five per cent. of our total pumping capacity. The

other 95 per cent. will only be used occasionally, and 25 per cent.
only rarely. Such conditions of irregular use make the important

items in the cost of pumping, the wages and interest and depreciation

on the plant, and the iuel item becomes less importaut; consequently

it follows that tile best economy will be secured by machinery of mod-

erate cost and moderate duty. The centrifugal pump, for instance,
would be well adapted to filrnish at least ninety per cent. if not all of

the pumping capacity of each station. Pumping has been effectsd to

a large extent in Holland by wind-mills, but the later and more

thorough drainage works have almost invariably adopted steam

power. Which should be applied must be determined to some extent

by the particular case under treatment; thus, a portion of marsh

which has within its borders a considerable drainage channel capacity

where the drainage-water can be received and held during a period of
calms, can be drained by wind-power, but where this is lacking and

the drainage must be continuous and constant, it is better to resort to

staam-power pumping.
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Pumps of the above capacity would cost, for the complete plant,

about $10 per acre, supposing the plant to be of sufficient capacity to

drain about 1,000 acres or more. If the plant is very much smaller
than this the cost per acre would be somewhat increased. We esti-

mate the annual cost of operation of the pumps, including interest and
depreciation on tile cost of plant, at trom $3.35 to $4.10 per acre of

drainage, according to the efficiency of the plant, aud perhaps $3.75

per acre would be a fair allowance for the cost of steam-power pump-
ing. The cost in Holland has been much less, but there the rainfall

exceeds evaporation by only about 8 inches per annum, wbereas here

the excess of rainfall over evaporation amounts to over 24 inches,

or thrt'e times as much, which accounts for our larger estimate.

In providing for the removal of the water by sluices we have to

bear in mind that the water ruust be kept down in the ditches from

12 to 20 inches below the surfiace of the meadow for pasture or grass-
fatal, and from 20 inches to 3 feet for grain-fields. The rise and fall

of the lld¢, bG.ing 5 f_eet,if the water could usually be kept within one

f_,ot of h_w-watt.r It.eel, it would be quite low enough to allow for

ordillury subsidence of the meadow. Grass could be raised successfully

after tile meadow had shrunk two feet, without resorting to pumping.
SIuil.es sh<mId he s_t partly below the level of low tide. Iu order to

disc.harge the. maximum of.05 cubic foot per acre, one square foot of

orifi_'e _houhl be prc_vhlcd for each 26 acres drained, including all the
upI;md drainlng into the embauked area. This is on the assumption

that the water _*f the marsh is never to be allowed to rise higher than

mean sea-Iew.l, and that the sluices will discharge under a head rang-

in_ fl'om nothing up to oue foot. If this area of sluices is provided

the water will he kept at a much lower level usually, and will rarely
reach a higher point than eighteen inches above mean low tide. The

computation is made, however, on the assumption that the sluices will

discharge in a time of floods, for an average of six and one-quarter

hours for each tide, consequently they mus_ discharge at a rate about
twice a.s fast as the flood rate, or .10 cubic foot per second per acre.

The ditches within the marsh, on the above assumption, must have

sufficient capacity to retain all the flood-waters for a period of 6:_
houra without a rise of more than 18 inches in the water-level. As

our flood-rate of 3.6 inches in 72 hours amounts to .3 of an inch in

six hours, the tirea of ditches must amount to _/®of the entire area

drained. In Holland the superficial area of the ditches amounts to
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from 1]_ to _]_, the area of the polder, whieh it will be seen is
nearly five times as much as our estimate, but tMs practice may have
resulted largely from drainage by windmill power, requiting a larger
area for storage. Our estimate refers to drainage by sluices. It
should not be less for steam-pumping, as it does not provide more than
enough waterway to pass the water freely toward the pumps, and it
might profitably be increased io the case of sluices, the rise of flood-
waters being correspondingly diminished, but the limit of such
diminished height will soon be reached, as it causes a corresponding
diminution in the time of discharge. It is doubtful if any increase
of ditch area beyond _1',0of the area of catchment would be of
substantial benefit. This, of course, includes the entire area of both

main and lateral ditches. The main ditches and natural drainage
channels ought to provide for at least half of tile required channel area.

It is apparent that economy requires as much as possible of the
upland water to be excluded from within the banks. Its drainage
naturally into the sea may sometimes be provided for by carrying the
banks back along both sides of tile natural water-courses to the upland
and constructing drains along tile edge of tl_e upland to divert tile
water from tile marsh. It is also apparent that there will be a con-
siderable increase to the cost of maintenance of tile improvemeut
where lmmpiug must be resorted to, but, nevertheless, it will be
unavoidable, and when the subsidence of the marsh has made it

necessary the improvement should be followed up by steam-pumping;
otherwise the marsh will revert to its original condition.

Taking the cost of pumping at our estimate of $3.75 per acre
annually, it will be seen that this is five per caut. on $75 per acre.
This is far within the cost of filling by any possible method. There
can be no valid objection to the method of dyking and pumping,
even where the marsh is used for city purposes, for the embankments
can readily bs made strong beyond any reasonable doubt, and the
pumping capacity can be made su_eieut to remove the water under
all circumstances, so that the drainage within the embanked area will
be in all respects as good as on the upland.

DYKING.

The method of embanklng which has been practiced largely in
Salem county is as follows: A ditch is dug on the site of the pro-
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po_ed bank four feet wide and twu spite deep. This removes tile sod

and grass-roots of the surface, and allows the bank to be closely

united with the underlyiug clay, or other firm material. Then a

ditob 12 feet wide and three spits deep is dug along the line of
embankment, and from this the material is taken to build the bank.

The spits cut oat of ¢.hetrench are cut into small pieces and fitted

eloeely together in the bank by the paoker in the same way that

stones are lald up in a wall. The mud, when well packed,

forms a very strong and durable bank so long as it is kept

moist. If it gets too dry the bank will crumble down, but this
rarely occurs. Tile general size of the banks is 4 feet high above the

meadow, 8 feet wide at the bottom, and 3 feet on the toll. The slope
is about one to one on the outside, and about one-half base to one

rise on the inside. The steepnesS of these slopes explains tile crumb-
ling referred to. Of course, in exposed stations, such as ]:"inn's Point,

along the Delaware river, the banks are built much heavier. The one

referred to is 10 feet high, 12 feet wide on top, and 30 feet at the
bottom, This bank ia also protected by a facing of atone on the river

slde. The banks are usually built at a little distance from the stream,

leaving a strip of marsh outside, a rod or more in width, for the pro-

tection of the bank, and also to supply the mud used in repairhlg.

This space is called the guard or fore-shore. The cost of this work

has varied considerably, of course, but generally the lighter banks

described have coat from two to three dollars per rod, and from ten
to fifteen dollars an acre has been expended for building banks and

sluices and opening drains and wator-courses. Dilches are cut at

intervals, varying with the needs of the meadow, a,d are generally

about 7 f_'et wide and 2 feet deep. The cast for repai_ has ranged
from fifry cents to $1 an acre yearly, and some of the more exposed banks

have cost aa average of $2 an acre. Much of the expense is caused

by the depredations of muskrats and of the soldier crab, or fiddler.

Unusual high tides causing breaks, and the settling of the banks
have been additional causes of expense in maintenance. The settling

has been alight along the banks of streams, for there the meadow

is usually firm, but the cross-banks running back to the upland often

settle badly. Tbe softer parts of these tidal meadows arc usually

found near the edge of the upland, and where the meadows are quite

wide this portion ia also often considerably lower than the meadow
near the streams.
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The dykes about tile meadow in Kcarney township, Hudson county,
were built by tile :New Jersey Laud Ree]amation Company, about

1869, as we have already mentioned. In this case, in order to guard
against the burrowing of muskrats, thin cast-iron plates were inserted

in the bank, reaching from about 18 inches above to 3_ feet below tile

snrfaee of the meadow. This was, of course, a costly expedient.

The general results of the writer's observation and acquaintance
with the embanked meadows of tile State convince him that tile success

of the work is, to a large degree, dependent upon the solidity and
permanent character of the embankments and tide-sluiees. While it

calls for a larger capital outlay at first, which is an important con-

sideration where the work is done as a private enterprise, the interest
on the increased outlay needed to secure the best work is but a small

part of the increased cost of maintenance due to building the works
too light. For the Hackeasack meadows, we shoold recommend as

tile minimum dimensions of the banks, a height of 4 feet above the

marsh surface, with a top width of six feet, and slopes on each side of

one and one-half base to one perpendicular, makiog the width of the
base of the bank at the surface of the meadow 18 feet. We would

also recommend that no turf should be used exceptiug for the slopes
and top of the bank. A trench shoold be dug 8 feet wide and about

'2 feet in depth along tile center line of the bank, reaching through
the turf and grass-roots so as to secure imperviousness at that

point. Instead of the expensive cast-iron core, sheet piling of creo-

soted lumber 1½ or 2 inches thick, and rcachlug from about 2 feet

above to 4 feet below the meadow level, would be equally effec-
tive and much cheaper. The fore-shore, or distance between the

bank of the river or creek, should in every case be liberal, and since

it is proposed to eventually fill a broad belt of land along tile banks
of the navigable rivers for use for business purposes, a liberal allow-
ance may as well be made as not. Where tile banks are built close to

the edge of the stream in exposed situations, they mnst be built much
heavier and protected with stone. Such a bank as we have outlined

will require the handling of not less than 3 cubic yards of material

per running foot of bank. If the work is done by hand and wheel-

barrows, such banks will cost about $l per running foot, but if done

on a large scale, machinery.can be used for most of the earth-work,

and the cost conld easily be:redueed:lbelow 85 cents per running foot.

The sluices should be carefully constructed, but as they will probably
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only remain effective about ten years, they may be of timber. When

pumping has to be resorted to, they may be filled up. The saving of

pumping expenses, for even five years, will pay well for building the
sluices, and meanwhile valuable experience may be gained for the

design and location of pumping plants. Of course in some exposed

places it will be judicious to use somewhat heavier hanks, and they

will always have to he partially protected with stone facing. Some
addition will therefore be necessary to our above prices per running
toot. Fur cross-banks we would recommend about the same dimen-

sions, but sheet-piling could usually be safely omitted. Gross-banks
should not cost more than 60 cents per running foot built by hand, or

45 cents by maebiuery.

pRESERVATION OF WATERWAYS.

Beforewe can intelllgcotlyoutlinea methodof treatmeatof the

marALes,a de_crlpfionof the waterwaysafi%rdedby Newark bay

and the IIackensackand Passaicrivers,and the treatmentbest

adaptedt_,eachwillbe inorder. There isaa ample channelfrom
New York bay aud the_'_arrows,extendingintoNewark bay a dis-

taneeofaboutoneand one.quartermilesabovethedraw-bridgeofthe

CentralRailroad,witha depthof 15 feetatmean low-tide.For the

next two m_]e_through the bay to about oppositePassaicLight

thed_p[h_/ tht_.l_anoelisabout8 feetat meau low-water,then it

deepensto 10 fLct,and proceedingup theHackensackriverafterwe
reach the Ncu'ar:_ and New York railroad it becomes 15 feet and

upward, and is _e.erally conslderab!y over 15 feet up to the Pennsyl-
vania ra_h',:Ld h_hlgc. From this point to Little Ferry we have

sounded the chaum.I and find 15 feet at low-water all the way, with

ovt'r .20 fi.et much of the way. The soundings are shown on the

accmupaoylug map. The least depth to tIackeasack is 7 feet, and 10

coulA easily be secured, while Overpeck creek could readily be im-

proved to 12 feet depth a distance of two and a half miles above
Little Ferry. Berry's creek is navigable for canal boats to the plank
road at Carlstadt. The ttackensack has practically 15 feet at mean

low.water from tha Newark and New York railroad bridge to Little

Ferry, therefore, and the deepening of about 4 miles of the channel
below the railroad bridge, through the bay, from its present

depth of 8 to 14 feet to a uniform depth of 15 feet, is so
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evidently feasible that its accomplishment should be looked for-
ward to in tile future, when the improvement of the marshes
has increased tile commerce of the river so as to demand it. The

work becomes tile more practicable when we consider that the material

dredged could be utilized for the projected improvement of the marsh
lands. This would give us a waterway extending 18 miles, from the

Kill yon :Kull to Litt]e Ferry, on the Haekensack, right through the

heart of this growing district. Tile Hackcnsack has a width varying
from 1,200 feet to about 500 feet. It will be seen that it affords

accommodation for a large commerce, and tile water frontage along its

course must steadily increase in valne.

The l_assale is navigable from its mouth to Passaic City, a distance

of 12½ miles. For 4] miles from its mouth, up to Centre street

bridge of tile Pennsylvania railroad, its width decreases gradually
from about 1,200 feet to 360 feet, and it has been improved to a

depth of 10 feet at mean low-water. From tile Centre street bridge
to Passaic its navigable depth at mean low-water is 6 feet. It pre-
serves a width of about 360 feet to Bellevillc, aml above that

gradnally decreases. The banks along tim upper part of the river

are in many places quite steep, and do not not afford very ample
room for manufacturing sites. Tile requirements of commerce will

probably be met by a few doeks here and there at accessible points, and

it would seem that the great natural beauty of the river valley and
its rather limited facilities for commerce point to sonm such trcatment

as has been proposed for the Charles river in Boston ; indeed, it can

be made far more beautiful than will ever be possible with tile

Charles, by means of a well planned system of margiual drives and

parks, which should extend all the way from the northern part of the

city of Newmk into the city of Patersou. Such a line of parkways
would add greatly to the attractiveness of the valley after tile river

has been purified by means of intercepting sewers. We make this

suggestion at this time mainly in order to indicate the radically
different methods of treatment; called for by the two streams, tile
Passaic and Hackensack, and also to emphasize the great future value

of the admirable waterway offered by tile Hackensack river. Tile

lower portion of the Passaic, however, up to the city of _ewark, is a
valuable waterway, and must become increasingly so in tile future.

We find from the report of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army,
for 1889, that in 1884 the commerce of the river amounted to
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1,200,000 tons, valued at $30,000,000, which by this date must show
a very large increase. The same report estimates the trafB.cof tile
]:lackensack in 1889 to amount to 150,000 tons, valued at $1,000,000,
but it is known that this is inereaslng. That it is not very much
larger is due to the fact thatthe Hackensack, throughout almost itsentire
navigable course, is cut off from the neighboring polmlous upland by
hroad belts of tidemarsh, which make it entirely inaccessible, render-
ing almost useless its otherwise excellent facilities for manufacturing
and internal commerce. One of the great advantages which we
claim will come from the drainage of the marshes and their improve-
ment will he the bringing down of the cities to the water front, so
that these waterways can be utilized. Those who understand how

rapidly and completely the water frontage of Hudson county, on
fIudson river and tile bay, is being absorbed and utilized, will be tile
better able to appreciate how valuable the Hackensack must eventually
hecome, and. how important it is that these communities should retain
control of a reasonable part of its banks for public use.

Newark Bay has a broad channel much of the way, nearly half a
mile in width and nearly on its center line. Each side of this there

are quite large areas having a depth of less than 5 feet at mean tide
and less than 2_. feet at mean low-tide. Considered as a navigable
waterway alone, it might seem wise to gradually reduce it to the
channel width of half a mile, the general width of the bay being 1½
miles. In view of the extent of marsh, a considerable part of which
must eventually be filled up, requiring a very large amount of
material, it would seem that the broadest and most rational treatment
would be to make the improvement of these waterways and tide-
marshes go hand-in-lmnd. Indeed, it will not be easy to obtain
material for filling more cheaply anywhere than by dredging out the
hay and rivers. Tile first step, therefore, would appear to be to
dredge and improve tile channel through the bay as already indicated,

then to obtain material for filling the shallow margins by broadening
and deepening it, thus improving both its commercial usefulness and
its sanitary condition.

METHODS OF PROCEDURE.

When we come to ecmsider by whom the expenses of the improve-
ment of the marshes sllould be paid, we find that there are potent
reasons why the whole district east of the Orange mountains should
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_ontribute a certain share. It is probable that the improvement is in
advance of a time which would make it equitable that the whole cost

Should be borne either by the owners of the marsh land or by the
_smaller communities in which the marshes happen to lie. Thus the

town of Kcarney has within its limits 4,520 acres of tide-marsh, while

its population is 10,487, whereas the town of Harrison has but 246
acres of tide-marsh and a population of 9,674. It is readily seen that

the interests of the town of Harrison in the improvement of the

:Kearney marshes is fully as direct and great as the interest of the

people of Kcarney township, nor indeed is the interest of the large
cities of Newark and Jersey City substantially more remote than that

of Kearny and Harrison. :Nor wi]l the improvement of the marshes
within their own borders relieve these cities to any substantial degree

so long as the marshes in Ksarney and other neighboring townships

remain unimproved. So we might go through the whole list, and
while we do not by any means wish it to be inferred that it would not

often be profitable for the separate townships and cities to improve
the marshes within their borders, it is apparent that the desired result--

the inauguration of sanitary conditions, the removal of a blemish upon
the surrounding country, and the ridding it of mosquitoes and other

nuisances--can only' be effeeted by the drainage of the whole tide-

marsh area. If we attempt to subdivide the improvement, we find

that with any practicable system of subdivision almost every sub-

district would require for its treatment the so.operation of two or three

towns, boroughs or cities. This is because the subdivisions must follow
certain natural divisions without reference to political boundaries.

Some sections of the marshes could undoubtedly be reclaimed

profitably by private capital vested with the necessary powers, but we
have to remember that the large incidental benefit to the neighboring

upland districts is something which could not be realized as a profit

to any private parties carrying out the drainage works. :For this
reason_ and because the improvement as a whole may not offer suffi-

ciently prompt returns to be attractive to private capital, it may_ per-

haps, be regarded a public rather than a private tmdertaking.
There are but two methods by which the work can be carried out

as a whole so as to derive the greatest benefit from it. One is by a

Speeia_ Commission created by the State, with full powers of condem-

nation, the right to issue bonds and levy assessments to provide funds,
and to do all things necessary and proper to execute and maintain the

20 oEo
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improvement. It would probably not be possible to at once raise

revenue enough from assessments upon the drained lands to provide

for interest and maintenance. It would be equitable that tbe tem-

porary deficiencies should be assessed upon the surrounding COmmuni-
ties benefited, for after a time this reclaimed land would undoubtedly

become so valuable as to not only bear the whole cost of drainage, but

to add materially to the taxable values of that part of the State.
A second method of drainage is tound in an application of the

Drainage Law of 187I. Under this law the drainage of any tract of
land can be secured on the application of five owners of laod therein

situated to the Board of Managers of the Geological Survey. This

Board then makes examinations, and if the drainage seems to be

desirable, surveys are made and plans of drainage adopted. A report

is made to the Supreme Court, and it then becomes the duty of such

court to appoint three commissioners to superintend and carry out the

drainage of such tract. Such commissioners have tbe rlght to assess
the cost upon the land benefited, and have also the right to issue

bonds and borrow money, pledging for tbe payment thereof the
assessments.

It will be noted that this throws the entire cost of the improve-

ments directly upon the marsh lands. Private owners may avail

themselves of this law by preparing themselves to take up any of the

remaining lands in the tract which may be sold for the assessment.

Without such support from private capital, it would have to be clearly
evident that the ]ands to be drained would produce enough money to

pay the cost of drainage, if sold by the commissioners for the drain-

age tax. Unless the tract is marketable immediately at a price which

will cover the cost of drainage, bonds issued under this law will not
be marketable, and the money cannot be raised to carry out the work.

An amendment of this law which will provide some plan of having

the neighboring upland communities meet any deficiencies would
make it more applicable to the problem under consideration.

Methods requiring the co-operation of the owners of marsh land_ or

a majority of them, within a drainage district have been adopted to
some extent in other parts of the state, but the results have almost in-

variably been unsatisfactory. Ways are too often found by unowilling
owners to obstruct antion, and sooner or later the work is abandoned

or allowed to fall into a state of inefficiency. Tha advantages of prompt

and uniform execution, and the direction of the work on the broad
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lines necessary to secure the inauguration of better sanitary conditions
and the greatest future public good, can only be secured by a commis-
sion, created according to one of the two foregoing plans, with suf-

ficient power to prescribe general plans and exercise general supervision
of tits drainage works.

Supposing theexistence of a single commission with control of tile
whole district the following is suggested as a practicable method of pro.
cedure: First, plans-should be prepared for the treatment of the
whole, including marshes, water-front and waterways, and keeping
in view the ultimate occupation of tile whole area for commercial,

manufacturing and residence purposes. The entire marsh should then be
embanked and the tides excluded. Drainage may be accomplished for

the first few years by sluices, as their cost will be repaid by the saving
of a fewyears' pumping expenses, but the introduction of pumps should
be looked forward to and would probably be necessary within ten

years everywhere, in some cases sooner. 5Iain ditches should be cut
so as to provide everywhere an outlet for the lateral ditches; any
interior lands owned in tile interest ot tile improvement could then be
sold or leased on condition that they should be cultivated and im-

proved at once, as without this ultimate improvement the sanitary
benefits of the work cannot be secured. These will be found good

grazing lands when improved, and their utilization for this purpose
wouhl be desirable. Lands along the water-front, and probably alon_

railways, would be held for commercial and manufacturing uses. Sir
fast as it could be sold or leased a broad belt along the water-front
should be filled level with the top of the dyke. The filling could be
obtained by dredging and improving tile water_'_ays. It would, per-

haps, be preferable that a considerable part of tile water.front should
be owned by the several communities, and wharf privileges leased,
This might be accomplished by the payment of a proper sum by tile
city in question into the drainage fund. This broad levee sloping
back gently to the marsh level, would form an effectual safeguard
against inuudatioos and the interior marsh could be allowed to settle
to its final level.

By this general method of procedure the improvement need at no
time be in advance of tbe requirements of the particular district under
treatment. The embauked lands, as soon as they were utilized and

devoted to grazing and market-gardening, wouhl become an ornament
instead of a nuisance. Tile more costly improvement of the water-
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t¥ont would only be prosecuted as fast as the land could be sold, and
would undoubtedly yield a substantial retur.. Lends along the
several railroad lines would become valuable at once for manufimtur-

ing uses.
We have made an estimate of the expense of embanking and drain-

ing a* proposed, the entire improvement being of the substaniial char-
aeter which we have recommended. It must be remembered that if

the work is done in this way on a large scale, great economy can be
effected by the use of machinery. We consider our estimate liberal :

256,0(Dfeet main bank C $1.00..................................... $250.000
3 ,,(DOfeet crossbank ,_ 60c....................................... 21,000

10sluices,large. C $10,000.................................... 100.000
55 sluices,small,@$5,000..................................... 275,000

000,000feetof main ditch @ 45c.................................. 405,000
Add for contingencies20_................................ 211,4(D

Total ................................................... $ I,_'68,400

This estimate shows tbat the entire 27,000 acres could be reclaimed
at a cost wh;ch need not exceed one and a quarter million dollars. It
does not include the cost of acquiring the marsh land.

The above amounts to about $47.00 per acre, and until pumping
becomes necessary we have, at five per cent., $2.35 interest; mainten-
ance may be estimated at $1.00 per acre, making a total of $3 35
annually. When pumping begius it will add $3.75 per acre, making
$7.10 in all as the annual charge per acre, to which must be added
interest on the cost of marsh land. While the advantages of ample
markets within easy-driving distance would give the land considerable
value even for agricultural purposes, it is evident that returns must be
secured mainly from the portions adapted to better nses, and cultiva-
tion will for the most part only yield incideetal revenue and maintain
the sanitary conditions necessary to make the more valuable portions
available for commercial, manufacturing and residence purposes.

Aside from the question of direct profit from the reclaimed land,
since the whole cost of reclamation amounts to less than one-third of

one per cent. of the assessed value of surrouuding real estate, it seems
clear that the enhanced attractiveness, sanitary benefits and mitigation

of the mosquito pest will be quite sufficient returns for the outlay.
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SUBDIVISION INT0 DRAINAGE DISTRIC'rs.

The accompanying map shows the area of marsh under discussion,

the depth of mud and its character, the depth of water in the rivers
and bays and the elevation of the marsh surface above mean sea-level

at the present time. It alsoshows a suggested subdivision into drain-

age districts with the lines of dyke, etc. We shall now take up these

several districts in more detail thau has heretofore been attempted and

try to give some practical suggestions for their improvement.
.Newark Meadows--Tbis is the first subdivision of the marsh which

we shall consider. It embraces a total area of 7,031 acre.% of which

4,003 acres arc witMn the limits of the city of Newark, 628 acres in
the township of Clinton, and 2,450 acres in the city of Elizabeth.

The area draining into this marsh, including the marsh itself; amounts
to 12,900 acres, so that we have to provide for a maximum of 46,000,-

000 ga}lons of trater daily, and an average of 21,000,000 ga|loos
daily. The marsh consists mainly of blue mud, a portion of it along
the borders of the upland being mixed with peat. Most of this peaty

area lies north of the Peddle street canal, and we_t of the Newark

branch of the Central railroad. It is in that part of the marsh, there-

fore, which is likely to be the soonest filled up to be used for buiMing
purposes, Conditions are favorable for successful drainage of the

district bysluices for a time, to be followed by pumping when shrink-

age of the marsh makes it necessary. This district is a good illustra-

tion of the advantages of dra_uage on a large scale, instead of by
separate communities ; thus, if we should undertake to drain the por-
tion in the city of 2qewark alone, 49,000 feet of main tide-bank would

be neceSSary, as the bank would extend the entire length of Bound
creek. If the meadows arc all drained together, however, only 39,000

feet of bank will be required for tim whole. If so treated there is no

apparent need of cross banks. The ecuuomy of comprehensive drain-

age, therefore, is expressed by tim control of 7,081 acres, with 39,000

feeI of bank, whereas independent action by Newark aloue would

require, for the reclamation of 4,003 acres, 49,000 feet of embank-
ment.

The installation of the preliminary drainage.work_ consisting of
embankments, sluices and main drainage channels, would cost less than

our average of $47.00 per acre cud wmtld result in great bet_efit to

Newark and Elizabeth. The outskirts of Newark are already advano-
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ing upon the marsh, whicb is being gradually filled up and built upon.

The _mprovement of that portion within tile city limits has already
been considered. Taking tile tract as a wilole, no substantial advan-

tage will accrue from filling it up. Even if filled an average.of six
feet deep, when it comes to be built upon it will nearly all have to be
draimd by pumping.

.The water-front aggregates 40,000 feet on Passaic river and Newark

bay. As tile channel of tile bay is, on the average, 3,000 feet from
tl_. shore, if tile bulkhead line is not advanced too far there will be

cm_ugh material to bc dredged to fill tile water-front to a good height.
Nnne cf this area i., over a mile distant from a railroad line.

.],racy (ily Mcadows.IWithin tile limits of Jersey City, and front-

ing on t[aekensack river and Peohorn creek, tlmre are 1,4fi0 acres of

tide-marsh. Bearblg in mind what we have said as to the possible

future va]ue of the ttackensack as a waterway, the improvement of

this tide marsh would give to Jersey City a valuable and what promises
to be a much-needed addition to her water frontage. The utilization

of this marsh-land has already begun and the filllng-in of the portion
bt.tweeu the Pennsylvania and the Paterson_ Newark and New York

railroads is so far advanced that the improvement can be as readily
c:,mph,ted on these lines as otherwise, so that this portion will not call

for embauking. The narrow strip south of Communipaw avenue and

along Morris ennui also might profitably be improved by filling with-
out emhJnking. It may be worth while, however, to embank the

pt.rti_m between Ccm_munipaw avenue and 1)ennsylvania railroad_

which has n la.rge area to fill and the filling of which wouhl be in
advance of immediate requirements. This inehtdes an area of about

400 acres, which could be reclaimed with about 7,000 feet of main
b:llk and I.C00 feet cf cross bank. [t eould be embanked aud sluiced

uml pr_lvlded with main ditches at a moderato expense. The 20,000

fet_t (_f'frontage on the Itackensaek river would probably be improved

amt ntilized at no very distant time. With the improvement of navi-

gathul [_u the Haek_.n,_ask_ some considerable relief to navigation and
railroad trame would be afforded if the numerous railroad and high-

way bridges were raised high enough to admit of tugs aml barges
passing under. The remainder of the tide-marsh within the bounds

of Jersey City we have included in the Penhorn creek district, inelud-
in_ all from the Paterson, Newark and New York railroad to the

m_rthern line of the city.
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Penhorn Creek Did_rict.--This district affords another illustration of

the wastefnlness of any independent attempt to improve the tide-
marshes by single communities. It would take more bank to shut

out the tides from the portion lying within the limits of Jersey City
alone than it would to improve the eotire Penhorn creek district from

tile Hackensack river to the Paterson plank-road. The area of tide-

marsh ]n tiffs district is 2,030 acres, of which 775 acres is within tbe

limits of Jersey City, and the remainder in the town of :North Bergen.
l_,000 feet of main bank and 4,500 feet of cross-bank will shut out

the tides, and the cost should not exceed about $50,000. This land

is very favorably situated, and is mostly blue mud. Between Tyler
Park and Scheulzen Park there is an area of cedar-swamp bottom. Ttle

improvement shonld be profitable, and would be a great sanitary benefit

to the northern portion of Jersey City, West Hoboken and Secaueus,
including the county institutions at Snake ]-Iill. It is remarkable that,

while near the mouth of Penhorn creek the marsh is at or slightly

above mean high-tide level, at the head of the creek, ,lear the plank-

road, it is about two feet below. The numerous railroad and highway

bridges apparently so obstruct the inflowing tide that it reaches the
head of the creek much dimiulshed in height, so that the marsh has

shrunk as if embanked. Immediately north of the plank road, at the

head of the Cromakil], it is normal, or about at high-tide level.

Secauous D/s/ric/.--This lies along tile east bank of the Haeken-

sack, extendiug from Snake Hill up to the' Paterson plank-road, a

distance of 18,000 feet. It would be controlled by 18,000 feet of
main embankment aud 1,000 feet of cross-bank along the plank-road.

The marsh here is about at the level of high tide and its area is 1,250

acres, lying entirely in the town of North Bergen. The catchment is

only a little larger than the area of the marsh. The soil is almost

entirely blue mud, with a narrow belt of peaty mud near tile upland.
Oromakill District._This includes the remainder of the tide-marsh

in North Bergen townshlp_ Hudson county, extending from the
Paterson plank-road to Bellman's creek, on the east bank of the

Hackensaek. It lies opposite to Union _ownship, the town of Union,

and Gutienberg. The marsh included measures 1,730 acres. At the

head of Mill creek and the Oromakill, extending about a mile

northerly from the plank-road, tile marsh is of a peaty nature, with

some cedar swamp; the remainder is blue mud. It would require
O.l,000 feet of main bank and 5,500 feet of cross-bank dividing it
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from the Pcahorn and Secaucus districts. It has a frontage of 9,000
feet on Haekensack river.

The marsh, at the head of the creek, near Paterson plank road, is

generally level with high tide in Hackeosack river, but in some places

it is three or four inches lower. It must be remembered, however,

that in such cases high water in the creek is also lower than in the

river, so that the mar_h is not necessarily overflowed at blgh tide.

_idgefie/d Didrict.--This includes all of the marsh between Belman's

creek antl Ocerpeck creek east of the Hackeasaek, together with the

isolated mar_h at Fairview, an area of 990 acres, lying in the
township of Ridgeficld, Bergen county, opposite the boroughs

of Fairvlew and Ridgefield. Its improvement would require

21_000 feet of main embankment. It has 13,000 feet of frontage

on Hackensaek river_ and 4,000 on Overpeck creek. A small

area on the point between Hackensack ricer and Overpeck creek has

been emhanked, but the improvemeut is not in good condition. The
soil is entlre]y blue mud, varying from 1 to 12 feet in depth,

but very little exceeds 7 feet. The shrinkage o," the portiou referred

to a_ having been embauked was ascertained to be about one foot.

Oeeepeek District.--The marsh drained by Overpeck creek bounded

on the _outh by the road from Ridgefield to Little Ferry, ban ae area
of I,:195 acres. ()f this area 371 acres is in Tcaoeck township_ and

the re_t practically all in Ridgefield, with some wet-land at the head of

the mar_h in Eaglewo:)d township. Tbe total catebment area drain-

ing into the mar_h measures 17.36 square miles. The water sorface
of Overpeck creek measures 3')0 acres. The marsh is very wet and

almost entirely worthless at present. It is also a nuisance to the sur-

rounding country, which is otherwise a most attractive district for

suburban residence. The mud is 4 to 5 feet deep near the upland,
and from 9 to 10 feet deep along the creek.

Two methods of draining the district are possible: First, by

embanking ahmg tile line of the Ridgefield and Little _'erry road,

and building sluices so as to keep the waters of tile wboh creek down
to near low-water mark. As the creek would form quite a large

reservoir for the reception of water uear higb-tide there is little doubt
that this scheme wouId be practicable, but the catchment area is so

large that when the marsh shrinks so that pumping becomes necessary

there will be a large volume of water to be lihed. It will also be seen,

by referring to tbe map, that the creek affords a very good waterway_
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capable of material improvement at a moderate expense. It might
not only be made useful, hut will become a source of pleasure to the
surrounding country. For these reasons it does not seem desirable to
adopt such a method of treatment, as holding the water down at low
tide-level will almost destroy the creek for these purposes. It seems

better, therefore, to carry the dykes along both banks of the creek all
the way to the upland. This will permit ttle discharge of most of the
waters from the catchment naturally into the creek, and will reduce
the area draining into the marsh to 6.9 square miles, or 4,416 acres,
including the marsh area. This will require the removal of an aver-
age of 7,000,000 gallons of water daily, whih the total pumping
capacity must be 155,000,000 gallons daily to provide for storms.
This plan will require the construction of 42,000 feet of main
embankment, and provision for pumping must be made after tile
meadow has been under bank a few years. The improvement will
cost more than the average for dyking, aml le._sfor ditching, but, on
tile whole, will somewhat exceed our average of $47.60 per acre.
The improvement would be of very great value to the fine residence
district stretched along the Palisades from Ridgefield to Enghwood,
as well as to the neighborhood of Ridgefield Park on the west side.

Polifly District --This district, lying just east of Hasbrouek Heights
and Woodridge, is entirely inland. It is really a iresh meadow or
peat bog, the mud or peat being generally of slight depth, much of it
lying directly upon a light-yellow sand. Many sandy hummocks

project above the peat on the east side of the marsh. The elevation
of the surface, as shown on the map, is practically everywhere 18 inches
above high-tide level, and near tile bead and east side of the marsh it
is from three to tbur feet higher than the level of mean high-tide. A
moderate raising of the highway from Moonachie to Woodridge to
exclude extremely high tides, and the introduction of ample sluices
at the head of Berry's creek, together with a thorough ditching of the
whole area, seems to be all that is necessary to secure good drainage.
The total area of catchment, including the marsh, amounts to 2,900
acres, so that we need about 110 square feet of sluice-opening. A
ditch has been dug across the highway referred to, to drain the eastern
side of the marsh into Berry's creek, but if the Berry's creek tide-
marsh district is to be improved, it would be preferable to abandon
this ditch and drain the whole area through one outlet at the head of

Berry's creek. Another ditch has been dug from the extreme eastern
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border of the marsh across the intervening upland to Mudaboek creek.

Th_,s ditch, also, does not seem very etilcient or necessary, and if the

Mudabock district is to be improved, it might be preferable to abandon
this also.

The cost of embankments and sluices will be lighter than the
average, and in fact will be a small item. The main cost will be for

ditching, and the total improvement ought not to exceed about $20

per acre for the main ditches and sluices. It is not thought that

pumping will ever be necessary, The improvement would result in

great sanitary advantage to Hackensack_ Hasbrouek Heights and tile

towus on the ridge to the west. Quite a considerable amount of the

eastern portion ot this marsh has already been breught under euhiva-

ticn, but no systematic attempt has bee,, made to drain the whole.
3ludobock. Didrid.--This lies at the west bank of the Haekensaek

aml extends from Little Ferry to tile Paterson plank-road. The area

of marsh is 1,550 acres, of which 192 acres are in Lodi and the rest

in Bergen township. There is some wooded swamp, including a con-
siderable amtmnt ,ff white cedar, aud measuring 170 acres. Most of

the sol1 near the river is blue mud, but a spriukling of stumps and

snag_ indicate_ th:_t perhaps one-quarter of the area on the upland

side is _Id eedar-_wamp bottom. The improvement of this district

will require 18,000 feet of main dyke and 8,500 feet of cross-
back, the ]ath.r fiJ]l.wlng the line of the Paterson plank-road. It is

possibie that whh :t slight imprnvement this road itself might be made
the vrnss bank. The entire catchment area amounts to 2,100 acros_

inrludin_ the mar,I_. The average amount of water to be raised when
pumping becomes necessary will he 3,381,000 gallons daily, and we

shalIne, t*d a tt_tal pumping capacity of 69,000,000 gallons daily to

provide for heavy st,wins. The district could be improved at the

average cost. Smell portions have already been imperfectly embauked

near the Paterson plank-road, and also near tile north side of the

mar,h. Hay is cut on most of tile district. The frontage on

Haekensack river measures 18,000 feet withdeep water throughout s
as shown by the accompanying map.

Berry's Creek Dislriet.--This extends from the borders of the Polifly
and Mudabock districts to tile southwesterly line of the borough of

Rutherfi_rd, and is mostly drained by Berry's creek. The district is
traversed by the Erie and New Jersey and New York railroads.

Berry's creek is navigable for canal barges to a point above the Pater-
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son plank-road. There is also over 10,000 feet of frontage on the
Haekensaek river. The area of marsh is 3,078 acres, which includes

390 acres of growing cedar swamp, and perhaps 300 acres more of
old cedar-swamp bottom. The remainder lying on the Hackensack

and Berry's creek is blue mud, and has a promising soil for improve-.
ment.

If we kee l) in mind the drainage of the 1)oilily district by
sluices at the head of Berry's creek_ and the preservation of the creek

itself for navigation_ it would seem best to extend the dykes along

both banks of Berry's creek up to the Polifly sluice. The dykes
would therefore consist of 3,500 feet of cross-bank on the line of the

Paterson plank-road and common to the Mudabook district, and

52,000 feet of main dyke along the banks of Haokeneeck river and

Berry's creek, with 3,200 feet more of crossbank common to this and
the Kingsland district, and framing from Berry's creek to the upland

on the line between Rutherlord borough and Union township. This

district ought to be improved for about the average of $47 per acre.
The area of eatchment_ including the marshp amom)ts to 4,300 acres,

while we shall have an average of about 7,000,000 gallons daily_ and

a maximum of 140,000,000 gallons daily to be removed. The im-

provement of this district would open up much property which must

become valuable. :It would also result in an important sanitary

advantage to the growing boroughs of Rutherford and ]_ast Ruther-
ford. The height of the marsh in this district is sufficient to make

sluicing effective for a time, but after the first five years it is probable

that pumping will become necessary.
Kingsland 3)istrlet.--This district includes the marsh west of the

Ilsekensack river, and between the southwesterly boundary of the
borough of Rutherford and Saw-mill ereek_ which is the line between

Bergen and .Hudson counties. Tile soil consists of blue mud near

the YIackensaek river, and blue mud mixed with peat near the
upland. The area of tile included marsh is 2,170 acres. It has a

frontage of 8,500 feet ou the Hackensaek and about 8,000 feet on

Berry's creek. It is traversed by tile Boonton branch of the Dela-
ware_ Lackawanna and Western railroad. One of tile dykes of the

New Jersey Land Reclamation Oompany runs along the south bank

of Saw-mill creek from the Haekensaek river nearly to the upland.

The tides have beet) rather imperfectly excluded from the portion of

the district southwest of the railroad by sluices across the mouths of
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Saw-mill creek and Kingsland creek and a title back along the

Hackensack. The railroad embankment seems to be depended upon

to exclude the tides from the northeast, but it does so only imperfectly.
The result of this improvement has been to dry the marsh to a con-

slderable extent, and it bus shrunk so that it will be seen by elevations

oD the map to be about one foot lower than mean high-water near the

Hackensaek river and about three feet lower near the upland. In enn-

sequence of this shrinkage the satisfactory improvement of this district

can n_dy be accomplished by pumping. It will be necessary to repair

sllghtly and extemt the bank along Saw-mill creek, also to strengthen
the bank along the tfackensack and extend it northerly to and np

Berry's creek. Three thousand two hundred feet of cross-bank from

Berry's creek to the upland will be common to both this attd the

Berry's creek district. The work will therefore consist of moderate

repairs of 15,000 feet of cross-bank and of 4,500 feet of main bank,

and the building of 13,000 feet of additional main dyke along the
Itackensaek and Bergen creek. The pumping plant must also be

iostal]ed imm_liately and the sluices at Saw-mill and Kingsland

creeks may be closed up and the tides permanently excluded. The

area of catchment, including the marsh area, amounts to 3,300 acres,

so that we mu,_t prnvide f_r the removal of an average of 5,300,000

galhms daily, and 109,000,000 gallons daily during heavy storms.
The map stmw_ the original depth of mud in this district to be 7 or

8 feet near the edge of the upland, and from 14 to '93 feet near tits

Haekensaek river. These depths are at present reduced by shrinkage
of tim marsh to the extent of about 3 feet near the upland and 1 foot
near tile ttackensack.

]'_'t_rmy Distrh.t.--This includes the marsh in Kearncy township

be'wecn the Pus,ale and I:[ackensaek rivers, embracing an area of
4,520 acres. It is mo_t advaotageously situated, having a frontage of

28,000 t_'et on tbe ttackensaek river, and about 15,000 feet ou the

Passaic. It has the growing towns of I(earney anti Harrison imem-

diately adjanent to the west, and lies directly in the path of travel

between Newark and Jersey City. It is crossed by the Peuosylvania ;
Delaware, Imekawana and Western; Paterson, _ewark and New

_rork; and Greenwood Lake railroads; and also, at its southern

extremity, by the Newark branch of the Central Railroad of _ew

Jersey. It is also crossed by the highways leading from Jersey City
to Xewark, both of which are traversed by electric railways. The
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facilities for communication are therefore the best. The district is

interesting, because of the attempt made to reclaim it by tile :New
Jersey Land Reclamation Company about 1869. The operations of

this company seem to have been interfered with by a decision of
courts that they could not exercise powers of condemnation. The
work on this district was quite vigorously prosecuted, and the

whole was enclosed with substantial dykes furnished with sluices. A

considerable part was immediately brought under cultivatioh, but
since that time the whole marsh area has steadily deteriorated and is

now in a saturated condition. The banks are kept in fair repair, so

that water is usually held about three teot lower than mean high
water in the river. Tile marsh, however, has itself shrunk over three

feet, aml is now only two or three inches above the ordinary level of
the water in the ditches. While it would appear that the water might

be kept somewhat lower with more ample sluice area, it is neverthe-

less perfectly clear that satisfactory drainage of this district can "now
only be accomplished by pumping. The dyking and ditching seems
to have been well done, and a moderate expenditure would put the

embankments in good order. The ditches also need to be extended

into the northern part of the district. The outlay now required on
embankments and ditches is comparatively a small one, but a pump-

ing plant should be installed immediately, and by this means the
marsh could be brought under cultivation to improve its sanitary con-
dition. As soon as this is accomplished the portions along tile water-

front and along the railway lines would rapidly come into the market

for manufacturing and commercial purposes. The water-front should
ultimately be filled up to the level of the top of tile dykes in the
the manner which we have outlined as the proper one for this whole

improvement. Including the upland draining into this marsh, we
have 5,'200 acres of catchment, which gives us an average of 8,400,-

000 gallons daily to be pumped. The maximum during heavy storms

will be 170,000,000 gallons daily.

The depth of the mud was originally 7 to 9 feet north, and 9 to 17
feet south of the Pennsylvania railroad. The map shows tile original

depth. The shrinkage of tile marsh has now reduced this depth to

an average of 3 feet. About three-fourths of the area is an old cedar-
swamp bottom, and the balance mainly along the rivers is blue mud
more or less mixed with peat.
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Iron Mines.

Notes on the Active Iron Mines.

BY GEORGE E. JENKINS, C.E.

In reviewing the iron-minlng Industry of New Jersey, it is plain

that the facts commented upon in the report published in 1891 are

even more strikingly apparent, and that the number of actively-

operated mines is constantly decreasing. But on the other hand, it
is noted that a constantly increasing output is being obtained from

_he mines in operation.

Many of the mines now idle have been forced into this condition

because of the extremely low prices of iron ore and tile general
.business depression throughout the country.

It is, no doubt, true that the demaml for Jersey ores, for use in the

furnaces in eastern Pennsylvania, has been very much lessened by
the immense quantities of cheaply-mined ores from the Lake Superior

region, and the market heretofore exclusively controlled by tile pro-
duct from Jersey mines is now being supplied from other sources.

That there is still a future for the New Jersey mines is clearly
demonstrated, inasmuch as the mining enterprises have been able to

meet the strong competition and" to a considerable extent hold on to

the market, though laboring under so many serious disadvantages.

In the past five years only the old and well-known producing
mines have been operated, and in these it is noted that every improve-

ment in mining methods and machinery has been adopted, and as a

.consequence New Jersey ores are cheaper per unit of iron than any

competing ore in the Lehigh market.
The mines operated since the last notes were published in 1891 are

comprised in the following review :

21 G_O (321)
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SHOEMAKER MINE.

Thi_ property was in operation until about two years ago, when it.

wa._ closed, as the company was not able to meet the prevailing prlce_
for iron ore. The Thomas Iron Company used tile ore and it was a

desirable pr_lduct, but the item of a three-mile haul to the railroad,

coupled witit the royalty, did not leave enough margin of profit to
warrant continuing operations.

BEL'VIDERE MINES.

The numerous mining operations in this section have all ceased, and

the only mine.', that have yielded any considerable ore have been the

Queen and Fellows mlnes.

Up to about three years ago the Sharon Ore Company operated the
Queen mine, but the low prices in the iron market compelled tile

company to shut down.

FELLOWS MINE.

The Thomas Iron Company worked this mine until August, 1893,

when the lease was surrendered. The work was carried on through
the two shafts referred to in the annual report of 1891 ; the eastern

shaft was upon the main deposit, and the working developed a paying

body of ore, but much diftleulty was met with in holding the ground,

owing to tile dislntegrated character, or rather, complete absence of a
solid hanging-wall. The whole formation showed that there has

been considerable surface disturbance, and accordingly in carrying on

the mining operatlons the timber expenses were consequently high.
The ore is rich, yielding about 59 to 60 per cent. metallln iron,

after washing, and running about 0.07 per cent. in phosphorus and

about 9 per cent. moisture. At the time tile mine was stopped its

product could not be produced cheaply enough to meet the prices then

prevailing in the iron-ore market.

OXFORD MINES.

The mines of Oxford were operated up to March 16tb, 1895, whe_

active mining ceased, owing to the failure of the Oxford Iron and
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Null Company. The mines, furnace and mill plant were all recently
bld-in under a foreelosnre sale by tile D., L. & W. R. R. Co. Daring

tile period of re-organlzatiml the mines have been kept free from
water, and arc ill condition to pro(lace ore at a short notice. The

opening, designated Slope No. 8, has now reached a depth of over 700
feet in the ore deposit. Some developments to the west were mad%

and tile working area consequently increased to over three hundred

feet along the length of the vein. In this distance the deposit keeps
its width as developed in the older workings of the mine, and runs

from ten to thirty feet. Tile walls are extremely irregular, and the

ore intermingles with the rock to such au extent that careful separa-

tion by hand is necessary to make the product yield from 53 to 55

per cent. of metallic iron. It is low in sulphur, and just fails to pass
the Bessemer limit in phosphorus.

Tile workings in the Washington mine are about as reported in

1891. Its product is high in metallic iron, but carries so much sul-

phur as to require roasting. A very excellent neutral mill-iron is
obtained from the mixture of these two ores, and the product in the

form of bar-iron was in good favor in the iron market.

Tile mines will be put into active operation as soon as tile organ-

ization is perfected.

About 20,0(10 tolls arc mined from each deposit per year.

KISHPAUGH MINE.

The old Kishpaugh mine continued its course to the southeast

across the adjoining Cook farm_ and the workings as now carried on

arc upon the last-mentioned property. This remarkable deposit of
ore is more than 2,000 feet long on the strike of the vein, hut in ahou_

1,000 feet of this distmme the ore has been removed. Frmn tile bot-
tom of the Cook shffft, at a distance of 350 feet from surface_ a drift
has been driven for 170 feet, where the heading was stopped in ore.

In the old workings, the vein had a width of over 25 feet, and the tests

made in the above drift proves that the vein keeps its width. ID
order to still further test the continuity of the deposit, a diamond-

drill hole was put down 500 feet west of the Cook shaf't_and the vein
was encountered at a distance of 400 feet from surface. The walls in

tile deeper workings are much firmer than in the Kishpaugh mine,
and there is an entire absence of any surface disturbances having takeu
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place at the present deepest working. Tile ore is somewhat umre
compact than that taken out in the upper part of the deposit, indicat-

ing that the mine is to such depth as to be below surface disturbances.

AIi the machinery has been left in the mine, and every precaution

taken to protect the pol¢_-pumps and leave everything in the best

possible condition for the time when better prices would rule the ore
market and warrant the resumption of mining operations. About

1,000 tons of ore are now in stock at the mine. The ore was last

used at the Franklin Furnace, Sussex county, and gave a yield, after

washing, of over 52 per cent. metallic iron, and low enough in phos-

phorus to pass the Bessemer limit.

HURDTOWN MINE.

In August, 1893, the lease of this mine changed hands, and the
GIendon Iron Company, which operated here uointerruptedly for more

than forty years, gave way So the Mt. Pleasant Mining Company.

The bottom workings bad reached, in 1895, a depth of about 5,500

feet, measured along the slope, which has au average pitch of 25
degrees. At rids point, which is about 1_000 feet below sea-level,

the vein became so "stringy " and so much rock had to be handled

in order to secure tire ore, that it did not pay to operate, and con-

sequently the bottom workings were abandoned. At the same thne

that the mining operations were being carried on in the bottom, con-
siderable ore was obtained from the sides and roof of the old work-

ings along the incline. In the previous operations, the ore overhead
was left _,tandlng in the form of an arch, in order to support the cap-

rock and hanging-walls; this ore is now being removed amt tire mine

robbed of all that can be obtained from these places. The " rob-

bhrg _' was begun at a point 3,200 feet below surface and bas been

continued upward to about 2,200 feet from sdrface. At 800 feet
from the mouth of the incline the old workings were so extensive

that the method of removing the ore by stages and long ladders could

not be carried on, amt in order to reach the ore in the " back" some

other method of mining had to be devised.

It is very certain that the working-life of Ihis remarkably pro-
ductive mine has come to an end, and the ore now taken out is

"robbed" from old workings, preparatory to abandoning the main part

of the mine. Some prospecting for new deposits_ as well as tests for the
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continuity of the old, has been made, but without success. Test pits

to tile east of' the oht mine developed some ore, but all was in t'float"

deposits. The monthly product of tile mine has very materially
fallen off, but this is mainly due to the time consumed in getting the

workings in shape for the present plan of attack upon the ore in the

roof and sides of tile old workings.

WELDON _l INES.

The Weldon mines have both been worked but a short time for the

past, five years, and are looked upon as abandoned mines. While the

product of these mines is very desirable, it was found to exist in such

limited quantities, as the mines are deepeued, that it did not pay the

operators to continue milling.

FORD AND SCHOFIELD _IINF_.

These two mines, though owned by different corporations, operate

upon the same veins. There are two veins running parallel and sepa-

rated by a horse of rock, varyit*g in thickness from 2 to 12 feet. In
the Ford mine the south vein has been worked out, and the bed-rock
which forms the floor of the shoot has aIso been reached in the Scho-

field. The ore in the north vein has not all beeu taken out in the

Ford mine, and only very little mined upon this vein in tile Sohofield.

:It has all average thickness of over six feet. At tile time the S(:hofield
closed down, sufficient development had been made to demonstrate

that there is a long lease of life for the mine, and tile low price of ore

was the principal cause for the company ceasing operations.

The material is not very rich in metallic iron, but by careful hand-

culling it is shipped as a 52 per cent. ore. It is rather high in silica,
but, is low in phosphorus. Tile sulphur in tlle form of pyrites is

variable, going as low as .016 and as high as 0.75. About 1,500 tons

were mined from the surface workings of tlle Ford mine during the

year by William Sedgeman, but tile margin of profit was too elese to

warrant the continuation of operation. The mining plant of the Seho-
field is being removed and shipped to the company's works at Cata-

sauqua, Pa.
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OGDEN MINE,

The extensive concentrating plant of the New Jersey Concentrating
Company has been running from tlme to time, and work of an ex-

perimental character has been carried on. Tile mhlhlg consists in

quarryh_g down tile lean, magnetite bearing rock to the east of tim old
shafts, furnlsbing a material carrying about 20 per cent. of metallic

iron. This is crushed and separated, prodneing a material in the form

of a brlqnette that runs about 68 per cent. metallic iron ; very little

work has been clone, howe'_er, in the way of legitimate mining, and
as no shipments of ore are yet made, tile works must still be looked

upon as of an experimental character.

HACKLEBARNEY MINES.

Only small quantities of red ore have been mined, as the price for
the product from these mines has been so low as to offer no induce-

ments to the owners to continue operations.

IIURD -_JINEAND NEW STERLINGSLOPE.

The New Jersey Iron Mining Company has continued its opera-
t_,ns in the New Sterling slope, and has worked the vein to a depth of

950 feet, on a dip of 45 degrees. As these workings are in the east-
ern extension of the " Old Sterling Shoot," the dip and strike con-

f',_rms to that found in the old No. 13 workings. The present work-

ings have been extended to the eastward as far as the old Harvey

ot_'_et, which is found to eonti.ue its course in these greater depths.
To the westward the explorations have been continued for about 300

fi.et, and the pre_ent stopes are about 400 feet from the old workings
in tile No. 13 mine.

At the present bottom a cross.cut is being driven to strike the Hurd
w.in, and it is calculated that the distance to be driven is 150 feet.

The present vein is large, reaching a width of 30 feet, and is fol-

lowed until it diminishes to such a width as will not allow profitable
working.

The product has been very much curtailed during tile year by a

heavy cave of ground, which began in the " back " west of the slope

and extended throughout the whole of the mine from the slope to the
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face of the stopes then beblg worked. The slope was saved, and in

-order to secure it more thoroughly five "log houses" were built--
two on the western side and three on the eastern side. Plate 21

represents the workings, and shows the relative position of the work-

logs in the old No. 13 minewhen operated and abandoned by the
Thomas Iron Company.

The ore is a 60 per cent. non-:Bessemer, and of a very open grain.

The concentrating-mill, having a capacity of thirty-five tons per day
of ten hours, is continued in operation, and all the lean material culled

from the vein is put through and crushed down to a quarter-mesh
sieve, giving a producL, after concentration, that runs 60 per cent.

metallic iron. The experiments with the lean magnetic ores from

_"Dutch Hill," owing to the expense of hauling, were not entirely

satisfactory, in a commercial sense_ and consequently the plan of
'working-up this ore was not continued.

ORCHARD AMD MOUNT PLEASANT MII_ES.

The estate of J. Couper Lord has not done any miaiog in the

Orchard mine fbr the past three years, as the high phosphorous

character of the ore prevented its finding a market excepting at
exceedingly low prices.

Work has been continued in the Mount Pleasant mille, though for

'the past two years it was plainly apparent that the old Mount Pleas-

ant vein was giving out. These workings at the time of the abandon-

meat had reached a depth, on tile dip of the deposit, of 1,400 feet,
being about 350 feet below sea-level.

The vein was then so small and "bunchy "and the amount of "dead

work" necessary to secure the ore was so great that it did not pay

to contiune mining. At the most easterly shaft a test for the farther

continuation of the ore-shoot was made in the shape of a rock-sink,

which was put down to a depth of 150 feet, but without striking any
ore in paying quantities. Tests were made in tile western end of the

mine at a depth of about 600 feet, vertical measure from surface, and

a drift was driven westward 800 feet, when a well-defined and strongly

marked offset was met with, throwing the vein to the south into the
banging-wall a distance of 70 feet. It is plainly evident that this is

Che same ()fleet which is shown in tim outcrop of the Mount Pleasant

vein at'the foot of the hill, about 1,000 feet east of the public road.
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On the western side of the offset the vein opened to from 15 to '20_

feet wide, amt back stopes were carried upward for 300 feet, and

along the strike of the vein for 500 feet. The offset, however, haS.

completely changed the chemical character of the ore, and while it.

still continues rich in iron, the element of phosphorus is so high as to.
be detrimental, and the marke_ became so limited that the mine had
to be shut down and abandoned. The vein in the west side of the

offset is the same as tile Omhard mine vein, and it Can be worked

through this opening very much cheaper than through the Mount

Pleasant slope. The cost .f pumping the immense body of water,.
1,000 gallons per minute, which drained into the abandoned eastern,

workings, anti tim long underground tramming and hauling andl

re-handling of the ore product would not warrant the plan of taking
out the ore in the western end of the mine through the Mount Pleasant,
slope. In consequence of this the entire works have been abandoned.

and the extensive mine plant is now being sold and shipped away.

RICHARD MINE,

The large and continuous output of this mine has been one of its

remakable features for years, and during the past year the product

has been very materially increased over its past record. The main

workings are about the same as when last reported upon, excepting;

an increased depth. At the western end of the mine, however, the_
rock which cut out the vein in the adjoining Baker mine has been

developed, amt the w.rklng area of the vein consequently somewhat
shortened. The Eastern shaft, known as No. 3, is now 800 feet deep.

on a dip of about 65 degrees. The No. 1 and No. 2 openings are 45(_

and 5S0 feet deep respectively. At a depth of 400 feet from surface.
and 80 feet east of No. 1 slope a cross-cut driven into the foot-wall

350 feet, opened upon the old Mount Pleasant vein, which was found.

to be 9 feet wide. A considerable amount of baek-stoping has been.

carried on in opening this vein, and it is now made to yield about.

4,000 tons per month. A slope to the west of the No. 1 slope, and,

known as No. 4, has been opened on the Mount Pleasant vein, an&

the present yield of Mount Pleasant ore is taken from this slope.
Recently some explorations were made in tbe foot-wall of the old

mine between opening ,No. 1 and No. 2, and about 550 feet below
surface. The test shows that what has heretofore been considered the
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foot-wall is a " horse" of rook of about 2 feet thick, and lying upon
a deposit of ore over 17 feet thick. Plate 22 represents the plan and

elevation of tile mine. At the point "a" the drift into the foot-wall

was begun, and the cross section of the mine at this imlnt shows that
the small ore-bedy in the upper level shown in driit " b" is the same

ore-body as developed in the drifts at the points "a " amt "c " in tile

lower level--the veins having opened out in width.

Not only does this conformity of the dip of tile wall at the points
"a," " b," and "e" lead to this conclusion, but an examination of the

wall, as exposed, proves the correction of these inferences. The rock

of the " horse" is made up of vein material and conforms to the type

of rock designated by Mr. Nason as the " Oxford type," while the
rock of the true foot-wall is of the "Mount Hope type."

As a further test a drift was driven in the bottom of the foot-wall"
at the point "d_" but at this (late the work has not been carried far

enough along to encounter the ore-body. The rock through which'
this drift, is driven is more of ttle character of vein material thant

country rock, and this fact would indicate tbat the ore-body continues,
but is at an increased distance from the old workings. The two drifts

along the foot.wall at "a" and " e" shows the ore-body to continue
toward the westward, and in all probability it will extend to the i)oint

" e" and "f," where a disturbance of considerable extent has taken

place in the main body of ore, formhlg a "roll " in tlle foot-wall of the

vein, tile ore-body in the old workhlgs at this point being very much

diminished in width, but only on the foot-wall skis, for an examinatim_

of the hanging-wall shows it to keel) its course without any material.

change. Further developments will be awaited with interest,

Tile No. 3 shaft being iu a rather unsatisfactory condition, and not

being located to tile best advantage to remove the new deposit of ore

lying on the toot-wall, a new rock-shaft has been planned, which is

located in the foot-wall, 30 feet north of tile vein and going down on

a dip of 52 degrees; it is 15 feet long by 6 feet wide, and divided
into 3 compartments. Cross-drifts will be driven from the slope to

the vein, the pillars in the old workings removed, and the walls

allowed to cave in. The slope being in the solid rock of the foot-

wall will not be endangered by the removal of tile entire ore product
in the vein.

The character of the ore is tile same as heretofore reported ; the

prodnet from the Mount Pleasant vein does cot reach the standard of
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purity found in the MounL Pleasant Mine, and its chemical composi-

tion is very similar to that of the Orchard mine ore, which is the

western extensinn of the Mount Pleasant vein; the ore runs 56.17

metaIlle iron and 0.85 phosphorus.

The reguIar Richard mine ore is 2 or 3 per cent. higher in iron,
but about the same in other respects as the Mount Pleasant ore. The

monthly product is now over 11,000 tons.

MOUNT HOPE MINES.

The last work done in this vicinity was in Jnne, 1898, when tbe

mines were closed. The large stock of ore then on bank has been

shipped, and this comprises all the work that has been (lone during
the past three years in these once active mines. The entire running l
plant is kept intact, and a brisk market is all that is needed to open
the mines.

BEACH GLEN MINE,

About 500 tons of ore bave been mined from near the surface dur-

ing the past year. It is the intention of the Beach Glen Mining

Company to c_arry on more active operations in the spring. The ore
deposit is large and can be mined cheaply, but the product does not

run very rich in iron, but it is low enough in phosphorus to be a
Bessemer (,re.

HIBERNIA MINES.

The Lower Wood mine has been actively worked by the Andover

Iron Company, the present ,*wners, and a large quantity of ore re-
moved. The deepest wcrki,,gs are now 860 feet below the mouth of

the pump-shaft, and the Iength opened in the course of the vein is

about 1,800 feet. In 1886 a pinch or barren strip in the vein de-

veloped in No. 8 level, and this characteristic of the ground has been

working to tht. eastward, cutting out a large amount of heretofore
abundantIy ore-yMding territory. In all probability this is the bed-

rock of the main }tibernia vein, for while the explorations have been

carried on througb this ground for a distance of over 200 feet at right

angles to the pitch of the rock, no paying ore-bodies have been dis-

covered. The pitch of the rock, being 27 degrees, conforms with that
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of the ore shoots, and this would indicate that it, in all probability, ia
tile bottom rock of the main ore-body. The working area of this
mine has been increased, howeverp because of the gain on the eastern

end of the property.
The vein in the old Glendon lot has by the dip been carried over

to the property of the Andover Iron Company. In addition to this

area, the Andover Iron Company has ]eased that part of tile property
on the Scott lot which lies between the eastern workings of tile Lower

Wood mine and the eastern boundary-llne of the Gleudou lot, if con-

tilmed to the southward. Duril,g tile past year the monthly product

of the mine has been very materially increased, and if the demand
warranted it tile annual yield would have been very much above any

past yields.
The mine is thorougbly equipped with an excellent plant. Plate

23 represents tile workings of lhe mine in elevation, and shows tile

pillars, timber, and method of supports. The ground lying east of
tile incline and between the underground railroad level and level No.

5 is now inaccessible, owing to extensive caves which took place six

or eight years ago. Tile incline was in danger from the movements
of th.ese walls and, in order to insure its security, "log-cabin" supports

of Georgia pine were built along the line. These have take,, up tile

weight of the ground and prevented any further movements of the old

workings. Experimental supports of brick and masonry and iron
columns were tried, but they all failed under the heavy strain.

The Glendon Iron Company has mined only upon tile Upper

Wuod lot, aml these operations have only been for a short time. Of
the several mines owned or leased by this company, the old Glendon

mine has not been in operation since 189"2,and is practically aban-

doned, as the bottom of tile mine is about sixty feet from tile south-

east boundary line. This company's lease upon the Scott or Church

mine was surrendered some time ago, and no mining has therefore

i been done since tile surrender of tile lease. The DeCamp was last

worked by the (_lendon Iron Company, and in 1888 the lease was

surrendered, owing to the high royally. The shoots of ore which
have been developed shows this mine to be the most promising along

the llne of the Hibernia deposits. At the time the mining opera-

tlons ceased the bottom stope allowed a vein of clean ore tell feet

thick. The workings are 500 feet deep and extend along tile course
of tile vein for 660 feet.
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In the Upper Wood mine operations were resumed in the fall of

1895, after a period nf nearly three years of inactivity. The work-

ing length of the mine is 990 feet, and the deepest point 540 feet
below tunnel level, or 840 feet vertical distance from surface. The

No. 6 shaft wa_ entirely re-tlmbered nod a new skip holst-way was

constructed aml in operation at tile time that the failure of the com-
pany cau,ed the mines to be shut down.

An extensive crushing and concentrating mill was built by tile

Becket Foumtry Machine Company for the Glendon Iron Company,

and some 6,000 or 7,000 toes were treated. The plant cost $53,000.

and is equipped with the best and most modern crushing and separat-

ing machinery. The material put through the mill runs about 40
per cent. metallic iron, and is crushed down so as to pass through a

twenty-mesh screen.

Very satisfactory results are claimed to have obtained from the Ball

and Norton separators, the concentrates analyzing 60 per cent. metallic
iron and the tailing showing a loss of a little over seven per cent.

The operators claim that they are able to produce such concentrates at

a very g.od margin of profit.

WILLIS MINE.

This mine, now known as the Wharton mine, has been in continu-

ous operaticm for the past six years, reaching a depth of 950 feet.
The eastern extensi_m _f the Hibernia vein, as here nperated upon,

was narrow and tight in the shallower workings, but tile present

stopes show that the vein is widening out, and the output consequently
increased t¥_*ma monthly product of about 2.000 tons to over 4,000

tons; tile ragged tho,gh firm walls still continue, but tile "slabby "

make.up of the hanging-wall is equally as characteristic as in tile old

workings in the mines to the westward. During the past year a drift
was driven in the eastern end of tile mine through what was hereto-

fore considered the cap-rock of the vein, and it proved that only a

pincb had occurred, for, as the drift was driven fnrther eastward, the
vein widened out. This drift bas added about 225 feet more to the

working length of the mine. Improvements have been made in the

mining operations, consisting of a new skip-boistway 950 feet long; a

new holsting-engine, capable of hoisting 2_ tons, at a speed of 600 feet

per minute.
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The ore yields 58 per cent. metallic iron and is used at Wharton
:Furnace, Port Oram, but as the furnace has been out of blast most

of the year the product of the mine has been stocked at the mine and

only one.qnarter of the mine's capacity has been taken out. The

Hibernia ore is especially fitted for making pig-iron, suitable for use
in basic open hearth process for steel manufacture, and both the

Andover Iron Company nod Mr. Joseph Wharton have been having
satisfactory results from this use of Hibernia ore.

RINGWOOD MINF.8.

The gronp of mines at Ringwood consists of four shoots of ore,

each enclosed by well-defined cap and bed-rocks, and having a general
strike to the northeast and a dip to the southeast. The No. l shoot has

been worked to a denth of 800 feet, slope measure, and the ore-body

had pinched to such an extent as to make the removal too costly for
the present ore-market and it has consequently been abandoned. Tbe

pillars, however, are being taken out by removing the hanging-wall,

and operations are carried on under the same plan as at the Tilly
Foster mine, in :New York State. The Nce. 2 and 3 shoots are still

large and paying bodies of ore, and as long as there was any demand
for the ore operations were carried on upon these two ore-bodies.

The No. 4 shoot has only been opened at its outcrop and develop-

ments made there show that the deposit is a promising one. It is

the pnrpose of the owners to resume operations in the spring.
As the result of the review of the iron-mining industry of our

State, as shown from the information gathered from the foregoing
notes, the fact is very prominently brought out that the mines of our

State are not the remunerative enterprises that they have been in years
gone by. A combination of circumstances has led up to this result,

such as the low price now in the iron market, the high royalty

demanded by property owners, the increased cost from deep mining,

the high phosphoric character of the ore, and in some cases the long
hanlage to railroads.

The prevailing panic has been the cause of the closing of the Kish-

pangh, Oxford, Belvldere, Hackelbarney, Mount Hope, 8chofield,
Hibernia, and Ringwood mines, and for many years these mines have
been the largest producers of ore.
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No new discoveries of ()re in merchantable quantities have been

developed in the past twenty yt.ars, with possibly one or two exeep-

timm, and there is ntl que_tion of doubt but what tile prospecting has
been thorough aml complete as tar as carried on. Tile impetus to

searching for new deposits, however, has not been at all strong, and

the continued low value of iron ore has completeiy strangled any
attempt._ on thcsc ]iues.

Tile new process of making steel, known as the basin open hearth

process, and which is becoming such an active competitor with tile

Bessemer process, will prubably open a wider field for the ores high
in phosphorus. Tile large deposits of such ores extending from

Irondalc to Mr..[:[_)pe and in fact almost the entire product from tile

New Jersey mines _s of tile proper chemical make.up for use under
this process.

There are also several large deposits of lean ores low enough in

phosph,_rus to pa-s tile Bessemer limit and capable of being used for
making Bessemer steel_ but the low percentage in iron has been the
great drawback to their beiiIg u4ed in this process. Thus far it would

seem that no economic proceeds had yet been devised by which these

ores can be profitabIy concentrated aud made available for use.

The concentrating mills of Port Oram, Wehlou, Hibernia and

Ogden are examples of attempts at solving the problem_ but it has iu
no sense been definitely and clearly shown that the concentration of

New Jersey magnetites is a commercial success.

ZINC MINES.

STERLING HILL.

Tile Passale Zinc Company mines consist of two openings upon tile
deposit, and its deepest workings are now 600 feet below surface. The

deposit him a length of 400 feet, dip_ling to the soutbeasi_ at 60

degrees, and both hanging and foot-wall are well defined. The ore

is about 22 per cent., and is smelted at the company's works at Jersey
City. The mine is well equipped with the most modern mining-

machinery, consisting of hoisting and pumping-engines and Cornish

plunger-pump, having a 5-foot stroke and plunger 10 inches in
diameter, and a lift of 170 feet.
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Force-pumps drain the lower levels. An Ingersoll air-compressor
fnrnishe8 air for operating three driillng-machines. The mining

operations have been carried on unlnterrupted]y for years past.
Tile New Jersey Zinc Company has not done any mining on their

Sterling property, which lles to the northeast of the Passaic Com-

pany's mines, for some years past. The workings are kept free from
water_ however.

FRANKLIN FURNACE.

The Buckwheat or Taylor mine is now 300 feet below surface; the
north chamber vein is 70 feet high, and has a depth of 420 feet and

a dip of about 27 degrees ; the dike of trap-rock which outcrops at
surface is found to be persistent in the lower level, and tile fold in the

vein, dividing the mine into a north and south chamber, continues in

these greater depths. The figure below illustrates a cross-section of

the vet% showing the division into two chambers.
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About 2,500 tons of ore per month, which runs about 32

per cent., is the output o_ the mine, and it is all used at the com-

pany's works, iu Newark, excepting about 600 tons per month,

which is placed upon the market. In addition to the regular mining
operations, a crushing plant having a daily capacity of 500 tons is in
operation, crushing limestone for use in the Scranton Iron and Steel

Company's furnaces, at Scranton, Pa. At the present time 800 tons
per week are crushed and shipped.

PARKER SHAFT.

Operated by the Sterling Iron and Zin¢ Company. The shaft,

which was begun in 1891, was sunk to a depth of 9_i0 feet, where it
opened upon a body of ore. Drifts along the vein have been

driven, opening up the mine for a considerable distance, and the great
width of the deposit as found in the old openings to the southwest is hero

found, only to a still larger extent, and the yield from tile workings

is consequently large. The plant is extensive, and embraces machinery
of the most modern type.

During the past year an extensive concentrating and separating

plant has been built by the Wetherell Concentrating Company and

the entire product of the mine is put through this mill. By this pro-
cess the frankllnlte, garnet, tephroite and fowlerite, and any other

smaller deleterious iron and manganese-bearing minerals are separated
from the wilIemlta and zlnclte, leaving the last two minerals in a

condition for direct use in the Belgian furnace for the manufacture of
a very high grade of spelter metal.
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Notes Collected During a Visit to the

Forests of Holland, Germany,

Switzerland and France.

BY JOH._'/ GIFFORD.

It is no doubt indiscreet to pub]lab one's impressious of the forests

of such an area, based upon a sojourn of only four mouths. In so

short a time one is little more than able to learn tile geography of the

regions visited, not to mention the fine methods which are in opera-

tion, especially in the State and Communal forests of Germany.

It rained iueessantly_ rendering tramping in the woods, day after
day. fulfiniug engagements in spite of tile weather, not only laborious

but disagreeable, and, on the high mountains, often uncomlbrtable.

In order to write comprehensively of European forestry methods,
one must spend at least six months in at least a dozen centers. "-l'llese

impressions, therefore, are only cursory, and must be re-inforued and

enlarged by future visits to these interesting regions. In order to

comprehend the development of tile subject in Europe one must wade

through an immense amount of scieutifie and historical literature.

We landed in Holland, and then visited tile following forest
regions : In Germany, tile Spessart_ the Communal forests of Hesse,

anti the Black Forest; in Swilzerlaud, the ]3ernese Alps; in France_

the Danes and Landes of Gascony.

HOLLAND.

Like Southern New Jersay, Hollaud has its upland, its meadows

and its dunes. The most fertile land iu Holland corresponds to the

Jersey marshes, the " polders" to the salt ponds and shallow bays,
the dunes along the North sea to the dunes aloug tile Jersey shore, and
tile large area of upland or heath to the pine lands aud savannas of tim

(339)
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southern interior. There is still in tile little country of Holland frmn
four to five hundred thousand hectares of wasteland, which consists of

heath, moorland, dunes and morass. An association is at work striving to
to develop this waste land. When an important work is undertaken

by this society it receives royal approval and aid. Besides this, there

are no forestry officials in Holland excepting the Professor of Forestry
at tile Royal Agricultural College. The young Dutch foresters find

employment in tile vast colonial possessions. It is encouraging to
those interested io similar societies in America to know that the Dutch

Heath Society and other societies threughout Europe [lave been sue-

eessfill in many respects. Much that has been accomplished in Europe
[s due either directly or indirectly to the work of societies similar to

the forestry a_scclations of tile United States. The Dutch Heath

SoeiL.ty has a membecship of two thousand. This association has

accomplished a very great deal in the way of encouraging private
individuals to improve their waste lands by forest-planting. It has

also induced the goveroment to appropriate money for experimental
purposes. Tile appropriation for dune-plantlng was placed iu the
hamls of this a_ociation, to be expended under its direction. In

Europe, as in America, it is evident that laws relatlog to the forests

owned by private parties cannot be enforced easily nnless the people
are interested and willing. Governmeut moneys for improvement of

waste lands are entrusted to its care, and expert foresters are employed
to give advice and to put into execution whatever may be desired.

An example of extraordinary patience and patriotism may be seen

in Holland, on _he Schober plantation, at Schovenhorst. Forty years
ago this was a barren heath. At great expense thousands of conitees of

many kinds were introduced from many parts of the world in order to
show tile species best adapted to the soil and climate of the heath-

lands of Holland. Although this huge experiment is still incomplete,

it shows what one unselfish, patriotic man can do in the way of demon-

strating the capabilities of tile soil of his native land.

Only a small part of Holland was ever wooded. In the region of

Zelst and Arnhem there are many magnificent groves,'while the forest,

mainly of European beech, near Scheveningen, the popular sea-shore
resort, is famous, having been planted long sgo for a royal hunting-

ground. In the lowlands of Holland, especially in regions recently
reclaimed, there are of course few trees. The willow, the Cinderella

of plants, may be seen everywhere. It is used for many purposes--
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from serving as mattrasses and wattle-work to protect the dikes to
little baskets which are sold for a penny. The fuel used in Holland
comes in the form of coals from England, faggots and small wood from

surrounding countries. There are also in Holland vast areas of peat,
which is used for fuel in place of weed and coal. The lumber used
comes fi'om Norway and Sweden, Germany, and to a slight extent
from America. The long, straight poles which are used for pilings in
the soft mud of tile Lowlands come mainly from tile magnificent
forests of the State of Baden. We left the practically unsettled peat

region, called "De Peel," in Brabaut and Limburg and entered
Germany, the home of forestry.

GERMANY.

In Germany the idea of the perpetuation of the forest is permanently
established. Many of the forests are worked aceordlng to very
elaborate plans, executed by well-tralned o_cers, with scientific exact-
ness. The perpetuation and improvement of the forest, and the
betterment of the sell and the construction of roads are always para-
mount in the minds of those who have charge of tile State and Com-
munal forests. An amount equivalent to tile increment is cot, so tllat
the forest always remains one of tile most valuable of Germany's
resources. Although the forests arc scrupulously eared for aCCording
to very modern methods, the saw-milh arc generally crude and the
implements clumsy. There is very little waste of material. In Ger-
many much attention is paid to detail. Forestry there is paramount,
not even secondary, to agriculture. The chief forester is ruler in his
district. He constructs the roads, cuts and plants the forest, lets
meadows, gardens and houses belonging to tile government in his
region; in fact, his duties are many and varied.

Leaving Holland, we rode-to Cologne aud thence to Giessen and
Aschaffenburg, where important forestry schools are located. Thence
we traveled to Rotheubuch, a little town in the midst of the thmous

oak and beech forests of the Spessart. At tile little inn we at once
learned that Sir D. Brandis, with a class of English students, anti
Mr. Carey, of Maine, had shortly preceded us. Early in the morn-
ing we were surprised to see four hundred pigs and many geese being
driven into the forest. This is one of the peculiar peasant rights of
the Spessart, which will be referred to later. Here and there near
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tilL' town were many small but rich and well-irrigated meadows_

wlfieh yielded, in spite of the shortness of tile season, four crops of

IL_ty _er annum.

Ta the northwestern corder of Bavaria, enclosed in a bold bend of

tlw river Main, is a beautiful mountainous forest region known as
the Spessart. It varies from 350 to 617 metres above the level of

tile sea, and is drained by many winding streams. The climate is

q_¢e severe and the snowfall heavy, causing considerable damage to

the conifers which grow there--the Scotch pine, spruce, and a small
_iw_nt_ty of white pine. Oak and beech, Imwever, predominate.

(]euerally speakillg, tile sell is poor, being mainly a kind of sandstone

bL,l.nging to the Tries formation. When tile soil is exposed, or robbed

l_y Ihe peasants of humus and litter, it will not produce a fine grade

or' beech and oak. Such land is planted in conifers until it recuperates
-u_fi_.iently to support tile beech. Oas of the interesting features in

t!_* management of the Spessart forests is tbe encumbrance in the

w:_y of pea.ant r_ghts which have clung to it more or less s:mce 1814,
_l:_.n the dukedoms of Mainz and Wiirzburg passed to tile Bavarian

_.rLrxo. There are rights to litter, to wood, to pannage and to pasture.

At one time the peasants availed themselves of these rights to such

:_n extent that the soil deteriorated, and oak and beech in places could
zmt /]nd sufficient nourishment. These rights, however_ have been

re_.rul:lted by law.
"_he principal indlgennus trees of tile _pessart are the oak (<_.

• ',,_ifJbt) and the beech. Many of these oak trees are magnificent

.?tint, us, some _f which are 500 years, of age. These venerable
tr_._'s_'ormerly stood in ancient pasture-lands. During the "Thirty

yt:_rs' war" the cattle were killed or remnved and after the dose of

tlJ,. u'ar natural reproduction tbllowed, and what were once pastures
have become beautiful fi)rests of oak.

in the Spc,sart, owing to mistakes in the early management of the

w_Is, there is a comparatively small quantity of nak of middle age

,inI an abundance of pure beech woods. This was due to the fact
tlHt regeueratlon was efleoted over large areas at one time and that

at_ undue proportion of standards was left. There was not sufficient

llg[_t to favor the oak, which is quickly crowded out by the beech of

about the same age, which grows more rapidly. This difficulty has
been overcome by growing the oak in "horsts" or groups and by

h_pping ot_ and cutting back the beech. Heavy oak masts occur in
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Europe about every 6 to 10 years, which is less frequent than that of
the majority of Amerlcan oaks. Tile beech prevails in the Spessart
--in fhct everywhere in Germany where it can be sucaes_ful]y pro-
duoed. It is of little value commercially for anything but fuel, but
the Germans are partial to the beech. It is their favorite tree. They
point with pride to the forest which almost equals their ideal--it is a
forest of oak wifll clean, straight boles, with a dense underwood of
thrifty beech. The oak furnishes material for the construction of
casks in which to hold their precious wine and beer, while the beech,
by its thick deposit of leaves and dense protective canopy, enriches
the soil, conserves the moisture and stimulates the height-growth of
the oak. There are no weeds in such forests. The ground is covered
with nothing but humus, and the dense shade of the beech prevents
the growth of shrubby heaths.

Young white pine is mixed here and there with the beech, although
it is generally not highly esteemed in Europe. The silver fir (Abies
pecllnala), which reaches perfectionin the Black Forest, is seriously
damaged by deer in the Spessart. This dilt_culty in Baden is
obviated to a certain extent by covering the tender tips of the silver
firs wilh linen tow. This tow, which clings to the mouth of the
deer, becomes distasteful and monotonous in the course of time, so
that he learns to leave the silver fir alone.

The great object in the Spessart is Co produce forever a regular
yield of first-class oak; to turn these regions into deciduous forests,
which, owing to the impoverishment of the soil, by removal of the
litter, are now only able to support conifers; to cover the surface
with beech, in spite of the fact that firewood cannot be profitably
sohl in the Spessart, and to grow pine and fir to supply the demands
of the region. It is hardly worth while to explain in detail the
various methods of regenerating these forests. The following has
proved the most satisfactory method : In areas (from 5 to 80 acres in
extent) where the soil is good, especially where large, thrifty beeches
have grown, acorns are sown. After thinning, when the oaks have
reached an age of from forty to fifty years, an underwood of beech is
planted. The young beech grows rapidly, the soil is enriched by
their leaves and kept moist by their shade, and the oak growth is at
once stimulated, resulting in a beautiful and valuable forest. We
next visited the Communal forests of Frankfort and Darmstadt.

J
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THE COMe.fiNALFORF+STSOF THE GRAND DUCHY OF HF_SE.

Why do American cities persist in having immense eonventiona|

parks? They are little more than large unproductive playgrounds.
l_'ew Jersey could have a series of communal forests which would

answer for parks and at tile same time yield a profit. A well-cared-

for forest, with excellent driveways+ is, in every way, superior to the

ordinary American park. Were the cities owning parkland willing

to convert these into profitable forests, they would be setting an
example of immense value to the State and private individuals, as

well as producing the proper sentiment in the minds of their people.

As it is, more support to the forestry movement comes from the cities

than from the country, and more from the farm regions than from the
owners of forest. The forest of Darmstadt, for instance, serves tile

purpose of a park and at the same time yields an income to the city.

With the completion of the system of public parks and parkways
projected by the Park Commissioners, Essex county will rank with

the largest cities of the world in this respect. The park area will

approximate 3,000 acres. Were this as well forested as the Darm-

stadt parks, it would yield a handsome revenue, and be at the same

time much more attractive and valuable than the majority of city
parks. This matter is especially worthy of consideration in ease the

city owns the surface which supplies it with water.

If the region of the Palisades becomes a State or city park and the

forest is properly treated, it is more than likely, owing to its location,
that it will pay a good interest on the amount invested, improve in

quality, and at the same time serve as a place of enjoyment for tells of

thousands of people who live within sight of it. The following in-
teresting paper was prepared for "The Forester," under the direction

of Ministerialrath F. Mi_hl, of Darmstadt_ on" The Communal ]._'orests

of the C_rand Duchy of l[esse."

"The Grand Duchy of Hesse, with a total area of 767,859 hectares

(1 hectare _---23 acres) has 244,765 ha. or 31_ per cent. of its area

in forest. Aa to the ownership of these forests, the largest part, viz.,

38Tt_ per cent. o_ 94,218 ha. belongs to th_ _mmnuee, societies aud

corporations; these figures being double the average percentage for
the whole of Germany. 32_"._per cent. of tim forests are private, and

the rest_ 28 _6 per cent., belong partly to the State and partly to the
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crown ; those belonging to the latter, however, have been confided to

the care of the State. Thus tile communal forests comprise about 12

per cent. or one-elghth of the entire territory. Their importance to

the State as well as to the separate communes is therefore fully ap-
parent. From the earliest times, the communal forests of the ancient

"Hesse, and of most of her incorporated poesessioas, have been subjected
to forestry regulations. Appreciating the position and signifieance of

the commune in the State organism, as well as the peculiar conditions

of forest management, a government regulation introducing the system

of forest districts as affecting communal forests was established in 1778,
according to which the management of communal and State forests

was to be uniform in principle and conducted by tile same authorities.

An edict in 1803 confirmed the plan, establishing an "OberfSrstamt,"

and especially declared that communal, society and corporation forests

should come under its rule and sway. These forestry regulations
were, however, not specified in detail nor generally systematized, and

this defect was greatly emphasized in the year 1806, owing to the ac-
cession of several Princedoms where forestry methods either differed

or were entirely abseat.

The Organic Forest :Law of January, 1811, applicab'.e to the newly-
created State of tile Grand I)uchy of Hesse, corrected this defect ; it

did not extend, however, to the provluce of Rhine-Hessen (acquired at
the time of the Napoleonic dissolution), owing to the fact that the for-

estry laws already existing in this province, derived in part from

French rule, were already sufficiently analogous in principle. The

established methods of forestry management contained in the organic

law of 1811 arc still, in the main, operative, with the exception of the

principle applying to the care of private forests, these having been
released since 1819, although they are still subject to the rule requir-
ing re-foresting after cutting.

According to Section 2 of the aforesaid Organic Forest :Law, the
districts to be known as " OberfSrstereien " and "Forste" shall so fit

into each ether that every spot of ground in the whole Grand Duchy,
whether covered with wood or not, shall belong to an "OberfSrsterei"

and to a "Forst." The Grand Duchy, according to this principle, is
now divided into 6 "Forste" and 71 " Oberfbrstereien" which com-

prise state, communal and private forests, with boundaries fixed as

suitably as possible. The heads of the " ObefSrstereien" are called

"OberfSrster;" those of the Forste, "OberfSrstmelster.'' The ap-
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pointment of these officials is made by the crown without reference to

the district they are to govern. They must have passed a final gym-

nashlm examination_ have studied Forestry for three years at the

State Uu_verslty, and have passed the State examination and gone

through a practical course. The OberfSrster carry out their admlnis-
tratitm under the control of the OberfSrstmeister and under tile

instructhm of the Grand Ducal Ministry of Finance (Department of
Forestry and Finance).

According to the law of 1811, the term Communal Forests includes,

besldes city and village forests, the forests of all societies and corpora-
tions. The Department of Forestry and Finance is subordinate to the

Grand Ducal Ministry of the Interior. Perpetual and permanent

management i_ the fundamental principle of tile whole administration.

Technically, this is accomplished (according to ownership rights)

through the co-operation of communal representatives with district
officials (government authorities). As to the mutual relations of the
State Forest and the Communal authorities, Section 37 contains tile

following: " In the technical treatment of communal forests, the

Oberf;3rster do not serve under the magistrates, councilmen and repre-
sentatives of Communes, but only under the higher State Forestry

auttmrltie_, whuse .r3ers they must closely follow. They must never

forget_ however, th-'tt they are administering the property of others,

that their rule must have no other aim than to further the good of the
Communes, that they owe the representatives of the Commune respeet,

if mlt ob*'dience, and that it is their duty to confer with Communal
authorities ewn about the technical treatment of the forest and to take

into account their views and wishes and give information upon any
phase of administration when it may be asked for." .

Adopting the principle of what is called the "compartment '_
metlmdj Commune fort._ts are worked on a basis of "cultural regula-

tlons_" established and renewed every twenty years_ the accomplish-
meut of this work being cntrus*ed to the OberfSrster and tile remuner-

ati_m paid for nut of Communal funds according to a fixed standard.

Forest officials co-operate in carrying out the principles of manage-

ment and in a revision of the OberfiJrster's plans_ and the approval of
tile Divls_on of Forestry and Finance as to methods of treatment

precedes the fixing by this body of the amount of annual cutting in

the sections. In order to hinder any threatened disturbance in the

normal condition of forests due to windfalls_ conflagrations or insect
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pests, or to make up for such losses as are occasioned by unusual de-

murals of owners for payment of debt or other exigeney_ a reserve

mnount of growing timber is maintained, i. e., a quantity above the
normal supply. Variations from the established amount to be cut, in

the way of anticipated eottlngs_ are only allowed in case of need, oc-
casioned by financial embarrassment, in building school-houses, roads,

etc., and only with the sanction of the government authorities, and

suoh additional cuttings are taken into account in the following year's
calculations.

The government, however_ sometimes even authorizes "extra cut-

tings" without reference to tim following year's supply, and not in
strict aecordanco with economio rules, when circumstances seem

to justify them. Iu all such cases, and where disputes and differences

arise among the various authorities, the declslon in favor of an extra

culting is only to be made on the principle of keeping in view the
lasting benefit to the Cmnmtme, and the catting is to be done in such
manner and with all such technical aids as shall minimize the hurtful

effects. In order to facilitate a comparison of results with prescribed

plans, a revision of the cultural regulations or working plan takes
place every ten years. It will be seen thst the co-operatlon of com-

munal authorities in reference to technical management of their forests

is only advisory. According to tbe law of June_ 1880, relatlng to the

conduct of Forestry and Communal Bodies regulating Receipts and
Disbursements, the OberfSrster have to hand in to Communal Board a

scbedule containing the computed wood receipts and by-products of
communal forests for the following year, as well as the computed ex-

penses for clmppers' salaries, gathering of by-products, cultural and

other works, such as road-bnilding. Special cuttings are to be sep-

arately scheduled according to the object for whleh they are author-

ized. The schedule, after being passed upon by all communal au-
thorldes, is ultimately referred to the OberfSrstmeistsr" for con=

firmation. Mayors may be present at a revision of local plans.

Differences arising among authorities as to the schedule of com-

puted receipts and disbursements, the final decision rests with the Min-

istry of the Interior. Appointment of forest guards or wardens takes
place according to the law prescribed in 1811. Aspirants arc pre- I- I

seated by the Communal Board iu question, and when there is no

oppositiou are confirmed by the Department of Forestry and Finance.
A dismissal of these confirmed forest guards, on the part of the corn-
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mune alone, is not allowed. If the several communes are not large
enough each to constitute a separate "Forat-Warte " (circle), then tile
contiguous State, communal and private forests are united to form a

circle. If these mixed Warte contain more than .°5 ha. belonging to
the State the guards are called grand ducal forest guards, and tile
State has full sway in appointing them. The mixed circles arc sub-

divided into normal forest circles: such as contain more than 150 ha.,
State forests, and "abnormal"; such as contain between '25 and 150

ha., State forests. The first are paid and pensioned by the State ; tile
second are pail! and peosloned by the communes, and tile State treas-

urer only disburses the amouat raised by the communes. For tile

management of their forests the communes pay a fixed sum towards
the wages of the OberfSrster, the calculation of which is based on tile

assessed valuation of territory.

The sum total of OberfSrster's wages is 266,600 marks, the pro-
portion paid by the communes being 119,933 marks, which is a small

sum when the value which comnmaal forests represent in tile Grand

Duchy is consiJered. From the report of five years' management
(1889 to 1894) the average net yearly income from State forests was

22 marks 79 pf. per ha. The capital valuation, therefore, according
to accepted formulas, would amount to 911 marks 60 pf. In the

communal forests similar statistical data are not available, but it may

be assumed that the average net returns of lands mauaged in the same
manner and under tile same control would be equal to the State
figures. The valuation of 94,218 ha. of communal forests would

therefore he 85,889,129 M., a sum which clearly reveals the import-
ance of these possessions not only to the communes but to the entire

State. This valuation is constantly being enhanced. It may be
mentioned here that the good condition and large yielding capacity
of the ttesslaa communal forests is chiefly attributable to the strict

laws in force for fifty years regarding the use of wood litter, which is
not allowed to be gathered for direct use, but which is collected and

made up into salable portions and sold at public auction, and i:llc net
proceeds divided in cash among those entitled to receive it. Tbe

gathering of " wood litter" is restricted to a percentage of the forest

area. In coniferous woods, at the utmost 20 per cent., in deciduous

woods, 19 per cent. In the year 1893, which, owing to protracted
drought, was a year of great dearth, the laws of 1839 regulating these

methods _f dlspn_ing of wood litter were suspended by a law empower-
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leg the Miulster of the Interior, in case of extraordinary dearth of

fodder and bedding, to allow the " wood litter" to be delivered

directly. In this case the price is to correspond to the tariff price of
State wood litter.

Consider more closely the significance of the communal forests in
Hesse. The commune as a political unit for a certain number of

State residents in a limited territorial district, to which the individual

looks for benefits and advantages, has above all, in order to confer

such benefits, to preserve tile communal property undiminished for

future generations. All speculative tendencies are therefore to be

excluded from communal methods. Such a purpose is accomplished
by means of ownership of forests in or near the commune. Com-

mune funds are taxed heavily for the ever-increasing demands of a

growing population, for maintenance of schools, new schools, improve.

ments demanded by a higher standard of living--such as water-works,

llghting-plants, public slaughter-houses, hospitals, etc. ; works whleh
cannot be left to the discretion of individuals, but must be entrusted

to the communal representatives. To meet all these demands, it is
imperative for the communes to know that their revenue shall be

certain and lasting. This, also, the forest ensures. The forest stores

up a large reserve, which is set forth in tile ammal official statement,

or in times of need supplements the ordinary revenue by means of

extra cuttings. Without such aid many communities wonld have to
forego the improvements demanded by the times or else still further

burden taxpayers. The development of industrial uses for wood
which was formerly consumed as fuel will still further increase the

revenue from forests and render profitable their more intense manage-
ment for an increased output.

Not unlmpormnt also is the revenue from different by-products of

the forest. The leasing of hunting-rights, particularly in regions near
large cities, or accessible by rail, is a considerable source of revenue.

Also the leasing of stone.quarrles, sand and gravel-pits give large
i eturns, which, of course, are only accidentally related to forestry when
usefld materials are discovered in forest districts. Quite consider-

able, also, are the direct benefits to be derived by residents from forest-

products. The so-called "Loosholz" supplies a large part of tile
fire-wood aml in some communities the whole supply. Also, from an

economic standpolnt_ the large quantities of "Lesebolz" deserves
mention. It is not reckoned in the forest statistics, and in Hesse is
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understood to be dry branches blown down by the whld, such as are

not used to sell, and such dry wood (oct over 6.25 ore. thick) as call

be reached from the ground w_tbout cllmbiog the tree, and can be

broken off by one person. Considering that such brush-wood is

utilized only within a limited distance from dwellings, it may be
estimated as five per cent. of all fallen wood. Tlds gives as the

amount gathered from 94,218 ha. of communal forest at five cubic

meters per ha. a total of 23,554 cubic meters wood per year. This prao.

rice is politically and socially of peculiar significance, because in many

regions the wood thus gathered contributes largely or even wholly to

the fuel-needs of tbe poorer classes. A further product whleh tile
forest provides, and in consequence of which communal forests are

often sorely taxed, is "Waldstreu"--wood-litter. Its use is some-

times unavoidable, though to the enthusiastic forester it seems a crime,
and is often the cause of discord between forest officials and com-

munal authorities, and often has to be denied entirely, owing to
cultural need of retaining it. To what extsnt, however, it may serve

to supplement agricultural needs of the poor in years of dearth in straw
and fodder was shown in the year 1898, when the former law already

referred to was set aside. Io 1893, from communal forests, there
were harvested 14,000,000 bundles of wood-litter at five cubic-meters.

An average of 12.91 per cent. of the entire forest-area was made to

yield litter, and in some districts wbere tile dearth was greatest the
use of litter extended to 46 per cent. of tile forest-area.

Based on a calculation of the comparative value of straw and wood

lltter_ the yield in 1893 was equivalent to 556,45:?, cwt. of straw, aud

in truth it was the forest with its litter, its meadows, its supply of dry

grass and foliage fodder, which enabled the people to tide over ttle
bad season referred to. Of course, as a eonscqueoce, and ill order to

heal the wounds occasioned by these iuroads, the following years are

devoted to protection and restoration. Still further to be mentioned

are the supplies of wild berries, a oonslderable yearly help to the

poorer classes.
Consider the wages of labor connected with the culture, exploita-

tion and transport of forest products which accrue to the commune
residents. The average State expenditure in five years (1889-1894),

for wood-choppers' wages, including expenses, applied to tile 94,218
ha. communal forests results in wages received amounting to--
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Wood*choppers ...................................................... 863,036M.
Cultural expenses ................................................. 201,626 "
Road construction ................................................... 236,487 "
Other expenses ...................................................... 146,037 "

Total............................................................... 1,447,186 M.

Cost of transport is another conslderable item. Danckelman esti-

mates tile wages for wood transport in all Germany at 51,000,000
marks amma]ly. Tile communal forests of Hesse would therefore

yield to wood-haulers 344,837 M. yearly, a total income to wage-
earners in Hessian communal forests of 1,800,000 M. ammally. If

it is further considered that the forest labor occurs mostly afa seasou
when many industries are idle, when field-labor is not possible and the

outlook for other earnings is very slim, the benefits derived from tile

communal forests appear in a twofold light. How many classes are

also employed in the numerous industries dependent on forest pro-

ducts? And human ingenuity is daily increasing tile number of uses
for wood-products so that tim presence of a forest often determines the

type ofa wlmle community. Tim earnings derived by a given dis-

trict from the forest not only increase its revenne but add purchasing
power which is felt beneficially by other districts. As to the indirect
value of forests from a hygienic point of view, their influence on soil

and temperature upon moisture of the atmosphere and evaporation,

upon the frequency of rainfall and the volume of springs, as well as
their protection against raw winds, the facts are well known. The

proper recognition ot the great importance of forests in the ecmmmy

of natnre and of States has led indeed to the establishment of forestry"
regulations.

In I[esse, tile extent of whose communal forests is only exceeded

in Baden and in Elsass Lorraine, these beneficial effects are very notice-
able. In general it may be said that the Commnnal authorities of

Hesse folly recognize the importance and significance of their forests.

In parts of the State where tile woodlands still largely belong to pri-

vate peasant proprietors they are disposing of them, partly from

financial stress, partly from a conviction gradually gaining ground
that ownership of woodland more properly belongs to the State or

Commune. Thus large areas are being gained by the Communes.

This is also the ease with land still under cultivation, but which, owing

distance from markets, difficulty and unprofitableness of transport,

is only fit for forests. A similar process is going on in the province
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of Vogelsberge in Upper Hesse. The comparatively well-woodod

lower portions of the province belong mostly to the State and only a

small fraction to the Communes, while of tile upper unwoodod por-
tions, the poorest and most distant districts, two-thirds belong to Com-
munal, one.third to private owners. This considerable area owned

in common, consists mostly of pasture-fields with a small amount of

poor farming and meadow lands, which are, however, in reality all

pastured. This results in the inhabitants keeping an abnoroal quan-
tity of cattle, which in years of drouth, as 1893 most sadly proved_

cannot be supported. This disproportionate tendency to agriculture is

the reason for the lack of prosperity among the inhabitants of Upper
Vogelsberg, and the fact of a false balance between wood and farm

laml, the fact that where lusty wood-crops should be growing there
are bare and desert grass-lands, accounts for the unfavorable climatic

cooditions of this region. As Forstaesessor C. Weber in his excellent

work has undubitably demonstrated, all these evil conditions in

Vagelsberg wouId be overcome by exchanging the pasture and waste
spaces for woods, and an almost entirely unproductive area would be

made productive. It will, indeed, take a long time for this rural

population, so stubbornly wedded to old accustomed ways, to attain
the proper standard, but a beginning has been made. In a number

of the districts of Upper Vogelsberg there are every year certain

lands re-forestod, because of climatic difficulty and expeuse of other eul-

tivatlon. The State in such cases, recognizing the importance of the
subject, lends aid. In the State budget quite considerable sums are

set aside to defray half the cost of re-foresting undertaken by such
communes.

In closing, a further benefit may be mentioned accruing to small

communities and large cities as well, from the ownership of forests.

In our age, where nervous maladies make such alarming inroads, it
becomes a necessity for many to retire at times from the heat and

burden of the day. There are regions whose heights are covered with
lovely woods, where the fresh, fragrant forest air acts as a restorative

to worn-out body and mind, and incites to summer excursions, the
ever-extending net-work of railroads opening up each year new

regions. Thus the Odenwald, with its charming heights and valleys_

affording changing views, has become a goal for health and pleasura-

aeekers_ and many a little place with beautiful woodland surroundings
formerly but sparsely visited, has now become a famous resort. The
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eity of Darmstad h surrounded by forests of pine and oak, is becoming
more and more a favorite home for rich and well-to.do families. In

the case of such forests, of course msthetio as well as financial con-

siderations must prevail. That an interruption in business routine

notably contributes to the economic welfare of citizens and by increas-
ing their power of producing thus in the end benefits all classes,

hardly needs to be especially mentioned. In summing up the fore-

going considerations we must admit that the communal forests play
an important role in the policy of communesp and that their preserva-

tion is greatly favorsJ by tbe principle of a common ownership. The
proverb is here verified :

"Den Wald zu pflegen
Bringt allen Segen."

THE BLACK FOREST.

A.t least some of the features of the Black Forest metbod of treat-

ing mixed, irregular woods can be easily au:l inexpensively applied in

America if the owners of large tracts of land would employ able for-
esters instead of mere managers.

The Black Forest is a mountainous land of beautiful evergreen

woods, with fertile valleys and rich, carefully-lrrigated meadows. The
upper strata are not fertile, being a coarse sandstone similar to that of

several mountain ridges in northern New Jersey i unlike them e how-
ever, in thst fire is almost impossible aud the forests are well cared

for in the Grand Duchy of Baden. The great beauty and healthful-

ness of this forest region attracts many tourists aud invalids. The
European chestnut, beech, maple, ash, two varieties of oak, the

mountain pine, the Scotch pine, the spruce and several American trees

are common there. The most beautiful, however, is the silver fir

(Abies pee2inala), with its long, straight boles, many of which are used

for pil_.nge in the soft mud of the _etherlands. Although of great
interest, time and space at present only permit of a very short descrip-
tion of these extensive forests.

Baden is the home of an excelleut system of natural regeneration.
Tn many parts of Europe the forest is divided into sections.

Each section is planted and cut at a certain time. The young
trees, usually of one species, such as .Pinus sylvsslris, are grown in

nurseries and then transplanted. This method, although simple and

23 oEo
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similar to farming, has many disadvantages. A mixed forest is al-
ways healthier and never so seriously troubled by insect pests. Trees

are healthier and grow more rapidly when not transplanted. The sur-

face is always covered with forest and never exposed to the beating

force of wind and rain or the scorching etteet of the sun. Tile Baden

method, wherever it is possible, is the cheapest and most scientific way

of treating mixed, irregular woods such as predominate in America.

The total area of Baden is 5,800 square miles or 1,508,113 heelares,
550,656 of which are in forest. The percentage of cleared land to

uncleared land is about the same as that of New Jersey. Of the forest

area 92,267 hectares belong to the State, 4,779 to the crown, 251,460

to communesj 182,885 to private individuals, and 19,265 to societies.

One is impressed with the fact that only an amount equivalent to the

increment is cut and a large percentage of this consists of wlnd-falls
and timber which has become diseased. In many places much more

could be cut with advantage to the forest, bat the axe is eauliously

used and always with a purpose beyond the simple reaping of a wood

crop. Much more attention is paid to quality thau quantity. The

Black Forest saw-mill, although common everywhere along mountain
streams_ is not a voracious instrument of destruction. With old-

fashioned up-and-down saws it works slowly but eoouomically the
well-earned increment. It is an essential part of these busy little val-

leys where agriculture_ forestry and manufactures are evenly
balanced. Tile Baden forester plants with the axe, that is, by a cer-

tain skillful method of cutting, the forest yiehls an income constantly,

and at the same time, improves in quality. A forest properly treated

in this way is very beautiful, an improvement in fact on the natural
woods.

i1 requires, however, a great.deal of skill and a perfect knowledge

of the species with which one is dealing. One of the secrets of th.is

system is to know just how the different species disport themselves in
varying quantities of light, since the amount of light determines the
amount of seed and the kind of young growth which follows. The

light-demanding and shade-enduring kinds are grown together, and
here, as elsewhere in Europe, the beech is a famous underwood. The

productivity of the forest is held at its highest mark by the applica-
tion of ingenious methods, the result; of long years of careful observa-

tion and experimentation. After a visit to these magnificent and

profitable forests_ no one can refrain from reproaching the American
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people, the possessors of such extensive natural woods, for their
recklessness and maliciousness. The forest area in America is not

too }urge, were the _wners eantenl with cutting the increment, instead of

91ttqbtg lhe market and cheapening [he article by working lhe principal.

Our lumbering operations are systems of robbery, our recklessness
with fire a crime iu comtmrison with the treatment of the forests of

Baden, where the light and shade conditions of every species arc

carefully studied, and where the delicate aud intricate workings of

nature are in the hands of the forester, who almost dictates the kind

of seed which must fall and the klml of tree which must grow in tim
spot he has prepared for it. All this at present seems out nf the

question in Americaj and we must devote ourselves to protecting tbe

forest which is left, leaving the waste-lauds to wait their turn or to

improve slowly under the processes of nature.

In the region of Badenweiler, an attractive resort in the Black Forest
(Scbwarzwald), there are extensive forests of oak and beech, similar, if

not equalj to those of the Spessart. There is no place in all Europe where

forestry can be more advantageously studled than in the Black Forest

(Schwarz_va/d.) The person who kuows tborough]y the methods in

practice there is well equipped with the latest and most practical thought
on the science of forestry. We reluctantly left Badenweiler and as-

cended the Belcben, one of the highest mountains in Bndeu. It was

the first clear day in many weeks. Away to the west was the broad

fertile valley of the Rhine, at our feet the dark, dense forests and cul-

tlvated valleys of the prosperous Black Forest, and away to the south,
mingling with tim clouds, the snow mnuntains of the Bernese Ober-
land were visible.

SWITZERLAND.

It is often remarked that forest regulations cannot be enforced hi a"

cmmtry where tbere is much individual liberty. Iu disavowal of this

the Germans point to their neighbor, Switzerland, which is, in every
sense of the word, a republic. In the begimfing, forest regulations were

bitterly opposed by the Swiss peasants, because the goats and cows, upon

which they depended for a livelihood, were prohibited from roaming
in the regions set aside for reforestation. In one place the foresters

were pelted with stones by the peasants ; but public opinion has rapidly
changed, and the evil consequences of destroying the forest cover are

now understood. Switzerlaud ba_ accomplished more than is usually
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supposed. This may be due to the fact that much of the work which

is difficult and expensive is in iuaccessible places and seldom visited,

except by those who, with foresters for guides, have strength and nerve

e,ough to climb extremely precipitous mountain-sides. It is a con-
stant struggle against the intensified forces of nature. Eoglueering

x_orks, which have hecn constructed at great expense, may be swept

away in a minute by flood or avalanche. Every bit of pasture which

is turned into forest deprives some peasant of a part of his livelihood.

The available agricultural land is so small that protection, on ihe other

haml, is necessary agaiust the destructive forces of nature which are

let loose by deforestation. There are strong winds, avalanches, land-
slides and floods. None of these, however, are more destructive than

the tens of thousands of goats upon which a ]argo part of the Swiss

popuIation is more or less dependent.
No nation has suffered more from the el[sets of deforestation, in

fact the safety of a large part of the population depends upon the
forest. In many places, by persistent work, the Swiss engineers and

fores'era have prevented whole mountain-sides from s]ipping aud
huge masses of rock from crushing the villages in the valleys. Their

boisterous streams, which are fed by perpetual snow, must be con-

stant]y watched and the young forests planted ou the mountain sides

are in danger of ruin by avalanches. Everywhere, in fact, they are

persistently wrestling with forces which are far more serious and
uncontrollable than /kmerlcaa conflagrations. By wails of stone,

wattle-work and a host of ingenious devices, they chain these forces

until the trees they have planted can gain a footing and hold the

rocks and soil in place. There are fields in the valleys almost com-

pletely covered with huge stones which have been started hy wind,
water or frost, and have bounded many hundred feet down the moun-

tain-sides. Unexpectedly in the night tile natives have been injured by

stones crushing through the roofs of their chalets. This has all been

stopped by construetlng immense breastworks and planting such trees
as the alder, and the peasants now live in safety. Whole mouutaiu-

sides have thus been forested, and away up on the mountain tops, in

the home of the chamois, where the avalanche is heard, tile foresters

are experimenting with trees which will grow in high altitudes.
_inus esmbra is indigenous to these regions. Beautiful forests of

beech and larch formerly existed in Switzerland, the cutting of which

was a fatal mistake. It has been an expensive but fruitful lesson--
one which should be suffioient for the whole civili ed world.
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There will never be need of such work in New Jersey, owlug to the

absence of precipitoue mountalns_ but there is no better place in the

world than Switserland to study the influence of the forest ill ]esseu-

ing iu many ways the destructive forces of nature. We took file
train at Geneva, crossed France, which looked bare and depleted ill

comparison with Germany, and in forty-eight hours arrived at Bor-

deaux and the region of the Dunes and Landes of Gascony.

FRANCE.

THE DU_F_ AND LANDF_ OF GASCONY.

One of the most instructive and successful results of a combination

of engineering skill and forest plauting for the reclamation of waste

land may be seen in the Dunes and Laudes of Gascony. In tbe early

part of this century the condition of this territory, which is bounded

on one side by the rivers Gironde and Garonne, on another side by

the river Adour and on the other by the Bay of Biseay_ was in brief
as follows : There were miles of marshy, treeles3 laml, covered with a

low but dense growth of herbage. It was uuhealthy, with but few

roads and was very sparsely inhabited. Even to day_ now and then,
one of tile old time peouliar aud picturesque shepherds may be seen

watching his flocks, standing on stilts, wrapped iu a woolly sheepskhl

Coat, kuitfing stocking_. It was, in short, a desolate, little knowu

and unproductive country. Tile grouud being perfectly level, sandy
and underlain with a peculiar hard pan called alios, was p3orly drained.

TImre was fevex: in consequence. Ali s is a sandstone, the cementing

material being organic matter and compounds of iron similar to tbe
ferruginous sandstone of South Jersey. iNear the sbore there were

salt ponds, fresh lakes aud stagnant marshes. Bordering the sea for

miles there were huge masses of moving sand called the Dunes.
These dunes arrayed themselves in lines aloug the shore, moving cou-

stantly inland, coveriug villages, filling rivers aud clogging inlets.

This aggravated the unwholesome condition of the territory in their

lee called tbe Landes. Early writers state that the saudy Dunes and

the marshy Lamles were both at one time forested, and that this dan-

gerous condition of all'airs was tbe result of imprudent forest destrue-
tiou. Imaghm the duues along the Jersey shore clogging np the iu-

lets, tile water from the interior flooding the marebes and lowlands.

The bays, which are now salt, would then become fresh in consequence,
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.*taguat[on and sickness would follow, and you would have an exact

r,,petition of what happened in Gascony, all of which is described in
detail hi the works of Chambreleut, Bremontier and Graudjeau. The

first and mast important step was to stop tile sbifting sand. This was

ia part aecomplisbed by covering the surface witb brush end then sow-

itlg the seeds of the maritime pine (.Pious maritima), and finally in

full by the construction of an artificial littoral dune. When the tide

falls the sand of the beach, ground into powder by the waves, dried

by the sun and wind, is blown in tile direction of the prevailing winds,
xvhicb is usually toward tile shore. The sand moves like drifting snow

until it meets an obstruction, and there a dune is formed equal in beight

to) the height of th_ obstacle. In order to protect tile natural dunes

which have been sown in pines, an artificial or littoral dune is con-

strneted. This is accomplished in a very simple but ingenious way.
A fence of boards or brush is built in a llne along the slmre a short

distance from higll-water mark. This stops the sand which is mov-

ing inland_ so that a drift forms similar to snow along a hedgerow.

When the sand tbrms a drift equal in height to the fence, so that
the fence is in fact buried, a new fence is constructed on tile crest of

tile dune which has just been formed. So on fences are buried and

ccm,trueted until the dune reaches the desired height, and if lacking
i_l breadth or too wide, the fence is moved back or forward a little to

suit tile desires of tile forester or engineer ill charge. By the use of

palisades or brusb an artificial dune can be easily and cheaply con-
structed. The dune should have a gentle slope toward the ocean.

When the dune has reached the proper size and shape it is necessary

t_ plant its windward slope in ffmtrbet in order to hold tbe sand in

pluc'e. The go_lrbe_ or saml sedge (Calamagrostis arenaria) is com-
m_n also on American dunes. This plant bas rhizomes many feet in

ler_gth, by means of which it fixes the sand. This huge bank of sand

_ c.m..taatIy watched and kept in shape.

In traveling along the beach from tile mouth of tbe Garonne to the

mouth of the Adour_ one sees squads of men and women working on

this immense ridge of sand_ planting gourbet here and there or dig-

ging it up in places in order to keep the dune in perfect shape. The

vast plantations of pine and the villages in the neighborhood of the
dunes owe much to the humble but persistent gourbet. Where were

ouee nothing but huge, barren, shifting dunes are now beautiful pine

forests close to the shore of the ocean--the location of several delight-
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ful resorts, with the pleasures of the sea and forest combined. Back
of tile dunes in the Landes, canals and drain-dltches were dug through
the impermeable allus. Pine seeds were sown, and, through the
efforts of engineers and foresters, the region changed to such an extent
that a new province wasrcally added to France. The Hugue method
of turpentine-orchardlng was adopted, the main principle of which is
to prevent excessive bleeding. The cut is never more than the tree
can bear, unless it is ready fat"timber, and the turpentine drips into a
little vessel similar to a small earthenware flower-pot.

Bled timber is unanimously considered superior to the uubled, and
:Frenchmen cannot understand why there is a prejudice against it in
America. Many rail and wagon roads were constructed, and immense
quantities of timber go to England. Rosin and terebsnthiua are mann-
fatured in large quantities, and fuel is shipped to the bakers in Paris.

With the advent of railroads forest fires increased, requiring the
construction of fire-lanes and the employment of watchful wardens.
The soil and people improved, and, thanks to de V'iliers, Bremantier,
Chambrelcat and others, the Landes is one of the most interesting and
prosperous regions of France.

Along the coast of America there are shifting dunes. At Avalon,
:New Jersey, a huge bank of sand is slowly but surely destroying a
beautiful forest, ft oould be stopped at slight expense. Thesedunes
are moving inland over the marshes, leaving their natural beds so that
the marsh mud is exposed on the ocean side, and the beach becomes
unfit for bathing purposes.

Destroy completely tile forest which covers the southern portion of
the State of :N"ewJersey, and it will become a bed of shihing sand,
unproductive, unsightly, and no/it for habitation, althmzgh capable of
producing an abundance of valuable timber.

The illustration which accompanies this paper straws the forest, the
collectors of rosin, and the edge of a fire-lane on the Dunes of France.
Compare this with the shifting dunes of Avalon or of Cape Hanlopen.

CONCLUDING REi_IARK5,

The social, economical and political conditions of the United States

and :Europe arc so dittereot that it is impossible, at least at present_ to
enforce reguiatlons here which are euforced with diffianlty in Germany
and France. One can sift, bowever, fi'om their methods valuable
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points,or receive suggestions_ which can be applied with more or'less

profit to the peculiar conditions of parts of the United States. At any
rate, the rudiments must come from the old world, enlarged or modi-
fied to suit American conditions.

Few States have been more thoroughly deforested than New Jersey.

Just how to mitigate this evil without the expenditure of large sums

of money and without infringing upon private rights, or without

adding to the expense of those who arc already burdened by unprofit-
able land is, indeed, a dii_cuh problem upon which there is naturally

great diversity of opinion. After a visit to several of the principal
forest regions of Europe, where the forest officials spared no effort to

explain their methods, and show their errors as well as successes, tile
writer believes that great caution is necessary in this work, and that

what is gained must come little by little until America has, after

much experimentation, developed her own systems applicable to her
varied climate, species, soils, and demands. Forest-plantlng, timber-

culture, insect and fungous pests are at present of secondary consider-

ation only. The first and most important steps are the prevention of
conflagrations and the construction of roads in forest-regions. After
a visit to the pine and cork forests in Vat and the extensive

pine-forests in the Landes of France, where large areas have
suflhred from the effects of fire, in spite of the value of

wood and the attention the subject receives, one is convinced
that too much caution cannot he exercised in formulating laws and

expending cash. The writer is positive, nevertheless, that fires can be

prevented or reduced to a minimum in the course of time in southern
.New Jersey at comparatively slight expense. When fires are stopped

improved methods of cutting can be easily applied. The most

important step is to protect the forests which already exist, thou to
impr_ve them in a way similar to the method in practice in the irreg-
ular woods of the Graod Duchy of Baden, and then finally to reclaim

and plant the waste lauds. In reference to forest lands owned by tho
Federal and State governments there is absolutely no good reason

why they have not been properly protected and exploited, even if the

profits have rest been sufficient to meet expenses. It is apparently
due to the selfishness, indifference or igooraooe of those who have ths

power to change the state of affairs were they so disposed. In a State,

however, such as Sew Jersey, which owns no forest land, the problem
bristles with d!mcultles. Selfish e:)rporations, impatient and dis-
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couraged forest-owners and unpatriotic citizens must be converted,

persuaded or forced to accede to just regulations, which may be
formed for the benefit of all. In a region where tile forest is wholly

owned by private individuals, in a country where every person cher-
ishes his liberties, progress in forestry must be gradual.

In Germany it requires constant attention to kee I) tile peasants from
overstepping their rights. In the regions where the most scientific
methods of silviculture arc ill operation, where plans have been

arranged which extend beyond this and the coming generation, the

State has purchased absolute control. In several communal forests
the foresters [lave been unable to accomplish as much as they desired

because of tile interference of certain peculiar peassnt-rights. They

persist in driving their cattle, hogs and geese into tile forest and in
collecting faggots and leaves at stated intervals. In spite of the

private ownership of forest-land there is hope for New Jersey. It

possesses a great variety of useful and rapid-growing species of timber
trees ; natural regeneration, when tile soil is not too seriously damaged

by fire, is prompt and vigorous; means of transportation are good and

rapidly improving; large cities are near at hand for markets, aud mdy

a small proportion of the people are hopelessly ignorant. In spite of
soil-depletion occasioned by fires, a German forester would no doubt

regard the replacement of tile pines by oaks--even if of a scrubby
nature--a favorable trade. After fires have beeu stopped, all that is

needed is care in the use of tile axe, so that the forest will improve in

quality instead of deteriorate, as under the old-fashioned method of

cutting.
In order to reach tile most desirable class in America, that is, the

class which works tile forest and handles its prodm_ts, tile profit

which will result from fine proper treatment of the forest must be

clearly proved. Were cue to demonstrate to a business man that he
could_ without difficulty, reap an interest of six per cent. from his

forest for ffty years and at the end of that time have a forest superior

in quality and worth ten times its original value, he would disregard
it. The most convincing argument Would be insufficieat, because the

forest, if at all inflammable, is in danger of destruction at least five

months in:every year, without the faintest_hope of recovering damages
in case it is burnt. The forest fire is a formidable foe, bat no worse

than the dreaded avalanche, immense land-slides, and impetuous tor-

rents which the Swiss and French have harnessed by engineering skill
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and the planting of trees. The prevention of fires is a small task

compared to the fixing of the immense masses of moving sand along
the shores of the bay of Biscay, which buried villages in its course.

Although these sands are covered with pines, fires rarely, if ever,

occur on these dunes, tbanks to the few railroads, the many

clean fire-lanes and constant watching on the part of tile

wardens. On private holdings, however, they are not infrequent.

The following is quoted from a letter recently received from

a French forester in the Landes: "The maritime pine plantations

are exposed to a certain number of enemies which cause great
ravages. Danger from these sources is always most in planta-

tions of a single species. Against fires only preventive measures call be

employed. With this object in view, a system of parallel and trans-

verse fire-lanes has been created, composed of forest paths ten metres

in width, cleaned to the pure white sand every three years. The

amount of woodland comprised between two parallel and two trans-
verse laues is about one huudred hectares. If a fire breaks out it is

of course at once extinguished and the burnt area is encircled with a

ditch, tile burnt pines being almost always attacked by a fungous

disease of the roots. Tile ditch prevents the spread of the disease and
is always re__orted to whenever the pines are thus affected. Even the

smoke from the chimney of a woedman's cabin is injurious to the trees
which are near it."

In order to bring about a change in the treatment of our woods,
there mu_t be concerted action of all concerned. Were the State to do

its port, the railroads and people their par L there would be no fires

ex ept those caused by unavoidable accident and lightning. Tile

number would be reduced to at least ten per cent., and many of these

would be extinguished without doing much dmnage.

Forestry which does not pay is not good forestry. Planting of
waste lands aiter tile system employed in parts of Europe is entirely

too expensive to be considered at present. Where land is so cheap

and natural regeneration so rapid and vigorous, planting is unneces-

sary. The most important work is to protect the forests which re-

main, and to apply to these a simple method of improvement-cutting.

Altitough it is the unanimous opinion in New Jersey that some-
thing i_ needed, there is great diversity of opinion as to just what

measures should be adopted in order to protect tlm forests. Some

ecommcnd the appointment of a permanent forestry commission to
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attend to all matters relating to forestry; others the purchase of a
furest reserve ; others wide fire-lanes along railroads and wagon roads ;
others fire wardens ; others the continuance of investigations ; others

lecture.courses in all our public institutions and the distribution of
reliable literature on the subject ; others the apprehension and convio-

tlon of malicious and careless fire.setters; others a rebate in taxes to

all who plant or properly protect their forests, and so on. It is need-

less to say_ that all these suggestions have merits and that any one of

them which is carefully inaugurated with proper maddnery for its
enforcement and continuance would do an immense amount of good.

A visit to the forest regions of Germany impresses oue with the im-

portance of good roads. Every forester understands road construe-

tion. .It is oneof his most important duties. Forest exploitation and

road eoustruetioo go hand-in.band, so that inaccessible forest regions

become profitable solely through the eoastraetion of excellent roads.
It probably costs as much to cart a large log ten miles over a sandy

road iu southern :New Jersey as it does to bring another log of

the same size and perhaps superior quality by rail from distant regions.

In Germany excellent stone-roads penetrate the forest in almost every
direction. The importance of roads is well illustrated also in

France. In certain regions wood is a precious article, in fact

there is muoll inconvenience, if not suffering, in consequence of a lack

of it. A few grapevine twigs a day must serve a family for fuel_
while not far away, on the shores of the :Bay of :Biscay, immense

quantities of excellent wood is allowed to rot, simply because a lack of
roads renders its transportation unprofitable. South Jersey is for-t
tunate in having exhaustless quantities of gravel, which is excellent
road material. The new State road, forty feet in width, from Phila-

delphia to Atlantic City, will be of great service in t he transportation
of cord-wood. This, it is hoped, is the first of a series of wide roads

which will divide the pine regions into compartments. If cleared of

brush along their sides, they will prevent the spread of fire and serve

as a vantage ground in combatting it. As in parts of Europe, oat

man should have charge of a certain section uf road. I-Ie should
patrol his portion, constantly mending the small brea_ before they

become serious, and at the same time keeping the side of the road free

from eombusti6le matter, and extinguishing or reporting fires before

they become uncontrollable. The two most important steps in

Southern New Jersey are, then, the construction of wide, weJl-cared-
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for roads and the prevention of fire. Since_ as has been already said,

forestry is not good forestry unless it pays, and slope it cannot pay
without the proper means of transportation and a certain amount of

assurance agalnst fire_ it is evident to all that tile efforts of the State, of

associations and of all private individuals interested in the subject

must be aimed in that direction. Tile fire question mu_t be grail-

plod with_ otherwise the meagre forests which remain will be

destroyed amt larger areas will become not only unproductive but
sterile, without the hope of forests, little better in feet than a bed of

shift_ug sand. One point is worthy of much emphasis in this con-
nection. When a large area of land is by constant cutting and

burning rendered bare and barren_ there are certain conditions of the

sell and atmosphere which vanish with the forest. When the fi_rest

once loses its hold it often requlres years of toil and great expense to

re-establish it. Tills has been demonstrated again aud again in Europe.

There is great need of tile enforcement of proper laws relating to
fire-lanes along railroads and the use of tile proper kind of spark-

arrestors on locomotives. There is no longer any doubt, of their

etlieieuey. An experiment was tried in France in a region where
rapid trains set conti_ma] fires during tile dry seasoe. Between the

years 18!]3-1892 forest_ to the amount in area of 4.] hectares were

destruyed, with a consequent loss of timber valued at 32,000
francs. ]_'ire.]anes three meters wide were built each side of tile

lines, at twenty or thirty meters from the traeks_ and every fifty

meters paths one and a half ureters wide were surveyed at

right angles to the lanes, extending between the lanes and

the tracks. The paths were kept free from vegetation dur-

ing ttle dry season. The cost of maintenanee_ which includes
the cost of constructing tile lanes and tile labor of cleaning

the path, amounts to 235 francs a year. Since tile application of this

plan, damages which previously amounted to 3,195 francs a year,

were reduced to less than twenty francs a year. Tile figures speak
for themselves. Tbe so called lanes along almost all the railroads in

southern Sew Jersey are not lanes at all. In many instances they are

oovered with dry_ inflammable grass and brush: A lane_ to be effeci;-
ire, must be some distance from tile track and must be kept perfectly

clean. If it is not po_ible to make the lanes wider, they should be at

least ploughed along their outer edge. The punishment of all cor-

porations, malicious anti careless individuals guilty of setting fire
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should be more severe and better enforced. With v, ide roads to serve

as fire-lanes, with men to patrol them at all dangerous tlmes, the per-

centage of fires will be somewhat reduced.
The encouragement by the State of individuals owning forest land,

in tile way of allowing reductions in taxation on tile land in question,

provided they improve it under directions, has been and is still suc-

cessfully applied in Europe. The co-operation of game associations is

also important. Large sums are received annually by leasing the
lmnting-rights, under certain restrictions, in the forests of Germany.

And so on, one could write indefinitely of the suggestions which come

to one after even so short a visit to the forests of Europe. In conclu-

sion, let me quote the words of Mr. Carey, of Maine, who recently
visited the forests of Baden :

'_The states and nobles supported tile work. Scientists labored and

managers experimented. Forestry schools were established to spread

through the land the knowledge of what had been gained. Finally_

they piled up a mass of exact information about trees and everything

related to their life, and established a system of forest management

based thereon that is one of the finest monuments of the thorough-
ness_ the conservatism and the patience of the German race. And to-

day the forest stands as one of the prime objects of the people's

regard_ a source of heahh, wealth and national independence."
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Mineral Statistics.

Iron Ore.

Gro_sTO_.

The output of iron ore amounted in 1896, according to the statisti_
reported by John Birktabine, special agent of the United
States Geological Snrvey, Division of Mining Statisiiex, to ...... 264,999

The total production, as gathered from the shipments of the eeveral
railway companies which carry iron ore from New Jersey
mines, and reported to the office of the Gealogical Survey,
was .................................................................................... 262,070

In 1895" the total production of iron ore in the State, as reported
by Mr. B}.rkinbtae, was ........................................................ 282,433

And the total shipments for the same year ................................. 276,873

These figures show a decline of about six per cent. in the produc-

tion. Comparing the production of 1896 with the statistics as given

in the table below, the decline is noted as small, going back to 1893.

The statistics reported in this table are from the shipments of the rail-

way companies and the production of mines whose ore is used in fur-

naees in the State, but is not carried on any railway line. They are

re-printed from the annual reports of the Survey.

Zinc Ore.

Tim total production of zinc ore in the State for the year 1896, as

reported by J. A. Van l_fater, superintendent of" the Ster[ing Iron

and Zinc Company, is as follows :

Total untreated ore shipped from I_ine Hill ................ 58,669.61
Total separated Franklinile ........................................10,79g.83
TotalWillemitaand Zineite.......................................4,890.76

Total zinc ore shipped .......................................... 74,363.20
Zinc ore shipped from Sterling Hill ............................. 3,717.70

78,080.90

• No miners! statistics were published ia th_ Annual Report far 1895,

(867)
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The statistics from annual reports of the Geo]ogical Survey are
here reprinted.

IROI_ ORE,

1799 ......... 10 000 tons ......... Morse's estimate.
1830 ......... 20000 tons ......... Gordon's Gazetteer.
1855 ......... 100,000 tons ......... Dr. Kitohell's estimate.
1860 ......... 164,990 tons ......... U. S. census.

1864 ......... 226 000 tons ......... Annual Report State Geologist.
1867 ......... 275 067 tons ......... "

1870 ......... 362,636 tons ......... U. S. census.

1871 ........ 450 090 tons ......... Annual Report State Geologist.
1872 ........ 600 9o0 tons ......... "

1873 ........ 665 000 tons ......... " " "

1874 ......... 525.000 tons ......... "

1875 ........ 390,000 tons ......... " " "

1875 ......... 285 (_O tons a .........

1877 ......... 315 00O tons* .........

1878 ......... 409 674 tons ......... " "

1879 ......... 488 028 tons ......... " " "

1880 ......... 745 000 tons ......... " ,4

1881 ......... 737 052 tons ......... "

1882 ......... 932,762 tons ......... "

1883 ......... 521,418 tons .........
1_84 ......... 393 710 tons ......... "

1885 ......... 339,¢309 tons .........

1886 ........ 509,501 tons .........
1887 ......... 547 8_9 tons ......... "

1888 ......... 447,738 tons ......... "

1889 ......... 482,169 tons ......... "

1890 ......... 552,996 tons ......... "

1891 ......... 551,:'58 tons ......... .

1892 ........ 465,455 tons ......... "

1893 ......... 856,150 tons ......... "

1894 ......... 277,4BB tons ......... "

1895 ......... 282,433 tons ......... "

ZINC ORE,

1868 ......... 25,000 tOUSt ............ Annual Report Stats Geologist.

1871 ......... 22,000 tons ............ "
1873 ......... 17,500 tons ............ " "

1874 ......... 18,599 tons ............ " " "

1878 ......... 14,467 tons ............ " "

* From statisflc._collected l.ltcr.
t F_t:ma_edfor lsi:_ and 1871, Statistics for 1873to 1890,Inclusive, are fromreports of the milwar

omI_:t_icac._yin_,t2eerosto thv m._r_;et,The reportsfor ]890, 1_91,1892,1893and1894werefrom
the companies v,cr_._ the _e%
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1879 ......... 21,937 tons ........... Annual Report State Geologist.
1880......... 28,3] 1 tons ............
1881......... 49,178 tons ............
1882......... 40,138 tons ............ "
1883 ......... 56 035 tons ............

1884......... 40,094 tons ...........
1885 ......... 38,626 tons ............
1886 ....... 43,877 tons ............
1837......... 50,220 tons ............
1838 ......... 46,377 tons ...........
1889 ......... 56,154 tons ............
1890 ......... 49,618 tons ............
1891 ........ 76,032 tons ............
1892 ......... 77298 tons ............
]893 ......... 55.852 tons ............
1894 ........ 59,382 tons ............

2.4 GEO
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Publications.

Tlrs demand for the publications of the Survey is continuous and
active, aml several of the reports are out of stock. So far as possible,
requests are granted by giving tile reports to such requests.

The sales of the topographio maps are slightly larger than ill 1895.
The amount realized by these sales for tile fiscal year ending October
31st, 1896, was $450.

It is the wlsh of the Board of Managers to eompletej as far as pos-
sible, incomplete sets of the publications of tbe Survey_ chiefly files
of the Annual Reports, in public libraries, and librarians are urged
to correspond with the State Geologist concerning this matter.

By the act of 1864 the Board of Managers of tile Survey is a
board of publication with power to issue and distribute the publica-
tions as they may be authorized. Tile Annual Reports of the State
Geologist are printed by order of the Legislature as a part of the
legislative documents. They are distributed largely by members of

tile two houses. Extra copies arc supplied to tile Board of Managers
of tile Geological Survey and the State Geologist, who distribute
them to libraries aml public institutions, and, as far as possible, to any
who may be interested in tile subjects of which tlrsy treat. Several
of the reports, notably those of 1868, 1873, 1876, 1879, 1880 and
1881, are out of print and can no longer be supplied by the office.

Tile first volume of the Final Report, published in 1888, was mostly
distributed during the following year, and the demand for it has been
far beyond tile snpply. Tbe first and second parts of the second
volnme have also been distributed to the citizens and schools of the

State, and to others interested in tile particular subjects of which they
treat. The third volume is now being distrlbnted from tile office of

the State Geologist. The fourth volume is in press. The appended
list makes brief mention of all tile publications of the present Survey
since its inception in 1864, with a statement of editions that are now
out of print. The publications of the Survey are, as usual, distrib-

(371)
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uted wilhout furtlwr expense than that of transportation, except i. a

single instance t)f the maps, where a fee to cover tile cost of paper and
prluting i._charged as _t_ted.

CATXLOGTE OF PUBLICATIONS.

G_tOLOGV oI_ _lw J_[: ]liY, Ntw.lr'g. 18_3 8no, xxtv. _- 899 pp, Out ofpr_n[.

Pt_I_IFtlLIO Ol _IA[ ?i _cc=t_,pan_iug t)e _arae, a_ follows :

1. A_c ._nd ,_ _i_'a •:c f r_: t .:_,. ioc!udiog the iron ore and limestone districts ; colored, Scale. 2
m::es t3 a13 IrZC!I

2 rri/ ,_c for:7: r!_n. i_ 'udiug Ih," rrd _lndstone and trap rocks of Central New Jersey: colored.

Sc:11¢, _ [11L_ to ,an j13ch

i. {_r.2L_t c_o_ fol tl .it., 13p ,n:[a _r:e< tl_ _reensand rn:_rl beds ; colored, Scale, 2 miles to an inch.

]'¢rti.try _ndr,-_.:_l f_r ,_tt _:_s _f _L,uthern New_e_,ey; colored. Seale, 2 miles to an hleh.

* M _p t_l a _r _i_ cf _rml r es !a '_Iorr_ county ; printed in two colors. Scale, 3 inches to 1 mile.

t;. M._p of the R]_gxxcod ._,= m_nc . prlntvd in two co!ors. Scale. 8 inches to 1 mile.
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ERRATA.

Page 41, 3d line, read macroscop/cal instcad of "microscopical."
Page 118, 8th line, read forty instead of "four."
Page 140, 4th line, rend 8pruonc¢ for "8pnance."
Page 15t, 13th line, read Bay Hind for "Mantoloking."
Page 176, 24th line, read Actinocy¢luJ for "Actinocychns."
Page 180, last line, read 185 instead of "133."
Page 207, 7th line from the bottom, read complanatus for "complanatu."
Page 201, 9th line, read Pla_ 19 for" Fig. 1."
Page 261, 10th llne, read P/ale £'0 tot "Fig. 2."
Page 332, 17th line, read taillng._ for "tailing."
Page 333, 8th line from bottom, read low price_ now prevailing instead of "low

price now," etc.
Plate XX[V, opposite page 339, read Arcachon for "Arcadeon."
Page 359, 5th line, rand Hug_ for "Hugue."
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